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ABSTRACT 
The first topic addressed in the dissertation is the migration of meandering rivers whose 
banks consist wholly, or partly, of non-cohesive bed-material-sized alluvial deposits; such banks 
are known as composite banks when the near-surface layers consist of fine-grained deposits. The 
relevant forces and environmental conditions that must be taken into account to quantify the 
initial movement and transport of non-cohesive soils are relatively few and more readily 
quantified as compared to cohesive soils. Thus, the treatment of banks formed of non-cohesive 
materials would seem to be relatively straight-forward and perhaps resolved long ago. However, 
existing methods to evaluate channel migration when the banks are formed of non-cohesive 
material have conspicuous inadequacies. Basic questions have yet to be adequately answered, 
such as: (a) How fast would a river meander-bend migrate if the migration rate was dictated 
entirely by the non-cohesive portion of the bank? (b) What is the expected cross-sectional shape 
of such a channel? Due to the difficulties in establishing freely meandering channels in non-
cohesive materials in a laboratory setting, even empirically-based answers to these questions are 
lacking. The analysis herein attempts to shed light on these issues, under the guiding principle 
that, until the simplest possible scenario is adequately understood, additional progress regarding 
the more complex realities of natural streams will be slowed and perhaps misguided. 
The most straight-forward treatment of non-cohesive channel boundaries is to implement 
the sediment mass conservation equation (Exner equation) with known sediment transport 
relations and numerically simulate the temporal evolution of channel deformation. Generalities 
are difficult to establish from such treatments; and the computational expense of achieving 
adequate spatial resolution in the near-bank region makes such an approach unfeasible for 
practical usage. A suitable alternative method is a bank-integrated approach, in which the Exner 
equation is integrated over the bank region under a shape similarity assumption. However, the 
proper bank shape to specify is unknown, and the solution for the migration rate is highly 
dependent on the shape specified. The analysis herein addresses the issues of shape and 
migration rate using both analytical and numerical techniques, supplemented with past laboratory 
data and current field observations from the Mackinaw River in Illinois. The analysis indicates 
that, in order to establish a bank that migrates without changing shape (parallel migration), the 
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bank shape over the region where the critical shear stress is exceeded will be concave upward. 
Under conditions of uniform, fully-developed bend-flow, the transverse slope at the base of the 
bank (the channel thalweg) is demonstrated to be zero when considering boundaries consisting of 
uniform non-cohesive alluvium. The helical flow contribution drives the transverse flux of 
sediment from the base of the bank, rather than the downslope gravitational force contribution. 
The bank profile adjusts itself to satisfy both the demand for transverse flux at the base of the 
bank concurrently with the zero transverse flux boundary condition at the top of the non-
cohesive layer to yield parallel migration. The role of curvature in meander bend migration is 
shown not to be solely the generation of excess boundary shear stress (or excess velocity); of 
equal importance is its ability to cause transverse flux of bedload away from the base of the bank 
to allow migration rather than bank slope relaxation. The past idea of unimpeded removal with 
respect to basal endpoint control is formalized into a rational, dimensionless migration rate 
formula; it sets an upper bound on migration rate in the absence of any confounding effects such 
as bank armoring or boundary shear stress modifications (vegetation, bank irregularities) that are 
generally encountered in real streams. Demonstration is provided that the transverse slope of the 
channel bed region, typically specified using simple empirical approaches in reduced-order 
morphodynamics models, is strongly influenced by the channel migration rate. In the presence of 
a migrating outer bank, the transverse slope may be considerably lower, and the depth at the 
outer bank considerably less, than the predictions of earlier theoretical models. 
The second topic addressed in the dissertation is bank accretion in weakly braided 
streams, with special attention given to bank accretion as a mechanism that can lead to general 
channel geometry adjustment. Bank accretion in single-threaded meandering streams occurs 
through the gradual colonization of the high elevation portions of point bars; however, bank 
accretion in braided streams is a more challenging topic, due to the bars being more dynamic and 
less predictable. The particular case under consideration in the dissertation is the middle Green 
River in eastern Utah. Modification of both the hydrology and sediment input to the reach of 
concern has resulted in channel geometry adjustments since regulation of river flows from the 
Flaming Gorge Dam began in 1962; however, the presence of a major contributor of bed-
material-sized sediment (Yampa River) upstream has limited the geometry adjustment. Potential 
adjustments that could accommodate the modified sediment feed rate with the given hydrologic 
regime include longitudinal slope adjustment, reconfiguration of the cross-sectional geometry, 
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modification of the bed grain-size distribution, or a combination. Although the combination of 
potential adjustments is immense, and not subject to a simple solution, the solution space is 
analyzed with the intention of providing insight into the general directions of adjustment in the 
context of the available mechanisms to achieve those adjustments. 
An understanding of bank accretion requires that the sandbar dynamics be well 
understood. Bar dynamics are evaluated with multiple objectives. The first objective involves 
gaining understanding of a particular geomorphic form associated with the sandbars, a 
depressional feature between the sandbar and river bank that is utilized by Colorado Pikeminnow 
(Ptychocheilus lucius), an endangered fish species that survives only in the rivers of the 
Colorado River basin. The second objective involves utilizing knowledge regarding bar 
dynamics to better understand ongoing bank accretion. Field data obtained in the middle Green 
River during the 2014 spring flood is utilized, along with sedimentological data obtained later 
that season, with particular attention given to interpretations regarding sandbar interactions with 
other sandbars. A conceptual model is presented of three canonical cases of bar interactions in 
this system that differ based on the degree of channel geometry forcing of the bar positions. The 
bar interactions cause the sandbars associated with backwater-habitat sites to go through a 
natural cycle of birth, growth, death, and rebirth; the general lack of long-term stability reduces 
the likelihood of bars becoming colonized with perennial vegetation and accreting to the bank. In 
addition to the field investigation, an analysis of 1997 and 2015 aerial photography is presented 
that illustrates sites of large-scale bank accretion (>20-m maximum width) within the evaluation 
area. Landsat satellite imagery from 1984 to 2015 is used to identify emergent bar presence 
during the base flow season, and the bank accretion sites are evaluated with respect to the 
temporal probability of emergent bar presence. At the evaluation scale of multiple channel 
widths, a number of statistical metrics are evaluated to describe bar pattern, such as spatial 
variance and entropy, to identify potential relationships with the bank accretion sites. However, 
only local statistics at the 30-m by 30-m pixel scale are found to provide a strong relation to the 
locations of bank accretion. Pixels having a high temporal probability of emergent bar presence 
during the base flow season are interpreted as depositional areas associated with strong river 
geometry forcing conditions.  
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CHAPTER 1  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The dissertation covers two loosely related topics pertaining to river morphodynamics. 
Topic 1 considers bank migration in meandering rivers whose banks are comprised wholly or 
partly of non-cohesive soils. In particular, a physically-based formulation for bank migration rate 
is developed, in a form suitable for implementation into the numerical model RVR Meander. The 
developed bank migration sub-model is intended to be valid for coupling with any hydrodynamic 
sub-model, provided that the simulation time scale is sufficiently long that parallel migration 
with bank shape similarity assumption is a reasonable approximation. The RVR Meander model 
simulates river migration over relatively large temporal and spatial scales, and is a suitable 
model for which this approximation is valid. Data obtained from the gravelly-banked lower 
Mackinaw River in Illinois is used as an example application. 
The organization of the material pertaining to Topic 1 is as follows. Chapter 2 provides 
background information on the issue of non-cohesive bank migration. Chapter 3 provides an 
analysis that demonstrates that non-cohesive bank shape will have a concave-upward shape 
under parallel migration when channel curvature is mild. Chapter 4 includes a generalization of 
the Chapter 3 analysis to include the case when channel curvature is substantial. In this chapter, a 
rational migration rate formulation is presented for the case where bed and banks are comprised 
of uniform alluvium. The past idea of unimpeded basal removal is elaborated upon and 
quantified, wherein the helical flow contribution is shown to provide the mechanism for 
transverse flux of bed material from the base of the bank. Chapter 5 provides a finite-difference 
numerical model for channel migration that incorporates a more realistic treatment of the 
boundary shear stresses than previous chapters that incorporated simplified treatments. The 
chapter demonstrates that the cross-sectional shape of a channel at a bend is a function of the 
migration rate, and traditional formulations based on zero migration rate may neglect important 
aspects pertaining to migration. 
Topic 2 considers bank accretion in a weakly braided reach of the Green River in Utah. 
The bed material sediment load in the reach of concern is comprised almost exclusively of sand. 
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In the weakly-braided reach of concern, bank accretion occurs through the deposition and 
stabilization of sand bars that is not necessarily related to opposite bank erosion. Interactions 
between the sandbars and the bank, mediated by hydraulics and sediment transport, determine 
whether the bars stabilize with vegetation and fully accrete to the bank. The bar-scale processes 
are evaluated in the context of reach-scale channel narrowing caused by changes in hydrology 
and sediment load resulting from a large dam located approximately 240 river kilometers 
upstream. Evaluation of the dominant processes leading to the accretion of sandbars to the banks 
(conversion to floodplain) is intended to ultimately aid development of management practices 
that may minimize such accretion. This is considered an important management objective, 
because the still-water environment between sandbars and banks provides important nursery 
habitat to the Colorado Pikeminnow (Ptychocheilus lucius), an endangered fish species that 
survives only in the rivers of the Colorado River basin. 
The organization of the material pertaining to Topic 2 is as follows. Chapter 6 provides 
relevant background information. Chapter 7 presents a simplified analysis of expected channel 
geometric change due to the known modification of the discharge and sediment feed regimes; the 
analysis is based strictly on sediment mass continuity constrained by the known sediment load - 
discharge relationship at the upstream end of the reach of concern. The analysis of Chapter 7 
does not take into account the mechanics of bed and bank deformation that lead to the geometric 
adjustments considered. Chapters 8 and 9 present a more detailed analysis of the physical 
processes that lead to the geometric adjustments; these two chapters are closely tied together. 
The interpretations of field data described in Chapter 8 are used in interpreting the results of 
imagery analysis in Chapter 9; while the imagery analyzed in Chapter 9 is used in the 
interpretations regarding bar dynamics presented in Chapter 8. These two chapters include 
analysis of field measurements, aerial photography, and satellite imagery and the development of 
a conceptual model for the interaction between forced bars (bars whose positions are constrained 
due to channel geometry) and free bars (bars that form and migrate under conditions of relatively 
uniform channel geometry) that strongly influences the spatial locations where bank accretion 
occurs. 
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CHAPTER 2  
 
BACKGROUND ON NON-COHESIVE BANK MIGRATION 
2.1  Introductory Information 
Alluvial rivers meander through floodplains formed of their own sediment. Much of the 
floodplain deposits are channel bars that were left in place as the river migrated. The channel-
bottom and bar deposits are generally non-cohesive sediment (sand and gravel) and tend to be 
coarser-grained at the base and finer-grained near the surface. Overlying the bar deposits is finer 
grained material deposited during over-bar and over-bank flow events; these deposits generally 
consist of a mixture of fine sand, silt, and clay. The eroding bank of a river is classified as a 
composite river bank when it is eroding into such floodplain materials. During migration, the 
non-cohesive basal layer tends to undergo fluvial erosion and the cohesive upper layer tends to 
undergo mass failure due to destabilization by undercutting (Thorne and Tovey, 1981). A view 
of a composite river bank at the Mackinaw River field site is illustrated in Figure 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.1: A view of a composite bank at the Mackinaw River field site; the author is provided for scale. 
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Non-cohesive sediments deposited recently tend to be loosely packed and cannot remain 
standing at steep angles when submerged. However, non-cohesive floodplain deposits experience 
a time-dependent increase in interlocking between particles due to natural aging mechanisms 
(Mesri et al., 1990), allowing older deposits to stand at steeper angles. Examples of the latter 
condition are provided by Thorne and Tovey (1981), Powell and Ashworth (1995), and Darby et 
al (2007). When such material collapses, it loses its structure and reverts to the properties of the 
loosely packed recent deposits. The densely packed deposits are referred to herein as 
“structured” and the loosely packed deposits are referred to as “unstructured”. Millar and Quick 
(1993) account for large friction angles associated with structured deposits by estimating a 
modified friction angle based on the steepest submerged slope observed in the field. 
One feature of composite banks that can mitigate fluvial erosion of the lower non-
cohesive layer is basal armoring. The armoring can be naturally generated by a number of 
causes: (a) failed blocks of the upper cohesive layer roll to a stable position on the lower slope, 
commonly toward the base (Thorne, 1982; Wood et al, 2001; Parker et al, 2011); (b) related to 
slump block armoring, silt and clay can deposit in the matrix of the non-cohesive layer, 
originating from eroding slump blocks or suspended sediment from the river water column 
deposited during the tail of a hydrograph; (c) during fluvial erosion and shallow mass failures of 
the non-cohesive basal layer, the finer grains can be winnowed, increasing the median diameter 
of the unstructured basal sediment, thus increasing the boundary shear stress required to mobilize 
the material (Darby et al, 2002); (d) large woody debris can become emplaced along the bank 
base and cause coarse sediment to accumulate immediately upstream. A basis for item (b) is the 
research of Mitchener and Torfs (1996), who found that the addition of 30% mud into a sandy 
bed increases the critical shear stress (τc) by approximately ten times relative to sand only, with a 
maximum τc occurring at 50 to 70% sand by weight; similar findings were demonstrated by 
Panagiotopoulos et al (1997). Kothyari and Jain (2008) found that adding clay to a gravel bed 
increased τc by approximately three times relative to gravel only. An example of item (b) is 
shown at the Mackinaw River field site in Figure 2.2 below.  
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Figure 2.2: A photograph of the basal gravelly layer influenced by deposition of fines at the Mackinaw River field 
site. 
2.2  Relevant Angular Properties 
The properties of a soil are commonly expressed in terms of friction angle, angle of 
repose, and pivoting angle, among other terms. Unfortunately, in the sediment transport 
literature, these terms are often used interchangeably and the intended meaning in a particular 
usage is not always clear. Some of the variables represent mass properties of the soil, which are 
of most relevance in geotechnical engineering analysis; other variables represent particle 
properties, which are of most relevance to sediment transport analysis. Various angular 
properties must be accounted for in the treatment herein, and so a discussion of the meanings is 
warranted. 
The mass angle of repose (θrm) is a mass property of the soil which dictates the angle at 
which an avalanched mass of particles will come to rest. The mass angle of repose was 
quantified in the experiments of van Burkalow (1945). Loose sand was placed in a box, one of 
the vertical sides of the box was lifted, and the sand spilled out, coming to rest at a characteristic 
angle. From those experiments, values of θrm centered in a narrow distribution around 33 
degrees. In the context of the current analysis, a mass failure or shallow avalanching of non-
cohesive bank material should result in particles that come to rest somewhere downslope at the 
mass angle of repose. 
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The particle angle of repose (θrp) is the maximum slope on which a particle can remain at 
rest before sliding or tipping due to its own weight. For a theoretical analysis of particle tipping 
due to fluid drag on a flat bed, the tangent of θrp represents the ratio between the moment arms 
about the fulcrum of tipping (the point of contact between the particle and its neighbors) of the 
gravitational resistive force directed vertically and the fluid drag force directed horizontally. The 
term particle angle of repose in this respect is equivalent to the term pivot angle used by Li and 
Komar (1986). The particle angle of repose was quantified in the experiments of Eagleson and 
Dean (1959), Miller and Byrne (1966) and Kirchner et al (1990), in which a single particle was 
randomly placed on a plate containing glued particles, and the plate was tilted until the particle 
motion was initiated. Those studies found that θrp was considerably larger than the 33° mass 
angle of repose. The relation for θrp was found to vary based on: (a) the ratio between grain size 
of the fixed bed particles versus grain size of the loose particle; and (b) grain shape. In the 
experiments using a fixed bed of spherical particles and a loose spherical particle of the same 
size, θrp was found to equal 48.6°; with natural sand resting on a bed of equal-sized sand, θrp 
exceeded 60°. Kirchner et al (1990) experimentally found the same general trends in the mean as 
the previous experimenters, but found that the distribution under each experimental condition 
was very broad. When comparing analytical results to experimental results regarding initiation of 
sediment motion, Wiberg and Smith (1987) concluded that the relevant particle angle of repose 
in a force balance should be closer to the 60° of Miller and Byrne (1966) than the 33° commonly 
used as the relevant angle of repose. Using the theoretical approach of Ikeda (1982), curves with 
various assumed θrp were compared with Shields’ empirical data in García (2008), and a good fit 
was found with θrp = 60°. There is still not a general consensus on the correct value to use for 
θrp, but the data suggests that under most circumstances the parameter should be at least 45° for 
unstructured (loosely packed) non-cohesive sediment. For structured non-cohesive sediment, θrp 
would be roughly equal to the maximum bank slopes observed in the field under submerged 
conditions per Millar and Quick (1993) and Millar (2000). 
A mass failure of non-cohesive granular material can occur in two general forms: (a) 
shear failure along a large-scale failure plane in which all particles begin moving simultaneously; 
or (b) a grain-flow avalanche in which a chain reaction occurs with a perturbation propagating 
outward as grains are sequentially destabilized (e.g., Daerr and Douady, 1999). No distinction is 
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made between the two types in the current analysis, as the initial condition to initiate the mass 
movements and the end condition after motion has ceased are effectively the same. The two 
relevant angles in an analysis of mass failure are the friction angle (Φ) and the angle of initial 
yield (Φi). These are discussed separately below. 
The friction angle (Φ), also known as the angle of internal friction, is a mass property of 
the soil; it indicates the increase in the frictional resistance to shearing with increased applied 
normal force. For loose uniform round sand under small loadings, the friction angle is 
approximately 33°; when uniform sand is densified, that angle can be as high as 45°; for packed 
gravels and well-graded (poorly sorted) sandy gravels, it can be even higher (Terzaghi et al, 
1996). Because of the high friction angles of non-cohesive materials, the shear strength increases 
more rapidly with depth than the shear stress, and consequently mass failures tend to occur as 
shallow failures near the surface. Using the Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion, an unconfined soil 
with no cohesion has a factor of safety equal to 1 (gravitational driving force equal to frictional 
resisting force) when the surface slope is equal to Φ. A shear failure plane will occur along a 
slope equal to Φ. 
The angle of initial yield (Φi) per Allen (1970) is the maximum slope at which a pile of 
grains will stand before a mass of grains avalanches down the slope. Allen (1970) observed that 
before avalanching, the downstream face of a dune steepens beyond both the failure plane angle 
(Φ) and the angle at which the failed material comes to rest (θrm). The angle of initial yield Φi is 
a mass property of the soil and is closely related to the friction angle Φ; it reflects the 
experimental observation that failure of a steep slope does not instantaneously occur at a factor 
of safety (FS) exactly equal to 1 associated with a surface standing at a slope equal to the friction 
angle Φ. While failure may be considered impending at FS = 1, the probability of failure within a 
given timeframe increases as the factor of safety is reduced. The angle of initial yield Φi 
quantifies the probabilistic nature of this phenomenon under the small time scales relevant for an 
actively deforming bank. Φi will always be greater than or equal to Φ, but is not likely to deviate 
far from Φ. Experiments to determine Φi were performed by Allen (1970) and Carrigy (1970) 
using a rotating drum partly filled with grains. Carrigy (1970) found a Φi value equal to 37° for 
loose grains; Allen (1970) compacted grains by vibration and found Φi values that ranged from 
44° to 53° depending on the grain size. 
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2.3  Commonly-Used Techniques of Modeling Bank Migration in Rivers with Non-
Cohesive Banks 
Models of long-term river meander migration are of interest for planning land usage and 
infrastructure development in the floodplains of meandering rivers and for general scientific 
investigations into meandering river behavior. The model of Ikeda et al. (1981) is one of the 
most widely known and used models of this type. It incorporates two-dimensional 
hydrodynamics under a constant channel width assumption and simplified formulations for 
bed/bank configuration and bank erosion. The bank erosion sub-model specifies the outer bank 
migration rate as a linear function of an empirical migration coefficient and the excess outer 
bank flow velocity (the difference between near-bank velocity and mean cross-sectional 
velocity). The Ikeda et al. (1981) modeling framework has been implemented into the RVR 
Meander model (Abad and García, 2006). 
As described in Parker et al. (2011), the physics of bank erosion is largely obscured in the 
empirical method of the Ikeda et al. (1981) bank erosion sub-model. Motta et al. (2012) provides 
numerous reasons why a physically-based bank erosion model would be preferable. The reasons 
include the inability of the empirical method to capture certain observed river behaviors and the 
inability of the empirical method to take into account modifications of river hydrology and 
sediment load relative to the historic condition; historical migration rates are used to 
parameterize the migration coefficient in RVR Meander. The physically-based bank erosion 
algorithms of the CONCEPTS model (Langendoen and Alonso, 2008; Langendoen and Simon, 
2008) were subsequently implemented in RVR Meander (Motta et al., 2012), while preserving 
the option to use the original empirical bank erosion sub-model if desired. The physically-based 
algorithms are based upon formulations developed from cohesive bank materials subject to 
fluvial erosion and mass failure. 
The physics-based fluvial erosion formulation in RVR Meander is strictly valid for 
cohesive soils. In cohesive banks, the fluvial erosion rate incorporates the local entrainment rate 
in the sediment mass conservation equation without spatial divergence terms for sediment fluxes.  
However, in banks comprised of non-cohesive materials mobilized as bedload, sediment flux 
spatial divergence terms must be incorporated to adequately characterize bank deformation. 
Numerically evaluating the sediment mass conservation equation (Exner equation) in its partial 
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derivative form requires much denser spatial resolution in the bank domain than is provided in 
models such as RVR Meander; it also involves much greater computational expense. A method 
used in the past to overcome this issue has been to integrate the Exner equation over the bank 
region with the aid of a similarity assumption for bank shape during migration (Hasegawa, 1989; 
Duan et al., 2001; Parker et al., 2011; Eke et al., 2014). However, the bank profile implemented 
in the similarity assumption used in those past studies has been approximated as a simple 
constant transverse slope, the magnitude of which can only be estimated, and for which a 
justifiable means to make an a priori estimate is not available. 
The equilibrium non-migrating transverse bank profile in a straight uniform channel 
whose banks are comprised of non-cohesive material is the well-known threshold channel 
(Glover and Florey, 1951; Lane, 1953), whose profile is such that bank particles are at the 
threshold of motion for the local boundary shear stress (τb) at all positions along the slope. 
Parker (1978) extended those concepts to incorporate momentum extraction near the banks to 
allow mobile bedload in the flat base of the channel while maintaining the threshold condition on 
the sloping bank of the channel. The shape of the threshold channel in non-cohesive material 
mobilized as bedload is concave-upward. Experiments by Ikeda (1981) and Diplas (1990) have 
revealed a threshold bank profile well-characterized by an exponential function where the bank 
angle continually increases from the base of bank to the top of bank. Bank deformation in the 
presence of excess boundary shear stress (τb > τc , where τc is the local value of the critical 
boundary shear stress) in a straight channel involves transverse slope relaxation in the portion of 
the bank where τb > τc, along with concurrent bed aggradation (Ikeda, 1981); deformation ceases 
when the threshold condition is again satisfied. High on the bank, where τb < τc, deformation 
does not occur due to fluvial entrainment; thus, local steepening occurs at the τb = τc interface 
(e.g., Kovacs and Parker, 1994) and the upper bank will be mobilized due to shallow mass 
failures. The failure plane extends upslope, originating near the τb = τc interface when the local 
slope exceeds the friction angle (ϕ) of the bank material. In a straight uniform channel, the 
described deformation will occur concurrently on both banks, resulting in channel widening 
(ASCE Task Committee, 1998). 
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2.4  Unsuitability of the Excess Shear Formulation for Modeling Non-Cohesive Banks 
The coordinate system generally used to express the governing equations is the (s, n, z) 
coordinate system, where s represents the streamwise coordinate, n represents the transverse 
coordinate, and z represents the vertical component. A normal vector (N	) and a tangent vector 
(T)  are defined with orientation relative to the bank surface in the n-z plane; the magnitudes of 
the vectors are described later. The variables are illustrated in the figures below. 
 
Figure 2.3: Plan view of channel to illustrate coordinate system. 
 
Figure 2.4: Cross-section of channel illustrating normal vectors. 
The excess shear stress formulation used in the existing physically-based RVR Meander 
model is based on the Ariathurai-Partheniades equation (Ariathurai, 1974), which is expressed as 
follows: 
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ௗࡺ
ௗ௧ ൌ ൜
െ݇ௗሺ߬௕ െ ߬௖ሻ, ߬௕ ൐ ߬௖0, ߬௕ ൑ ߬௖        (2.1) 
where N is the vector directed normal to the eroded surface with the magnitude equal to 
the distance eroded, t is time, kd is an empirically determined erodibility coefficient, τb is the 
boundary shear stress, and τc is the critical boundary shear stress below which particle motion 
does not occur. This formulation was developed empirically from experiments performed on 
cohesive soils (silt and clay) and treats conditions where sediment is transported at much below 
the capacity of the fluid to transport the sediment. Equation (2.1) is known as an excess shear 
stress formulation; it is properly interpreted as a simplified form of the sediment mass 
conservation equation applicable to cohesive sediment, in which spatial divergence terms can be 
reasonably neglected under most circumstances. A rigorous expression of the sediment mass 
conservation equation in a local (s, T, N) coordinate system is: 
	డࡺడ௧ ൌ െ
ଵ
ሺଵିఒሻ ቂ
డ௤್ೞ
డ௦ ൅
డ௤್೅
డࢀ ൅ ሺܧ௥ െ ܦ௥ሻቃ       (2.2) 
where λ is the porosity of the granular material, qbs is the volumetric bedload transport rate per 
unit width in the s-direction, qbT is the volumetric bedload transport rate per unit width in the T-
direction, Er is the volumetric entrainment rate of material per unit area into suspension in the 
direction of the N vector, and Dr is the volumetric deposition rate per unit area from suspension 
onto the surface in the direction of the N vector. Under the experimental conditions under which 
Eq. (2.1) was developed, the proper interpretation of Eq. (2.1) is that it represents a simplified 
form of Eq. (2.2) in which all the right-hand-side terms in brackets are neglected except for Er. 
In the case of bed material that is transported exclusively as bedload, the spatial 
divergence terms are necessary to properly represent the behavior of a deforming bed/bank 
surface, and thus, Eq. (2.1) would seem to be an unsuitable representation of the sediment mass 
conservation equation. In the case of bed material that is transported in suspension at the capacity 
of the fluid, both Er and Dr must be accounted for, in addition to the portion of the material that 
is transported near the boundary as bedload; in such a case, Eq. (2.1) would also seem to be 
unsuitable. Empirical evidence to support this reasoning is provided through observations of 
bank shape in non-cohesive materials subjected to excess shear stress. Numerous simplified 
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methods are available to approximate the boundary shear stress distribution, as described by 
Lundgren and Jonsson (1964) and summarized by the ASCE Task Committee (1998); regardless 
of the specific method used, all suggest that the boundary shear stress generally increases with 
the depth below the surface. Thus, the excess shear stress formulation suggests that a bank will 
continually steepen until a mass failure occurred. This unfounded interpretation is illustrated 
schematically in the figure below. 
 
Figure 2.5: The unfounded bank deformation behavior suggested by the excess shear stress formulation. 
The experiments of Friedkin (1945) and Briaud et al. (2007) in meandering laboratory 
channels formed in sand, and the straight-channel experiments of Ikeda et al. (1981) and Diplas 
(1990) in sand channels all suggest bank slope-relaxation during deformation rather than bank 
slope-steepening. Analytical and numerical results presented in the following chapters provide 
further support for the assertion that the excess shear stress formulation is unsuitable for 
modeling bank deformation in non-cohesive bank materials. 
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CHAPTER 3  
 
CONCAVE-UPWARD COMPOSITE RIVER BANK PROFILE SHAPE AT 
MIGRATING MEANDER BENDS WITH MILD CURVATURE 
Abstract for Chapter 3: 
 An analytical treatment of the sediment mass conservation equation applied to bank 
material mobilized as bedload (the non-cohesive coarse-grained lower layer of the composite 
river bank) is implemented to ascertain details about bank profile shape. The bank profile has a 
significant influence on meander migration rates when implementing a parallel migration 
assumption in physically-based erosion algorithms in meandering river migration models. 
However, such profiles are not readily specified a priori, as they are part of the solution of the 
problem. The analysis does not provide straight-forward analytical function to express the shape 
for a parallel-migrating bank; however, the necessity of the bank profile to be concave-upwards 
to satisfy the simplified governing equations is demonstrated. This contradicts predictions made 
by commonly used models that implement an excess shear stress formulation for entrainment 
rate without incorporating sediment flux divergence terms in the mass conservation equation. 
3.1  Introduction for Chapter 3 
The processes described in Chapter 2 have been rigorously evaluated for straight channel 
experiments in the past (e.g., Kovacs and Parker, 1994). The physics of bank deformation in non-
cohesive materials in the presence of excess boundary shear stress may also be applied to the 
eroding bank of a curved channel that migrates outward while maintaining an approximately 
constant width. The latter condition implies concurrent deposition on the opposite bank. Outer 
bank migration could potentially be conceived as a discrete period of outer bank slope relaxation 
toward threshold conditions in the presence of excess boundary shear stress; however, migrating 
river banks are not observed to relax their slopes indefinitely. Alternatively, the process can be 
conceived as steady migration while maintaining constant bank shape under time-invariant 
excess boundary shear stress, which requires concurrent deposition on the inner bank. A 
hydrodynamic condition that is uniform in space and time around a channel bend is clearly a 
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highly simplified conceptualization; however, the solution of bank shape under such a 
simplification provides general insight into specific and more complex situations. Evidence is 
provided herein that a concave-upward bank profile is required during steady migration of a 
bank. Such a finding is in direct contrast to commonly modeled predictions that indicate bank 
slopes will steepen with depth below the water surface when the boundary shear stress increases 
with depth below water surface. The latter prediction results when implementing an excess shear 
stress formulation for local deformation rate without explicit incorporation of spatial divergence 
terms for sediment transport rate in the Exner equation. Neglecting sediment transport spatial 
divergence terms in the Exner equation is justifiable for bank material directly entrained into 
suspension (e.g., banks comprised dominantly of cohesive materials), but not for bank material 
transported as bedload. 
3.2  Analytical Model Setup 
A coordinate system is used where the s coordinate follows the local streamwise 
direction; the n coordinate is directed normal to the channel centerline and perpendicular to the z 
coordinate; the z coordinate has the direction parallel to, but opposite, the gravity vector. For 
convenience, the river can be separated into a bed region and a bank region for modeling 
purposes (e.g., Parker et al, 2011). Only the bank region is considered herein; it extends 
approximately from the low-water level on the bank up to the top of the bank, as illustrated in 
Figure 3.1. Fully developed, uniform flow in the s-direction is assumed such that ∂/∂s terms in 
the governing equations can be neglected. The governing equations are expressed for a thin 
transverse slice of the river. The channel centerline radius of curvature is considered to be large 
enough that the following simplifications are realistic: (1) the radius terms can be neglected in 
the control volume definition (i.e. the thickness of the slice does not vary with the transverse 
position); (2) the transverse component of the bed shear stress vector associated with the helical 
flow is considered to have only a minor effect on the bedload transport direction compared to the 
influence of the transverse side slope; (3) the super-elevation of the water surface in the 
transverse direction is mild enough that dξ/dn is small and dξ/ds is approximately constant in 
the transverse direction, where ξ is the distance of the water surface above the same vertical 
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datum as η. An order of magnitude analysis was provided by Hasegawa (1989) that supports 
several of the above assumptions for treatment of the bank region of natural river bends. 
 
Figure 3.1: Cross section illustrating important features of the model setup. 
Non-cohesive material extends from the base of the bank upward to some arbitrary 
fraction of the total bank height; this region is labeled “B” in Figure 3.1. Above the top of the 
non-cohesive layer is a layer of cohesive deposits that extend to the top of the bank; this region is 
labeled “A”. It is assumed that the bank materials comprising the lower layer are uniform 
throughout the depth and with a narrow distribution of grain diameters. The grain diameter is 
sufficiently large that it is transported as bedload under the given boundary shear stress regime. 
The assumption is made that the cohesive layer does not play a part in the dynamics of channel 
migration; i.e. when the lower layer migrates in the transverse direction, the cohesive layer 
simultaneously undergoes mass failure, with the material immediately becoming wash-load 
rather than armoring the lower bank. The elevations η|ntop and η|nbot are treated as constants. 
The bank angle (ω) is allowed to vary in the transverse direction. The variable η is the 
vertical distance above a datum; ηp represents a distance in the n‐z plane perpendicular to the 
local bank position; the variable nt represents the distance in the n‐z plane tangent to the local 
bank position. Directionalities of ηp and nt are indicated on Figure 3.2. (Note that these vectors 
were denoted N and T in Chapter 2.) Relationships between the variables are illustrated in 
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 and are defined as follows: 
dߟ௣ ൌ dߟ cos߱      (3.1) 
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d݊௧ ൌ ୢ௡ୡ୭ୱఠ      (3.2) 
 
Figure 3.2: A view in the n-z plane of an arbitrary local position on the bank. 
 
Figure 3.3: A view in the n‐z plane of the differential control volume used in the mass conservation equation. 
The variable qnt is the component of the bedload transport vector in the n‐z plane in the 
direction tangent to the local bank configuration. Note that qnt will always be negative using the 
specified directionality. Under the assumptions of uniform conditions in the s-direction and large 
radius of curvature, the Exner equation for the control volume shown in Figure 3.3 is expressed 
as: 
డఎ೛
డ௧ ൌ െ
ଵ
ሺଵିఒሻ ቀ
డ௤೙೟
డ௡೟ ቁ         (3.3) 
where t is time and λ is sediment porosity. Using the relationships of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), Eq. 
(3.3) is expressed as: 
డఎ
డ௧ ൌ െ
ଵ
ሺଵିఒሻ ቀ
డ௤೙೟
డ௡ ቁ          (3.4) 
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It is convenient to integrate Eq. (3.4) over the n-direction from nbot to ntop as defined on 
Figure 3.1; expanding the integral on the left-hand side using the Leibniz rule yields: 
డ
డ௧ ׬ ሺߟ݀݊ሻ
௡೟೚೛
௡್೚೟ െ ߟ|௡೟೚೛
డ௡೟೚೛
డ௧ ൅ ߟ|௡್೚೟
డ௡್೚೟
డ௧ ൌ െ
ଵ
ሺଵିఒሻ ׬ ቀ
డ௤೙೟
డ௡ ݀݊ቁ
௡೟೚೛
௡್೚೟    (3.5) 
The current analysis assumes a bank that is migrating without changing shape, which requires 
the first term in Eq. (3.5) to equal zero. Under the unchanging shape assumption: 
డ௡೟೚೛
డ௧ ൌ
డ௡್೚೟
డ௧ ≡ ܯ          (3.6) 
where the variable M is the bank migration rate.  The boundary condition that qnt|ntop	= 0 is 
specified; in other words, no bedload-sized material is input to the upper boundary from the 
cohesive layer above. Implementing Eq. (3.6) into Eq. (3.5), along with the specified boundary 
condition and the assumption that η|nbot and η|ntop	are constant, Eq. (3.5) simplifies to: 
ܯ ൌ െ ௤೙೟|೙್೚೟ቀఎ|೙೟೚೛ିఎ|೙್೚೟ቁሺଵିఒሻ          (3.7) 
Similar analyses have been performed to obtain equations for migration rate in the past 
(e.g., Hasegawa, 1989; Duan et al., 2001; Parker et al., 2011). Previous researchers have allowed 
η|nbot to vary with time, whereas herein it is considered constant; the unchanging shape 
assumption assumes the bank simply translates laterally. It is recognized that degradation in the 
bed region at the base of the bank may play a major role in migration rates in natural rivers; 
however, for simplicity, such dynamics are not taken into account herein. The migration rate as 
expressed in Eq. (3.7) is strongly dependent on being able to reasonably establish qnt|nbot; but 
that value is partly dependent on bank shape, which is unknown. The current analysis in this 
chapter does not attempt to arrive at M, only to provide insight into the general shape of the 
bank. Establishing the migration rate M is addressed in Chapter 4, which requires relaxation of 
some of the assumptions stated previously. 
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3.3  Analytical Treatment and Results 
Any arbitrary position nA along the bank profile can be evaluated, defined according to: 
݊஺ሺݐሻ ൌ ݊௕௢௧ሺݐሻ ൅ ܿ݋݊ݏݐܽ݊ݐ        (3.8) 
డ௡ಲ
డ௧ ൌ
డ௡್೚೟
డ௧ ൌ ܯ         (3.9) 
The lower bound of the integrals in Eq. (3.5) can then be specified as nA, which allows 
Eq. (3.7) to be expressed as: 
ܯ ൌ െ ௤೙೟|೙ಲቀఎ|೙೟೚೛ିఎ|೙ಲቁሺଵିఒሻ         (3.10) 
Eq. (3.10) can be rearranged as: 
ܯቀߟ|௡೟೚೛ െ ߟ|௡ಲቁ ሺ1 െ ߣሻ ൌ െݍ௡௧|௡ಲ       (3.11) 
Taking the derivative with respect to η yields: 
డ௤೙೟
డఎ |௡ಲ ൌ ܯሺ1 െ ߣሻ         (3.12) 
Eq. (3.12) suggests that qnt adjusts uniformly with respect to η from the most negative 
value at the base of bank to the qnt = 0 value at the top of the non-cohesive layer. To arrive at 
meaningful information regarding bank shape, the boundary shear stress distribution and the 
bedload transport rate must be specified; simple but realistic formulations are sought. The 
bedload transport formulation of Fernandez-Luque and van Beek (1976) is used for the 
downstream component of the bedload transport rate: 
ݍ௦∗ ≡ ௤ೞඥ௚ோ஽ఱబ஽ఱబ ൌ 5.7ሺ߬
∗ െ ߬௖∗ሻଵ.ହ        (3.13) 
where q*s and qs are bedload transport rate in the downstream direction in dimensionless and 
dimensioned forms, respectively; the variables τ* and τ*c  are the dimensionless forms of τb	and 
τc  according to: 
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߬∗ ൌ ఛ್ఘ௚ோ஽ఱబ           (3.14) 
where	ρ is the water density; g is the gravitational acceleration constant; R is the submerged 
specific gravity of the sediment; and D50 is the median diameter of the grain size distribution 
(where a narrowly graded distribution has been assumed). τ*c is dependent on the local 
transverse slope; the constant τ*c0 indicates the value of τ*c  that prevails on a flat bed. Glover 
and Florey (1951) and Lane (1953) provide derivation of the slope factor K that modifies τ*c for 
a particle located on a transverse slope and subject to a fluid drag force directed in the 
downstream direction: 
߬௖∗ ൌ ܭ߬௖଴∗            (3.15) 
ܭ ൌ cos߱ට1 െ ୲ୟ୬మ ఠ୲ୟ୬మ ఏೝ೛ ൌ ට1 െ
ୱ୧୬మ ఠ
ୱ୧୬మ ఏೝ೛       (3.16) 
where θrp is the particle angle of repose, which will generally be larger than the friction angle ϕ. 
Equation (3.16) is the simplified form that results when the lift force is neglected in the force 
balance. The relationship between qs and qnt is: 
௤೙೟
௤ೞ ൌ tanߚ ൌ tan ߜ െ ܣට
ఛ೎బ∗
ఛ∗ tan߱        (3.17) 
where β is the deviation angle of the sediment particle trajectory on the plane of the inclined 
surface relative to the s-direction; δ	is the deviation angle of the boundary shear stress vector on 
the plane of the inclined surface relative to the s-direction; A is an expression that takes various 
forms (e.g., Parker (1984), Parker and Andrews (1985), Hasegawa (1989), Ikeda (1989)) that 
depend on the assumptions used in the respective derivations, but all are quite similar. The force 
balance in the Kovacs and Parker (1994) approach, which is valid for slopes that approach the 
angle of repose, can also be used to express tan β in the form of Eq. (3.17). In such an 
implementation, the term A contains additional dependency on tan ω and β, thus yielding an 
implicit equation. In the other cited methods, A is simply a positive-valued constant calculated 
using one or several of the following parameters: static friction coefficient, dynamic friction 
coefficient, and the ratio between the lift and drag forces on a particle. For simplicity, the 
constant A assumption is used herein. Note that tan δ has been assumed to be small enough with 
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respect to the final term in Eq. (17) that it can be neglected. (This assumption will be relaxed in 
Chapter 4.) Using the assumption, Eqs. (3.13) through (3.17) can be combined to yield the 
following equation for qnt: 
ݍ௡௧ ൌ െܣ଴ටఛ೎బ
∗
ఛ∗ ∙ tan߱ ൬߬∗ െ ߬௖଴∗ ට1 െ
ୱ୧୬మ ఠ
ୱ୧୬మ ఏೝ೛൰
ଵ.ହ
      (3.18) 
where the constant A0 incorporates the constants from Eqs. (3.13) and (3.17), such that A0	ൌ	
5.7ሺgRD50ሻ0.5D50A. It is important to note that the analysis that follows is only valid for the 
portion of the bank where τ*	൐	τ*c; ie., where the term in parentheses in Eq. (3.18) is positive.  
Above that position, over-steepening at the interface leads to mass failures along shallow failure 
planes inclined at the friction angle ϕ. If mass failures are conceptualized as a continuous 
process, then in the region above the τ*	ൌ	τ*c interface, the magnitude of bedload material 
passing per unit time will be linearly dependent on (η|ntop	–	η). This is the physical meaning of 
Eq. (3.12) applied to the region above the τ*	ൌ	τ*c interface. 
The boundary shear stress distribution must also be specified. Under the assumptions that 
all ∂/∂s terms equal 0, the s-momentum conservation equation reduces to: 
ߩ݃ܵሺdܣ௪ሻ ൌ ߬௕ሺd݊௧ሻ         (3.19) 
where S is the water surface slope in the s-direction; Aw is the cross-sectional area of water 
bounded by two curves (rays) that extend from the bank elevation to the water surface. At the 
bank, the two rays are distance dnt apart, and each ray crosses perpendicular to contours of equal 
velocity such that the fluid shear stress associated with velocity gradients across the rays is 
approximately 0. As the analytical treatment herein is not amenable to the numerical solution of 
a velocity distribution, simplified methods are considered to define the ratio dAw/dnt. Various 
simplified methods are summarized in Lundgren and Jonsson (1964) and ASCE Task Committee 
(1998). A reasonably accurate method is the normal depth method, which assumes that the rays 
extend perpendicular to the banks up to the water surface. This method was utilized by Diplas 
(1990) in the analytical treatment of the threshold channel profile. Using the normal depth 
method, Eq. (3.19) is expressed as: 
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ߩ݃ܵ ஽ୡ୭ୱఠ ൌ ߬௕         (3.20) 
where D is the local water depth, defined as: 
ܦ ൌ ߦ െ ߟ          (3.21) 
Eq. (3.21) assumes that ξ is a constant at the cross-section (dξ/dn = 0). This is a 
consequence of the large radius of curvature assumption, in which all terms in the n-momentum 
equation (i.e. centrifugal force, transverse water surface gradient, and transverse boundary shear 
stress) are small and thus the n-momentum equation requires no further treatment. The following 
relationship is obtained by taking the derivative of Eq. (3.21) with respect to η: 
ௗ஽
ௗఎ ൌ െ1           (3.22) 
A reference value τ*ref is defined as the value of τ*	in the bed region at the position of 
greatest water depth and with transverse bed slope approximately equal to 0; τ*ref is a constant. 
With the aid of Eq. (3.20), τ* values can be expressed as: 
߬∗ ൌ ఛೝ೐೑
∗
஽ೝ೐೑
஽
ୡ୭ୱఠ           (3.23) 
where Dref is the local flow depth at the reference location. Substituting terms from Eqs. (3.18), 
(3.22), and (3.23) into Eq. (3.10) yields the following: 
ெሺଵିఒሻ
஺బඥఛ೎బ∗ ൌ
୲ୟ୬ఠ
ቀఎ|೙೟೚೛ା஽ିకቁ
ቌഓೝ೐೑
∗
ವೝ೐೑∙
ವ
ౙ౥౩ഘ	ିఛ೎బ∗ ඨଵି
౩౟౤మഘ
౩౟౤మ ഇೝ೛ቍ
భ.ఱ
ቌඨഓೝ೐೑
∗
ವೝ೐೑∙
ವ
ౙ౥౩ഘቍ
బ.ఱ      (3.24) 
Eq. (3.24) cannot be rearranged as a simple expression of ω as a function of D.  However, 
a numerical solution of ω at every depth value D can be obtained to allow solution of the bank 
profile. Ideally, an analytical solution would be obtained expressing η as a function of (n – nbot), 
as has been obtained for threshold channels, but this is not tractable for the current case. For this 
analysis, the scope will be limited to obtaining meaningful information on the relationship 
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between D and ω; in particular, the conditions that yield either positive or negative values of 
dω/dD, where a negative value of dω/dD indicates a concave-upward profile. 
Some insights can be gained by substituting Eqs. (3.18), (3.22), and (3.23) into Eq. 
(3.12): 
ெሺଵିఒሻ
஺బඥఛ೎బ∗ ൌ
డ
డ஽
ۉ
ۈ
ۇtan߱
ቌഓೝ೐೑
∗
ವೝ೐೑∙
ವ
ౙ౥౩ഘ	ିఛ೎బ∗ ඨଵି
౩౟౤మഘ
౩౟౤మ ഇೝ೛ቍ
భ.ఱ
ඨഓೝ೐೑
∗
ವೝ೐೑∙
ವ
ౙ౥౩ഘ ی
ۋ
ۊ
     (3.25) 
As the first term in the numerator becomes larger relative to the second term (ie., τ* 
increases relative to τ*c), then the fractional term approaches a simple linear function of D, such 
that a constant bank angle ω would satisfy the differential equation. On the other hand, as τ* 
approaches τ*c, the bank angle ω must increasingly vary with D to satisfy the differential 
equation. After taking the partial derivative shown in Eq. (3.25), the equation is re-expressed as: 
ଶெሺଵିఒሻ
஺బඥఛ೎బ∗
ൌ tan߱
ಲభ
ౙ౥౩ഘቀ஺భ∙
ವ
ౙ౥౩ഘ	ି஻భቁ
బ.ఱቀଶ஺భ ವౙ౥౩ഘା஻భቁ
ቀ஺భ ವౙ౥౩ഘቁ
భ.ఱ       (3.26a) 
ܤଵ ≡ ߬௖଴∗ ට1 െ ୱ୧୬
మ ఠ
ୱ୧୬మ ఏೝ೛ ൌ ߬௖
∗         (3.26b) 
where A1 is a substitution for τ*ref/Dref; B1 is defined in Eq. (3.26b), and it is important to note 
that it is not a constant like the terms previously substituted using various subscripts with the 
variable A. Both Eqs. (3.24) and (3.26) offer a valid means to relate D to ω. Defining the variable 
F to be equal to the expression on the right-hand-side of either equation allows the solution 
surface to be visualized in the three-dimensional (D,ω,Fሻ space. The intersection of the surface 
with any plane F = constant traces a valid solution curve in ሺD,	ωሻ space; only one such solution 
curve is valid, which is the one where the plane is at the level of the constant in the left-hand side 
of the equation. The gradient vector associated with F is defined as: 
׏ ∙ ܨ ൌ ቀడிడ஽ ,
డி
డఠቁ          (3.27) 
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The gradient vector is directed perpendicular to the solution curve in the ሺD,	ωሻ space, 
and thus, dω/dD will be perpendicular to the gradient vector. While the solution is the same 
regardless of whether Eq. (3.24) or Eq. (3.26) is used, the demonstration is more straight-forward 
by setting F as the right-hand side of Eq. (3.26). Taking the partial derivative to obtain the first 
component of the gradient vector yields: 
డி
డ஽ ൌ 1.5tan߱
ቀ ಲభౙ౥౩ഘቁ
మቀఛ೎బ∗ మቁ൬ଵି ౩౟౤
మഘ
౩౟౤మഇೝ೛൰
ఛ∗మ.ఱቌఛ∗	ିఛ೎బ∗ ඨଵି ౩౟౤
మഘ
౩౟౤మ ഇೝ೛ቍ
బ.ఱ       (3.28) 
Each of the terms in parentheses in the right hand side of Eq. (3.28) has a positive value 
according to the assumptions of the problem; thus the gradient vector has positive direction with 
respect to D regardless of the position on the F surface. Taking the partial derivative of F with 
respect to ω yields: 
డி
డఠ ൌ ܣଵ
୲ୟ୬ఠඥఛ∗ିఛ೎∗ሺଶఛ∗ାఛ೎∗ሻ
ఛ∗భ.ఱ ୡ୭ୱఠ ቂቀ
ଵ
୲ୟ୬ఠሺୡ୭ୱఠሻమቁ െ ሺ0.5 tan߱ሻ ൅ ቀ
ఛ∗ ୲ୟ୬ఠା஺మ
ଶሺఛ∗ିఛ೎∗ሻ ቁ ൅ ቀ
ଶఛ∗ ୲ୟ୬ఠି஺మ
ଶఛ∗ାఛ೎∗ ቁቃ (3.29a) 
ܣଶ ൌ ఛ೎బ
∗ ሺୱ୧୬ఠሻሺୡ୭ୱఠሻ
ୱ୧୬మ ఏೝ೛ඨଵି ౩౟౤
మഘ
౩౟౤మഇೝ೛
         (3.29b) 
In Eq. (3.29), all the terms preceding the brackets have a positive sign; however, some 
negative terms exist within the brackets that must be addressed. The first two terms in 
parentheses within the brackets are dependent on ω only. Although a rigorous mathematical 
proof is not provided, the first term in parentheses is undefined at zero and is very large at small 
values greater than 0; subtracting the second term in parentheses from the first term in 
parentheses and graphing the result versus ω reveals a curve with positive values that smoothly 
approaches 0 as ω approaches 90°; at ω = 90°, the first term again becomes undefined. 
Therefore, accounting for only the first two terms yields a positive value for the entire range of 
slopes under consideration. The only other term that could potentially cause the entire bracketed 
term to become negative is –A2/ሺ2τ*൅	τ*cሻ in the fourth term in parentheses. This term can be 
directly compared to ൅A2/ሺ2τ*‐	2τ*cሻ in the third term in parentheses. Because the numerator of 
each term is the same, and the denominator of the positive term is smaller, the positive term will 
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necessarily have greater absolute value. Thus, the addition of the third term in parentheses and 
the fourth term in parentheses is also necessarily positive. All terms preceding the brackets are 
positive and the bracketed term has been shown to be positive; therefore, the gradient vector has 
positive component with respect to ω regardless of the specific value of the F = constant plane 
under consideration. 
With both components of the gradient vector being positive, the perpendicular to the 
gradient vector (i.e. tangent to the solution curve ω	ൌ	fሺDሻሻ has a negative slope. As dω/dD	ൌ	‐	
dω/dη, this requires that dω/dη  has a positive value. In other words, for parallel migration to 
develop under the given assumptions the bank profile will be concave-upwards. 
3.4  Discussion of the Analytical Results 
The development of concave-upward bank profiles during transverse bank slope 
relaxation to a threshold channel profile when considering non-cohesive bank materials 
mobilized as bedload is well-established from past experimental work. Field surveys during low 
flows of concave-upward bank profiles at actively migrating meander bends with gravelly bank 
materials have also been documented in the past (e.g., Thorne, 1978; Dapporto et al., 2003; 
Darby et al., 2007). However, analysis of bank profile shape during active migration is 
considerably more complicated than the analysis necessary to establish a threshold channel bank 
profile. Numerical models that incorporate the bank region at sufficient resolution to quantify 
bank erosion processes commonly implement a bank material entrainment relationship (excess 
shear stress formulation) without incorporation of sediment flux divergence terms in the mass 
conservation equation; this yields greater deformation at the base of the bank than further up the 
bank owing to the boundary shear stresses increasing with depth. The findings herein directly 
contradict such a result. The analysis reveals that only a concave-upward profile can satisfy the 
governing equations for a bank migrating without changing shape, which presumably 
approximates the asymptotic tendency of bank profile modification in the presence of an excess 
bank shear stress under steady flow and concurrent inner bank deposition. 
The importance of the bank profile shape is apparent in Eq. (3.7), where migration rate M 
is strongly dependent on the transverse component of bedload transport rate at the base of the 
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bank. A bank that is steep near the base would potentially yield a large transverse component of 
bedload transport, which is directly dependent on tan	ω. Conversely, a steep bank would 
potentially yield lower bank shear stresses at the base due to being more strongly influenced by 
momentum extraction from the portion of the bank above the base relative to a more modest 
bank profile where the base of bank may extend well into the channel. River migration models 
such as RVR Meander that simplify the dynamics of the bank region would greatly benefit from 
accurate details regarding bank shape. The more complicated physics associated with constant 
bank migration rate relative to the threshold channel condition results in an inability to develop 
an analytical expression of η as a function of n, which would be the ideal end result of the 
current analysis. However, basic insights about bank shape are revealed in Eq. (3.25). In order to 
satisfy that equation, when the excess shear stress is large, the adjustments to bank angle ω with 
depth are modest; as excess shear stress approaches 0 and the term within the derivative becomes 
more strongly non-linear, the changes to ω with depth are required to be more substantial. Eq. 
(3.24) can be used to numerically evaluate η as a function of n for various chosen values of M, 
and a solution could potentially be iterated; better estimates of qnt would be obtained as the 
hydrodynamic solution changes with bank shape modification. The current analysis focused on 
bank profile shape rather than focusing on establishing M, which is later addressed in Chapter 4. 
The analysis in this chapter most appropriately treats the region of the bank well above 
the thalweg, but where the critical boundary shear stress is still exceeded. As higher portions of 
the bank are considered, the secondary flow component of the bedload deviation angle (the term 
tan	δ in Eq. (3.17)), which scales with the flow depth over the radius of curvature, will be small 
compared to the component of the bedload deviation angle associated with the downslope 
gravitational force. Thus, the assumption that the curvature effect can be neglected is more 
justifiable. However, in Chapter 4, it is shown that the term tan	δ must be included in the 
analysis in order to specify a migration rate.  
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CHAPTER 4  
 
NON-COHESIVE BANK MIGRATION RATE UNDER UNIMPEDED 
BASAL REMOVAL AND RELATIVE EFFECTS OF THE FORCING 
VARIABLES 
Abstract for Chapter 4: 
 The form of the equation for migration rate (M) expressed previously in Eq. (3.7) for a 
bank migrating without changing shape is fairly simple; however, there are unknowns in the 
equation that are not readily specified, and thus an explicit calculation of M has still not been 
achieved. In particular, the value of the transverse component of the bedload transport rate at the 
base of the bank is strongly dependent on the transverse side-slope at that position. In this 
chapter, the analysis of Chapter 3 is extended so that a value of the transverse slope at the base of 
the bank can be ascertained. The analysis reveals that when the boundary materials consist of 
uniform non-cohesive alluvium mobilized as bedload (ie., the bed and bank materials have the 
same mechanical properties, as may only exist in the absence of armoring), then the transverse 
slope at the thalweg must be zero. When steady, uniform, developed bend-flow is considered, the 
transverse flux of bed material from the base of the bank that is responsible for bank migration is 
due solely to the helical secondary flow and not due to the downslope gravity effect of the 
transverse side slope. The upslope portion of the bank adjusts its transverse slope to satisfy the 
demand for bedload imposed at the thalweg while migrating, in accordance with the concept of 
unimpeded removal with respect to basal endpoint control. The 0-angle shape constraint at the 
thalweg allows the migration rate formulation to be expressed more directly as a function of 
curvature. The analysis indicates that the role of curvature in meander bend migration is not 
solely to generate an excess boundary shear stress; of equal importance is its ability to cause 
transverse flux of bedload away from the base of the bank to allow migration rather than bank 
slope relaxation. The migration rate equation generalizes to the case of straight channels, where 
the steady-state migration rate equals zero. The 0-angle shape constraint at the thalweg provides 
a boundary condition that can be used to assist in calculation of the channel cross-sectional 
shape. The solution condition equates the bedload transport rate as a function of elevation based 
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on the integrated mass conservation equation with a constitutive relation for bedload transport 
rate that incorporates both the helical flow effect and the downslope gravity effect.  Stepping 
outward from the thalweg, the bank elevation as a function of the transverse distance can be 
solved numerically in an iterative procedure yielding the approximate channel cross-sectional 
shape that can be used to evaluate the relative effects of the forcing variables on bank shape. 
4.1  Transverse slope at the thalweg 
In order to achieve the objective of constraining the cross-sectional shape at the thalweg, 
the previous assumption of low curvature is relaxed. The new assumptions are that the curvature 
is constant and that fully-developed helical flow exists. The assumption that the non-cohesive 
layer consists of uniform-sized grains mobilized only as bedload is maintained. The governing 
equations for this situation are more conveniently expressed in cylindrical coordinates (s, r, z), 
where s is the streamwise coordinate, r is the radial coordinate, and z is the vertical coordinate; 
in cylindrical coordinates, s may alternatively be expressed as s	ൌ	r	dθ, where θ is the angle 
turned about the center point in a plane where z = constant. Under the given assumptions, all 
d/ds terms in the governing equations equal 0. The control volume considered is a radial slice as 
shown in Figure 4.1 below. 
 
Figure 4.1: Control volume of constant radius channel considered. 
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In cylindrical coordinates, with d/ds terms equal to 0, the sediment mass conservation 
equation is expressed as:  
డఎ
డ௧ ൌ െ
ଵ
ሺଵିఒሻ
ଵ
௥
డሺ௤೙೟௥ሻ
డ௥           (4.1) 
where η represents the surface elevation above an arbitrary vertical datum, t represents time, λ 
represents the porosity of the granular medium, and qnt represents the bedload transport rate in 
the r-z plane in the direction tangent to the local bank surface; note that the subscript ‘nt’ is 
retained to maintain as much consistency as possible with the previous chapter. Eq. (4.1) is 
equivalently expressed as: 
డఎ
డ௧ ൌ െ
ଵ
ሺଵିఒሻ ቂ
௤೙೟
௥ ൅
డ௤೙೟
డ௥ ቃ         (4.2) 
For the current treatment, the entire cross-section will be evaluated and not just the bank 
region as was done in Chapter 3. Relevant variables associated with the cross-section are 
illustrated in Figure 4.2, although no a priori assumptions about the shape of the channel are 
imposed except for the presence of the cohesive top layer. 
 
Figure 4.2: Cross-section of the radial slice. 
In Figure 4.2, the variables rin, rthal, and rout represent the radial coordinates of the inner 
bank, the thalweg, and the outer bank, respectively; B represents the channel width. Regions 
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labeled with circled values 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 4.2 are described as follows. Region 1 is the 
cohesive upper layer, which is assumed to play no role in the dynamics; ie., the material 
undergoes mass failure and then instantaneously disintegrates to become wash-load transported 
by the channel. Region 2 is the non-cohesive lower layer, which is assumed to be uniform 
material with a narrow grain-size distribution that is mobilized only as bedload. Region 3 is an 
inundated area that does not convey flow; this is the region where the flow is too shallow at 
bankfull depth to convey bedload and where fine-grained over-bar deposition is required that is 
not accounted for in the present analysis. During migration in the positive r-direction, the 
boundary condition is specified that bedload material does not enter the cross-section from above 
the non-cohesive layer: qnt|rout	 ൌ	 0. For the channel to migrate without changing shape, ie., 
without either aggrading or degrading, this requires from mass conservation that qnt|rin	ൌ	0. 
 The sign of ሺ∂η/∂r) changes from a negative value left of the thalweg to a positive value 
right of the thalweg, by definition. If the η versus r relationship that defines the boundary is a 
smooth continuous function, then at the thalweg ሺ∂η/∂r) = 0, which would provide a known 
value of the channel shape that would assist in the calculation of qnt|rthal	in the migration rate 
equation. This analysis seeks to find whether an abrupt change in slope is permitted at the 
thalweg when considering bed and bank materials consisting of uniform non-cohesive alluvium; 
an abrupt change in slope represents a non-smooth function where a single point does not 
possess a unique value of the first-derivative of the function. The thalweg is evaluated based on 
Figure 4.3 below, under the assumption that two first-derivatives ሺ∂η/∂r) are permissible, where 
∂η/∂r = tan	ω	and two values of ω associated with the thalweg are shown on the figure. 
 
Figure 4.3: Cross-sectional view of the two angles ω1 and ω2 evaluated at the thalweg. 
At the thalweg, a single value of qnt exists that must be transported under equivalent 
hydrodynamic conditions over both angles. The expression of qnt is as enumerated previously in 
Eq. (3.17): 
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௤೙೟
௤ೞ ൌ tanߚ ൌ tan ߜ െ ܣට
ఛ೎బ∗
ఛೞ∗ tan߱        (4.3a) 
 ݍ௡௧ ൌ ݍ௦ ൬tan ߜ െ ܣටఛ೎బ
∗
ఛೞ∗ tan߱൰        (4.3b) 
߬∗ ൌ ఛ್ఘ௚ோ஽ఱబ           (4.4) 
where qs is the bedload transport rate in the s-direction; β is the deviation angle of the sediment 
particle trajectory on the plane of the inclined surface relative to the s-direction; δ	is the 
deviation angle of the boundary shear stress vector on the plane of the inclined surface relative to 
the s-direction; A is an expression that takes various forms (e.g., Parker (1984), Parker and 
Andrews (1985), Hasegawa (1989), Ikeda (1989)) that depend on the assumptions used in the 
respective derivations; ω is the local angle of the bank surface in the r-z plane; τb	is the 
boundary shear stress; τc0	is the critical value of boundary shear stress on a flat bed; τ* is the 
dimensionless boundary shear stress; τ*s		is the dimensionless shear stress in the s-direction; τ*c0	 
is the dimensionless form of τc0 according to Eq. (4.4); ρ is the water density; g is the 
gravitational acceleration constant; R is the submerged specific gravity of the sediment; and D50 
is the median diameter of the grain size distribution (where a narrowly graded distribution has 
been assumed). 
Relations used for various terms in Eq. (4.3b) are necessary. For the bedload transport 
relationship, the formulation of Fernandez-Luque and van Beek (1976) is used: 
ݍ௦∗ ≡ ௤ೞඥ௚ோ஽ఱబ஽ఱబ ൌ 5.7ሺ߬௦
∗ െ ߬௖∗ሻଵ.ହ        (4.5a) 
ݍ௦ ൌ 5.7ඥܴ݃ܦହ଴ܦହ଴ሺ߬௦∗ െ ߬௖∗ሻଵ.ହ        (4.5b) 
߬௖∗ ൌ ߬௖଴∗ ට1 െ ୱ୧୬
మ ఠ
ୱ୧୬మ ఏೝ೛          (4.6) 
where qs* is the dimensionless bedload transport rate in the s-direction, and θrp is the particle 
angle of repose; note that the relationships only apply for conditions where τ*s		 ≥ τ*c. In Eq. 
(4.6), the effect of the boundary shear stress vector deviation angle (δ) in altering τ*c is not taken 
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into account to simplify the analysis. Kovacs and Parker (1994) provide a formulation which 
yields a quadratic equation for τ*c as a function of ω and δ in the current framework in which 
∂η/∂s is very small. The dependence of τ*c on δ is shown later to not affect the solution for the 
transverse slope at the thalweg. 
Theoretical and experimental evaluations of tan	δ have been performed for fully 
developed bend flow by van Bendegom (1947; as reported in Allen, 1978), Rozovskii (1961), 
and Engelund (1974). All yield a value of tan	δ equal to the ratio of flow depth over the radius of 
curvature multiplied by an order 10 coefficient of proportionality. The coefficient of 
proportionality is theoretically a function of the friction coefficient, gravitational acceleration, 
and the von Karman constant as derived in Jansen et al. (1979), as implemented by Struiksma et 
al. (1985). For this analysis, the formulation of van Bendegom (1947) is used: 
tan ߜ ≡ ఛ್,ೝఛ್,ೞ ൌ െ10
ሺకି	ఎሻ
௥          (4.7) 
where τb,r and τb,s are the streamwise and radial components of the boundary shear stress vector. 
With the above relationships, Eq. (4.3b) can be expressed as: 
ݍ௡௧ ൌ ܭ଴ሺ߬௦∗ െ ߬௖∗ሻଵ.ହ ൬െ10 ሺకି	ఎሻ௥ െ ܣට
ఛ೎బ∗
ఛೞ∗ tan߱൰      (4.8) 
where K0 is a constant equal to 5.7ሺgRD50ሻ0.5D50 from the sediment transport relationships. The 
equivalency of transport under the same hydrodynamics over both ω1 and ω2 is expressed using 
Eq. (4.8) as: 
൬߬௦∗ െ ߬௖଴∗ ට1 െ ୱ୧୬
మ ఠభ
ୱ୧୬మ ఏೝ೛൰
ଵ.ହ
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ୱ୧୬మ ఏೝ೛൰
ଵ.ହ
൬െ10 ሺకି	ఎሻ௥ െ ܣට
ఛ೎బ∗
ఛೞ∗ tan߱ଶ൰	        (4.9) 
As this is one equation with two unknowns, the solution of ω1 and ω2 is expected to form 
a curve associated with each value of the non-dimensional parameter couple (τ*s,	ሺξ‐ηሻ/r).  It is 
noted that the point (ω1 = 0, ω2 = π) is valid regardless of the parameter set; this is the trivial 
solution associated with a smooth function at the thalweg. The values of ω1 that are considered 
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to be valid are between (π – 0.25) and π radians; values of ω2 considered to be valid are between 
0 and 0.25 radians. For ω values that deviate further from the horizontal than the limits specified, 
the linear formulation of the downslope gravity effect term must be replaced with a more 
complex non-linear formulation (García, 1990; Kovacs and Parker, 1994). 
Preliminary investigation of Eq. (4.9) reveals important physical factors that are 
described qualitatively in the following paragraphs to aid in the problem solution. For this initial 
discussion, the term inside the first set of parentheses raised to the 1.5 power is referred to as the 
streamwise bedload term; within the second set of parentheses, the term containing ሺξ	–	ηሻ/r	is 
referred to as the helical flow term, and the term containing	tan	ω is referred to as the downslope 
gravity effect term. First, the relationship between the helical flow term and the downslope 
gravity effect term is discussed. The term tan	ω1 is negative (or zero) and the term tan	ω2 is 
positive (or zero). The term ሺξ	–	ηሻ/r is always positive. Therefore, left of the thalweg, the 
helical flow term and the downslope gravity effect term oppose each other; whereas, right of the 
thalweg, the helical flow term and the downslope gravity effect term are additive. From these 
considerations, qnt associated with ω2 must be negative; thus qnt associated with ω1 will need to 
be negative to satisfy the equality of Eq. (4.9); ie., the absolute value of the helical flow term 
must exceed the absolute value of the downslope gravity effect term. This provides one 
necessary condition for the solution of ω1. 
Second, the relationship between streamwise bedload term and the combined effect of the 
helical flow and downslope gravity effect terms is discussed. Because the streamwise bedload 
term has dependence on ω, there is the possibility that deviating ω1 from horizontal could 
increase the streamwise bedload term sufficiently to overcome the opposing influence associated 
with the downslope gravity effect term. To investigate that issue, the partial derivative of qnt with 
respect to ω is evaluated: 
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ቋ቉    (4.10) 
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The term preceding the square brackets on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4.10) is always 
positive. Inside the square brackets, the term inside the first set of curly brackets is always 
negative. For the angle range from 0	൑	ω	൏	π/2, the term inside the second set of curly brackets 
is always negative. Therefore, in the range of angles considered for ω2, qnt monotonically 
decreases (becomes more negative) as ω increases, as intuition would suggest. For the angle 
range, π/2	൏	ω	൑	π, the term inside the second set of curly brackets is always positive when the 
helical flow term has greater absolute value than the downslope gravity effect term, which is a 
necessary condition of the solution as described previously. Therefore, the term in the first set of 
curly brackets opposes the term in the second set of curly brackets. Whether qnt monotonically 
decreases (becomes more negative) as ω increases depends on the constants and the values of τ*s 
and ሺξ	–	ηሻ/r. Thus, reasonable limits of these parameters must be specified based on the types 
of streams considered in this analysis. The following range is considered, and the rationale for 
these bounds is provided in §4.2: 
 τ*s : 0.045 to 0.20 
 ሺሺξ	–	ηሻ/rሻ	: 0.001 to 0.05 
For the constants, the value of A used is 2.7 (Nelson, 1990), valid for the linear 
formulation of the downslope gravity effect term. The τ* c0 constant used is 0.045, valid for 
coarse material in fully rough turbulent flow (Buffington and Montgomery, 1997), which is the 
type of stream considered herein. Evaluating Eq. (4.10) using these constants within the defined 
parameter space reveals that only when τ*s is very near the critical condition does the term in the 
first set of curly brackets become small enough to allow the term in the second set of curly 
brackets to overcome it and turn the derivative from negative to positive. For τ*s	 ≥ 0.0455, 
∂qnt/∂ω is always negative for the entirety of the parameter space; ie., no solution for ∂qnt/∂ω = 
0 exists for the parameter space that satisfies the requirement that the helical flow term has 
greater absolute value than the downslope gravity effect term. Because the thalweg of a 
meandering stream is considered, where τ*s will be greater than in a straight reach, andτ*s needs 
to be greater than critical to move bedload at bankfull flow of the straight reach, there is little 
loss of generality by neglecting τ*s values less than 0.046. The parameter space considered is 
then modified accordingly: 
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 τ*s : 0.046 to 0.20 
 ሺሺξ	–	ηሻ/rሻ	: 0.001 to 0.05 
For this parameter space, ∂qnt/∂ω is negative for both ω1	and ω2. In other words, the most 
negative possible value of qnt exists at ω1	ൌ	π; and the least negative value of qnt exists at ω2	ൌ	
0. With (ω1 = 0, ω2 = π) previously identified as a trivial solution, the ∂qnt/∂ω relationship 
suggests that the trivial solution must be the only valid solution for the portion of the parameter 
space considered, explained as follows. The negative ∂qnt/∂ω value indicates that any increase 
of ω2 above 0 yields a more negative sediment transport rate that cannot be accommodated by 
ω1, as the most negative qnt value already is obtained. Conversely, any decrease in ω1	to a value 
less than π yields a less negative qnt that cannot be satisfied by ω2 because the least negative 
value already is obtained. The usage of Eq. (4.6) that neglects the influence of δ on τ*c  can be 
justified at this stage. On the bankward side of the thalweg, the boundary shear stress vector has 
a downslope component, thus reducing τ*c and consequently increasing the bedload transport 
magnitude with an increase in ω2. On the point bar side of the thalweg, the boundary shear stress 
vector has an upslope component, thus increasing τ*c and consequently decreasing the bedload 
transport magnitude with a decrease in ω1. This reinforces the argument that any increase in ω2 
above 0 increases the transverse bedload transport magnitude such that it cannot be 
accommodated by ω1; and any decrease in ω1 below π decreases the transverse bedload transport 
magnitude such that no angle ω2 can satisfy that bedload transport rate. It is important to note 
that the solution presented above would be quite different if τ*c0,1 and τ*c0,2 had different values, 
as may be expected when the region right of the thalweg was armored either by an increase in 
mean grain size of a heterogeneous bed during deformation or through the presence of slump 
blocks or incorporation of fines in the bank matrix. Thus the derivation is strictly valid for 
boundaries consisting of uniform non-cohesive alluvium. 
 To provide additional evidence for the argument based on uniform non-cohesive 
alluvium, a small region bounding the thalweg is evaluated, with two points labeled “A” and “B” 
in Figure 4.4 below as the discrete positions analyzed. The points are located a small distance Δη 
above η|rthal and are a transverse distance Δr apart. 
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Figure 4.4: Cross-sectional view of a small region of the boundary near the thalweg. A strong discontinuity at the 
thalweg is illustrated, which may not be physically realizable under steady-state migration. 
Integrating the mass conservation over the region between Points A and B yields: 
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Under the unchanging shape requirement, the first term on the left-hand-side equals 0, 
and, by definition, M	ൌ ሺ∂rB/∂tሻ	ൌ	ሺ∂rA/∂tሻ. The following expression is then obtained: 
ܯ൫ߟ|௥ಳ െ ߟ|௥ಲ൯ሺ1 െ ߣሻ ൌ െݍ௡௧|௥ಳ ൅ ݍ௡௧|௥ಲ െ ׬ ௤೙೟௥
௥ಳ
௥ಲ ݀ݎ      (4.12) 
Because η|rA equals η|rB , the left-hand-side of the equation equals 0. An exact value for 
the integral term in the right-hand-side of the equation cannot yet be established; however, the 
integral will not approach the order of magnitude of qnt values until the distance between the 
limits of integration approach the order of magnitude of r, which is not the case for the small 
region considered. Eq. (4.12) can then be expressed precisely as Eq. (4.13a) and approximately 
as Eq. (4.13b): 
ݍ௡௧|௥ಳ ൅	׬ ௤೙೟௥
௥ಳ
௥ಲ ݀ݎ ൌ ݍ௡௧|௥ಲ         (4.13a) 
ݍ௡௧|௥ಳ ൎ ݍ௡௧|௥ಲ           (4.13b) 
Therefore an equivalency can be expressed similarly to the previous Eq. (4.9), but where the 
non-dimensional parameters τ*s and ሺξ	–	ηሻ/r	will be unequal between Point A and Point B: 
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	      (4.14) 
Further progress requires specifying relationships between τ*s|rA and τ*s|rB and between (ሺξ	–	
ηሻ/rሻ|rA and (ሺξ	–	ηሻ/rሻ|rB. Assuming that τ*s and (ሺξ	–	ηሻ/rሻ	can be expressed as continuous 
functions, Taylor series expressions of the functions at Point A at first-order are: 	 
 ߬௦∗|௥ಳ ൌ ߬௦∗|௥ಲ ൅ ௗఛೞ
∗
ௗ௥ ቚ௥ಲ ∆ݎ         (4.15) 
ቀకିఎ௥ ቁቚ௥ಳ ൌ ቀ
కିఎ
௥ ቁቚ௥ಲ ൅
ௗ
ௗ௥ ቀ
కିఎ
௥ ቁቚ௥ಲ ∆ݎ       (4.16) 
In order to establish the derivatives, several relationships must be introduced. From basic 
geometric considerations, in the region of fully developed uniform bend-flow, the longitudinal 
water surface slope varies in the radial direction according to: 
 ܵ ≡ ௗకௗ௦ ൌ
ௌ೎௥೎
௥            (4.17) 
where S is the water surface slope in the s-direction; Sc is the value of S that exists at the channel 
centerline; and rc is the radial coordinate at the centerline. The transverse water surface slope in 
the region of fully-developed flow is expressed as: 
ௗక
ௗ௥ ൎ
௎మ
௥௚           (4.18) 
where U indicates the depth-averaged velocity component in the s-direction. Eq. (4.14) is based 
on the depth-averaged r-momentum equation. By applying a power-law velocity profile with the 
condition that the integral of the cross-stream velocity over the flow depth must equal 0 under 
fully developed bend-flow recirculation, Jansen et al. (1979) show that the right-hand-side of Eq. 
(4.18) contains a coefficient of proportionality that varies between 1.03 and 1.12, depending on 
the power specified for the velocity profile. As the coefficient of proportionality is very close to 
1, it is neglected in Eq. (4.18) in the simplified treatment herein. 
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 The boundary shear stress near the thalweg in the presence of a strong discontinuity of 
the bed surface can be complex. For the simplified treatment herein, the boundary shear stress is 
assumed to be a simple function of the flow depth, ie., based on the vertical depth method 
(Lundgren and Jonsson, 1964; ASCE Task Committee, 1998). The s-momentum equation for 
fully-developed uniform flow then reduces to: 
 ܷଶ ൌ ௚ሺకିఎሻௌ஼೑            (4.19) 
߬௦∗ ൌ ሺకିఎሻௌோ஽ఱబ            (4.20) 
where Cf is the friction coefficient. Note that the treatment used to arrive at Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16) 
does not include momentum extraction in the lateral direction near the bank (Parker, 1978), 
which may also be an important contributor to the derivative of the boundary shear stress with 
respect to r. Starting with the derivative in Eq. (4.16): 
 ቂ ௗௗ௥ ቀ
కିఎ
௥ ቁቃ஺→஻ ൌ
ଵ
௥
ௗక
ௗ௥ െ
ሺకିఎሻ
௥మ ൌ
ሺకିఎሻ
௥మ ൬
ௌ
஼೑ െ 1൰ ൎ െ
ሺకିఎሻ
௥మ      (4.21) 
 Note that the local values of (dη/dr) will be retained when calculating the bedload 
transport per Eq. (4.9); but for calculating ሺdሺξ	‐	ηሻ/drሻ	between Point A and Point B, the η term 
is a constant. Also note that rather than adding S/Cf to the parameter space that must be 
evaluated, the analysis will be limited to the case of low Froude number streams (< 0.32). From 
Eq. (4.11), S/Cf  = Fr2, where Fr is the Froude number. Thus, for low Fr streams the S/Cf term 
can be neglected on order-of-magnitude considerations, as it is considerably smaller than the 1 
which is subtracted from it. Note that the negative sign in Eq. (4.17) indicates that, near the 
thalweg, the helical flow component becomes smaller with increasing r. 
  The other derivative sought is: 
ቂௗఛೞ∗ௗ௥ ቃ஺→஻ ൌ
ଵ
ோ஽ఱబ ቀ
ௌሺకିఎሻ
௥ ቁ ൬
ௌ
஼೑ െ 1൰ ൎ െ
ఛೞ∗
௥        (4.22) 
 The same considerations are implemented in this expression as noted for the previous 
derivative (constant η	; small Fr). Note that the boundary shear stress decreases with increasing r 
near the thalweg due to the negative sign of the derivative. Thus, based on Eq. (4.21) and Eq. 
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(4.22), at Point A, there exists slightly higher boundary shear stress and a slightly stronger 
component of the secondary flow as compared to Point B. This begins to suggest how equal 
quantities of transverse bedload transport rate can be achieved at Point A and Point B for finite 
values of Δr, even though the transverse slope at Point A must tend to reduce the transverse 
bedload transport rate. 
 Substituting Eqs. (4.15), (4.16), (4.21), and (4.22) into Eq. (4.14) yields a single equation 
with two unknowns, the solution of which are curves in ω|rA	- ω|rB space. The example shown in 
Figure 4.5 below is provided for Δr	ൌ	0.001rA down to Δr	ൌ	0.00001rA for the arbitrary 
parameters τ*s|rA = 0.1 and ሺሺξ	–	ηሻ/rሻ|rA = 0.03. The solution set approaches zero in this manner, 
regardless of the specific values of the parameters within the defined parameter space. 
 
Figure 4.5: Solution curves for decreasing values of ∆r. 
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4.2  Non-dimensional parameter space considerations 
 The two non-dimensional parameters considered in the previous section were τ*s and ሺሺξ	
–	ηሻ/rሻ.	This section describes the considerations used in establishing the limits of the parameter 
space evaluated. First, the parameter τ*s is considered. As the analysis considers streams with 
material mobilized entirely as bedload, using high τ*s values associated with field-scale sand-bed 
rivers where bed material is largely transported in suspension is not appropriate. According to 
García (2008; Fig 2-28) sand-bed streams tend to have large τ*s values between approximately 
0.5 and 2 and gravel-bed streams tend to have τ*s values less than 0.1. Mueller et al. (2005) 
provide data for τ*s values at bankfull flow from a collection of gravel-bed streams, and the 
maximum value is approximately 0.13.  To extend the range somewhat, the maximum value of 
τ*s considered is 0.20. The minimum τ*s value evaluated is τ* c0, which is specified as 0.045 for 
rough turbulent flow (Buffington and Montgomery, 1997). As described in the analysis, the η 
versus r function can only be proven without qualifications to be smooth at values of τ*s above 
0.0455, and so values less than that are neglected. 
The second dimensionless parameter evaluated is ሺሺξ	–	ηሻ/rሻ.	Both the numerator and 
denominator are considered with respect to the channel width to establish reasonable limits. The 
lower bound of r considered is 2.0 times the channel width (B). Leopold and Wolman (1960) 
provide evidence that most channel bends have radius between 2 and 3 times the channel width 
and Blankaert (2010) summarizes a number of studies that indicate a decline in migration rates 
when the radius-to-width ratio falls below 2.0, referred to as sharp bends. Some unique behaviors 
are observed for sharp bends, including flow separation at the inner bank and development of 
strong outer-bank counter-rotating circulation cells that are implicated as having significant 
influence on the migration rate and are not accounted for in the current analysis. Regarding the 
flow depth in the numerator of the parameter, channel width-to-depth ratio in meandering 
streams is generally less than 50, which can be considered an approximate threshold for braiding 
(Crosato and Mosselman, 2009). For bars to develop that lead to meandering, bar theory suggests 
a minimum (critical) width-to-depth ratio must be met that is equal to approximately 10 under 
the low τ* values considered herein (Niño and García, 1992). Therefore the maximum ሺξ	–	ηሻ 
considered is 0.1B, and the maximum value of ሺሺξ	–	ηሻ/rሻ considered equals 0.1B/2B = 0.05. As 
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the radius of the channel can be indefinitely large, an arbitrarily small minimum value of ሺሺξ	–	
ηሻ/rሻ = 0.001 is chosen to evaluate. 
4.3  Migration Rate Formulation 
The migration rate equation expressed in Eq. (3.7) of the previous chapter expresses the 
integrated Exner equation when the radius is very large, and it does not indicate suitable 
constraints to evaluate qnt at the thalweg. Additional progress requires being able to more 
accurately specify qnt at the thalweg, along with the elevation of the thalweg relative to the top of 
the non-cohesive layer. The establishment of a known transverse slope value at the thalweg (ω = 
0) for the case of a channel bounded by uniform coarse alluvium does not fully resolve all the 
variables, but does provide a constraint that allows the migration rate to be expressed more 
directly. As treated in the present chapter, the control volume is a radial slice and the sediment 
mass conservation equation contains an additional term owing to the unequal areas of the control 
volume faces at the transverse edges. The migration rate formulation is re-formulated as follows. 
Integrating Eq. (4.2) over the r	-coordinate in the region right of the thalweg from rthal to rout, 
under the condition of parallel migration (unchanging bank shape) yields: 
డ
డ௧ ׬ ሺߟ݀ݎሻ
௥೚ೠ೟
௥೟೓ೌ೗ െ ߟ|௥೚ೠ೟
డ௥೚ೠ೟
డ௧ ൅ ߟ|௥೟೓ೌ೗
డ௥೟೓ೌ೗
డ௧ ൌ െ
ଵ
ሺଵିఒሻ ׬ ቀ
௤೙೅
௥ ൅
డ௤೙೅
డ௥ ቁ ݀ݎ
௥೚ೠ೟
௥೟೓ೌ೗   (4.23) 
Under the unchanging shape requirement, the first term on the left-hand-side equals 0, 
and M	ൌ ሺ∂rthal/∂tሻ	ൌ	ሺ∂rin/∂tሻ	ൌ	ሺ∂rout/∂tሻ. The following expression is then obtained: 
ܯ ൌ ି௤೙೟|ೝ೟೓ೌ೗ା׬ 	
೜೙೟
ೝ ௗ௥
ೝ೚ೠ೟ೝ೟೓ೌ೗
ቀఎ|ೝ೚ೠ೟ିఎ|ೝ೟೓ೌ೗ቁሺଵିఒሻ
          (4.24a) 
ܯ ൎ ି௤೙೟|ೝ೟೓ೌ೗ቀఎ|ೝ೚ೠ೟ିఎ|ೝ೟೓ೌ೗ቁሺଵିఒሻ          (4.24b) 
where M is the migration rate; the integral term in the numerator of the right-hand-side is a 
constant whose value is presently unknown, but will be small unless the distance between the 
limits of integration approaches the order of magnitude of rthal. As demonstrated in a following 
chapter, the transverse distance between the thalweg and the outer edge of the channel at a bend 
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is generally in the range of 1 to 2 times the bank-full depth; and the bank-full depth will be much 
smaller than the radius, as described previously in §4.2. Thus the approximate form of Eq. 
(4.24b) is appropriate, which is equivalent to Eq. (3.7). 
 Expressing qnt|rthal using Eq. (4.8) under the shape constraint that tan	ω	ൌ	0, reveals that 
the downslope gravity effect term is eliminated and only the helical flow term remains to drive a 
transverse component of bedload at the thalweg. Eq. (4.24b) can then be expressed as: 
ܯ ൌ
ହ଻ඥ௚ோ஽ఱబ஽ఱబቀఛೞ∗|ೝ೟೓ೌ೗ିఛ೎బ∗ ቁ
భ.ఱሺ഍షആሻ
ೝ ቚೝ೟೓ೌ೗
ቀఎ|ೝ೚ೠ೟ିఎ|ೝ೟೓ೌ೗ቁሺଵିఒሻ
        (4.25) 
Note that in a model such as RVR Meander (García et al., 1994) in which all the 
geometric and hydrodynamic variables are calculated, Eq. (4.25) provides a fully rational 
migration rate equation in which only physically measurable features would be required as 
parameters (D50 and the thickness of the cohesive top layer). Note that τ*c0 is used in the excess 
shear stress term in the numerator of Eq. (4.25) because ω = 0 at the thalweg. The appropriate 
non-dimensional expression of Eq. (4.25) is: 
   ܯ∗ ≡ ெඥ௚ோ஽ఱబ ൌ
ହ଻
ሺଵିఒሻ ቂቀ
஽ఱబ
ு೙೎ቁ ቀ
௛
௥ቁ ሺ߬௦∗ െ ߬௖଴∗ ሻଵ.ହቃ௥೟೓ೌ೗      (4.26) 
where Hnc is the thickness of the non-cohesive layer and h is the flow depth, which can be 
evaluated at any stage that yields τ*s ≥ 0.046; although it will be shown in §4.4 that, while 
parallel migration is already an idealized conceptualization, its validity weakens for flows less 
than the bankfull depth. Note that Hnc is a function of (h/r) evaluated at bankfull depth based on 
the scour factor formulation of Ikeda et al. (1981) that is incorporated into RVR Meander. Thus, 
replacement of Hnc may be appropriate once more information is obtained regarding the cross-
sectional shape. Preliminarily, the following conceptualization illustrated in Figure 4.6 is 
physically realistic: 
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Figure 4.6: Cross-sectional view showing potential treatment of the variable Hnc. 
  In Figure 4.6, the bank layer labeled “1” is the top non-cohesive layer, and the bank layer 
labeled “2” is the lower non-cohesive layer. The solid line of the bed represents the reference 
reach cross-section, which, in the context of the linear stability analysis of Ikeda et al. (1981), is 
the unperturbed reach; and the dashed line of the bed represents a perturbed cross-section 
associated with curvature. The variable hbf,0 is the bankfull depth in the reference reach; Hnc,0 is 
the exposed depth of the non-cohesive layer in the reference reach; and Hnc is the exposed depth 
of the non-cohesive layer in a bend that is used in Eq. (4.26). The scour factor formulation for 
the mean transverse bed slope (excluding the regions near the banks) can be expressed as: 
୼ఎ
୼௥ ൌ െܣ଴
௛್೑,బ
௥೎          (4.27) 
where A0 is the scour factor, which is a dimensionless parameter that takes values between 3 and 
10 (García et al., 1994). Thus, the following expression may be reasonable to express Hnc based 
on Fig. 4.6: 
ܪ௡௖ ൎ ܪ௡௖,଴	 ൅ ஻ଶ ܣ଴
௛್೑,బ
௥೎         (4.28) 
The rc term in the denominator of the Hnc expression suggests that the migration rate of Eq. 
(4.26) may not be as sensitive to r as initially suggested; however, the form of Eq. (4.28) does 
not permit elimination of r from Eq. (4.26). The expression of Eq. (4.28) also suggests that the 
channel width B cannot be excluded from any complete expression of non-dimensional variables 
used to describe the migration rate. Furthermore, the discharge Q constrains the channel 
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geometry terms (B and h) in Eq. (4.26) and would also need to be included in a formal 
dimensional analysis. 
 Although an approximate method has been suggested to calculate the depth of the 
thalweg using the scour factor, and thus, readily allowing calculation of τ*s, h, and Hnc, this 
approach is approximate and subject to uncertainty regarding the correct value of A0. The 
channel geometry specifications warrant additional consideration. 
4.4  Simplified Evaluation of Cross-Sectional Geometry and Relative Effects of 
Forcing Variables 
Past analytical treatments to arrive at steady-state cross-sectional geometry in channels 
whose boundaries consist of uniform non-cohesive material have considered two unique cases, 
each having a separate solution condition to arrive at the geometry. In the first case, that of a 
straight channel, the steady state geometry is such that the bed region conveys bedload and the 
bank region is immobile (Parker, 1978; Diplas, 1990). The solution condition in the bank region 
is that the forces driving motion of bank particles are at balance with the forces resisting motion 
at all positions of the bank. In the second case, that of curved channels with rigid outer banks, the 
steady state condition is one in which the bed adjusts its transverse slope to transport bedload in 
the streamwise direction but not in the transverse direction (eg., Engelund, 1974; Zimmermann 
and Kennedy, 1978). The solution condition is that the helical flow term that provides an inward-
directed force is balanced by the downslope gravity effect term that provides an outward-directed 
force. This solution condition can be expressed as qnt	ൌ	0. In the present case of a channel 
migrating with constant geometry, the solution condition is that (dn/dt = constant) or 
equivalently (dr/dt = constant), depending on whether an intrinsic coordinate system or a 
cylindrical coordinate system is used. For the curved channel with rigid outer banks described 
above, the solution condition qnt = 0 is a specific case that can be more generally expressed as 
dn/dt		ൌ	0, and to which the current treatment properly reduces to the traditional treatment. 
The migration rate expressed in Eq. (4.26) is based on a transverse component of bedload 
at the thalweg being driven solely by the transverse component of boundary shear stress 
associated with the helical flow. The upslope portion of the bank region must provide material at 
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a rate that satisfies the demand imposed at the thalweg; otherwise, the base would either aggrade 
or degrade. This concept is exactly that specified by Thorne (1982) as unimpeded removal with 
respect to basal endpoint control. It may also be helpful to conceptualize this as “base-up 
transverse grading”, in analogy to the concept of the graded stream that adjusts its geometry to 
transmit the sediment input from upstream with the available discharge (Mackin, 1948). Thus, 
the solution condition of constant migration rate specifies the bank shape that provides the 
transverse bedload transport rate that satisfies both the basal demand and the zero flux boundary 
condition at the top of non-cohesive layer while migrating without changing shape. To express 
this at any arbitrary position, rA, the following relationships hold: 
ݎ஺ሺݐሻ ൌ ݎ௢௨௧ሺݐሻ െ ܿ݋݊ݏݐܽ݊ݐ        (4.29) 
డ௥ಲ
డ௧ ൌ
డ௥೚ೠ೟
డ௧ ൌ ܯ         (4.30) 
 The bounds of the integral in Eq. (4.23) can then be specified as rA and rout, and Eq. 
(4.24) can be equivalently expressed as: 
ܯ ൌ ି௤೙೟|ೝಲା׬ 	
೜೙೟
ೝ ௗ௥
ೝ೚ೠ೟ೝಲ
ቀఎ|ೝ೚ೠ೟ିఎ|ೝಲቁሺଵିఒሻ
          (4.31) 
Eq. (4.31) can be rearranged as: 
ܯ൫ߟ|௥೚ೠ೟ െ ߟ|௥ಲ൯ሺ1 െ ߣሻ ൌ ቀെݍ௡௧|௥ಲ ൅ ׬ 	௤೙೟௥ ݀ݎ
௥೚ೠ೟
௥ಲ ቁ     (4.32) 
Eq. (4.32) indicates that once M is established based on the calculation at the thalweg per 
Eq. (4.26), qnt can be calculated approximately by specifying the value of η	and neglecting the 
integral term whose value is unknown. The absolute value of the integral increases toward the 
inner bank, and thus, the approximate solution becomes less precise toward the inner bank. Eq. 
(4.32) indicates that the absolute value of the bedload transport rate increases from zero at the 
top of the non-cohesive layer at the outer bank to a maximum value at approximately the 
thalweg; and then the absolute value decreases from the thalweg back to zero at the top of the 
non-cohesive layer at the inner bank. This specification of qnt as a function of η allows the bank 
profile (η as a function of r) to be calculated, the procedure for which is described shortly. At the 
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inner bank, where qnt = 0, it is apparent that some elevation difference must exist between η|rout 
and η|rin  in order to achieve the condition of parallel migration: 
ߟ|௥೔೙ ൌ ߟ|௥೚ೠ೟ െ	
ቀ׬ 	೜೙೟ೝ ௗ௥
ೝ೚ೠ೟ೝ೔೙ ቁ
ெሺଵିఒሻ         (4.33) 
As the qnt term in the integral is negative except for at the boundaries, η|rin must be 
somewhat higher than η|rout in order to establish parallel migration, although under low curvature 
(high r) the integral term is very small and the elevations of the top of the non-cohesive layers at 
the inner and outer banks will be approximately equal. The relation of η|rin being greater than or 
equal to η|rout  has important consequences on bend morphological evolution in two 
circumstances: (a) when the outer bank is eroding into terrace deposits of an older, higher-
elevation non-cohesive layer formed under a different fluvial regime; or (b) when the bank is 
migrating under flow stage conditions less than the bankfull depth. In both cases, adjustment 
toward parallel migration involves a tendency toward aggradation of the cross-section as the 
adjustment proceeds in such a manner to ultimately satisfy Eq. (4.33). The concept is illustrated 
in Figure 4.7. 
 
Figure 4.7: Cross-section illustrating a period of transient migration adjusting toward parallel migration under 
conditions of sub-bankfull flow. 
      In Fig. 4.7, the region labeled “1” is the top cohesive layer; the region labeled “2” is 
the non-cohesive layer; and the depth indicated by “3” is the minimum depth competent to 
transport bedload. The period of transient migration under a constant sub-bankfull flow tends 
toward parallel migration by aggrading the cross-section and increasing the water surface 
elevation until sufficient flow depth is established that the surface elevation associated with the 
label “3” is approximately equal to the elevation of the top of the non-cohesive layer in the 
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eroding bank. It is recognized that, in a natural stream, the cross-section will generally never 
have time to fully adjust in such a manner to actually establish parallel migration, but the 
tendency to aggradation expressed by Eq. (4.33) must be recognized. In laboratory channels that 
migrate within a basin of non-cohesive material, where the non-cohesive layer extends to the top 
of the bank, the inevitable result is continual aggradation, as the inner bank will not be able to 
build sufficiently high to satisfy Eq. (4.33) unless substantial flow depth exists over the 
floodplain; ie., some minimum depth indicated by the “3” in Fig. 4.7 must exist in order for 
bedload to be mobile, and thus be able to develop the spatial divergence associated with 
deposition. This suggests that in order to achieve viable meandering in the laboratory in uniform 
non-cohesive materials that are not artificially stiffened, two conditions must be satisfied: (1) the 
ability to develop deposits in the over-bar region (illustrated above with vegetation) to constrain 
the width; and (2) a cohesive top layer on the floodplain being eroded must be present. If either 
condition is not satisfied, the result will be aggradation with or without widening. On the other 
hand, if the top of the non-cohesive layer on the eroding bank is too low with respect to the 
height at which sediment may deposit on the opposite bank, the result will be degradation of the 
cross-section. This will progress until the hydrodynamics are adjusted so that sediment can 
deposit on the opposite bank only to approximately the same height as the top of the non-
cohesive layer on the eroding bank. 
An alternative way to arrive at Eq. (4.32) is by treating ∂η/∂t in Eq. (4.2) in the 
following manner: 
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where the term on the left side is zero under parallel migration and ∂rA/∂t is the migration rate 
M, which allows Eq. (4.34) to be expressed as: 
డఎ
డ௧ ൌ െ	ܯ
డఎ
డ௥ቚ௥ಲ          (4.35) 
and Eq. (4.2) can then be expressed as: 
	ܯ డఎడ௥ቚ௥ಲ ൌ
ଵ
ሺଵିఒሻ ൤
௤೙೟
௥ ቚ௥ಲ ൅
డ௤೙೟
డ௥ ቚ௥ಲ൨        (4.36) 
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 If Eq. (4.36) is integrated over r with the proper boundary conditions, then Eq. (4.31) is 
re-obtained; alternatively, if the derivative of Eq. (4.31) is taken with respect to r, then Eq. (4.36) 
is obtained. In this form, it becomes apparent that the local transverse slope ∂η/∂r at any 
arbitrary transverse position is a function of M. The dependence of the transverse slope on the 
migration rate is not expressed in traditional treatments such as the scour factor formulation 
described previously (Eq. (4.27)); this is largely because the experimental treatments that provide 
the verification of such formulas are based on steady-state conditions in flumes with rigid outer 
walls, in which M = 0. When M = 0, the solution of the differential equation (Eq. (4.36)), requires 
the local value of ∂η/∂r  that yields qnt	= 0 at all transverse positions. Regardless of the value of 
M, the qnt terms in Eq. (4.36) are a function of ∂η/∂r, and the equation is a second-order 
differential equation. The solution of Eq. (4.36) for η as a function of r requires specification of 
boundary shear stress as a function of η and r along with appropriate boundary conditions. The 
non-linearity associated with numerous terms indicates a solution will need to be accomplished 
numerically, and the equivalent Eq. (4.32) is better suited for numerical treatment. 
The transverse component of bedload transport, qnt, at any position can be expressed with 
the parallel migration requirement from the sediment mass conservation equation and then 
equated with the constitutive relationship for transport expressed previously as Eq. (4.8). For 
simplicity, the integral term in Eq. (4.32) will be neglected, which is most valid when the width 
of the stream is considerably smaller than the centerline radius; otherwise the integral needs to be 
computed iteratively. The equation without the integral term is expressed in Eq. (4.37), which 
can be solved for η as a function of r, provided that a proper boundary condition is specified and 
boundary shear stresses are adequately characterized: 
െܯ൫ߟ|௥೚ೠ೟ െ ߟ൯ሺ1 െ ߣሻ ൌ ܭ଴ሺ߬௦∗ െ ߬௖∗ሻଵ.ହ ൬െ10 ሺకି	ఎሻ௥ െ ܣට
ఛ೎బ∗
ఛೞ∗ tan߱൰   (4.37) 
The procedure for establishing the cross-sectional shape requires a representation of the 
boundary shear stresses. The simplest method that yields physically realistic values is sought. 
Traditional methods for the solution of the hydrodynamics when treating transverse channel 
geometry involve various simplifications of the Reynolds-averaged equations of fluid motion 
that generally follow the analysis of Yen (1965; 1972). In fully-developed bend flow in the 
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region away from the side-boundaries, after eliminating terms due to order-of-magnitude 
considerations (Yen, 1965; 1972), the equations for fluid mass conservation, s-momentum, and 
r-momentum conservation equations can be expressed as: 
ଵ
௥
డሺ୴௥ሻ
డ௥ ൌ 0           (4.38) 
݃ డకడ௦ െ
డ
డ௭ ൬ሺߥ் ൅ ߥሻ
డ௨
డ௭൰ െ
ଵ
௥ v
డሺ௨௥ሻ
డ௥ ൌ 0       (4.39) 
݃ డకడ௥ െ
డ
డ௭ ൬ሺߥ் ൅ ߥሻ
డ୴
డ௭൰ െ
௨మ
௥ ൌ 0        (4.40) 
where u is the time-averaged mean velocity in the s-direction, v is the time-averaged mean 
velocity in the r-direction, νT is the turbulent eddy viscosity, and ν is the molecular kinematic 
viscosity of water. The following relationships define the boundary shear stresses: 
 ఛ್,ೞఘ ൌ ሺߥ் ൅ ߥሻ
డ௨
డ௭ቚఎ          (4.41) 
 ఛ್,ೝఘ ൌ ሺߥ் ൅ ߥሻ
డ୴
డ௭ቚఎ          (4.42) 
where τb,s and τb,r are the components of the boundary shear stress vector in the s- and r-
directions, respectively. It is noted that the region of most interest is near the side-boundary (the 
outer bank), in the area where the z-component of velocity may be important, which 
compromises the hydrostatic pressure assumption on which Eqs. 4.38 to 4.40 are based. The 
lateral velocity gradient effect on the fluid shear stress also clearly needs to be added to the s-
momentum equation (Eq. (4.39)) near the banks. Accurate treatment would require a 3-
dimensional hydrodynamic solution. Only a quasi-accurate representation of the boundary shear 
stresses are necessary to demonstrate the relative effects on the cross-sectional shape of 
increasing or decreasing curvature and boundary shear stress, which is the intention of the 
present section. Thus, the assumption is made that the normal depth method of Lundgren and 
Jonsson (1964) reasonably describes the s-momentum equation. This neglects the cross-stream 
transport of downstream momentum term in Eq. (4.39) along with effects due to non-hydrostatic 
pressure; it only weakly accounts for the effects of lateral velocity gradients by assuming 
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contours of constant downstream velocity (isovels) that are aligned parallel to the boundaries. 
The normal-depth method considers that the control volumes aligned normal to the boundary 
have no fluid shear stresses on the lateral faces; the s-momentum equation is integrated along the 
ray from the boundary to the water surface, which yields: 
 ߬௕,௦ ൌ ߩ݃ ሺకିఎሻୡ୭ୱఠ
డక
డ௦          (4.43) 
where ξ is considered constant and (dξ/ds) is considered to vary with r based on Eq. (4.17). The 
r-momentum equation is simplified by specifying the r-component of the boundary shear stress 
as a simple function of the s-component of the boundary shear stress based on the van Bendegom 
equation (Eq. (4.7)).  
 More realistic treatment of the hydrodynamics and boundary shear stresses are performed 
in the following chapter. However, this simple treatment allows rapid analysis without any time-
stepping simulations by solving Eq. (4.37) starting from a position where the transverse angle is 
known (ω = 0 at the thalweg) and then spatially stepping by distance ∆r and solving η at the new 
position in a procedure described in more detail at the end of this section. The purpose of the 
simple method is to provide quick realizations that illustrate, in a relative sense, the complex 
relationships between the curvature and excess shear stress that drive migration and the resulting 
bank shape. Figs. 4.8 and 4.9 are provided as examples. 
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Figure 4.8: Steady-state migrating bank profiles under the same longitudinal slope at the thalweg (Sthal=0.0005), but 
different radii at the thalweg; only the non-cohesive basal layer is shown. 
 
Figure 4.9: Steady-state migrating bank profiles under the same radius (rthal	=200m) at the thalweg, but different 
longitudinal slopes at the thalweg; only the non-cohesive basal layer is shown. 
Under these highly simplified realizations, D50 = 0.015 m, θrp = 50°, and τ*c0 = 0.045. 
The top of the bank and ξ is set at an elevation of 10 meters. The thalweg radius is specified as 
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indicated, and η|rthal  = 6 m is considered constant, irrespective of the radius of curvature; ie., 
Eq. (4.28) is not implemented in setting the thalweg elevation. In Fig. 4.8, the longitudinal slope 
of the river at the thalweg is established as a constant at Sthal = 0.00050 such that the excess shear 
stresses for each of the realizations are approximately equal, and the thalweg radii are varied. 
From Eq. (4.26), the migration rate (and qnt at the base) is highest where rthal is the smallest. In 
order for the bank to deliver sufficient bedload to satisfy the demand at the base under 
approximately the same boundary shear stress conditions, the bank that is migrating fastest (rcl = 
150 m) has to be the steepest, in accordance with the concept of base-up transverse grading. In 
Fig. 4.9, the results are not so intuitive. The thalweg radius is held constant at 200 m, but the 
boundary shear stress regimes are considerably different, based on the different values of Sthal. 
From Eq. (4.26), the migration rate is highest where Sthal	(and thus τ*s) is the highest. In this 
case, the bank that is migrating the fastest (Sthal	=0.00055) is the most relaxed, because even 
though the basal demand for bedload is the highest, the boundary shear stresses along the slope 
are also higher. Note that armoring (increasing τ*c0) would have the same effect as reducing Sthal, 
as it involves reduction of the excess shear stress, thus steepening the bank. However, it is 
important to reiterate that if τ*c0 associated with the bank alluvium is different than that in the 
bed, a discontinuity would be expected at the thalweg that would also have the effect of reducing 
the transverse bedload transport rate at the base that defines the basal demand. 
Extending the calculation from the region right of the thalweg to the region left of the 
thalweg yields a simple lens-shaped geometry, which is deformed such that the thalweg is closer 
to the right boundary than the left boundary. Both the simple shape across the section and the 
substantial transverse distance between the outer bank and the thalweg are due to the 
simplifications made in the specification of boundary shear stresses. The simple method is 
intended primarily to indicate relative effects of varying the driving forces on the bank shape; but 
it can be extended to yield the most realistic representation possible under the simplified 
hydrodynamics through an iterative procedure outlined in the following steps. Note that the 
width B and the position of the thalweg (rthal, η|rthal) are unknown, and convergence is achieved 
after multiple iterations.  
(1) Specify the thickness of the cohesive top layer at the eroding bank (Hcoh). Specify the 
radius of curvature of the channel centerline (rcl). Specify the discharge (Q) that is 
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conveyed at bankfull flow. Constant values that must also be specified are λ, Sc, D50, 
Cf (friction coefficient), θrp, and τ*c0.  
(2) Provide an initial estimate of the width (B). The following values are then calculated: 
 ݎ௜௡ ൌ ݎ௖௟ െ ܤ 2⁄   
 ݎ௢௨௧ ൌ ݎ௖௟ ൅ ܤ 2⁄   
 (3) The elevation of the top of bank is referred to as η0. Provide an initial estimate of the 
elevation of the thalweg (η|rthal). The initial estimate for rthal is then calculated as: 
 ܪ௡௖ ൌ ൫ߟ଴ െ ߟ|௥೟೓ೌ೗൯ െ ܪ௖௢௛  
 ݎ௧௛௔௟ ൌ ݎ௢௨௧ െ 5ܪ௡௖  
(4) The water surface elevation (ξ) is taken to be a constant equal to η0. The migration 
rate is calculated according to Eq. (4.26) using the following values, which apply to 
the thalweg: 
 ݄ ൌ ൫ߟ଴ െ ߟ|௥೟೓ೌ೗൯ 
 డకడ௦ ൌ
ௌ೎௥೎೗
௥೟೓ೌ೗  (from Eq. 4.17) 
 ߬௦∗ ൌ ௛
ങ഍
ങೞ
ோ஽ఱబ   (from Eq. 4.40 and 4.4, recalling that ω = 0 at the thalweg) 
(5) Begin stepping a small distance ∆r to the right of the thalweg. The known position is 
referred to as node i and the unknown position is referred to as node i + 1. The 
variable ηi൅1 is calculated by solving for ωi+1 based on the following equations. 
 ݎ௜ାଵ ൌ ݎ௜ ൅ ∆ݎ 
 ߟ௜ାଵ ൌ ߟ௜ ൅ 0.5ሺtan߱௜ ൅ tan߱௜ାଵሻ∆ݎ 
 ቀడకడ௦ቁ௜ାଵ ൌ
ௌ೎௥೎೗
௥೔శభ    
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 ሺ߬௦∗ሻ௜ାଵ ൌ
ሺకିఎ೔శభሻቀങ഍ങೞቁ೔శభ
ோ஽ఱబ|ୡ୭ୱఠ೔శభ|    
 ቀకିఎ௥ ቁ௜ାଵ ൌ
ሺకିఎ೔శభሻ
ݎ݅൅1
   
 ݍ௡௧,௜ାଵ ൌ ܭ଴ ൬ሺ߬௦∗ሻ௜ାଵ െ ߬௖଴∗ ට1 െ ୱ୧୬
మ ఠ೔శభ
ୱ୧୬మ ఏೝ೛ ൰
ଵ.ହ
൬െ10 ቀకି	ఎ௥ ቁ௜ାଵ െ ܣට
ఛ೎బ∗
ሺఛೞ∗ሻ೔శభ tan߱௜ାଵ൰ 
 ݍ௡௧,௜ାଵ ൌ െܯሺ1 െ ߣሻ൫ߟ|௥೚ೠ೟ െ ߟ௜ାଵ൯ 
   where   ߟ|௥೚ೠ೟ ൌ ߟ଴ െ ܪ௖௢௛ 
The final two equations for qnt,	i൅1 are set equal to each other, yielding one large 
implicit equation for the angle ωi൅1 that is readily solved numerically. Once ωi൅1 is 
solved, ηi൅1 is calculated directly using the second equation in the sequence.  
(6) The position calculated from Step (5) becomes the known position. Repeat stepping 
∆r distance until ηi൅1 ≥ η|rout. 
(7) Evaluate ri൅1 where ηi൅1 ≥ η|rout . If ri൅1	is not equal to rout, then adjust the position of 
rthal accordingly, and repeat the procedure starting from Step (4). Only a few 
iterations will be necessary to converge on the proper value for rthal. 
(8) Once rthal is properly established, the solution can proceed starting at the thalweg and 
stepping a small distance -∆r, which steps to the left of the thalweg. The calculation 
proceeds exactly as indicated in Step 5, but where the subscript i+1 indicates a step 
to the left. (Alternately, the entire set of equations could be re-written here in terms 
of the subscript i-1). 
(9) Continue stepping until reaching r = rin. Evaluate the calculated value of η|rin	; if it is 
less than η|rout , then the initial width (B) estimate was too small. Specify a new 
estimate of B and repeat from Step (2). Note that the calculation of η from rthal to rout 
will change little unless the new B estimate is substantially different than the 
previous one. 
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(10) Once the proper B has been established, the discharge (Q) is calculated. The cross-
section can be split into sub-areas, each having a different perimeter-averaged 
boundary shear stress (τb,ave); or treat the entirety of the cross-section as a single 
area, which, given the approximate nature of the calculation is reasonable. The mean 
velocity UA is then calculated as: 
 ஺ܷ ൌ ൬ఛ್ೞ,ೌೡ೐ఘ஼೑ ൰
଴.ହ
 
   The discharge (Q) is calculated as the sum of the products of mean velocity and area 
over each of the sub-areas. If Q is not equal to the known value of Q, then a new 
solution is iterated by modifying the thalweg position and repeating from Step (4). 
As the solution according to this procedure can only be considered a gross representation 
of reality due to the inherent inaccuracies of the boundary shear stress distribution, the iterative 
procedure is generally not warranted. The simple specification of rthal, η|rthal and Sthal , as was 
done in the development of Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, is sufficient to ascertain the relative effects of the 
forcing variables on bank shape, which is the intention of the simplified treatment. A more 
accurate solution for bank shape is obtained in the following chapter where more realistic 
boundary shear stress distributions are obtained.   
4.5  Discussion  
The analysis herein indicates that the role of curvature in bank migration is not strictly 
limited to the development of excess shear stress (or excess velocity) on the outer bank. Of equal 
importance is that the helical flow driven by curvature provides the transverse component of 
boundary shear stress necessary to transport particles transversely from the base of the bank. The 
excess shear stress at the outer bank is necessary, but not sufficient in the absence of curvature, 
to cause channel migration in banks comprised of non-cohesive sediment. Excess shear stress in 
the absence of a process to remove material from the base of the bank is only sufficient to relax 
the transverse slope of the bank and aggrade the base of the bank until a threshold bank profile is 
reached. The migration rate formulation developed herein expresses the continuum between 
straight channels (steady state migration rate equal to zero) and channels of moderate curvature 
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that incorporates both the effect of the excess shear stress and curvature. The formulation is not 
intended to apply for sharp curvature (radius:width ratio < 2), where evidence suggests migration 
rate declines with further decreases in radius due to complexities in the hydrodynamics that are 
not accounted for in this analysis (Blanckaert, 2010). 
The analysis formalizes two basic principles enumerated in past studies. The first is a 
statement from Friedkin (1945): “Meandering is essentially a natural trading process of 
sediments from banks to bars.” Under steady, uniform, fully-developed bend flow, the parallel 
migration process involves transferring alluvium from the eroding side of the thalweg to the 
depositing side of the thalweg while maintaining the through-flow of bedload in the streamwise 
direction with no spatial divergence that would under-supply or overload the next bend 
downstream. To satisfy the condition of trading equal volume of sediment from bank to bar, Eq. 
(4.33) indicates that the channel will tend to adjust its geometry such that the alluvium on the 
depositing side will build to an elevation approximately equal to, or just higher than, the 
elevation of the top of the non-cohesive layer on the eroding side. The second principle 
formalized is that of unimpeded removal with respect to basal endpoint control (Thorne, 1982): 
“Unimpeded removal: Processes delivering material to the base and removing it from there are 
in balance. No change in basal elevation or slope angle occurs. The bank recedes by parallel 
retreat at a rate determined by the degree of fluvial activity at the base.” Under the assumptions 
of the current analysis, the process responsible for removing material from the base of the bank 
is the transverse component of the boundary shear stress associated with the helical flow; and the 
base-up transverse grading of the bank is achieved in such a manner that the bank delivers the 
necessary bedload to satisfy the basal demand concurrently with the zero flux boundary 
condition associated with the top of the non-cohesive layer while migrating without changing 
shape. The base-up transverse grading is dependent on the boundary shear stress distribution 
over the bank, which is poorly characterized in this part of the analysis; however, the general 
concept can also be readily applied once a more realistic boundary shear stress distribution is 
achieved. 
The basic idea of parallel migration in a natural stream subject to variable hydrographs 
may be considered dubious. Over the portion of the flow duration curve associated with active 
bed material transport, the steady-state cross-sectional form towards which the channel adjusts 
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must continually change as the discharge changes. Thus, the state of parallel migration likely 
never actually exists in nature, because insufficient duration of constant discharge is available to 
smooth out any transient adjustments to the cross-sectional geometry as it tends toward its steady 
state. Furthermore, the implied over-bar deposition in the portion of the cross-section that must 
eventually become the cohesive top layer is not expected to keep pace with the portion of the 
cross-section consisting of non-cohesive alluvium (Parker et al., 2011). Nevertheless, the concept 
of parallel migration is quite valuable, in that it indicates the tendency towards which the channel 
adjusts during migration. The concept allows derivation of a migration rate under idealized 
conditions that represents the upper bound of migration rate that must be reduced when: (a) the 
over-bar deposition does not keep pace, thus widening the section and reducing boundary shear 
stresses; and (b) other complicating factors expected in natural streams such as armoring or 
boundary shear modification are important, which are discussed later in the section. This 
idealized case provides a basis for comparison that may help decipher which of the complicating 
processes are important.  
The analysis demonstrates that in uniform non-cohesive boundary materials (excepting 
the near-surface cohesive layer), the transverse slope at the thalweg will be zero, and no 
discontinuity in the η versus r relationship is permitted. This condition can be observed from 
illustrated cross-sections in the laboratory experiments of Friedkin (1945) and Briaud et al. 
(2007) for the experiments of meander development performed in unmodified non-cohesive 
soils. However, in the presence of bank armoring, the zero transverse slope at the thalweg result 
would not hold. This is clearly illustrated in Friedkin (1945; Plate 20), in the experiments 
involving unstiffened and stiffened (with a small percentage cement) boundary materials under 
identical forcing conditions. A casual inspection of Eq. (4.9) suggests that if τ*c0  on the eroding 
side of the thalweg was different than	τ*c0 on the depositing side of the thalweg, as would be 
expected when material becomes freed from the effects of the armoring, that a discontinuity 
would be permitted and the solution space of (ω1,ω2) curves may cover a much broader range of 
angles than indicated in Fig. 4.5. With a broad solution space, the next question which presents 
itself is: which combination of (ω1,ω2) would actually be selected by the fluvial system? Each 
solution would be associated with a different migration rate as the basal transverse bedload flux 
would be continually reduced when ω1 values increasingly deviated from the horizontal. An 
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additional equation would be required to constrain the solution, which is not resolved here. The 
most readily conceptualized situation is a cyclic sequence in which migration abruptly stops due 
to bank armoring, the depositional side of the thalweg adjusts accordingly toward its M	ൌ	0 
condition, and then migration starts again after sufficient time passes to erode the armoring. This 
would involve many transient periods of adjustment, including periods where the streamwise 
flux divergence terms would need to be non-zero. 
One potential issue regarding the migration rate equation (Eq. 4.26) is the validity of 
treatment of near-bank hydrodynamics. The van Bendegom equation (Eq. (4.7)) used to specify 
the deviation angle of the boundary shear stress vector at the thalweg is valid for the region of 
the channel sufficiently far from the side-boundary. Rozovskii (1961) provides an analysis from 
Ananyan (1953) that illustrates the decay of the near-bed cross-stream velocity component in a 
marginal strip near the side-wall whose width is on the order-of-magnitude of the flow depth in a 
rectangular channel. Yen (1965) specifies the region of influence as being approximately two 
times the flow depth. In addition, a circulation cell rotating in the opposite direction from the 
primary circulation pattern may be present very near the outer boundary (Blanckaert and De 
Vriend, 2004; Blanckaert, 2010), which could alter the deviation angle of the bed shear stress 
vector and is not accounted for in the current analysis. A benefit of expressing Eq. (4.26) based 
on values at the thalweg is that the position is as far in-channel as possible, and thus errors 
associated with the vertical component of velocity (non-hydrostatic pressure), the transverse 
velocity gradient, and cross-stream velocity decay are minimized, but not eliminated. The large 
distances between the outer boundary and the thalweg illustrated in Fig. 4.8 and 4.9 would be 
ideal in this regard, but they are recognized not to be realistic due to the gross representation of 
the boundary shear stresses. The resulting cross-sections under more realistic boundary shear 
stresses are examined in the next chapter to better ascertain if the thalweg position warrants 
modified treatment of the bed shear stress deviation angle. 
A number of factors in natural streams complicate the migration process relative to the 
simplified treatment of the current analysis. The issue of armoring associated with an increase in 
τ*c0 on the eroding bank is discussed above. The armoring can be associated with the presence of 
slump blocks, the incorporation of fines into the non-cohesive soil matrix, and the coarsening of 
the active layer of the bank materials as the finer fractions of the heterogeneous sediment is 
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preferentially transported as the bank region erodes. The bank materials within the non-cohesive 
layer are also generally not homogeneous with depth, as the layer is formed of former point bar 
deposits that tend to become finer upward. This is due to a sorting process on the depositing side 
of the thalweg that is also not taken into consideration in the single grain-size approach of the 
current analysis. Various factors influence the near bank boundary shear stress distribution and 
modify the direction of sediment transport in real streams relative to the simple treatment herein. 
These include live vegetation on the banks, large vegetation that has fallen into the stream to 
become large woody debris, bank irregularities that create large-scale roughness elements along 
the bank, among others. All these factors would tend to modify the resulting migration rate and 
warrant modification of the migration rate associated with the idealized condition. 
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CHAPTER 5  
 
DEPENDENCE OF CHANNEL CROSS-SECTIONAL SHAPE AT A BEND 
ON THE MIGRATION RATE 
Abstract for Chapter 5: 
 Since the classic experiments of Friedkin, the influence of inhibiting bank migration on 
deepening the cross-section at the outer bank of a river bend and developing a well-defined 
convex upward point bar shape has been known. However, existing methods to establish the 
cross-sectional geometry, in particular the near-outer-bank depth, which is vital to determining 
bank migration rate in reduced-order numerical models, do not incorporate the effect of the 
migration rate on cross-sectional shape. The most basic method uses an empirical scour factor 
formulation, which is a linear function of the ratio between flow depth and radius of curvature, to 
establish the transverse slope of the cross-section. More sophisticated treatments also include the 
effect of the particle Froude number, a ratio that incorporates the mean flow velocity and the 
submerged specific weight of the sediment grains. These treatments suggest that the transverse 
slope of the bed region steepens as flow velocity increases, and it steepens as the grain size 
decreases; the steepness is used to ascertain the minimum bed elevation near the outer bank. This 
approach performs well when the outer bank is rigid. However, evidence presented herein 
suggests that when the outer bank is allowed to migrate, the opposite trends may be experienced. 
As bank migration rate increases, the convex upward shape of the channel cross-section in the 
channel bed region becomes less pronounced (more linear). While the transverse slope at the 
channel centerline may increase with an increase in velocity or a decrease in particle size as 
predicted by the traditional methods, the less pronounced convexity may yield higher bed 
elevations near the outer bank, which is the physical factor of greatest importance when 
considering bank migration rates. Numerical experiments using simplified hydrodynamics are 
performed on two different forcing variables (increase in excess shear stress; increase in outer 
bank resistance) under fixed curvature to ascertain the effect on transverse slope and migration 
rate. Field data from the Mackinaw River are used to support the findings. 
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5.1  Introduction to Chapter 5 
In the late 1960’s through the early 1980’s, extensive theoretical and experimental 
investigations were undertaken in order to characterize the steady-state cross-sectional shape of a 
channel in bends; of particular concern in these studies was the transverse slope of the bed region 
and the maximum depth of the channel near the outer bank. A number of the studies were 
summarized by Odgaard (1981); the summary highlighted the dependence of transverse bed 
slope on the ratio of the flow-depth to radius of curvature, along with the dependence of 
transverse bed slope on particle Froude number, defined as: 
 
 ۴஽ ൌ ௎ඥ௚ோ஽ఱబ           (5.1) 
where U is the depth-averaged flow velocity, g is the gravitational acceleration constant, R is the 
submerged specific gravity of the sediment, and D50 is the median sediment grain size. Most 
formulations for steady-state transverse slope have positive dependence on FD, with the approach 
of Engelund (1974) being the notable exception, in which grain size does not enter the 
formulation. Beyond the influence of the side boundaries, the cross-sectional shape predicted in 
the bed region is generally convex upward with radially varying transverse slope that steepens 
toward the outer bank, although Zimmermann and Kennedy (1978) recommend approximating 
the transverse slope by a single mean value. The convex upward shape that deepens toward the 
outer bank is well described in Allen (1978), wherein a number of previous studies were 
summarized by expressing the results as differential equations that relate dሺξ	‐	ηሻ/dr as functions 
of ሺξ	‐	ηሻ/r, where ξ is the water surface elevation, η is the bed elevation, and r is the radial 
coordinate. The typical convex-upward shape is well illustrated in Falcon (1979): 
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Figure 5.1: Cross-sectional view of bed region in a bend based on data in Falcon (1979). 
In Fig. 5.1, the solid line is the bed elevation based on the theoretical prediction of Falcon 
(1979), and the dots represent experimental measurement points from Hooke (1974). The 
simplified formulation used for the hydrodynamics is considered invalid for a distance equal to 
approximately one mean flow depth from the side walls, which is shaded in gray. The general 
shape illustrated in Fig 5.1 is well-verified for conditions in which the outer bank is rigid; 
however, when the outer bank is migrating, evidence suggests a shallower cross-section with 
more subdued convexity in the bed region, as illustrated in the laboratory experiments of 
Friedkin (1945), provided below as Fig 5.2. 
 
Figure 5.2: Cross-sectional measurements based on Friedkin (1945; Plate 20). 
 In Fig. 5.2, the short dashed line is the initial bed condition in an identical meander bend 
for two experimental trials. The long dashed line is the final cross-section when the banks were 
formed of sand with 9% cementing material; and the solid line is the final cross-section when the 
banks were formed of identical sand with no cementing material. Based on analysis of the 
experiments, Friedkin (1945) stated the following: “It should be particularly noted that it is the 
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rate of sand feed from the adjacent eroding bank which determines the depth of the talweg.” 
While these results are well-known, the dependence of the cross-sectional shape on the bed 
material flux from the banks is generally not incorporated in reduced-order numerical models. 
The underlying assumption is that bank processes occur at a much slower rate than bed 
processes, thus allowing the transverse slope of the bed region to approximate the steady-state 
values obtained in flumes with rigid side walls. However, the overall goal of the portion of the 
dissertation dealing with meandering is precisely to evaluate the condition in which the bed 
material transported in the bed region and the bank region are indistinguishable, and thus 
undergo changes at similar time scales. Eq. (4.39) in the previous chapter indicates that ∂η/∂r is 
directly a function of the migration rate (M), while the theoretical treatments discussed above are 
only valid for the specific case where M = 0. This chapter explores the cross-sectional shape 
dependence on the migration rate.  
5.2  Numerical model setup 
5.2.1 Governing Equations, Constitutive Relations, and Simplified Hydrodynamic 
Treatment 
The model is set up under similar principles to the analytical treatment of Chapter 4. The 
curvature is assumed constant and fully-developed helical flow exists. The channel is bounded 
by alluvium with uniform-sized grains mobilized only as bedload; the only exception is the upper 
layer of the outer bank, which is cohesive material. A cylindrical coordinate system (s, r, z) is 
used, where s is the streamwise coordinate, r is the radial coordinate, and z is the vertical 
coordinate; in cylindrical coordinates, s may alternatively be expressed as s	ൌ	r	dθ, where θ is 
the angle turned about the center point in a plane where z = constant. Under the given 
assumptions, all d/ds terms in the governing equations equal 0. The control volume considered 
is a radial slice as shown in Figure 5.3 below. Relevant variables associated with the cross-
section are illustrated in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure 5.3: Control volume of constant radius channel considered. 
 
Figure 5.4: Cross-section of the radial slice. 
In Figure 5.4, the variables rin, rthal, and rout represent the radial coordinates of the inner 
bank, the thalweg, and the outer bank, respectively; B represents the channel width; η is the 
surface elevation above an arbitrary vertical datum; ξ is the water surface elevation above the 
same vertical datum. Regions labeled with circled values 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 5.4 are described as 
follows. Region 1 is the cohesive upper layer, which is assumed to play no role in the dynamics; 
ie, the material undergoes mass failure and then instantaneously disintegrates to become wash-
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load transported by the channel. Region 2 is the non-cohesive lower layer, which is assumed to 
be uniform material with a narrow grain-size distribution that is mobilized only as bedload. 
Region 3 is an inundated area that does not convey flow; this is the region where the flow is too 
shallow at bankfull depth to convey bedload and where fine-grained over-bar deposition is 
required that is not accounted for in the present analysis. 
In cylindrical coordinates, with d/ds terms equal to 0, the sediment mass conservation 
equation is expressed as:  
డఎ
డ௧ ൌ െ
ଵ
ሺଵିఒሻ
ଵ
௥
డሺ௤೙೟௥ሻ
డ௥           (5.2) 
where t represents time, λ represents the porosity of the granular medium, and qnt represents the 
bedload transport rate in the r-z plane in the direction tangent to the local bank surface. Eq. (5.2) 
is equivalently expressed as: 
డఎ
డ௧ ൌ െ
ଵ
ሺଵିఒሻ ቂ
௤೙೟
௥ ൅
డ௤೙೟
డ௥ ቃ         (5.3) 
The essence of the numerical model is a finite difference scheme to simulate Eq. (5.3), 
and suitable formulations must be implemented for the transverse component of the bedload 
transport rate, which requires a reasonable representation of the boundary shear stress 
distribution. The bedload transport formulation is required to take into account the large side 
slopes that may be observed on channel banks. Kovacs and Parker (1994) developed a bedload 
transport relation whose derivation accounted for large side slopes; that relation was generalized 
to the case of slopes in both the streamwise and transverse directions, along with flow velocities 
and bed shear stresses that have both streamwise and transverse components. The formulation 
used herein is derived using the same moving bedload particle force balance as Kovacs and 
Parker (1994), but is simplified to the case of very small streamwise slope on the order of typical 
longitudinal bed slopes present in alluvial low-land rivers. Note that the lift force is neglected in 
the Kovacs and Parker (1994) force balance, and is also neglected herein. The current derivation 
uses separate variables for the static friction coefficient and the dynamic friction coefficient (μs 
and μ, respectively), whereas in Kovacs and Parker (1994) the assumption was made that μs	ൎ	μ.  
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The formulation used is from García (1990), which yields a solution of the sediment trajectory 
deviation angle β with respect to the streamwise direction, which is illustrated in Figure 5.5: 
 
Figure 5.5: Isometric view that illustrates variables. 
The equation to solve for β is expressed as: 
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where qs is the bedload transport rate in the s-direction; δ	is the deviation angle of the boundary 
shear stress vector on the plane of the inclined surface relative to the s-direction; ω is the local 
angle of the bank surface in the r-z plane; τ*s		is the dimensionless shear stress in the s-direction; 
τ*c0	 is the dimensionless form of the critical shear stress evaluated on a flat surface. Eq. (5.4) has 
the same general structure as linear formulations of the deviation angle used in previous 
chapters, only the term in front of the square root has dependence on ω and β rather than being a 
simple constant. The τ* terms are dimensionless forms of the boundary shear stress according to: 
߬∗ ൌ ఛ್ఘ௚ோ஽ఱబ           (5.5) 
where τb	is the boundary shear stress; ρ is the water density; g is the gravitational acceleration 
constant; R is the submerged specific gravity of the sediment; and D50 is the median diameter of 
the grain size distribution (where a narrowly graded distribution has been assumed). Note that τ*s 
and τ*c0 are calculated according to Eq. (5.5), using τb,s and τc0 in the numerator, respectively; 
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τb,s is the downstream component of the boundary shear stress vector and τc0	is the critical value 
of boundary shear stress on a flat bed. The term qs in Eq. (5.4) can be calculated from any 
suitable bedload transport relationship, and the formulation of Fernandez-Luque and van Beek 
(1976) is used herein: 
ݍ௦∗ ≡ ௤ೞඥ௚ோ஽ఱబ஽ఱబ ൌ 5.7ሺ߬௦
∗ െ ߬௖∗ሻଵ.ହ        (5.6) 
ݍ௦ ൌ 5.7ඥܴ݃ܦହ଴ܦହ଴ሺ߬௦∗ െ ߬௖∗ሻଵ.ହ        (5.7) 
where qs* is the dimensionless bedload transport rate in the s-direction; τ*c is the critical value of 
dimensionless shear stress. Note that the relationships only apply for conditions where τ*s		 ≥ τ*c. 
For the portion of the non-cohesive layer above the τ*s	ൌ	τ*c interface, over-steepening occurs as 
material below the interface is removed (Kovacs and Parker, 1994), which leads to shallow mass 
failures of the upper slope. Failure in non-cohesive soil material occurs along a failure plane 
inclined (relative to horizontal) at the friction angle ϕ. Failed material is emplaced downslope at 
the mass angle of repose (θrm). The details of the method are described in §5.2.2.  
      The critical shear stress τ*c in Eqs. (5.6-7) differs from τ*c,0, as particles on a sloping surface 
are easier to mobilize. Glover and Florey (1951) derived the formulation that modifies τ*c0 for a 
particle located on a transverse slope and subject to a fluid drag force directed in the downstream 
direction: 
߬௖∗ ൌ ߬௖଴∗ ට1 െ ୱ୧୬
మ ఠ
ୱ୧୬మ ఏೝ೛          (5.8) 
where θrp is the particle angle of repose. Equation (5.8) is the simplified form that results when 
the lift force is neglected in the force balance. If the lift force is included, then τ*c  is required to 
be solved as a quadratic polynomial (Glover and Florey, 1951; Garcia, 2008). The lift force is 
excluded in determining τ*c to maintain consistency with the force balance used in deriving Eq. 
(5.4). The particle angle of repose is related to the static friction coefficient as: 
ߤ௦ ≡ tanߠ௥௣          (5.9) 
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In Eq. (5.4), the term δ is calculated using the van Bendegom equation (van Bendegom, 
1947) as previously described in Chapter 4: 
tan ߜ ≡ ఛ್,ೝఛ್,ೞ ൌ െ10
ሺకି	ఎሻ
௥          (5.10) 
where τb,r is the radial component of the boundary shear stress vector. The sole aspect remaining 
is quantifying the boundary shear stress distribution, which requires a treatment of the 
hydrodynamics. Several excellent treatises on flow in open-channel bends describe the governing 
equations in great detail (Rozovskii, 1961; Yen, 1965; de Vriend, 1981). Traditional methods for 
the solution of the hydrodynamics when treating transverse channel geometry involve various 
simplifications of the Reynolds-averaged equations of fluid motion that generally follow the 
analysis of Yen (1965; 1972). In fully-developed bend flow in the region away from the side-
boundaries, after eliminating terms due to order-of-magnitude considerations (Yen, 1965; 1972), 
the equations for fluid mass conservation, s-momentum, and r-momentum conservation 
equations can be expressed as: 
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where u is the time-averaged mean velocity in the s-direction, v is the time-averaged mean 
velocity in the r-direction, νT is the turbulent eddy viscosity, and ν is the molecular kinematic 
viscosity of water. The following relationships define the boundary shear stresses: 
 ఛ್,ೞఘ ൌ ሺߥ் ൅ ߥሻ
డ௨
డ௭ቚఎ          (5.14) 
 ఛ್,ೝఘ ൌ ሺߥ் ൅ ߥሻ
డ୴
డ௭ቚఎ          (5.15) 
The region of most interest is near the side-boundary (the outer bank), in the area where 
the z-component of velocity may be important, which compromises the hydrostatic pressure 
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assumption on which Eqs. (5.11-5.13) are based. The lateral velocity gradient effect on the fluid 
shear stress also clearly needs to be added to the s-momentum equation (Eq. (5.12)) near the 
banks. Accurate treatment would require a 3-dimensional hydrodynamic solution. Rather than 
increasing the complexity of the hydrodynamic modeling, an attempt is made to simplify the 
hydrodynamics with the intent to capture the most important features in an approximate manner. 
Whether this intent is met will ultimately be determined by whether the method chosen yields 
realistic results. The method used herein implements the merged perpendicular method of 
Khodashenas and Pacquier (1999) to treat the s-momentum equation. This method indirectly 
incorporates the effects of fluid shear associated with lateral velocity gradients that are important 
near the side-boundaries, which is not included in Eq. (5.12). However, the method does not 
account for the lateral transport of downstream momentum in Eq. (5.12) and does not incorporate 
the effects of the non-hydrostatic pressure. The method was intended to be fast and simple, 
which meets the requirements of the current analysis. 
In the merged perpendicular method, rays are extended perpendicular to the surface at 
each numerical node, and the method provides a manner for treating rays that intersect below the 
water surface by modifying the trajectory of the rays. This yields a subdivision of the cross-
sectional area into a series of polygons that represent control volumes on which the s-momentum 
equation is based. A polygon is established for each numerical node along the boundary. The s-
momentum equation is integrated over the full height of the polygon. The polygon-integrated 
equation includes the driving force associated with the downstream component of gravity acting 
on the polygon and the resisting force associated with the boundary shear stress at the bed, under 
the assumption that the remaining perimeter of the polygon is aligned such that no velocity 
gradients exist that would create fluid shear stress. In the current treatment, the gravitational 
force associated with the downstream component of the water surface elevation gradient varies 
in the r-direction according to: 
ܵ ≡ ௗకௗ௦ ൌ
ௌ೎௥೎
௥            (5.16) 
where S is the longitudinal component of the water surface elevation gradient; Sc is the value at S 
that exists at the channel centerline and rc is the channel radius at the centerline. The polygon-
integrated s-momentum equation then becomes: 
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 ߬௕,௦௜ ൌ ߩ݃ ஺೔௉೔ ቀ
డక
డ௦ቁ௜          (5.17) 
where the subscript ‘i’ indicates the numerical node under consideration; A represents the cross-
sectional area of the polygon, P represents the length of the perimeter of the polygon at the 
bottom boundary associated with the numerical node. No attempt is made to calculate a u-
velocity distribution along the polygon and so no assumptions need to be made regarding the 
structure of the eddy viscosity function. 
 The r-momentum equation is also dealt with simplistically. The boundary shear stress in 
the r-direction is calculated from Eq. (5.10). Once again, no attempt is made to calculate a v-
velocity distribution, the structure of which is inherent in Eq. (5.10). A constant radial water 
surface elevation is specified based on the estimated velocity at the thalweg of the channel. 
ௗక
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where U is the depth-averaged downstream component of velocity at the thalweg, estimated as: 
 ܷ|௥೟೓ೌ೗ ൌ ൬௚ሺకିఎሻௌ஼೑ ൰
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         (5.19) 
where Cf	  is the friction coefficient, which is considered herein to be a specified constant. The 
calculation of dξ/dr is used only to adjust the water surface elevation for use in the merged 
perpendicular method for calculating the distribution of τb,s; it has only a modest influence on 
τb,s. A more accurate treatment of dξ/dr in Eq. (5.19), as necessary to solve a complete 
distribution of v throughout a cross-section, would take into account the variation of dξ/dr in the 
radial direction and would incorporate a coefficient of proportionality on the right-hand-side. 
Jansen et al. (1979) show on theoretical ground that the coefficient of proportionality varies 
between 1.03 and 1.12 in fully-developed bend flow. Such treatment is not warranted in the 
simplistic approach of the current analysis. Further details regarding the solution of the 
hydrodynamics are provided in the following subsection. 
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5.2.2 Numerical Treatment 
The centerline radius (rc) and the bankfull discharge (Qbf) are specified as parameters of 
the simulation. The only other geometric properties that are specified are the following constants: 
η at the top of the cohesive layer at the eroding bank (ηtop) and η at the top of the non-cohesive 
layer at the eroding bank (ηtop_nc). All other geometric properties such as the channel width, 
thalweg position, etc. are arrived at through the simulations. 
A general overview of the procedure is provided first. The procedure is iterative, with an 
initial estimate of B and an arbitrary initial cross-section shape required. The final solution is 
insensitive to the initial geometry chosen, provided that some portion of the initial cross-section 
is deep enough to yield τ* > τ*c. The water surface elevation at the outside of the bend (ξ|rout) is 
set at the top of bank elevation, and the linear water surface is extended across the entire cross 
section based on dξ/dr calculated from Eq. (5.18). The boundary shear stress distribution is then 
calculated using the merged perpendicular method of Khodashenas and Pacquier (1999). The 
mean velocity in each polygon is calculated based on a constant Cf and the discharge is 
calculated based on the following: 
 ௜ܷ ൌ ൬ఛ್ೞ,೔ఘ஼೑൰
଴.ହ
           (5.20) 
 ܳ௧ ൌ ∑ ௜ܷܣ௜ே௜ୀଵ           (5.21) 
where Qt indicates the calculated discharge for the current time step. Using the boundary shear 
stress distribution, qs and qnt are calculated for each node. The boundary deformation is then 
calculated from a discretized form of the Exner equation (Eq. (4.3)) over a specified time interval 
∆t using an explicit finite difference calculation. If the outer bank migrates, then the inner bank 
position is shifted by the same distance for the next time step to maintain the width B; this may 
more accurately be conceptualized as shifting the cross-section back to its original position, since 
the rc value does not change during the process of migration. The calculated cross-section is 
compared to the one from the previous time step after shifting it to the original position; the 
elevations are evaluated at each numerical node. If deviations exist between the compared 
sections, then the process is repeated, starting from the calculation of the boundary shear 
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stresses. A steady-state cross-section ultimately results, which migrates but does not change 
shape. The discharge Qt calculated from the steady-state geometry is compared to Qbf to 
determine if a new iteration is necessary; if Qt is too high, then the width B is modified by 
truncating the inner part of the cross-section; if Qt is too low, then the width B is increased by 
extending the inner part of the cross-section. The procedure is repeated until the steady-state 
geometry yields Qt = Qbf. Note that throughout the iterative process rc does not change even 
though the channel is migrating; this can be thought of as re-setting the cross-section onto its 
original radial position at each time step. An additional important consideration is that care must 
be taken to initially set ηtop_nc properly with respect to ηtop. The elevation difference (ηtop - 
ηtop_nc) will approximately define the steady-state flow depth at the inside of the bend, as the 
cross-section will tend to evolve such that Eq. (4.36) of the previous chapter is satisfied; 
however, if that flow depth is too small to generate the boundary shear stress necessary to 
transport bedload, then deposition cannot occur to that elevation and a steady-state cannot be 
achieved. 
The specifics of the numerical treatment are provided next. The boundary conditions in 
the hydrodynamic treatment consider a rigid wall extended vertically from the non-cohesive 
sediment boundary to the water surface at r	ൌ	rout. A vertical wall is also extended to the water 
surface at r	ൌ	rin, but this wall is treated as a zero-shear surface. Rays are extended perpendicular 
to the surface at the midpoints between each numerical node at angle (ω ± π/2) depending on 
whether tan	ω is positive or negative. The calculation of the surface angle ω incorporates five 
numerical nodes on each side of the midpoint, which effectively smooths the surface for the 
shear calculation, and is required to prevent numerical instability. The appropriate number of 
nodes to smooth over reduces as the ∆r between nodes increases. Near the boundaries, the 
number of nodes incorporated is decreased to keep the smoothing window from extending 
beyond the limits of the domain. Following calculation of the boundary shear stress for each 
numerical node, a boxcar smoothing procedure is implemented that averages the boundary shear 
stress at the numerical node with the three numerical nodes on each side of it. These smoothing 
procedures were preferable to reducing numerical nodes for the boundary shear stress calculation 
as suggested by Khodashenas and Pacquier (1999) for simple cross sections. Otherwise, the 
numerical routine is exactly as outlined in Khodashenas and Pacquier (1999). 
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The discretized version of the Exner equation, Eq. (5.3), used in the explicit finite 
difference scheme is: 
∆ߟ ൌ െ ଵሺଵିఒሻ ቂ
௤೙೟
௥ ൅
∆௤೙೟
∆௥ ቃ ∆ݐ         (5.22) 
The boundary conditions in the discretized Exner equation are that qnt|rin	ൌ	0 and qnt|rout		
ൌ	0. The value of ∆r is chosen such that a cross-section contains at least 200 numerical nodes in 
the width. The local bed slope tanω at numerical node i is calculated as a central difference 
using η	values at nodes i	൅1 and i	‐1: 
tan߱ ൌ ሺఎ೔శభିఎ೔షభሻଶ௱௥         (5.23) 
At the edge nodes of the domain, tan	ω is calculated using only the one available node 
adjacent to the calculation node. The value of qnt is calculated at each numerical node. The term 
∆qnt/∆r in Eq. (5.22) is then calculated using central differencing analogous to Eq. (5.23).  
The only non-straightforward procedure in the numerical method is the treatment of 
shallow mass failures that occur when ω exceeds ϕi, the angle of initial yield, which eventually 
occurs near the interface where τ*s	ൌ	τ*c. Mass failures are specified using a heuristic scheme 
similar to that of Hasegawa (1981) and Pizzuto (1990). The earlier heuristic scheme had to be 
modified to account for composite banks; in the earlier scheme, over-steepening was allowed 
until the mass of sediment above the failure plane was sufficient to infill the concave bank 
below. However, for the case of composite banks, the interface where over-steepening occurs 
tends to be located very near the top of the non-cohesive layer, such that the over-steepened bank 
may become vertical before sufficient sediment volume is available to infill the concave bank 
below. Thus the earlier scheme is not sufficiently robust to handle the case where only a portion 
of the bank is non-cohesive. In the current treatment, ω exceeds ϕi, a simple mass failure 
subroutine is called. The first downslope node is found where ω < ϕ, the friction angle. A failure 
plane is projected upslope at the angle ϕ, until the failure plane either intersects the surface or 
reaches the top of the non-cohesive layer. The polygon of soil between the failure plane and the 
ground surface is then replaced downslope at the first available node that can accommodate the 
calculated volume of material. Available accommodation is determined by projecting a plane 
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upslope from the node at the angle θrm, the mass angle of repose. The volume between the plane 
and the ground surface is calculated and if it exceeds the volume of failed material, then the 
failed material is placed there. Otherwise, the evaluation is repeated for nodes further downslope 
until the available accommodation is found and the volume of material is placed in that location. 
The time-stepping then proceeds.   
For ease of description, the procedures above were described based on dimensioned 
variables. However, the code actually operates on non-dimensional variables. In addition to the 
dimensionless forms of the bedload transport rate (q* terms) and the boundary shear stress (τ* 
terms), the following dimensionless variables are implemented for the numerical treatment: 
   ߟ∗ ൌ ఎு್೑,బ           (5.24a) 
   ߦ∗ ൌ కு್೑,బ           (5.24b) 
   ݎ∗ ൌ ௥ு್೑,బ           (5.24c) 
   ݐ∗ ൌ ௧்೓೤೏           (5.24d) 
   ܤ∗ ൌ ஻ு್೑,బ           (5.24e) 
where Hbf,0 is the bankfull depth in a reference straight reach (Ikeda et al., 1981); Thyd is the 
characteristic hydrograph duration. Since only the steady-state condition of parallel migration is 
sought, the selection of Thyd is somewhat arbitrary. Substituting the relevant terms into Eq. (5.22) 
yields: 
Δߟ∗ ൌ ܥଵ ቂ௤ೞ
∗ ୲ୟ୬ఉ
௥∗ ൅
୼ሺ௤ೞ∗ ୲ୟ୬ఉሻ
୼௥∗ ቃ Δݐ∗        (5.25) 
ܥଵ ൌ െ ହ.଻ඥ௚ோ஽ఱబ஽ఱబ்೓೤೏ሺଵିఒሻ൫ு್೑,బ൯మ          (5.26) 
 For the illustration of the numerical simulations in the following section, the results are 
converted back to dimensioned quantities. 
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5.3  Numerical Results 
An exhaustive set of numerical experiments that spans the entire potential parameter 
space was not sought in this analysis. Rather, simulations are provided that demonstrate the 
influence of migration rate on channel shape. Parameters were set based on the Mackinaw River 
field site, which is described in greater detail in §5.4. The constants that did not vary across the 
simulations were: λ = 0.35, R = 1.65,  D50 = 0.015 m, ϕ = 33°, θrm = 33°, ϕi = 40°, θrp = 50°, 
τ*c0 = 0.045, Cf = 0.0059, Qbf = 230 m3/s. The top of the bank elevation (ηtop) is constant at 10 
meters. The top of the non-cohesive layer was estimated from the field site to be approximately 2 
meters below ηtop, but was allowed to vary slightly between simulations to allow parallel 
migration to become established. (The necessity of properly setting ηtop_nc relative to ηtop in order 
to allow Eq. (4.36) to be satisfied was previously discussed in §4.4.) The bend of concern has a 
centerline radius (rc) of approximately 150 m; this value is not varied between simulations. 
Several different Scl values were considered. The value Scl = 0.00047 was used for the lower 
Mackinaw River by García et al. (1994) from data reported for the USGS gage station. The 
Federal Emergency Management System (FEMA) Flood Insurance Study for the lower 
Mackinaw River indicates water surface slopes of Scl = 0.00065. This latter value corresponds 
well with surveyed values obtained in the field during low flow. Therefore separate simulations 
were performed for the values Scl = 0.00047, Scl = 0.00056, and Scl = 0.00065, with the 
intermediate value selected as mid-way between the two reported values. As considerably 
different boundary shear stress distributions and migration rates are obtained for the different 
slope values, the slope provides a good parameter to vary to ascertain the effect of migration rate 
on channel shape. The results are illustrated in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: Numerical simulation steady-state cross-sections under different migration rates. 
Note on Fig 5.6 that only the non-cohesive lower layer is shown. A vertical bank extends 
from z	ൌ	ηtop_nc to z	ൌ	10 m at rout that is not shown. Note that the top of the non-cohesive layer 
at the eroding bank (ηtop_nc) is slightly different between trials to allow parallel migration to 
establish. The widths of these cross-sections are unequal because the mean velocity increases 
with Scl. In the inner portion of the cross-section, the transverse slope increases as the Scl 
increases; this increase of transverse slope with increasing boundary shear stress (and increasing 
velocity) is qualitatively as predicted using traditional treatments (e.g., Zimmermann and 
Kennedy, 1978). However, the magnitude of the transverse slope in the inner portion of the 
cross-section does not correlate to the maximum depth near the outer bank. This is because the 
convexity is most pronounced for the case of small Scl and least pronounced for the case of large 
Scl. The convexity is strongly influenced by the migration rate; the channel that is migrating 
slowest develops the most pronounced convexity. This is illustrated in greater detail in the 
numerical experiments shown later with different bank resistances. A table showing relevant 
variables associated with Figure 5.6 is provided below. 
Table 5.1: Pertinent variables for the simulations with different slope. 
 B (m) rthal 
(m)
h|rthal (m) Hnc|rthal 
(m) 
τ*s|rthal M 
(m/day) 
Scl	=0.00047 59.7 174.65 4.04 1.81 0.0524 0.45 
Scl	=0.00056 56.4 173.10 3.71 1.63 0.0646 2.0 
Scl	=0.00065 50.8 170.30 3.59 1.54 0.0753 4.0 
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Note that in each of the simulations, the location of maximum boundary shear stress was 
2.5 to 2.8 meters to the left of the thalweg, due to the effect of momentum extraction associated 
with the proximity to the bank that results from the Khodashenas and Pacquier (1999) method. 
 The next set of numerical experiments illustrates the above phenomenon in greater detail 
by considering a single value of Scl under the same centerline radius rc and reducing the excess 
shear stress on the outer bank by increasing τ*c0 of only the bank region. The numerical 
procedure is slightly modified such that, at each time step, the thalweg position is identified, and 
starting five numerical nodes (0.5 meters) right of the thalweg, the τ*c0 value is increased by a 
multiplying factor that is constant over the bank region and throughout the simulation. The 
multipliers considered are 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0. (In other words, for the final simulation 
τ*c0 for the bank region is 0.090 instead of 0.045.) Over the remainder of the cross-section to the 
left of the stiffened bank, τ*c0 retains its original value of 0.045. This is intended to represent the 
condition of bank materials being stiffened due to the presence of fine-grained materials 
embedded in the matrix, but once the material is mobilized and freed from the cohesive effect of 
the fines, it reverts to its originalτ*c0	= 0.045 condition. The stiffening was intentionally 
positioned to the right of the thalweg to allow the thalweg to deepen freely. The Scl value 
considered is 0.00065, and the simulation associated with τ*c0 factor equal to 1 is equivalent to 
the simulation illustrated in Fig. 5.6. All other parameters are the same as described earlier. The 
results are illustrated in Figure 5.7. 
 
Figure 5.7: Simulations with different bank stiffness. 
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In Figure 5.7, the cross-sections were plotted such that rout was positioned at the same 
location to better visualize the differences in bank shapes. As in the previous plot, only the non-
cohesive layer is shown; the vertical boundary up to z = 10 m associated with the cohesive top 
layer is not shown. With increased bank stiffening, the width reduced, but to a fairly modest 
extent compared to the simulations with different Scl values. The simulations show that in the 
presence of reduced excess boundary shear stress over the bank region, the cross-sectional shape 
behaves similarly to that revealed in Fig. 5.6, in which the boundary shear stress was modified 
by changing the longitudinal slope. With increasing stiffening, the bank steepens somewhat in 
order to satisfy the demand for transverse bedload flux that still exists at the thalweg. But the 
deepening has a non-linear effect on the boundary shear stress experienced at the thalweg. A 
number of inflections in τ*s|rthal with increased bank stiffening are evident in Table 5.2. A 
combination of factors leads to the complex relation. An increase in depth tends to increase 
boundary shear stress; and a movement of the thalweg toward the centerline also tends to 
increase the boundary shear stress. But the effects of the boundaries on both sides of the thalweg 
become more pronounced with depth. The localized reduction of τ*s|rthal with increasing depth is 
due to the proximity of two fairly steep side-boundaries from both sides that create an effect 
similar to that measured in the corner of a flume. A number of methods are available to obtain 
approximate shear stress distributions in such situations (Houjou et al., 1990; Kean and Smith, 
2004) and the method used herein (Khodashenas and Pacquier, 1999) at least captures the 
phenomenon approximately. The results are summarized in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2: Pertinent variables for the simulations with different bank stiffness. 
 B (m) rthal 
(m)
h|rthal (m) Hnc|rthal 
(m) 
τ*s|rthal M 
(m/day) 
τ*c0	factor =1.0 50.8 170.30 3.59 1.54 0.0753 4.0 
τ*c0	factor =1.2 49.6 169.00 3.89 1.84 0.0769 4.0 
τ*c0	factor =1.4 49.1 168.35 4.19 2.14 0.0764 3.6 
τ*c0	factor =1.6	 47.2 166.80 4.52 2.47 0.0732 2.9 
τ*c0	factor =1.8	 45.7 165.35 4.86 2.81 0.0740 2.9 
τ*c0	factor =2.0	 45.3 164.85 5.14 3.09 0.0685 2.0 
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5.4  Comparison with Field Data 
The lower Mackinaw River in Tazewell County, Illinois, is very dynamic; it meanders 
through a plain of glacial outwash (Henry formation) consisting of sand and gravel. Motta (2013) 
provides a figure of a short reach of the Mackinaw River with channel centerlines digitized 
(courtesy of I. Guneralp) between 1951 and 1998; the figure illustrates that some bends migrated 
at a rate as high as 8 m/year on average over the 47 year time-frame. 
The field site of the current investigation is located at 40.456° latitude, 89.713° longitude. 
The field site contains a meander bend that is undergoing downstream extension. Aerial 
photographs showing channel migration at the field site are illustrated in the figures below. 
 
Figure 5.8: 1998 aerial photograph of field site from Google Earth. 
On Figure 5.8, three digitized lines are included. The line labeled ‘1’ is the outer bank 
line digitized from the 2016 aerial photograph; the line labeled ‘2’ is the outer bank line from 
2007; and the line labeled ‘3’ is the outer bank line from 1998. 
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Figure 5.9: 2016 aerial photograph from Google Earth. 
On Fig. 5.9, the line labeled ‘1’ is the same as the one shown on Fig. 5.8. The line labeled 
‘4’ is the riverward extent of the vegetation encroachment on the point bar from the 1998 aerial 
photograph. The vegetated region between line ‘4’ and the open water to the northwest had 
gradually advanced between 1998 and 2016. Note that the downstream bend further west has 
been stabilized with bendway weirs, which were installed sometime in the period between 1998 
and 2004. 
The upper layer of the outer bank consists of approximately 2 m of predominantly fine 
sand and silt, and typically has a nearly vertical face. The downslope portion of the bank consists 
of coarse alluvial deposits of sand and gravel. Some typical views of the banks and the point bar 
on the opposite side of the river are illustrated in the following figures: 
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Figure 5.10: A view upstream along the outer bank at the field site in 2012. 
 
Figure 5.11: A view of a composite bank at the Mackinaw River field site; the author is provided for scale. 
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Figure 5.12: Closer view of outer bank showing the gravelly lower layer; the upper layer contains a skin of 
disintegrated blocks of fine soil from upslope. 
 
Figure 5.13: A view across the river at the low-relief point bar; dense Willows can be seen colonizing the upper 
portion of the bar fringed by the tan-colored sand. 
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Figure 5.14: A view upslope at the point bar directly perpendicular to the channel centerline illustrating well-
defined benches with the top platform in the background consisting of sand; the photo location is in the downstream 
end of the point bar. 
 
Figure 5.15: A view of point bar deposits in a pit near the low water line; the ruler is demarcated in inches. 
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Figure 5.16: A view of a pit further upslope on the point bar. 
Topographic surveys were performed on the study bend in 2013 and 2015 during low 
flow, which allowed the survey to be performed by wading using traditional survey techniques. 
The surveying was performed with a Trimble S3 total station mounted on a tripod and survey 
rods with standard prisms. The lower discharge in 2013 relative to 2015 allowed more extensive 
survey coverage, as the total station could be safely transported across the channel onto the point 
bar in 2013. Two benchmarks (iron rods) were installed in 2012 in the area north of the river, 
which remained in place throughout the study period; all geospatial positioning, horizontal and 
vertical, is relative to those benchmarks. The surveyed topography is illustrated in the following 
figures. 
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Figure 5.17: 2013 topographic survey. 
 
Figure 5.18: 2015 topographic survey. 
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The cross-sections A-A through F-F shown in plan view on Fig. 5.17 and 5.18 are shown 
in cross-sectional view in the following figures. In the region from the top of bank to the 
thalweg, the cross-sections show elevations directly from data points from the nearest bank 
profile surveyed rather than interpolations between data points from the triangulated irregular 
network (TIN). From the thalweg to the inner edge of the point bar, the cross-sections were 
sampled from the TIN. Note that the cross-sections are vertically exaggerated by four times 
relative to the horizontal. Note that the transverse coordinate n is used as opposed to r to prevent 
potential confusion regarding the origin of r associated with two different time periods.  
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Figure 5.19: Mackinaw River cross-sections from 2013 and 2015 (Part 1). 
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Figure 5.20: Mackinaw River cross-sections from 2013 and 2015 (Part 2). 
 
 
Figure 5.21: Sections A through F with numerical cross-section. 
On Fig. 5.21, all the profiles from the previous two figures were included, with their 
positions shifted such that n = 100 m where the eroding bank elevation was equal to 100 m to 
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provide a common basis for comparison. As the 100 m elevation was the approximate location of 
the top of the non-cohesive layer in the field, the top of the non-cohesive layer from the 
numerical profile was set at that level.the numerical profile used is the intermediate profile on 
Fig. 5.6 associated with Scl = 0.00056. All the cross-sections were shifted such that In general, 
the shape of the numerical profile is reasonable, although almost all the field profiles were 
deeper than the numerical profile. The profile would be situated at approximately the median 
position of the field profiles if its elevation was deepened by approximately 0.5 m (13.5% of the 
calculated maximum depth. Given the many approximations in the model, the agreement seems 
reasonable. Note that the numerically generated profile is associated with a calculated migration 
rate equal to 2.0 m/day at bankfull flow.    
Extra attention was given to the bank region during the field surveys. The most 
comprehensive set of data for the banks was obtained in 2013, when flow conditions were low 
enough to allow full wading access throughout the bend. Figure 5.22 below shows a plan view of 
all the bank profiles surveyed during the 2013 site investigation. 
 
Figure 5.22: Surveyed bank profiles from 2013. 
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Figure 5.23: 2013 bank profiles 1 through 8 (downstream end); no vertical exaggeration. 
 
Figure 5.24: 2013 bank profiles 9 through 17 (upstream end); no vertical exaggeration. 
For Figs. 5.22 and 5.23, each bank profile was arranged on the plot such that the top of 
bank was at n = nout, where nout is equivalent to rout in cylindrical coordinates. Each profile was 
arranged on the vertical axis such that the water surface elevation at the time of the survey was 
equal to 0. Note that the slope of the water surface was such that ξ varied by approximately 0.3 
meters from the upstream end to the downstream end of the site during the field survey. The 
downstream profiles 1-8, where migration has been occurring most rapidly, generally have a 
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transverse slope that is somewhat more relaxed than at the upstream end; furthermore, the depth 
of the thalweg with respect to the water surface is generally somewhat shallower.  
5.5  Discussion 
The primary idea conveyed in the analysis is that the cross-sectional shape, and therefore 
the maximum depth of the channel near the outer bank, is dependent on the channel migration 
rate. A channel that is migrating relatively fast will have more subdued convexity in the bed 
region and point bar, yielding a net transverse slope that is more modest. This was illustrated 
qualitatively in Fig. 5.2, from the experimental work of Friedkin (1945), and it is illustrated 
numerically in this analysis. The results also suggest that the convexity of a cross-section 
observed in the field may be indicative of the rate at which the river is migrating. The 
outstanding question is whether this can be quantified in a straight-forward manner and 
incorporated into a reduced-order river migration model such as RVR Meander.  
A 0th-order solution to the issue would be to simply select a small value for the scour 
factor when encountering a stream with readily erodible banks of non-cohesive soils. For 
example, (García et al., 1994) identify typical values for the scour factor between 3 and 10. 
Selecting a value at the low end of this spectrum would therefore be appropriate. As a somewhat 
more refined estimate, the techniques developed in §4 could be implemented to obtain an 
estimate of ∂η/∂r. For example, assuming a centerline elevation equal to Hbf,0 and a constant 
transverse slope across the section (as is currently done by RVR Meander), an initial guess of 
∂η/∂r  could be made, yielding an initial guess of the depth at the thalweg. A simplifying 
assumption regarding the boundary shear stress as a function of the depth would be required.  
Calculating M based on Eq. (4.29), a check would be made on whether Eq. (4.40) was satisfied 
using the initial guess of ∂η/∂r ; (note that ∂η/∂r		is tan ω in Eq. (4.29)). If Eq. (4.40) was not 
satisfied, additional iterations would be made, which would quickly converge on the solution for 
∂η/∂r. This approach is certainly not without its deficiencies, but may serve as a reasonable 
approach that preserves the computational efficiency of the RVR Meander model.    
An additional set of simulations that would bolster the ideas developed in this chapter 
would be to perform simulations with constant Scl but varying the radius of curvature. In general, 
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a decrease in the radius is predicted to increase the maximum depth at the outer bank, using any 
of the traditional methods for establishing the transverse slope (e.g., Ikeda et al, 1981; 
Zimmermann and Kennedy, 1978). However, the decrease in radius also tends to increase the 
migration rate per Eq. (4.29), which may mitigate the tendency to increase outer bank depth 
based on the ideas explored herein. When migration rate is included in the analysis, the tendency 
of the transverse slope to increase linearly with curvature as predicted is likely invalid. 
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CHAPTER 6  
 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE GREEN RIVER BANK 
ACCRETION TOPIC 
6.1  Middle Green River Physical Characteristics  
Since closure of the Flaming Gorge Dam in 1962, the Green River downstream of the 
dam has been undergoing various types of geomorphic adjustment (Andrews, 1986; Allred and 
Schmidt, 1999; Grams and Schmidt, 2002). Adjustments must be evaluated in the context of the 
discharge, bed material sediment supply, and geomorphic constraints (e.g., bedrock). With 
respect to the first two variables, several distinct hydraulic units of the Green River have been 
identified in previous studies:  
(i) Reach 1 extends downstream from the Flaming Gorge Dam outlet to the mouth of the 
Yampa River (the first major tributary), a distance of approximately 110 river km - both 
the spring snowmelt-derived flows and bed material sediment load supplied to Reach 1 
have been considerably reduced by the dam.  
(ii) Reach 2 extends downstream from the mouth of the Yampa River approximately 157 
river km to the mouth of the Duchesne River. The spring hydrology and bed material 
sediment load to Reach 2 are now dominated by Yampa River inputs. Reach 2 is further 
subdivided into a high-slope reach and a low-slope reach. 
(a) Reach 2a is the steep reach between the Yampa River confluence and the USGS 
Jensen gage station (09261000). The reach is generally narrow and canyon-bound as 
the river passes through the Uinta Mountains and debouches into the interior of the 
Uinta basin; several short low-gradient segments are present in Reach 2a.  
(b) Reach 2b is the low-gradient reach downstream of the USGS Jensen gage station; this 
is the portion of the river that passes through the plateau in the basin interior. Reach 
2b is referred to herein as the middle Green River.   
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(iii) Reach 3 extends downstream of the Duchesne River to the river’s exit from the basin 
interior near Desolation Canyon. 
Reach 2b is the focus of the analysis. The following figures show an overview of the Green 
River watershed, aerial photographs of Reach 2, and relevant longitudinal river profiles. 
 
Figure 6.1: Green River basin map; source data from NRCS (Natural Resources Conservation Service) Watershed 
Boundary Dataset and the National Weather Service Rivers of the U.S. database. 
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Figure 6.2: Large scale aerial photograph of Reach 2b of Green River; source Google Earth. 
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Figure 6.3: Aerial photograph of Green River Reach 2 at 99 m3/s (3500 cfs), when many sandbars were only 
slightly emergent; this is the detailed study area within the Ouray National Wildlife Refuge; source Google Earth. 
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Figure 6.4: Yampa River longitudinal profile; profile elevations based on Elliott and Anders (2005). 
 
Figure 6.5: Green River longitudinal profile; based on data provided in Schmidt (1994). 
Note in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 that S represents the longitudinal bed slope and B represents 
the mean river width (bankfull). In Fig. 6.4, the S	= 0.00026 value provided for the Deerlodge 
Park reach at the upper end of the profile is as measured from the profile; Elliott et al. (1984) 
measured water surface slopes (Sw) in this low-gradient reach and found values considerably 
larger than the profile suggests, reporting Sw = 0.00069 ± 0.00014. The following Table 6.1 
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briefly summarizes pre-dam and post-dam conditions regarding discharge values and the bed 
material sediment load: 
Table 6.1: Flow and sediment load properties from Elliott and Anders (2005) and Grams and Schmidt (2005). 
 Pre- Flaming Gorge Dam Post- Flaming Gorge 
Dam 
Yampa River 
Q5% 
Q2-yr 
Annual Sand Load 
 
9913 cfs (280.9 m3/s) 
12550 cfs (355.6 m3/s) 
786x103 Mg 
 
9913 cfs (280.9 m3/s) 
12550 cfs (355.6 m3/s) 
786x103 Mg 
Green River (Reach 1) 
Q5% 
Q2-yr 
Annual Sand Load 
 
7710 cfs (218.5 m3/s) 
11962 cfs (339.0 m3/s) 
485x103 Mg 
 
4209 cfs (119.3 m3/s) 
5187 cfs (147.0 m3/s) 
30x103 Mg 
Green River (Reach 2) 
Q5% 
Q2-yr 
Annual Sand Load 
 
18021 cfs (510.7 m3/s) 
23410 cfs (663.4 m3/s) 
1575x103 Mg 
 
13006 cfs (368.6 m3/s) 
16560 cfs (469.3 m3/s) 
876x103 Mg 
Note that English units are generally used for discharge and sand loads in this document, 
because these are the most commonly used expressions in the literature for the Green River. (1 
Mg = 1.102 ton; 1 m3/s = 35.3 cfs). In Table 6.1, the variable Q5% indicates the discharge value 
that is exceeded 5% of the time on the flow duration curve; and Q2‐yr indicates the discharge with 
a 50% probability of exceedance on the peak flow annual series. Note that Flaming Gorge Dam 
power-generating flow capacity is 4600 cfs. The bed material sediment load supplied to Green 
River Reach 2 has been reduced by approximately 40%; and relevant discharge values (Q5% and 
Q2-yr) have been reduced by approximately 30%. Through error estimate analysis of the sediment 
load measurements, Grams and Schmidt (2005) indicate a determination cannot be made 
regarding whether the sediment mass balance is in equilibrium, surplus, or deficit between the 
Yampa confluence and the Reach 2 gage at Jensen, UT. Between the Jensen gage station and the 
mouth of the Duchesne River, insufficient sediment load data exists to perform a sediment mass 
balance. 
The domination of Green River Reach 2 by Yampa River inputs of flow and sediment 
may suggest a tendency for Green River Reach 2 to adjust to geometric conditions much more 
similar to the existing lower Yampa River. However, differences in the geomorphic settings limit 
the extent to which the Green River may approach lower Yampa River geometry. The lower 
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Yampa River possesses a longitudinal slope that is approximately 4 times that of the Green River 
Reach 2 study area; and the narrow bedrock valley walls of the lower Yampa more heavily 
constrain channel planform and alluvial deposition. However, an approximately 11-km reach that 
includes the junction of the Little Snake River is fully alluvial, sand-dominated, and weakly 
braided; the Little Snake River enters the Yampa River at approximately 80.7 km upstream from 
the mouth of the Yampa River, as illustrated previously on Figure 6.4. The river width (Bave) and 
longitudinal slope (S) of this reach are remarkably similar to Green River Reach 2b prior to dam 
closure, based on the Reach 2b width estimate of Andrews (1986) and the slope estimate of 
Schmidt (1994). An aerial photograph of the short weakly braided reach of the Yampa River is 
provided as Figure 6.6. 
 
Figure 6.6: Alluvial semi-braided portion of the Yampa River downstream of the Little Snake River confluence; at 
the left side of the photo, the river enters an incised canyon-like valley; source Google Earth. 
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6.2  Research Issues and Motivation  
The middle Green River provides an excellent case to analyze river geometric adjustment 
to a change in flow regime and sediment feed rate. Some types of river geometric adjustments 
are more readily described and modeled than others. For example, bed degradation, bed sediment 
armoring, and longitudinal slope reduction that occurs directly downstream of a dam (e.g., 
Williams and Wolman, 1984) can be reasonably well-quantified using existing morphodynamic 
models; the same is true of longitudinal slope increases associated with an increase in sediment 
feed rate relative to the sediment transport capacity of the river (e.g., Knighton, 1989; Parker, 
2006). However, channels also adjust their geometry by means other than longitudinal slope 
adjustment and surface sediment gradation. Concurrent adjustments of cross-sectional shape are 
known to occur but are not as readily accounted for in large-scale morphodynamic models, 
although recent progress in this arena has been made by Parker et al. (2011) and Eke et al. 
(2014). The Green River downstream of Yampa River appears to be adjusting to its new regime 
of flow and sediment regime primarily through width modifications. This could be conceived as 
a response to being in an over-widened condition under the new hydrology-sediment input 
regime resulting from insufficient sediment transport capacity of the pre-dam channel geometry 
(eg., Landwehr and Rhoads, 2003). However, past analyses suggest that the system is either at, 
or very near, sediment mass balance equilibrium (Andrews, 1986; Schmidt and Wilcock, 2008). 
Channel narrowing downstream of the Flaming Gorge Dam has been documented in 
various portions of the Green River. Grams and Schmidt (2002) provide a thorough summary of 
all previous studies on Green River narrowing throughout the system. Andrews (1986) provided 
evidence from aerial photograph analysis that Green River Reach 2b had narrowed by 
approximately 13% between 1964 and 1978. Lyons et al. (1992) provided somewhat more 
modest estimates:  
(a) Subreach A starts 6-km downstream of the Jensen gage station at its upstream end and 
extends 32-km downstream. Subreach A had a mean width of 211 m in 1964 and had 
narrowed to 205 m in 1974 (2.8%); this subreach increased in width to 210 m from 
1974 to 1986. 
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(b) Subreach B starts 38-km downstream of the Jensen gage station at its upstream end 
and extends to 83-km downstream of the Jensen gage station at its downstream end; 
note that the downstream end of Subreach B corresponds to the upstream end of the 
field measurement site of the current study. Subreach B had a mean width of 222 m in 
1964 and had narrowed to 207 m in 1974 (6.8%); this subreach increased in width to 
213 m from 1974 to 1986. 
(c) Subreach C starts 83-km downstream of the Jensen gage station at its upstream end 
and extends to 101-km downstream of the Jensen gage station at its downstream end; 
the downstream end of Subreach C is located approximately 5-km upstream of the 
Duchesne River junction. Subreach C had a mean width of 215 m in 1964 and had 
narrowed to 189 m in 1974 (12.1%); this subreach increased in width to 198 m in 
1986. 
The channel widening between 1974 and 1986 described above was attributed largely to 
the historically high floods of the early 1980’s (Lyons et al. 1992). The work of Allred and 
Schmidt (1999) and Grams and Schmidt (2002) provide explanations of the physical mechanisms 
involved in bank accretion. At the Green River, UT gage station, Allred and Schmidt (1999) 
identified the deposition of a low-elevation bar, followed by vegetation establishment during a 3-
year period having low magnitude peak floods. Following vegetation establishment, progressive 
vertical accretion of thin sediment strata was responsible for raising the bar surface to the 
elevation that existed during their investigation. Grams and Schmidt (2002) identified a similar 
process in low-gradient segments between the Yampa River junction and the Jensen gage station. 
An inset floodplain containing vegetation that colonized during the post-dam period had 
stratigraphy characterized by vertical accretion deposits. 
The uncertainty in the available data regarding the sediment mass balance does not 
permit a definitive assertion as to whether the sediment mass balance in the middle Green River 
(Reach 2b) is in equilibrium, surplus, or deficit (Grams and Schmidt, 2005). In the event of an 
aggradational regime, a downstream progressing wave of aggradation in the form of sediment 
storage as bars would be expected. Considering bank accretion as a probabilistic phenomenon 
that has some dependence on the amount of sediment stored as bars, a general upstream to 
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downstream progression of bank accretion would be expected in such a case. Such a condition 
has not been identified by previous researchers based on evaluations of historical aerial 
photographs. Ongoing bank accretion has been postulated even in the presence of a sediment 
mass balance that is approximately in equilibrium (Andrews, 1986). This suggests that the cross-
section of the channel may be adjusting through redistribution of bed material sized sediment in 
the active part of the channel, along with conversion of active parts of the channel to inactive 
floodplain while the sand load continues to be transported at the rate it is input without net 
evacuation or deposition of sediment in the reach. 
A suitable physics-based treatment of cross-sectional reconfiguration in response to 
changes in a hydrology-sediment feed rate regime that can be applied as a predictive tool a priori 
has yet to be achieved. Grams and Schmidt (2002) note that applying physical principles such as 
a sediment mass balance can indicate a general tendency to either aggradation or degradation, 
but does not allow prediction of the particular mode of adjustment (eg., adjustment of 
longitudinal slope, bed material composition, cross-sectional configuration.) The middle Green 
River presents a contrary problem in that it is potentially in equilibrium in terms of the sediment 
mass balance, and yet geometric adjustment is actively occurring; predicting the state of dynamic 
equilibrium and the time-scale to reach a new equilibrium in such a situation is beyond the 
current state of knowledge. Schmidt and Wilcock (2008) address the potential for geometric 
modification downstream of a number of dams using equations developed from physical 
principles. For the middle Green River, the metric based on sediment mass conservation suggests 
the system is approximately in balance (or only very weakly in deficit). Their approach considers 
change in channel width as a function of the change in flood discharge, independent of the effect 
of width on channel sediment transport capacity; however they did not identify a consistent trend 
in their data set. Andrews (1986) implemented an empirical hydraulic geometry relationship for 
the middle Green River to suggest that with a decrease in the effective discharge, the width 
should also decrease accordingly, assuming that the coefficient in the hydraulic geometry 
equation does not change. The validity of such an approach has never been rigorously tested, and 
the reliance on an empirical equation in the absence of a rational physics-based approach to the 
problem is unsatisfying. A number of previous studies have demonstrated cross-sectional 
geometrical adjustment to a changed hydrologic-sediment input regime, along with the 
mechanisms by which the adjustment occurs, including several on the Green River (Allred and 
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Schmidt, 1999; Grams and Schmidt, 2002). The findings from such studies have yet to progress 
to the state of a priori prediction. While the research presented in this dissertation does not 
advance to the stage of being able to provide definitive predictions for cross-sectional adjustment 
under the possibility of various modes of adjustment, this served as a motivating principle that 
guided several of the ideas explored in Topic 2. 
Aside from the direct relevance of channel geometry adjustment for geomorphologists 
and hydraulic engineers, additional importance is due to the influence on the system ecology 
associated with the geomorphic adjustments. Green River Reach 2b is thought to be of critical 
importance to the endangered Colorado Pikeminnow (Ptychocheilus lucius). This fish species 
has largely been eradicated from the Colorado River system. A very limited number of spawning 
grounds are utilized by Colorado Pikeminnow, one of which is located in the lower Yampa 
River. Larvae that emerge from the Yampa River spawning gravels drift downstream and the 
age-0 fish occupy low velocity nursery habitat, which is relatively abundant in Reach 2b in the 
form of still-water environments between sandbars and the river bank. These habitat features are 
known as “backwaters” in the ecological literature pertaining to the Colorado Pikeminnow; in 
this document, the hyphenated term backwater-habitat is used to prevent potential confusion with 
the engineering term backwater, which has a different meaning in the context of gradually varied 
flow hydraulics. An illustration of a sandbar/backwater-habitat assemblage is illustrated in 
Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.7: An illustration of a sandbar/backwater-habitat assemblage in Green River Reach 2b. 
The general geometric configurations of backwater-habitats have changed over the past 
approximately 25 years (Grippo et al., 2015); in the middle Green River, backwater-habitat area 
per river mile had not changed significantly between 1987 and 2013, although the number of 
backwater-habitat sites per river mile had decreased while the mean area of backwater-habitat 
sites had increased. Ongoing declines in the Colorado Pikeminnow population has led to 
motivation by river managers to understand the processes that lead to the formation, 
maintenance, and loss of the sandbar/backwater-habitat assemblages; ultimately, the knowledge 
gained from this research will be utilized in river management decisions regarding regulation of 
outflows from the Flaming Gorge Dam.  
The influence of bar dynamics on backwater-habitat features primarily motivated the 
work in Topic 2 of the dissertation. The configuration of these features as containing bars 
adjacent to the bank that have the potential to eventually become vegetated and converted to 
floodplain provides the direct linkage between the topic of bank accretion and backwater-habitat 
dynamics. This linkage is well-illustrated by a previous set of studies at a sandbar/backwater-
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habitat assemblage in the study reach that was originally studied by Andrews and Nelson (1989) 
and later studied by Rakowski and Schmidt (1999); the latter study formed the basis for flow 
recommendations with respect to backwater-habitat that are still in use by river managers. 
Andrews and Nelson (1989) found that this sandbar changed its configuration little between 
1963 and 1987 based on aerial photograph analysis. In the meantime, a large portion of the site 
has become vegetated and fully accreted to the bank, altering the pattern of seasonal deposition 
upstream and downstream of the accreted surface. 
The currently used conceptual model for predicting sandbar/backwater topographic 
change is based on the findings of Rakowski and Schmidt (1999). Many of the key physical 
processes responsible for sandbar / backwater formation and modification were elucidated by 
Rakowski and Schmidt (1999); that analysis provides the physical framework to which new 
process-based investigations can augment the existing understanding. Those findings were based 
on a fairly limited spatial and temporal data set. To partially mitigate that shortcoming, Argonne 
National Laboratory undertook field surveys from 2002-2015 within the Ouray National Wildlife 
Refuge to expand both the temporal and spatial scales available for analysis (Grippo et al., 2015). 
Those field surveys were limited to topographically describing a sample of sandbar / backwater 
assemblages during the base-flow season, following the period of significant geomorphic work 
accomplished by the annual spring snowmelt hydrologic event. Such efforts allowed year-to-year 
evaluations of backwater habitat availability as a function of river stage to inform base-flow 
recommendations per Muth et al. (2000). The data set also allowed correlations to be identified 
between relevant variables that described backwater habitat and relevant variables that described 
the spring hydrologic event, although the correlations were generally found to be weak (Grippo 
et al., 2015). While correlations of this kind may reveal important relationships that can be 
utilized by flow managers, the physical processes responsible for such relationships cannot be 
directly obtained from the correlation. Furthermore, the weakness of the correlations suggest that 
improving the process-based understanding may be the most promising means of providing flow 
managers with useful means of influencing the modification of geomorphic surfaces in a manner 
that is beneficial to Colorado Pikeminnow, while considering the objectives of the hydropower 
producers. 
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CHAPTER 7  
 
CHANNEL GEOMETRY ADJUSTMENT TO A MODIFIED HYDROLOGY 
AND SEDIMENT FEED RATE REGIME BASED ON SIMPLIFIED 
ANALYSIS 
Abstract for Chapter 7: 
 The sand-bedded middle Green River is in a state of perpetual geometric adjustment; the 
cross-sectional shape and the energy slope adjust concurrently during the normal course of the 
spring high flow event. A simplified analysis is provided that is based on the concept of an 
effective channel width; this is the width corresponding to a conceptualized rectangular cross-
section that conveys all the flow and sand load of a more realistic cross-section. The analysis 
develops a three dimensional solution space of discharge, effective width, and energy slope. The 
solution is constrained by the sand load-discharge relationship imposed at the upstream end of 
the reach. The solution condition is that the spatial divergence of total sand load is zero, which 
represents a condition to which geometry continually tends to adjust toward, but may never 
actually satisfy. As such, the solution space is more accurately termed an attractor. The sand 
load-discharge relationships used are based on a fairly large data set from the upstream end of 
the reach. The solution space associated with the middle Green River before the closure of 
Flaming Gorge Dam is compared to the solution space after the closure of Flaming Gorge Dam. 
Because the solution space is directly tied to the load-discharge relationship, special attention 
was paid to ascertaining whether the load-discharge relationship had shifted to higher load 
values, lower values, or did not change between the pre-dam era and the post-dam era. The 
analysis suggests that the load-discharge relationship has shifted to lower values of sand load for 
any given discharge in the post-dam era. As a result, the solution space for the post-dam river 
shifts to higher effective widths (and shallower depths) to which the channel will tend to adjust 
for any given discharge. The analysis does not indicate a bankfull width or a mean longitudinal 
slope that would definitively characterize the post-dam river geometry as compared to the pre-
dam geometry; the strength of using the solution space is as a guide to evaluate dynamic cross-
sectional adjustments when a broad range of discharges do significant geomorphic work.         
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7.1  Introduction to Chapter 7 
Large-scale geometric adjustments to a river system can be expected when the 
relationship between the sediment load and the discharge is perturbed. This is expressed in its 
most basic form by Lane (1955): 
   ொೞொ ∝
ௌ
஽            (7.1) 
where Qs is the sediment input rate, Q is the discharge, S is the longitudinal channel slope, and D 
is the diameter of the sediment. This indicates that if Qs increases with respect to Q, then the 
fluvial system will tend to adjust through some combination of an increase in slope and a 
decrease in sediment grain size comprising the bed. Conversely, if Qs decreases with respect to 
Q, then the system will tend to adjust through some combination of a decrease in slope and an 
increase in the sediment grain size. This simple conceptualization is readily expressed in one-
dimensional (1D) physics-based models that illustrate evolution of a perturbed system toward a 
new steady state associated with modified values of Qs and/or Q (e.g., Parker, 2006).  A key 
component left out of this type of simple formulation is the potential for channel cross-sectional 
form adjustment, with width modification being the most readily conceptualized.  
The effect of width modification on sediment transport capacity is well-described in 
Eaton and Millar (2004). The constriction of the width (B) with associated increase in depth (H), 
tends to increase Qs for a given Q. This is explained by considering that Qs	ൌ	qsB, and the non-
linear increase in qs (the sediment transport rate per unit width) as B decreases generally exceeds 
the linear decrease in B until an inflection is reached when the width becomes very narrow. This 
suggests that B could reasonably be included in the denominator of the right-hand-side of Eq. 
(7.1) for many circumstances as a means of establishing equilibrium under a perturbed Qs versus 
Q relationship. Schumm (1969) took this factor into account, amongst a number of other 
dependent variables that included the width, depth, sinuosity, and meander wavelength that could 
adjust with perturbations to Qs and Q. This quasi-quantitative approach utilized a number of 
empirical channel geometry relationships to indicate increases or decreases in the magnitudes of 
the dependent variables. However, the mutual dependence amongst the dependent variables 
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indicated in many cases that some variables could either increase or decrease, and a more 
mechanistic treatment is generally required to make more definitive predictions. 
An additional limitation of Eq. (7.1) is that it does not readily suggest the direction of 
adjustment when both Qs and Q are perturbed in the same direction (ie, when both variables 
increase or both variables decrease). The equation suggests that if the Qs / Q ratio is maintained, 
adjustment may not occur; however, because Qs varies non-linearly with Q, adjustment may still 
be required. This issue was addressed by Schmidt and Wilcock (2008), in which physics-based 
formulations for the hydrodynamics and sediment transport rates were applied that provided the 
appropriate exponents for Eq. (7.1) to account for the non-linearity. The channel width was not 
incorporated into the hydrodynamics and sediment transport treatment; however, the potential for 
width variation was addressed by scaling predicted width reduction with the magnitude of flood 
reduction. Schmidt and Wilcock (2008) applied their approach to a number of rivers downstream 
of dams, one of which was the Green River downstream of Flaming Gorge Dam. The reach 
between Flaming Gorge Dam and the Yampa River was shown to be considerably out of balance 
following flow regulation, thus requiring either a decrease in longitudinal slope and/or an 
increase in bed grain size. The low-gradient reach of the Green River downstream of the Yampa 
River to the Duchesne River was shown to be only slightly out of balance, as the ratio Qs0.5 / Q 
was nearly identical in the pre-dam and post-dam regimes. 
This analysis seeks to identify whether incorporating width modification into the 
hydrodynamic and sediment transport treatments sheds light on the observed channel width 
modifications that have been reported in the middle Green River. Furthermore, if the system was 
indeed only slightly out of balance following dam closure, the analysis provides insight on 
whether the observed decrease in channel width should push the system into greater imbalance 
by generating greater sediment transport capacity than the rate of sediment fed into the system. 
The analysis also seeks to identify potential effects of modifying the flow regime generated by 
the Flaming Gorge Dam during the period of high spring flows. A highly simplified conceptual 
treatment is used herein. The treatments of §7 is based on channel cross-section adjustments 
necessary to convey the sediment fed into the system with the available discharge. However, it 
does not suggest a mechanistic basis on which such cross-sectional adjustment may be effected. 
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The analysis of §8 investigates the mechanics of channel geometry adjustment in the Middle 
Green River. 
7.2  Sediment Inputs to the Middle Green River 
The middle Green River is properly conceptualized as a large reservoir of bed-material 
sized sediment (primarily sand). The sediment-reservoir possesses immense potential to 
transform a signal of sediment load from upstream to downstream in the approximately 100 km 
reach extending from the USGS Jensen gage station to the inflow of the Duchesne River. 
Considering equilibrium to be the state whereby a constant relation exists between input and 
output when considered over a suitable time scale (Mackin, 1948; Renwick, 1992), the 
appropriate time scale for evaluation of sediment inputs and outputs in a river such as the middle 
Green River is multiple years. As previous researchers have suggested a near-equilibrium 
condition in the post-dam middle Green River (Andrew, 1986; Schmidt and Wilcock, 2008), this 
will be considered the null hypothesis. Equilibrium does not suggest that straight-forward 
conceptual simplifications of channel geometry are realizable; net sand accumulation likely 
occurs in the reach during some years and net evacuation in other years, even when discharge 
conditions are similar. A pulse delivered to the inlet of the reach, either an anomalously high or 
low sediment load associated with the given discharge, may dampen itself in the downstream 
direction much differently depending on the pre-existing bed configuration. These complexities 
make it effectively impossible to conceptualize a characteristic channel geometry suitable for 
simplified analysis that is truly accurate.  
The above qualifications being recognized, the river does tend to adjust its geometry into 
self-similar bar units that allow the large sediment-reservoir to be conceptualized as a linear 
series of small sediment-reservoirs. The small reservoirs are presumably adjusted to store and 
release sediment in a manner that the general form is maintained from one unit to the next under 
the normal variety of flow and sediment inputs that the system experiences. The pool and the 
cross-over (where the centroid of the flow crosses the channel) in each bar unit serve as 
interchangeable sources and sinks of sediment (out-of-phase) that damp the tendency to 
continually generate propagating fronts of reach-scale aggradation or degradation associated with 
variable flow and sediment inputs at the upstream end of the system. If the spatial sequence was 
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repeated exactly, the geometry of each bar unit would be a direct reflection of the sediment feed 
rate at the upstream end of the system. Such a conceptualization is highly idealized and only 
grossly represents the actual morphodynamics of such a complex system, but allows a somewhat 
reasonable simplification suitable for analytical treatment. 
This conceptual framework highlights the strong dependence of the channel geometry 
configuration on the bed-material sized sediment feed rate at the upstream end of the system. Of 
particular importance is the relationship between the discharge and the sand feed rate, and 
estimates of this are required in the current analysis. The upstream end of the middle Green 
River, where the river emerges from the Uintah Mountains and debouches onto the plateau in the 
interior of the basin, is near the USGS Jensen gage station. The gage station is considerably 
downstream of the source of hydrologic-sediment load regime change (the Flaming Gorge Dam), 
and thus, the gage station may not have immediately reflected the modified load-discharge 
relationship following dam closure. An adjustment period would be expected as net aggradation 
or net degradation occurred between the source of regime change and the measurement site. 
Thus, measurements at the Jensen gage station closely following the period of dam closure must 
be used cautiously, as they may represent a transient condition, and not the sediment feed rate to 
which the middle Green River will ultimately adjust. Fortunately, much of the river between the 
Flaming Gorge Dam and the Jensen gage station is steep enough to bypass sand, and the reaches 
subject to net aggradation or degradation of sand are somewhat limited. However, within Browns 
Park upstream of the Yampa River confluence and Echo Park and Island Park downstream of the 
Yampa confluence, geometric adjustments have been reported. Merritt and Cooper (2000) 
document the greater prevalence of islands in the Browns Park reach since dam closure, with the 
channel transitioning from a single-thread to a multiple-thread configuration; Grams and 
Schmidt (2002) report width reduction within Echo Park (10% width reduction) and Island Park 
(25% width reduction) due to establishment of inset floodplains, largely in association with 
existing islands. Data is used from the Jensen gage station, but deductions are also made based 
on the USGS Deerlodge Park gage station on the Yampa River. Extensive data exists for the total 
sediment load (or concentration) at various relevant gage stations near the study site, but much 
more limited data exists regarding the portion of the load that is sand, which is the aspect that is 
relevant for the considerations of channel adjustment. First, the available data regarding sand 
load is presented from measurements at the Jensen gage station. 
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Figure 7.1: Sand load data from the USGS Jensen gage station. 
    The pre-dam data points are from Andrews (1986; Fig. 3C therein); the post-dam data 
points are from Andrews (1986), Elliott and Anders (2005), and Williams et al. (2009). The 
Andrews (1986) data indicated a small lobe of data points that fell below the pre-dam data points 
in the portion of the curve with discharge higher than 10000 cfs; however, the statistical analysis 
that he performed (F-test), comparing the sand load-discharge relationship developed for the pre-
dam data with the post-dam data indicated no significant difference at the 90% confidence level. 
The additional data obtained in the meantime, as reported in Elliott and Anders (2005) and 
Williams et al. (2009), and illustrated in Fig. 7.1, provide additional data beyond the values of 
Andrews (1986) that sand load values generally appear to be lower in the region of the plot 
where Q exceeds approximately 8000 cfs. (Note that this warrants more rigorous statistical 
treatment than is given it in the current analysis.) A potential change in the sand load-discharge 
relationship has the potential to influence the calculation of effective discharge (the discharge to 
which has been found to generally correspond to the bankfull discharge); it also would affect 
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channel geometric adjustments experienced at any particular discharge. A physical basis to 
explain a potentially more dilute sand load-discharge relationship warrants exploration. 
As is commonly the case with suspended load data, substantial scatter exists. Part of this 
is explained by the hysteresis that is experienced due to the natural channel geometry 
adjustments that occur during high flow events that alters the capacity of the system to transport 
sediment. Grams and Schmidt (2002) clearly illustrate the hysteresis of the total sediment load 
experienced at the Jensen gage station. In addition to hysteresis, additional scatter is due to 
measurement errors; and additional scatter is due to natural variability in the geometric 
configuration of the system, the amount of stored sand available for transport before each event, 
and physical conditions such as temperature that affect sediment transport. As such, the current 
analysis does not seek to define a modified sand load-discharge relationship, but only to identify 
characteristic system behaviors under a relative increase or a decrease in the relationship from 
the pre-dam to the post-dam condition. Three primary factors are explored to explain potential 
modifications of the sand load-discharge relationship under the modified hydrologic regime: (1) 
In the pre-dam regime, the effect of timing of the high spring flow hydrographs that transport the 
majority of the sediment; (2) In the pre-dam regime, the effect of combining sediment-laden 
upper Green River and Yampa River flow; (3) In the post-dam regime, the effect of combining 
relatively clean (sand-free) upper Green River flow with sediment-laden Yampa River flow. 
The relative timing and magnitude of the upper Green River hydrograph and Yampa 
River hydrograph is well-illustrated in Merritt and Cooper (2000). The basic format of their 
figure is retained in Fig. 7.2 below, which includes additional data from the post-Flaming Gorge 
dam period. 
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Figure 7.2: Hydrographs based on average daily discharge following the format of Merritt and Cooper (2000).  
    On Figure 7.2, the pre-dam Green River hydrograph is from the USGS Linwood gage 
station that no longer exists, as it is submerged by the Flaming Gorge reservoir; the post-dam 
Green River hydrograph is from the USGS Greendale gage station, located just downstream of 
the Flaming Gorge Dam; and the Yampa River hydrograph is from a combined record of the 
USGS Maybell gage station, located upstream of the confluence with the Little Snake River, and 
the USGS Lily Park gage station located on the lower Little Snake River. The hydrographs 
suggest that the Yampa River typically generated a shorter-duration spring flow hydrograph of 
greater magnitude compared to the upper Green River; the lag between the peaks is 
approximately 14 days. While sufficient data regarding sand loads does not exist to rigorously 
evaluate the effect of the later arrival of the Green River peak, the data suggests that during the 
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rising limb and peak of the Yampa hydrograph, the combined flow downstream of the Yampa 
River confluence would have generally consisted of greater contribution of Yampa River flow. 
Thus, the concentration of suspended sand would have been more representative of the Yampa 
River. As the Yampa River hydrograph began descending, sand concentrations would generally 
still be bolstered by the rising-limb contribution of the upper Green River. Finally, as the Green 
River hydrograph began descending, the combined contribution downstream of the confluence 
would generally consist of a greater contribution of upper Green River flow. To evaluate the 
implications of the hydrograph timing on sand loads, some deductions are made based on limited 
data; the evaluation is intended only to identify relative increases or decreases. 
Very limited sand load data is available from the upper Green River in the pre-dam 
period regarding sand load. Grams and Schmidt (2005) provide a total load relationship for the 
upper Green River and estimate the percent sand based on the limited samples available and treat 
the percent sand as a constant. More extensive data exists for the Yampa River. Figure 7.3 below 
provides the available sand load data for the Yampa River from reports by Elliott et al. (1984) 
and Elliott and Anders (2005). 
 
Figure 7.3: Yampa River bed material load data and curve near the USGS Deerlodge Park gage station. The dash-
dotted line is the curve that Elliott et al. (1984) fit to their data; the two parallel lines that bound the Elliott load-
discharge relationship indicate values 3 times greater than the load curve estimate and 1/3 of the load curve estimate. 
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 On Fig. 7.3, the spanning of a full order of magnitude is not out of the ordinary for 
sediment load measurements. The annual sediment load estimate from Elliott et al. (1984) based 
on the above load-discharge relationship was 790,000 tons/year, a value very close to that 
obtained by Grams and Schmidt (2005) using a different data set from gaging stations further 
upstream. Applying the Elliott et al. (1984) bed-material-sized load relationship to the Green 
River at Greendale pre-dam flow duration curve yields an annual load of 686,000 tons/year. 
Thus, the combined load from the upper Green River at Greendale and the Yampa River is 
estimated as 1.476x106 tons/year. Assuming the post-dam sand contribution from the Green 
River above the Yampa confluence is negligible, the 790,000 tons/year contributed from the 
Yampa River comprises approximately the entire post-dam sand load. This constitutes 54% of 
the pre-dam combined value of 1.476x106 tons/year. The assumptions above are made to 
simplify the analysis of the effects of timing and combining flows from two sources rather than 
providing the most accurate possible load estimates. However, the reasonableness of these 
assumptions is justified by comparing these estimates to the Grams and Schmidt (2005) 
estimates; the pre-dam sand load of 1.476x106 tons/year is approximately 85% of their pre-dam 
sand load estimate, and the 46% reduction in sand load for the combined flow in the post-dam 
regime closely approximates their estimate of a 44% reduction. Given the substantial uncertainty 
in the upper Green River sand load estimate, the assumption is made herein that the Yampa 
River load-discharge relationship also approximately represents the upper Green River. Using 
the same relationship highlights the response of combining flows without having to decipher the 
effects of different load-discharge relationships. This treatment suits the purpose of identifying 
characteristic responses in an approximate manner. The basic behavior of combining flows from 
two different sources with equivalent load-discharge relationships is illustrated in Figure 7.4.  
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Figure 7.4: Concentration curves associated with discharge values containing different percent contributions of 
combined flow. 
Note on Fig. 7.4 that sand loads are converted to concentrations, where C indicates the 
concentration of sand. The key point illustrated in Fig. 7.4 is that because of the non-linear 
relationship of the sand-load discharge relationship, the highest concentration (and load) is 
obtained when a single river is contributing most of the flow. At any given discharge, the load is 
approximately 30% less using the given Elliott et al. (1984) load-discharge relationship when the 
discharge is equally comprised of the two contributors compared to a single contributor alone. 
This explains some of the natural variability in pre-dam sand load data illustrated on Fig. 7.1. If 
the load-discharge relationships were approximately equal, the combined flows downstream of 
the Yampa-Green confluence would be expected to lie somewhat below the curve associated 
with the Yampa River alone. The Elliott et al. (1984) load-discharge relationship is plotted with 
the data points that were previously illustrated in Fig. 7.1 below: 
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Figure 7.5: Sand load data from the Jensen gage station plotted with the Yampa load curve from Elliott et al (1984); 
the two curves plotted parallel to the Elliott et al (1984) curve have values that are 3 times and 1/3 times, 
respectively, the values from the fitted curve.  
For Q values above approximately 6000 cfs, the pre-dam sand load points predominantly 
fall above the Yampa-only curve rather than below it as would be suggested by Fig. 7.4 for 
combined flow contributions from two sources with equivalent load-discharge relationships. This 
suggests that the upper Green River load-discharge relationship contained generally higher 
values than the Yampa load-discharge relationship. This argument would not be as convincing if 
not for the fairly strong relationship between the Yampa load-discharge relationship and the 
post-dam data points, illustrated on Fig 7.6. This figure calculates sand loads based on the 
Yampa load curve, with the assumption that a constant 2000 cfs contribution of sand-free water 
from the upper Green River is combined with the sediment-laden Yampa River water to yield the 
sand loads and discharges observed at the Jensen gage station. (The 2000 cfs contribution is an 
approximation of the mean annual discharge obtained from integration of the Greendale curve of 
Fig. 7.2, which yields a value of 1,963 cfs.)   
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Figure 7.6: Data points from Jensen gage station with the curve derived by combining the Elliott et al. (1984) 
Yampa load-discharge curve with 2000 cfs sand-free water. 
Evaluating only the post-dam data points, the envelope based on the Yampa River load-
discharge relationship matches the data reasonably in the region with Q greater than 
approximately 4000 cfs. There are still points below the curve, although factors such as 
dispersion of the sand load developed in the Yampa River near the Deerlodge Park gage as it 
travels to the Jensen gage likely explains some of this. Additionally, the 2000 cfs clear flow 
assumed to be constant from the upper Green is certainly not constant, and at values greater than 
2000 cfs, the additional dilution would tend to reduce the load associated with the given 
discharge recorded at Jensen.  
In terms of the sand load, the middle Green River is now well-described as a somewhat 
diluted version of the Yampa River; while such an assertion is fairly obvious, it was not obvious 
whether this represented a more dilute or more concentrated version of the sand load-discharge 
relationship relative to the pre-dam regime. The substantial variability in the Yampa River sand 
load data appears to be more strongly expressed in the post-dam regime, and generally, the sand 
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loads are lower for the moderate to high Q values in the post-dam regime that accomplish the 
greatest geomorphic work. In the pre-dam regime, it is likely that some of the variability was 
suppressed by the added contribution of the upper Green River, which the argument above 
suggests was generally richer in sand load for a given value of Q than that of the Yampa River. 
The greater variability in the post-dam regime also suggests the possibility that the short reaches 
of the Green River that were graded to sand  between the Yampa River inflow and the Jensen 
gage station may have geometrically adjusted to primarily bypass sand. The reduced sand loads 
during the descending limb of the Yampa River hydrograph associated with the hysteresis effect 
were sometimes bolstered by rising limb sand loads from the upper Green River. The effect of 
having a reduced sand-load curve associated with two separate flow contributors with equivalent 
load-discharge relationships as illustrated in Fig 7.4 was not the case in the pre-dam regime. The 
Grams and Schmidt (2005) sand-load relationship for the upper Green River indicated a curve 
that intersected the Elliott et al. (1984) Yampa River curve at Q approximately equal to 12000 
cfs; where values of sand load were less than the Yampa River for Q < 12000 cfs and higher than 
the Yampa River for Q  > 12000 cfs. Inferences from the data suggest that the intersection should 
occur at a considerably smaller Q value. 
The goal of the evaluation of sand loads was not to develop a load-discharge relationship 
that is highly accurate; rather, the goal was simply to indicate whether the curve shifted from the 
pre-dam condition to the post-dam condition, and if so, identify the direction of the shift to allow 
a relative analysis. A curve was fit to the post-dam data, which is illustrated below in Figure 7.7. 
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Figure 7.7: Curve fit to the post-dam Jensen sand load data points. 
 The curve fit was based on minimizing the root-mean-square error of the log values of 
the prediction equation compared to the data points. Grams and Schmidt (2005) estimate the pre-
dam annual sand load at Jensen to be (1575 ± 79) x 103 Mg/year, which converts to (1736 ± 
87)x103 ton/year; and they estimate the post-dam annual sand load to be (876 ± 44) x 103 
Mg/year, which converts to (966 ± 48)x103 ton/year. Their estimates were based on over 10,000 
USGS sediment concentration measurements from Jensen, but only few of which determined the 
sand percentage. The large size of that data set leads to the best possible estimate for total loads, 
while the estimate for percentage sand adds error. Given the substantial scatter in the fairly 
limited sand load data set, the judgment is made herein that the more robust data set should be 
utilized for estimating annual loads. Applying the curve illustrated in Fig. 7.7 to the post-dam 
flow duration curve yields a total sand load equal to only approximately 62% of the annual post-
dam sand load estimate provided by Grams and Schmidt (2005). For simplicity, the coefficient in 
the curve fit equation was increased from 0.0002385 to 0.000383 such that the annual sand load 
matched the estimate of Grams and Schmidt (2005), while maintaining the shape of the curve; on 
the log-log plot this involves a fairly mild shift of the curve upward, where it is still located well 
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within the cloud of data points. Applying the modified post-dam sand load-discharge relationship 
(with coefficient 0.000383) to the pre-dam flow duration curve yields an annual sediment load 
that is approximately 87% of the pre-dam annual sand load estimate provided by Grams and 
Schmidt (2005). Once again, for simplicity the coefficient in the curve fit equation was adjusted 
from 0.000383 to 0.000440 to match the Grams and Schmidt (2005) estimate. This shift upward 
of the pre-dam curve to the post-dam curve qualitatively follows the arguments presented earlier 
in this section that the load discharge curve has shifted lower in the post-dam regime over the 
most important range of Q values. The point is reiterated that these curves are not intended to be 
the best possible pre-dam and post-dam load curves that a rigorous statistical analysis would not 
improve upon; they are intended only to provide a reasonable means of comparing pre-dam and 
post-dam conditions in a relative sense. The difference between the curves is fairly modest, as 
illustrated in Figure 7.8. 
     
Figure 7.8: Load-discharge curves used for the following analysis. 
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7.3  Simplified Model used in Analysis  
The sand-bedded Green River is in a state of perpetual geometric adjustment; both the 
width and the slope can adjust concurrently. Changes in the width of the portion of the channel 
conveying the majority of the flow and sediment are accomplished by bar deposition that 
constricts the primary flow path. The underlying assumption of this analysis is that the river is 
continually adjusting in a manner such that it can convey the sand load that is delivered to the 
upstream end of the system. This steady-state condition to which the system is attracted is 
expressed mathematically as: 
ௗொೞ
ௗ௫ ൌ 0           (7.2) 
where x represents the downstream distance. Under the continually changing discharges and sand 
loads, the system may never actually satisfy this condition, but it will continually tend towards it. 
Combinations of channel geometry and energy slope can be identified that allow the system to 
satisfy this condition; when evaluated over the full range of possible discharge and sand load 
values, the combinations represent an attractor surface. This attractor is most valid very near the 
source of the known input. The next key assumption is that the downstream bar units are self-
organized in such a manner that their cyclic behavior is repeated downstream in a manner that 
closely replicates the behavior at the uppermost bar unit. The cyclic behavior involves 
evacuating sediment from pools and depositing on the cross-overs during high flows and 
depositing sediment in the pools and evacuating sediment from the cross-overs during low flows. 
This assumption implies that the signal input to the upstream end is transmitted downstream 
without undergoing any substantial transformation; this is a coarse approximation that may be 
refined in the future while maintaining the basic principles of the current analysis. The analysis 
directly ties the system geometry to the sand load – discharge relationship. The full range of Q 
values are evaluated rather than selecting a single effective discharge, as part of the intent is to 
shed light on the actual geometry selected by the stream within the broad limits of the attractor 
surface. 
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In the analysis, the width and depth of the channel cross-section are treated as variables, 
along with the longitudinal energy gradient of the river. Although the cross-section is variable, 
its basic shape as a rectangular section is imposed according to the following figure. 
  
Figure 7.9: Conceptual channel cross-section used in the analysis. 
The variable Beff is the effective width, which is the rectangular conceptualization of the 
channel that is able to convey the entire discharge and sediment load under evaluation. A narrow 
value of Beff	would represent a cross-section strongly constricted by a bar as illustrated in Fig. 
7.9. A wide value of Beff would represent a cross-over region that may convey flow and sediment 
approximately equally over its entire width. A field example from the Green River that illustrates 
a cross-section that could be conceptualized with a fairly narrow Beff is provided below. 
    
Figure 7.10: A cross-section illustrating the velocity distribution at the Green River study site during a moderate 
flow condition. 
 As the evaluated values of Beff become increasingly narrow, the channel must deepen 
accordingly, and the assumption is made that the channel can deepen indefinitely without being 
constrained due to bedrock or becoming armored with coarse sediment. For each discrete value 
of Q analyzed, the solution proceeds by specifying an energy slope (Se) and Beff . The value of Qs 
Beff
Actual
channel
geometryConceptual
channel
geometry
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is calculated using the Wright-Parker sediment transport relation (Wright and Parker, 2004). That 
method was developed and validated based on moderate to large sand-bed rivers and has the 
benefit of capturing stratification effects that can alter the sediment transport rates in such rivers. 
The method calculates the flow depth (H) iteratively, with the friction coefficient being 
implicitly an outcome of the calculation rather than being specified. The procedure for the 
iterative calculation of H is fairly extensive, and the reader is referred to Wright and Parker 
(2004) for the details. Following calculation of H, the shear velocity is calculated according to: 
ݑ∗ ൌ ඥ݃ܪܵ௘           (7.3) 
where u* is the shear velocity. The per-unit-width sediment transport rate (qs) is calculated as a 
function of u*, H, the near-bed sediment concentration that is calculated as part of the procedure, 
a calculated stratification parameter, and an integral that represents the vertical profile of 
suspended sediment concentration. The total sediment load for the cross-section is then 
calculated as: 
ܳ௦ ൌ ݍ௦ܤ௘௙௙           (7.4) 
The above calculation provides a value of Qs associated with the specified Q, Se, and Beff. 
The next step repeats the calculation over a range of realistic Beff values, while maintaining the 
previous values of Q and Se. This yields a curve similar to that illustrated on Figure 7.11: 
 
Figure 7.11: A curve of Qs as a function of Beff calculated for a single value of Q and Se. 
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 Note on Fig. 7.11 the general decrease in Qs as the width becomes larger. For very 
narrow values of Beff, an inflection occurs, however, natural rivers rarely become narrow enough 
to approach the inflection before the banks become unstable (Eaton and Millar, 2004); the value 
of Beff at the inflection is narrower than is realistic on the Green River. On the curve, to the right 
of the inflection, only a single value of Beff satisfies the Qs associated with the load-discharge 
curve. This value of Beff is a solution associated with the specified values of Q and Se. This yields 
a single point on the three-dimensional attractor surface (Q, Se, Beff).  
 The calculation is then repeated for the same value of Q, but with different values of Se, 
within a reasonable range. The solution pairs (Se, Beff) define a curve associated with the given 
value of Q. This curve is a slice of the three-dimensional attractor surface as illustrated in Figure 
7.12.  
 
Figure 7.12: Solution curve associated with a single value of Q. 
To complete the calculation of the attractor surface, the process is repeated for different 
values of Q. Recollect that for each Q, the solution curve is constrained by the associated value of 
Qs from the specified sand load-discharge relationship. An example of a three-dimensional 
attractor surface is illustrated in Figure 7.13. 
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Figure 7.13: An example solution surface in the three-dimensional (Q, Se, Beff) space. 
For the Green River, a range of Q values is analyzed from 2500 cfs up to 25000 cfs. 
Beyond 25000 cfs, sufficient overbank flow is conveyed to invalidate the concept of a single 
portion of the channel conveying the entirety of the discharge and sediment load. Mean slope 
values for the reach have been reported to range from 0.00020 (Rakowski and Schmidt, 1999) to 
0.00027 (Schmidt, 1994). Our field measurements, reported in §8, revealed mean water surface 
slopes over a range of discharge conditions maintained a value close to 0.00023; however, during 
low and moderate discharge conditions the spatial variability around the mean slope increased. 
The slope range considered realistic for evaluation was 0.00010 to 0.00050. The bank-to-bank 
channel width in the middle Green River averages approximately 200 m. Excluding islands, the 
channel width only rarely exceeds 300 m. The range of effective widths considered was 30 m to 
300 m. 
Neither the sand load-discharge relationships nor the sediment transport relationship are 
precise enough to make anything beyond relative evaluations. Nevertheless, reasonable values of 
the parameters are necessary to yield the best possible relative evaluations. For the sediment 
transport calculations based on the Wright-Parker method, values of D50 and D90 are required, 
where these values represent the grain-size in the distribution of which 50 percent is finer and 90 
percent is finer, respectively. Based on suspended sediment grain-size analysis from reported 
USGS data samples, a reasonable value was determined to be 200 μm. From our own core 
samples, a value of D90 = 600 μm was determined to be reasonable; note that Elliott et al. (1984) 
found D50 of bed samples in the alluvial Deerlodge Park reach in the Yampa River to be 610 μm. 
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The method also requires the standard deviation of the grain-size distribution evaluated on the 
sedimentological phi-scale. The value 0.5 was determined to be reasonable. The sediment 
settling velocity was calculated using the formulation of Dietrich (1982) that was developed for 
natural non-spherical particles. The sediment submerged specific gravity was specified as 1.65 
and the water temperature used to establish the kinematic viscosity was 20° C. 
7.4  Results and Discussion  
With reference to Fig. 7.13, the following results are the 2-dimensional projections of the 
solution surface (attractor) with the Q-axis directed perpendicular to the plane of the page such 
that only the Se and Beff axes are shown. 
 
Figure 7.14: Projection of the solution surface on the Se-Beff plane based on the pre-dam load-discharge relationship. 
Note on Fig 7.14 that the curve lowest on the y-axis is associated with Q = 2500 cfs and 
the curve highest on the y-axis is associated with Q = 25000 cfs. In general, a doubling of the 
width requires approximately a 50% to 100% increase in the slope along each curve. 
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Figure 7.15: Projection of the solution surface on the Se-Beff plane based on the post-dam load-discharge 
relationship. 
Rather than the actual values indicated by the plots, the importance is the general shape 
of the solution space along with the relative position occupied by the solution spaces. An overlay 
of the outline of the post-dam solution space onto the pre-dam solution space is provided in the 
following figure. 
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Figure 7.16: The outline of the post-dam solution space overlain on the pre-dam solution space. 
Although the difference between the load-discharge relationships is fairly modest, the 
lower sand loads associated with the post-dam regime yields a discernible shift upwards in the 
solution space. In other words, if the same longitudinal slope is to be maintained from the pre-
dam to the post-dam condition, the effective width of the channel will tend to be wider (and 
shallower) for any given discharge. This indicates that the narrowing that has been observed 
along the middle Green River is not a response to a necessity to narrow in order to maintain 
sediment transport capacity. 
From a predictive standpoint, the ideal goal would be to identify a single point (S, B) that 
defines the characteristic geometry variables: mean longitudinal gradient and bankfull width. A 
shift upwards of the solution space does not indicate a shift in these characteristic variables. The 
solution space primarily serves to indicate the nature of bar dynamics within the river banks 
under the normal variability of flow conditions. Taking into account the natural variability in the 
load-discharge relationships would lead to a much larger solution space. 
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A means of identifying which portion (or portions) of the attractor surface has the most 
importance in determining the mean channel geometry that represents the dynamic equilibrium 
state over a suitably long time scale requires the incorporation of time and geomorphic work. 
This point is highlighted if the case is considered where the load-discharge curve was identical 
between the pre-dam and post-dam regime, thus yielding identical solution spaces. The effective 
discharge concept commonly used in the past is very useful in this regards; it identifies which 
portion of the solution space is most important. Using the load-discharge relationships developed 
herein indicates much weaker modal values of annual sand flux in both the pre-dam and post-
dam regimes than that indicated by Andrews (1986); in other words, the annual sand flux 
histograms are broader, with a wide range of discharge doing significant geomorphic work. The 
purpose of this analysis was not to rigorously define a new load-discharge curve and compare 
effective discharge values with that of Andrews (1986), and so this issue is not addressed in any 
further detail. The strength of considering the solution space, rather than a single characteristic 
discharge that defines a characteristic mean longitudinal slope and bankfull width, is that it 
allows one to begin to address questions as to how the channel can dynamically reconfigure itself 
over a range of discharges to convey the provided sediment load without undergoing time-
averaged net evacuation or deposition of sediment. 
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CHAPTER 8  
 
SANDBAR DYNAMICS IN RELATION TO BACKWATER-HABITATS 
Abstract for Chapter 8: 
 This chapter interprets data from a field study conducted on the middle Green River in 
2014 that focuses on the processes responsible for forming and maintaining backwater-habitats. 
Particular attention in the current analysis is given to the phenomenon of sandbar interactions 
with other sandbars. The processes that shape individual sandbar / backwater-habitat 
assemblages over the course of the spring high flow event cannot be properly understood without 
knowledge of other bars in the system and how they can either augment or disrupt such 
backwater-habitat sites. A simple conceptual model is presented of three canonical cases of bar-
bar interactions in this system that differ based on the degree of channel geometry forcing. 
Ultimately, the bar-bar interactions cause the sandbars associated with backwater-habitat sites to 
go through a natural cycle of birth, growth, death, and rebirth. This lack of long-term stability of 
individual sites appears to be beneficial to the long-term preservation of backwater-habitats, 
reducing the likelihood of bars becoming colonized with perennial vegetation and eventually 
converting to floodplain. 
 In addition to the bar-unit scale interpretations, local interpretations at individual sandbar 
/ backwater-habitat assemblages are presented. The basic bar anatomy of the bar-tail and main 
bar body are described in the context of the processes that lead to their formation and 
modification. Observations from both the hydraulic and bathymetric measurements, along with 
interpretations of the sedimentological data, indicate the importance of the bar-head 
configuration in controlling the through-flow passing down the near-bank swale. Modes of 
deposition within the near-bank swale are described, along with the conditions that make net 
deposition more likely. The knowledge gained through this analysis has not yet advanced to the 
point of being able to make a priori predictions of specific bar response or a general net response 
of all bars in a reach to a particular spring flood hydrograph. However, the insight gained 
regarding the formative processes has advanced to the point where more physically-sound 
hypotheses can be developed and tested. Although numerical modeling of such a complex 
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system seemed somewhat unrealistic at the beginning of this effort, the conceptual model 
developed for bar-bar interactions hopefully provides some basic framework for assessing the 
realism of such modeling that may be possible in the future. 
8.1  Introduction 
Operation of the Flaming Gorge Dam is guided in part by flow recommendations in the 
Muth et al. (2000) study that was conducted under the auspices of the Upper Colorado River 
Endangered Fish Recovery Program. The flow recommendations were established with the goal 
of benefiting three federally listed fish species, one of which is the endangered Colorado 
Pikeminnow (Ptychocheilus lucius). One habitat element considered important for Colorado 
Pikeminnow is backwater-habitat associated with bank-attached sandbars; these are regions of 
open water that are contiguous with the low flow channel, but have negligible flow velocity due 
to the presence of a physical feature (sandbar, island, etc.) that creates an embayment. The 
amount and quality of backwater habitat is determined by the relation between the flow stage and 
the topographic surfaces of the bar and backwater swale. 
Many of the key physical processes responsible for sandbar / backwater formation and 
modification were elucidated by Rakowski and Schmidt (1999); that analysis provides the 
physical framework onto which new process-based investigations can augment the existing 
understanding. Those findings were based on a fairly limited spatial and temporal data set. To 
partially mitigate that shortcoming, Argonne National Laboratory undertook field surveys from 
2002-2015 within the Ouray National Wildlife Refuge to expand both the temporal and spatial 
scales available for analysis (Grippo et al., 2015). Those field surveys were limited to 
topographically describing a sample of sandbar / backwater assemblages during the baseflow 
season, following the period of significant geomorphic work accomplished by the annual spring 
snowmelt hydrologic event. This chapter provides interpretations from a new field study 
undertaken in 2014 to gain additional insight into the physics of geomorphic surface 
modification in the middle Green River that is not possible through evaluating the end conditions 
resulting from the spring snowmelt hydrologic event. A primary objective of the field study was 
to obtain data while the geomorphic processes were active during the high flow season in order 
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to provide direct measurements, rather than relying on indirect inferences, to evaluate the 
processes. 
This chapter primarily focuses on providing interpretations to the 2014 field data, in 
particular as the interpretations relate to implications on backwater-habitat. The 2014 field data 
set is extensive, and rather than having an excessively long chapter, the field data is included in 
Appendix A rather than the main report. The interpretations are intended to provide the structure 
and organizing principles to assist a reader in understanding the data in Appendix A. (This does 
not exclude the possibility of making alternate interpretations of the data.) The data interpretation 
is broken up into two sections: (a) bar-unit-scale interpretations that primarily address bar 
interactions with each other; and (b) local-scale interpretations that address processes that are 
suitably described at the scale of an individual bar/backwater assemblage. 
The interpretations also have a direct implication on the issue of bank accretion, which is 
addressed in Chapter 9; the imagery evaluated in Chapter 9 assisted in the interpretations of the 
field data in the current chapter. 
8.2  Background Theory / Physical Principle of Bar Dynamics 
The following background theory section was prepared for an audience without expertise 
in river geomorphology and sandbar dynamics, as part of a technical report being prepared 
concurrently with the dissertation. However, despite the simplicity of its presentation, it contains 
fundamental ideas used in the data interpretations in the sections that follow. 
A robust conceptual model for the Green River must take into account the dynamics of 
bar formation, propagation of bars through the system, and the interaction of bars with each other 
and with respect to channel plan-form (width variations and curvature). The bar dynamics are 
important not only for backwater habitat formation and modification, but also play a key role in 
potential channel width modification and its temporal rate. Thus, some basic background 
information regarding bar dynamics is provided. Four principle characteristics of bars are 
described herein, based on the existing literature: (1) bar mode, or channel pattern; (2) bar 
wavelength; (3) bar height; and (4) bar celerity, or the downstream propagation velocity. Each of 
these characteristics are described in some detail; following the descriptions, the relevance of 
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each with respect to backwater habitat characteristics (area, volume, depth) is provided in the 
summary at the end of the chapter. 
 The background information provided is based on primarily idealized cases that were 
approached through either sophisticated analytical treatments or simplified laboratory 
experiments. The background is not intended to lead the reader to believe that exact predictions 
of the four principle characteristics are possible in a natural river as complex as the middle Green 
River. Rather, the background is intended to indicate, in a relative sense, how the system 
parameters (channel geometry, discharge characteristics, sediment characteristics) can be 
expected to influence each of the bar characteristics and also indicate which conceptual 
simplifications are most suitable for the middle Green River. 
 The middle Green River is confined within a meandering bedrock valley of variable 
width and long wavelength. The plan form of the modern channel within the valley floor deviates 
little from the plan form of the valley. Some mild channel sinuosity within the valley floor is 
evident in the higher channel sinuosity relative to the valley sinuosity within the middle Green 
River reported by Schmidt (1994). The channel plan form generally consists of fairly long 
reaches with low-curvature interrupted by bends that are primarily associated with a forced 
change of channel direction due to impingement on the bedrock valley walls at a bend in the 
valley alignment. The resulting bar dynamics within the system can be reasonably well-
characterized using theory and experiments based on straight or low-curvature channels, 
although areas of high curvature have a strong local influence. 
 The most basic variable that must be characterized in any theoretical or empirical 
treatment of bar dynamics is the mode, illustrated in Figure 8.1 below.  
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Figure 8.1: Illustration of potential bar configurations in a theoretical treatment, following that of Parker (1976). 
The dash-dotted lines are flow paths; the shaded oblong regions are incipient submerged bars. 
The theoretical treatments based on classical stability analysis, such as those of Parker 
(1976) illustrated in Fig. 8.1, assume that the flow is steady and all incipient bars are submerged. 
A more detailed discussion of linear stability analysis is provided later in this section, but the 
general principle is that an inherent instability exists in the coupled system of fluid and sediment 
motion in a mobile bed channel under certain discharge and channel geometry conditions. 
Instability indicates that a small perturbation of the bed grows rather than decays, and this 
instability leads to the development of repeated patterns of bars. According to such analyses, 
Mode 2 and higher modes represent conditions leading to development of a braided channel 
pattern, and Mode 1 indicates conditions leading to an alternate bar pattern, which is thought to 
be a precursor of a straight reach developing into a single-thread meandering river (e.g. 
Callander, 1969; Parker, 1976). The higher modes characteristic of braiding develop under either 
a large channel width-depth ratio and/or a large longitudinal channel slope. 
 Prediction of the mode based on channel geometry and discharge is complicated using 
linear stability analysis; however, recently Crosato and Mosselman (2009) have provided a 
relatively simple predictor, based on the stability analysis of Struiksma et al. (1985), in which the 
mode is an explicit function of channel width, longitudinal gradient, discharge, channel 
roughness, sediment diameter, and a parameter related to the sediment transport rate. An 
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important aspect of the predictor is that the mode changes as a function of the prevailing 
formative discharge and channel geometry, and thus, analysis can be provided for a range of 
potential discharge conditions and under various scenarios of channel width modification. In the 
predictor, discharge directly affects the width-depth ratio (lower discharge yields higher width-
depth ratio). Larger values of the width-depth ratio, longitudinal slope, and channel roughness 
tend to increase the mode. The predictor of Crosato and Mosselman (2009) predicts Mode 2 bars 
for a typical 200 m wide reach of the middle Green River at bankfull discharge and predicts 
Mode 1 for widths less than approximately 140 m. As will be demonstrated in the Results section 
of this report, the middle Green River in the study area is dominated by Mode 1 and Mode 2 
pattern. The occurrence of both Mode 1 and 2 channel pattern suggests that the middle Green 
River is best classified as weakly-braided, using the nomenclature of Kleinhans and van den 
Berg (2011).  
 To help clarify some terminology used in describing the Mode 1 pattern, Figures 8.2 
through 8.4 are provided to help relate the terminology to features observed in the middle Green 
River. 
 
Figure 8.2: An isometric view schematization of a photograph looking upstream within a laboratory flume that 
shows Mode 1 channel pattern from experiments (see Parker (2006), Ch.8, p.11 for photograph). 
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In straight laboratory flumes as shown in Fig. 8.2, the bar forms are not static, but rather 
they migrate downstream in the direction of the flow, while maintaining their basic geometric 
form. A plan view illustration of the Mode 1 sequence in a natural channel with erodible bed and 
banks based on Bridge and Demicco (2008) is shown in Figure 8.3. This figure reveals the same 
conceptual pattern as Figure 8.2, but is more directly relatable to features observed in the middle 
Green River. 
 
Figure 8.3: Plan view of Mode 1 sequence in a channel with erodible banks based that follows from Bridge and 
Demicco (2008). Frame (a) illustrates simple diagonal bars with the high elevation areas becoming emergent, during 
early river evolution; Frame (b) shows continued evolution once significant bank erosion has occurred. 
In the field setting of the middle Green River, the general pattern of a high-elevation bar-
head and a lower elevation bar-tail illustrated in Fig. 8.3(b) is readily observed. It comprises the 
fundamental structure of bars that provide backwater habitat, although actual bars may consist of 
a complex amalgamation of such features. Of particular importance is the inundated area 
between the bar-tail and the bank, which is the primary setting of backwater habitats. The flow 
pattern that causes this geomorphic formation is briefly described as follows. During high flow 
conditions, the high-elevation portions of the bar fronts (shaded in Fig. 8.3) shelter the area 
immediately downstream from deep, swift flow. The deep, swift flow riverward of the high-
elevation part of the bar then expands into the sheltered region, resulting in flow being 
decelerated and directed obliquely toward the bank. Deceleration leads to sediment deposition, 
and a bar advances toward the bank in the direction of the flow with its crest aligned roughly 
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parallel to the bank as illustrated in Fig. 8.3. This process is well-described by Smith (1971) 
regarding bar-fronts aligned parallel to the banks in the sand-bedded lower Platte River.  
 During field investigations on the middle Green River during the base-flow season, the 
crests of the bar-tails were readily followed from the higher elevation emergent area into the 
water where the crest continued to descend below the water surface in the downstream direction. 
The bar-tail thus comprises the upstream end of a diagonal bar as illustrated in Fig. 8.3(b). The 
submerged portions of the diagonal bars that build up during the high flow season gradually 
become dissected and lose coherence during the base flow season as low-flows develop paths of 
least resistance by eroding portions of the diagonal bar crests. Although the region between the 
bar-tail and the bank is the most common geomorphic setting of backwater habitats, the higher-
elevation features demarcated as emergent bar-head in Fig. 8.3(b) commonly have a topographic 
surface that is convex-upward in cross-section (Grippo et al., 2015); this also provides the 
potential for backwater habitat near the bank if the crest of the convex landform is emergent and 
the water level is high enough to submerge the near-bank region. To further illustrate some of the 
concepts described above, a view of a Mode 1 sequence in Green River from 2012 is illustrated 
in Figure 8.4. 
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Figure 8.4: (a) Plan view of Mode 1 configuration with diagonal bars from June 2012 aerial photograph (source: 
Google Earth) of the middle Green River, which encompasses the Backwater 2 field site (see Appendix A); (b) a 
schematized diagram that illustrates various features from the aerial photograph. 
(a) 
(b) 
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A Mode 2 sequence consists of an added row onto the Mode 1 pattern, as illustrated 
conceptually in Figure 8.5(a). Because the diagonal bars of the Mode 2 pattern are generally 
submerged, field examples from aerial photographs commonly only reveal the central bars, and 
so an example from the 2014 Green River field bathymetry is provided to better illustrate the 
structure of the Mode 2 bar pattern. The Mode 2 bar pattern has a “wishbone” configuration with 
the diagonal bars leading to a higher-elevation central bar that may become emergent during base 
flows. 
Figure 8.5: (a) Isometric view schematization of a flume twice as wide as that shown in Fig. 8.2, but with the same 
flow depth, yielding Mode 2 bar configuration; the areas demarcated with ‘*’ indicate high-elevation regions that 
may become emergent; (b) a plan view of bathymetry from the Green River field site that illustrates the 
characteristic wishbone configuration of the Mode 2 configuration. 
Despite the presence of both Mode 1 and Mode 2 pattern in the middle Green River, the 
Mode 1 single row of alternate bars is the elemental unit, of which higher modes can be 
conceptualized as added rows (Ikeda, 1984). Thus, the bar dynamics are primarily discussed in 
terms of their Mode 1 configuration. A definition diagram regarding other bar characteristics in 
the Mode 1 configuration is provided below in Figure 8.6. 
(a) (b)
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Figure 8.6: Plan view Mode 1 bar definition diagram following Ikeda (1984). The crests of the diagonal bars are 
shown in solid lines; the path of the flow centroid is shown with the dash-dotted line; the green-shaded areas are 
deep regions immediately downstream from the bar crests. The upstream ends of the deep areas would correspond to 
backwater habitat if the bar crests became emergent. 
The bar unit illustrated in Fig. 8.6 is a sequence that is repeated in the longitudinal 
direction, as previously illustrated in Fig. 8.2. The bar forms propagate downstream with 
relatively constant dimensions once the steady state is reached (Fujita and Muramoto, 1985; 
Nelson, 1990). The type of bar feature illustrated in Fig. 8.6 is referred to herein as a diagonal 
bar, although such features are also commonly referred to as transverse bars or unit bars (Bridge 
and Demicco, 2008). The illustration of Fig. 8.6 is a highly idealized configuration of migrating 
alternate bars, observed primarily in laboratory channels and some channelized rivers; however, 
important aspects of bar dynamics can be quantified with this simplification. In the middle Green 
River, the bars are generally more complex, being comprised of an amalgamation of depositional 
sequences known as compound bars, as described by Rakowski and Schmidt (1999). The 
compound bars arise in large measure due to bars becoming fixed in space for a number of years 
due to the forcing imposed by the irregular geometry of the river. The additional details 
necessary to characterize middle Green River compound bars are addressed later in this section. 
 Following the determination of the bar mode, the next most basic variable to characterize 
is the bar wavelength as illustrated in Fig. 8.6. For the case of the middle Green River, of 
particular interest is the relationship between the spring flow discharge and the wavelength of the 
resulting bars. Early empirical studies identified the channel width as the primary governing 
variable in dictating the alternate bar wavelength (Leopold and Wolman, 1957); in that study, 
any dependence of wavelength on discharge was attributed to the coexisting relationship between 
discharge and width. The Leopold and Wolman (1957) relationship expresses bar wavelength as 
an approximately linear function of channel width. Ikeda (1984) illustrated through his own 
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experiments and a compilation of other laboratory and field data that the relationship of Leopold 
and Wolman (1957) provided a reasonable description of alternate bar wavelength that could be 
utilized for design purposes, but that the scatter in the data suggested variables other than 
channel width influence the relationship. Ikeda (1984) also evaluated the data with respect to the 
linear stability analysis of Parker (1976) and determined that it performed well, provided that the 
longitudinal slope was mild (low Froude number). The Parker (1976) relationship for alternate 
bar wavelength is a function of channel width, depth, and channel roughness. Nelson (1990) used 
the results of a fully non-linear numerical model in comparison with laboratory data and 
observed that linear stability analyses accurately predict the initial bar wavelength, but that the 
wavelength increases with time from the initial condition as the bars develop to their steady state 
configuration; thus, the predictions from linear stability analysis tend to underestimate the actual 
steady state wavelength by 30 to 40 percent. The experiments of Niño and García (1992) and 
Lanzoni (2000) indicated a fairly narrow range of alternate bar wavelengths in fixed-width 
flumes with no clear dependence on flow depth or other discharge variables; the observed range 
of wavelengths fell close to the empirical relationship of Leopold and Wolman (1957). The 
analysis of Crosato and Mosselman (2009) provides an explicit predictor for bar wavelength that 
includes bar mode; that predictor indicates a modest increase in bar wavelength with increasing 
flow depth (discharge) for each range of width-depth ratios in which the bar mode is valid. The 
parameter to which the wavelength is most sensitive is the bar mode, where an increase in mode 
is associated with a substantial decrease in wavelength. To summarize the findings regarding bar 
wavelength, the preponderance of evidence suggests that the channel width is the primary 
variable that determines bar wavelength; however, other factors such as discharge and channel 
roughness theoretically have an important influence that has yet to be convincingly demonstrated 
by experimental data. 
 The third bar characteristic analyzed is the bar height, or amplitude. Ikeda (1984) defined 
the bar height to be the elevation difference between the bar crest and the pool bottom at the 
cross section containing the maximum pool depth within the bar unit (see Fig. 8.6 above). Based 
on laboratory experiments, he found that the bar height scaled with the flow depth; and that the 
bar height–mean flow depth ratio (known as the dimensionless bar height) increased with 
increasing width-to-depth ratio and to a lesser extent with increasing grain size. Classic linear 
stability analyses calculate the initial bar growth rate for incipient bars with specified 
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wavelengths, however a finite amplitude does not result from such analyses. Columbini et al. 
(1987) added onto the basic linear stability analysis a weakly non-linear component that allowed 
determination of the amplitude that is valid for a limited range of width-depth ratios. The 
dimensionless bar height relation determined was an increasing function of the width-depth ratio 
along with complicated functions of sediment grain size and the boundary shear stress. The 
prediction from that relationship compared favorably with a compilation of laboratory data, 
including that of Ikeda (1984). Columbini et al. (1987) also defined a maximum scour depth, 
based on Ikeda (1984), as the elevation difference between the mean bed surface elevation and 
the elevation of the bottom of the deepest portion of the pool. The analytical results suggested 
that the scour depth was approximately 57% of the total bar height. Niño and García (1992) 
found values of the scour depth to be 75% of the total bar height in their laboratory experiments. 
The latter results also revealed that the increasing relationship between dimensionless bar height 
and width-to-depth ratio did not increase over the full range of possible width-depth ratios, as 
suggested by the Ikeda (1984) and Colombini et al. (1987) relationships; rather, the 
dimensionless bar height reaches a maximum value at moderate width-depth ratio and then 
decreases sharply at higher width-depth ratios. The reason for the inflection in the relationship at 
high width-depth ratios is due to the reduced sediment transport capacity under the shallow flow 
conditions associated with high width-depth ratios. As bed shear stress approaches the critical 
condition under which sediment is no longer mobilized, the flow can neither aggrade bar 
surfaces nor excavate sediment from the pools. This inflection is pronounced in a laboratory 
setting, due to the small depths and consequently low boundary shear stresses. 
 The fourth variable characterized is the bar celerity (downstream propagation velocity). 
With reference to the schematized photograph of the laboratory channel shown in Fig. 8.2, 
during flow conditions capable of mobilizing the sediment, the bars will migrate downstream in 
the direction of the photographer. The positions of the bar fronts along the axis of the channel 
can be analyzed with respect to time, and the celerity is the distance the bar migrates downstream 
per unit time. In discussing bar celerity, it is necessary to distinguish between “free” bars and 
“forced” bars. Free bars develop spontaneously in straight channels due to an inherent instability 
in the system of flowing water and sediment in a mobile-bed channel under a range of flow and 
channel geometry conditions; forced bars are those that develop due to an imposed change in the 
channel plan-form (Seminara and Tubino, 1989). In the absence of channel plan-form forcing, as 
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in the straight-walled flume shown in Fig. 8.2, free bars migrate downstream; however, the 
migration of free bars may be suppressed under certain plan-form forcing conditions (Tubino and 
Seminara, 1990). The linear stability analyses of Parker (1976) and Crosato and Mosselman 
(2009) discussed previously to predict bar mode and wavelength are based on different solutions 
to the linear stability problem; the former solution is based on free bars and the latter solution is 
based on forced bars. Free bar stability analysis provides a solution for the conditions in which 
incipient bars propagate downstream with a constant celerity. With the wavelength specified, the 
growth rate and celerity of the bars can be solved; the assumption is made that the fluvial system 
naturally selects the wavelength corresponding to the maximum bar growth rate. In forced bar 
stability analysis, the assumption is made that perturbations are fixed in space, and the conditions 
under which the perturbations are excited or damped in the downstream direction are evaluated. 
Thus, bar celerity is undefined when considering forced bars. Using free bar linear stability 
analysis, a simple expression for bar celerity is not possible. However, the celerity can be 
graphically expressed as a function of bar wavelength, channel width-depth ratio, boundary shear 
stress, and the sediment diameter (Niño and García, 1992). Experimental studies (Niño and 
García, 1992; Lanzoni, 2000) have found reasonable agreements within an order of magnitude 
between the theoretical predictions and the experimental results regarding the celerity. Both data 
sets revealed bar celerity that generally fell in the order of magnitude of 0.01% to 0.1% of the 
mean flow velocity. Niño and García (1992) note that bar celerity must scale with the sediment 
transport rate, which increases exponentially with the boundary shear stress and consequently the 
flow depth; their data generally fits the exponential relationship with flow depth. 
 Progressing from the simple bar configurations illustrated previously to more complex 
bars that are also observed in the middle Green River requires a detailed description of forced 
bars. Several different types of forced bars are described in the literature. Point bars that develop 
at the inside of channel bends are forced due to the channel curvature. Another type of forced bar 
develops due to perturbations in the channel width, and this type of forcing is particularly 
relevant with respect to the types of bars that form backwater habitat in the middle Green River. 
The perturbation can be either a singular obstruction or regular oscillations in the bank lines, 
both of which are described herein. Furthermore, forcing conditions can influence bar dynamics 
at the local-scale (in direct proximity to the perturbation) and at the reach-scale (repeated 
patterns of bars downstream that are adjusted to the perturbation). In the case of compound bars, 
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the local-scale and reach-scale effects may be difficult to disentangle; however, these effects also 
will be described in the context of the middle Green River. 
 A perturbation associated with a single fixed obstruction (or constriction) was analyzed 
experimentally by Lanzoni (2000), in addition to the experiments on freely migrating bars 
described previously. In those experiments, an obstruction was placed at the upstream end of the 
flow, and bars were allowed to develop downstream of the obstruction. The setup and results are 
conceptually illustrated in Figure 8.7. 
 
Figure 8.7: A plan view illustrating bars developed downstream of a fixed constriction. The black lines are 
streamlines, the red lines are bar fronts, and the blue regions are the high part of the bars; the numbers ‘1’, ‘2’, and 
‘3’ illustrate the temporal sequence of the bar development. 
Starting from a bed that is initially flat, the dashed red lines labeled “1” and “2” on Fig. 
8.7 represent the transient states of the developing bar downstream of the constriction under 
steady flow conditions. The bar begins to develop in the region of flow deceleration downstream 
of the constriction; the early stage of the bar is demarcated with “1”. The bar continues to 
migrate downstream to position “2” and ultimately the portion of the bar shaded in blue comes to 
rest at position “3”. If the fixed constriction was subsequently moved downstream to a new 
position, the bars would migrate downstream accordingly, eventually achieving the spacing 
shown in Fig. 8.7 at steady state with respect to the constriction. Alternate bars that migrate at 
steady state are not fundamentally different than alternate bars that are fixed at steady state; they 
can be conceptualized as bars developed relative to a moving constriction (a bar) rather than a 
fixed constriction. Returning to Fig. 8.7, the distance that the bar migrates downstream of the 
fixed constriction before coming to rest is dependent on the discharge. A lower flow with less 
inertia requires less downstream distance for the streamlines to adjust to the bed deformation and 
redistribute the flow toward the opposite bank. The next diagonal bar downstream of the one 
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labeled “3” is the steady state configuration; the transient states associated with its development 
are not shown to keep the illustration clear. The configuration shown in Fig. 8.7 is effectively 
identical to that shown in Figs. 8.2 and 8.6, except that the bars are not freely migrating once 
steady state is reached. The configuration shown in Fig. 8.7 represents a reach-scale adjustment 
to the forcing. 
 In a natural system such as the middle Green River, following a high flow condition that 
established a bar configuration such as shown in Fig. 8.7, the reach geometry would evolve 
during subsequent low flows. The deep areas developed during the high flow at local 
constrictions would tend to fill with sediment, while submerged portions of the diagonal bar 
fronts would be gradually eroded, with the most pronounced erosion occurring where the bar 
front is dissected by a concentrated flow path. The next prolonged high flow event would then be 
expected to cause bed deformation that followed a sequence similar to that illustrated on Fig. 8.7, 
except that the bars from the previous year would affect the flow pattern, provided that those 
bars were not eroded during the intervening period. If the discharge was similar in magnitude 
and duration as the previous year, the new bars would be expected to position themselves in 
close proximity to the pre-existing bars. This process leads to compound bars, and generally 
takes the form of new bars accreting onto existing bars, most commonly along the upstream and 
riverward margins. In such a case, both reach-scale and local effects on bar dynamics are 
evident. The reach-scale effect is evident in that the perturbation forces the bar into the same 
general location, while the local effect is clear in that migration of the new bar is affected by the 
presence of the existing bar. If the compound bar is stable for long enough, it may vegetate, 
vertically accrete, and become a protrusion of the bank line. An example of these processes is 
illustrated in Figure 8.8, where a sequence of upstream accretion surfaces is evident near the 
Backwater 2 site, with several of the accretion surfaces having become vegetated. (Note that all 
numbered Backwater sites refer to the Argonne National Laboratory surveys as reported in 
Grippo et al. (2015); the locations of the numbered Backwater sites are shown on Fig. A.2 in 
Appendix A.)  
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Figure 8.8: A 2004 aerial photograph (Source: Google Earth) that shows three upstream accretion surfaces formed 
at a protrusion of the bank at the Backwater 2 site. The three depositional features that became vegetated are labeled 
'1', '2', and '3'. Downstream-migrating bars continue to accrete at this site, although the vegetated area has not 
expanded substantially since 2004. 
In addition to the accretion of bars onto the upstream side of a protrusion as illustrated in 
Fig. 8.8, the downstream side of a protrusion is also a likely site of bar deposition due to local 
effects. If the protrusion is abrupt, as in the fixed constriction shown in Fig. 8.7, the flow 
separates downstream, generating a recirculation zone (eddy) where sand tends to deposit (e.g., 
Schmidt et al., 1993; Wright and Kaplinski, 2011). When the protrusion is not abrupt, the flow 
does not separate, but still decelerates as the streamlines diverge; the deceleration tends to cause 
bar deposition, and bankward migration of diagonal bars, as described previously. A good 
example of the local effect is the deposition downstream of a vegetated protrusion associated 
with the Backwater 14 site. In the sequence of aerial photographs available on Google Earth, a 
vegetated bar first appears on the left bank in the 2004 aerial photograph; the region downstream 
of the protrusion on the left bank contains emergent sand in all subsequent aerial photographs 
taken during low flow conditions. The 2015 aerial photograph of this site is shown in Figure 8.9. 
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Figure 8.9: 2015 aerial photograph (source: Google Earth) showing a bar deposited downstream of a vegetated 
protrusion. 
Examples of forced bars that develop in direct association with individual protrusions of 
the bank line have been illustrated in Figs. 8.7 to 8.9. The other type of forced bar of interest to 
the middle Green River is associated with regular oscillations of the bank lines, rather than 
individual protrusions. Theoretical treatments of this case have been performed by Bittner et al. 
(1995) and Repetto et al. (2002). These analytical treatments are based on small amplitude width 
variation, which is often not a valid assumption in the middle Green River where protrusions can 
be quite large (see Fig. 8.9); nevertheless, the analytical treatments reveal fundamental aspects of 
bar dynamics when channel width varies. Both Bittner et al. (1995) and Repetto et al. (2002) 
treat axisymmetric sinusoidal variations in channel width, as illustrated in Fig. 8.10. 
 
Figure 8.10: Plan view of sinusoidal channel width variation used for idealized analysis, following Bittner et al. 
(1995). 
The analyses based on Fig. 8.10 assume that the width variations are mild, which 
prevents flow separation and development of a depositional recirculation zone immediately 
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downstream of the constriction, such as that observed downstream of debris fans (e.g. Schmidt et 
al., 1993). The experimental results of Bittner et al. (1995) revealed that the dominant factors in 
the bar dynamics are the amplitude of the width variations, the wavelength of the width 
variations, and the flow width-depth ratio. Under conditions of fixed wavelength width 
variations, when the amplitude of width variations is very small and the flow depth is low, 
migrating alternate bars continue to migrate downstream without being substantially affected by 
the width variations; as flow depth increases, the alternate bars become fixed in space but 
maintain their general alternate bank configuration. With an increase in the amplitude of width 
variations, suppression of bar migration is achieved at shallower flow depths relative to the low-
amplitude case. When flow depth increases in the larger-amplitude scenario, the alternate pattern 
of the bars is disrupted, leading to two possible outcomes illustrated in Figure 8.11. 
 
Figure 8.11: Plan view showing (a) Central bars; and (b) lateral bars. 
The results of the analysis of Bittner et al. (1995) and Repetto et al. (2002) demonstrate 
that central bars, as illustrated in Fig. 8.11(a), only become well-defined under certain 
conditions. When the wavelength is too short with respect to the given discharge, the flow does 
not sufficiently decelerate in the wide region to allow deposition of a well-defined central bar; in 
this case, the flow maintains a high velocity core along the centerline, and sediment deposits 
along the margins as lateral bars, as illustrated in Fig. 8.11(b). When the wavelength is too long, 
deposition occurs fairly uniformly in the cross-stream direction throughout the wide reach. There 
(a) 
(b) 
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is a wavelength for a given discharge that maximizes bar height and that excites bar development 
at the same wavelength in a straight reach downstream, which is analogous to the resonant 
condition identified in the linear stability analysis of Blondeaux and Seminara (1985). These 
results are based on steady state conditions starting from an initially flat bed. However, the 
results also suggest that if a low-elevation bar constructed of identical mobile bed material was 
placed in the location shown in Fig. 8.11(a), the upstream end of the bar would be impinged 
upon by high velocity flow in the case where the wavelength was too short, resulting in eventual 
erosion of the feature from upstream to downstream. In the case of the wavelength that is too 
long, deposition would occur in the deeper region around the bar margin. While the analysis 
based on Fig. 8.11 was originally designed to understand central bar formation, the results are 
directly applicable to the case of alternate bar development when oscillations of the bank line are 
present on only one bank. This conceptualization simply involves redefining the boundary of the 
domain along the original centerline, as illustrated in Figure 8.12. Due to the symmetry of the 
domain, the solution is identical if boundary effects associated with the new left bank are 
neglected, although boundary effects are later shown to be locally important in the development 
of the bank-attached flow path associated with backwater habitats. In the case of the middle 
Green River, such protrusions along the bank line are generally associated with pre-existing bars 
that can be considered static over some portion of the hydrograph or stable bars that have 
become vegetated and converted to floodplain, as described previously. 
 
Figure 8.12: Sinusoidal width variations on one side of the channel. 
The lobate bank protrusions that are common in the middle Green River are particularly 
suitable to this type of conceptualization. Figure 8.13 below illustrates regular oscillations of the 
left bank just north of Johnson Bottom (river km 28, based on the stationing in Figure A.1 in 
Appendix A). 
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Figure 8.13: (a) Sinusoidal width variations along the east bank of the Green River from a 2015 aerial photograph 
(source: Google Earth); (b) an aerial photograph of the same site in 2004 (source: Google Earth). In both cases, the 
natural wavelengths of the bars are not in phase with the width variations. 
Note that in Fig. 8.13(b), the alternate bar configuration is not strongly influenced by 
width variations, as bars have deposited in both wide areas and narrow areas, and both within the 
recesses between protrusions and opposite the recesses between protrusions. Such a result 
corresponds to the experiments on low-amplitude width variation and low flow depth of Bittner 
et al. (1995). 
 Summarizing the background information regarding forced bars, the bars in the middle 
Green River have characteristics of both freely migrating bars and forced bars. Bars that form in 
the absence of local forcing associated with channel plan-form variability are generally 
configured in either a Mode 1 or Mode 2 pattern. The bars migrate downstream until 
encountering some forcing condition that disrupts the continued migration. The forcing condition 
commonly yields reach-scale effects of regular patterns of bars deposited downstream.  
(a) (b)
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   Summary: Relationship of Bar Characteristics to Habitat, Flow Regime, and Channel Width 
 Four bar characteristics have been described in this section: (1) bar mode, or channel 
pattern; (2) bar wavelength; (3) bar height; and (4) bar celerity, or the downstream propagation 
velocity. Of these four characteristics, only the bar height directly relates to backwater habitat 
properties (area, volume, depth) when considering an individual sandbar. The other bar 
characteristics relate to the number, distribution, and year-to-year stability of bars, which 
indirectly affects backwater habitat when evaluating a larger spatial scale. These relationships 
are described in this subsection. 
 The dimensionless bar height is defined as the ratio between the maximum bar 
topographic relief and the mean flow depth under the formative discharge condition; herein, the 
formative discharge refers to the discharge to which the bar geometry adjusted during the high 
flow season. This discharge is necessarily somewhat less than the instantaneous peak discharge, 
as a minimum duration must be attained in order for bar geometry to become adjusted to the 
discharge; however, that minimum duration will be dependent on both the magnitude of the 
discharge and the shape of the hydrograph, and thus, the minimum duration must be considered 
an unknown. The maximum bar topographic relief is the elevation difference between the highest 
point of the bar crest and the lowest point of the pool bottom; the deepest part of the pool is 
predicted to occur bankward of the bar-tail (see Figs. 8.3 and 8.6). The experimental and 
theoretical relationships suggest that the dimensionless bar height increases with increasing flow 
depth. Note that if the dimensionless bar height was predicted to be constant over all flow depths, 
the maximum bar topographic relief would increase linearly with flow depth; however, because 
the relationship is not constant, the maximum topographic relief is predicted to increase 
nonlinearly (with exponent >1) as flow depth increases. Under the most simple possible bar 
configuration of Mode 1 bars that freely migrate under steady state high flow conditions, the 
implications on backwater habitat properties are that the following conditions are predicted with 
increasing depth of the formative discharge condition: (a) backwater habitat would be 
maintainable over a larger range of stage during the base flow period; and (b) the mean 
backwater depth at any given stage would be greater. However, these predictions do not permit 
any inferences to be made regarding the backwater area; thus, inferences also cannot be made 
regarding backwater volume or the shape of a backwater habitat area versus stage curve. 
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 In reaches where the channel is narrow, the mean flow depth will be greater. The scaling 
of the bar height relationship with the mean flow depth suggests that the topographic relief is 
predicted to increase as width decreases. However, the distribution of bars will differ between 
narrow and wide reaches, and in the extreme case of a reach where the width-to-depth ratio 
becomes less than a critical value (on the order of 10:1), bars will be fully suppressed from 
forming (Columbini et al., 1987; Niño and García, 1992). The issue of the distribution of bars 
and the year-to-year stability of bars must be addressed using the other three bar characteristics. 
 The bar mode and wavelength have a strong effect on the number and distribution of bars 
within a reach. In the Mode 1 configuration, a single wavelength comprises two sandbars, one on 
each bank; in the Mode 2 configuration, a single wavelength comprises three sandbars, one on 
each bank and one midchannel bar in the central portion of the channel (see Fig. 8.1). The Mode 
1 configuration is dominant in reaches with narrow channel width, and it becomes increasingly 
likely in wider reaches as the formative discharge increases. If the wavelengths were identical 
between the Mode 1 and Mode 2 bar configurations, the number of bars per unit river length 
would be greater in the Mode 2 reach by an approximately 3:2 ratio. However, the wavelength of 
the Mode 2 configuration is less than that of the Mode 1 configuration under conditions of 
equivalent discharge (Crosato and Mosselman, 2009); in other words, a wide reach with Mode 2 
configuration is predicted to contain bars positioned at a shorter wavelength than the narrow 
reach with Mode 1 configuration. Thus, the number of bars in the Mode 2 reach can be expected 
to exceed that of a Mode 1 reach by greater than 3:2 ratio. The largest number of bars would be 
expected if the formative discharge was low, thus leading to more of the river configured with 
Mode 2 bars; in such a case, more bank-attached bars and more midchannel bars would be 
expected. These bars would be predicted to have less topographic relief as discussed in the 
paragraphs above regarding bar height. 
 A direct relationship between the total number of bars in a reach and the number of bars 
that contain associated backwater habitat has not been established. The relationship between the 
number of bars and the number of backwaters is expected to be positive; however, the 
relationship between the number of bars and total backwater area is certainly more complex. Past 
data has suggested that midchannel bars provide considerably less backwater habitat than bars 
situated along the banks (Pucherelli and Clark, 1989), in terms of both backwater number and 
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area under a typical range of stage expected to occur during the base flow season. A clear 
physical basis exists for the larger mean area of backwaters associated with bank-attached 
sandbars. The backwater habitats can be present along nearly the full longitudinal axis of a bank-
attached bar, as described following Fig. 8.3, whereas backwater habitat would only be expected 
in the depression between bar-tails at the downstream end of a midchannel bar, due to active 
river flow on both sides of the bar. 
 Both the bar mode and the wavelength must be taken into account in discussing the 
significance of bar celerity on backwater habitat; the significance primarily relates to the 
frequency of bar-building and bar-disrupting events caused by migrating bars on those bar / 
backwater assemblages whose position is fixed due to a channel geometry forcing condition. 
Migrating bars have the potential to: (a) migrate into a position to accrete onto a forced bar and 
increase the size and complexity of the forced bar; (b) migrate into a position that has a 
disruptive effect, potentially redirecting a primary flow path and causing wholesale erosion of a 
forced bar and the subsequent loss of the backwater site; (c) migrate into some intermediate 
position that has lesser effect on the forced bar. The highest frequency of bar-building and bar-
disrupting events occurs when the bar celerity is high and the bar wavelength is short. This 
matter is discussed in greater detail in the reach-scale interpretations described in the following 
section.  
8.3  Bar-Unit Scale Data Interpretations 
Three conceptualized cases are evaluated with respect to bar interactions and implications 
on backwater habitat: (1) freely migrating bars in a reach with limited geometric forcing; (2) 
freely migrating bars generated upstream that propagate through a reach with a forced bar; (3) 
bars developed downstream of a geometric forcing condition interacting with previously formed 
forced bars. These conceptualized cases increase in complexity from (1) to (3). Most of the bar 
dynamics in the middle Green River can be interpreted as being characterized by one of these 
three cases. While the real bar dynamics will necessarily be more complex than the 
conceptualizations (e.g., Mode 2 bars instead of Mode 1 bars; reaches that contain elements of 
more than one of the cases), they provide a general framework for understanding the processes. 
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8.3.1 Freely migrating bars, limited geometric forcing 
Free bars that migrate downstream without changing their geometric arrangement are 
illustrated in Figure 8.14 below. 
 
Figure 8.14: Conceptual diagram (plan view) showing free bars with no geometric forcing conditions. 
In a reach with limited geometric forcing conditions, as illustrated in Fig. 8.14, the bars 
migrate a distance downstream that is dictated by the bar celerity integrated over the duration of 
the hydrograph in which the bars are actively migrating. As bars migrate along the banks into 
portions of the channel that previously contained the deep concentrated flow path, the new 
backwater habitat in such cases is expected to be fairly deep. When evaluating the backwater 
habitat from one year to the next, this type of bar dynamics will generally be interpreted as a 
downstream extension of the backwater habitat. This general behavior is observed in the field 
measurement data presented in Chapter 4 at the middle segment (Backwater 10), where diagonal 
bars translated downstream approximately 200 meters during the course of the investigation; the 
backwater habitat elongated downstream accordingly. This conceptualization is not perfect for 
the Backwater 10 site, because a large sandbar that deposited immediately upstream of the 
backwater habitat site in 2011 (associated with a dike breach) altered bar dynamics in the reach; 
i.e., that large bar constituted a forcing condition. 
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8.3.2 Upstream-generated free bars that propagate into a reach with a forced bar 
The dynamics associated with this conceptualization is illustrated in Figure 8.15. 
 
Figure 8.15: Conceptual diagram (plan view) showing time evolution of free migrating bars interacting with a 
forced bar; to keep the diagram clear, only the high-elevation part of the bars are shown rather than the full diagonal 
bar crests. 
A migrating bar has the greatest potential to build elevation and complexity onto a bank-
attached forced bar when it is migrating along the same bank as the forced bar, as illustrated in 
Fig. 8.15 between time 0 and ∆t. Assuming that the flow levels were reduced back to the base 
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flow conditions at time = ∆t, the forced bar would be larger and more complex, with modified 
backwater habitat. On the other hand, a migrating bar has the greatest potential to be disruptive 
to a bank-attached forced bar when it is migrating along the opposite bank (or in midchannel), as 
illustrated between time ∆t and 2∆t. When the disruptive bar migrates into the close proximity of 
the bank-attached forced bar, a primary flow path can be expected to be redirected onto the 
forced bar, thus causing erosion. The general situation illustrated in Fig. 8.15 characterizes bar 
dynamics at the Backwater 7 site, within the upper measurement segment described in Chapter 4; 
free bars developed in the wide reach upstream of Backwater 7 migrate downstream on both 
sides of the channel. As a result, during some years, the sandbar associated with Backwater 7 is 
built up, and in other years, the sandbar is disrupted. 
 Figure 8.15 highlights both the constructive and destructive aspects of freely migrating 
bars. The celerity of the bars directly influences the frequency of bar-building and bar-disruption 
when the reach contains freely migrating bars. Fig. 8.15 makes clear that the influence of celerity 
cannot be decoupled from the bar wavelength. For example, even if the celerity was high, if the 
wavelength was very long, the frequency of building and disruptive events would be 
considerably reduced relative to the same celerity with shorter wavelength. The most meaningful 
expression of bar celerity is in units of bar wavelengths per unit time. The distance bars travel, 
along with the associated frequency of bar-building and bar-disrupting, is directly a function of 
the duration and magnitude of the spring high flow event. 
8.3.3 Bars developed downstream of a geometric forcing condition interacting with 
previously formed forced bars 
In this conceptualization, the bar dynamics is dominated by an upstream forcing 
condition, as previously illustrated in Fig. 8.7. Three possible outcomes of the bar development 
are illustrated in Figure 8.16, with the outcome dependent on hydrograph duration and 
magnitude. 
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Figure 8.16: Conceptual diagram (plan view) of bar development with respect to a fixed constriction. Three 
potential scenarios exist. Scenario 1 shows the result of a hydrologic event similar in duration and magnitude as the 
event that built the pre-existing bars. Scenario 2 shows the result of a hydrologic event with a smaller formative 
discharge and/or a shorter duration, such that the resulting bar positioning is considerably different than the original 
configuration. Scenario 3 shows the results of a hydrologic event with a greater formative discharge than the one 
that built the pre-existing bars. 
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In Fig. 8.16, at time = 0, the bars from Fig. 8.7 are illustrated; i.e. these are pre-existing 
bars. The assumption is made that a full base flow season has passed since development of the 
pre-existing bars; in such a case, the deep areas would have filled with sediment, and the 
diagonal bar crests would have been reduced in height to yield the initial condition (t	ൌ	0). The 
next hydrologic event then re-initiates the processes illustrated in Fig. 8.7. 
 For each formative discharge condition illustrated in Scenarios 1-3 of Fig. 8.16, a natural 
wavelength of the bars exists; if the formative discharge persists for sufficient duration, the bars 
will position themselves at the natural wavelength; a reasonable estimate of the natural 
wavelength can be obtained from Crosato and Mosselman (2009). The hydrologic event 
illustrated in Scenario 1 represents the condition in which the natural wavelength associated with 
the formative discharge is equal to the wavelength of the pre-existing bar configuration (with 
respect to the fixed constriction). This scenario has the effect of increasing the size and 
complexity of the pre-existing bars. The hydrologic event illustrated in Scenario 2 represents the 
condition in which the natural wavelength is less than the wavelength of the pre-existing bar 
configuration; Scenario 2 also represents the condition in which the hydrograph is of too short 
duration for a larger natural wavelength to be achieved. This scenario has the effect of making 
the overall configuration of bars in the reach more complex, but the pre-existing bars will be 
more substantially disrupted. The event illustrated in Scenario 3 represents the condition in 
which the natural wavelength exceeds the wavelength of the pre-existing bar configuration. This 
scenario has the effect of significantly disrupting the existing bars, but increasing their size and 
repositioning them downstream. These scenarios follow the physical principles from the analysis 
in the previous chapter regarding Bittner et al. (1995) and Repetto et al. (2002). 
 The bar dynamics illustrated in Fig. 8.16 generally characterizes the Backwater 2 site 
within the lower measurement segment described in Chapter 4. The bend in the river upstream of 
the Backwater 2 site serves as a local forcing condition that tends to concentrate flow at the outer 
bank, yielding a somewhat predictable pattern of deposition downstream. However, the bend is 
not a rigid forcing condition; Landsat imagery reveals that in some years, free bars migrating 
through the wide reach upstream of the bend become positioned such that flow concentrates 
nearer to the inner point bar than the outer bank. Because the forcing is not rigid, the bar 
dynamics at this site are intermediate between Fig. 8.15 and Fig. 8.16. The scenarios illustrated 
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in Fig. 8.16 can be utilized to interpret observations from field measurements reported in 
Appendix A, but also to interpret some observations made at the Backwater 2 site in the past:  
 Scenario 1 is the most common occurrence at this site; this results when consecutive 
years experiences similar hydrographs whose bars have similar natural wavelengths. 
Under such a scenario, consecutive surveys following the respective high flow events 
reveal backwaters that changed configuration but not their general position. 
 
 Scenario 2 was experienced at the Backwater 2 site following the 2013 high flow event; 
note that the bar configuration generated under the 2013 hydrograph constituted the 
antecedent conditions associated with the 2014 field measurements described in Chapter 
4. The low magnitude and duration of the spring hydrograph in 2013 caused bars to 
become established with shorter wavelength downstream of the bend, along with a shift 
from Mode 1 to Mode 2 bar configuration (midchannel bars). It is important to note that 
during repeated years with lower than average hydrographs, the shorter wavelength bars 
would be expected to be reinforced, representing a Scenario 1 rather than a Scenario 2 
sequence. 
 
 Scenario 3 was experienced at the Backwater 2 site during the 2014 field measurements. 
The pre-existing bar from 2013 that was positioned immediately downstream of the bend 
was “attacked” by the flow and pushed downstream to a position corresponding to the 
natural wavelength of the 2014 flow. The attack of an ill-positioned 2013 bar by the 2014 
flow was also observed at the upstream measurement site, immediately downstream of 
the constriction at the upper end of that site. 
 
Summary of Bar-Unit-Scale Interpretations: 
 The key difference in the bar dynamics between Fig. 8.15 and Fig. 8.16 is as follows. In 
the case of freely migrating bars (Fig. 8.15), the bar-building and bar-disrupting events occur 
regularly; the magnitude and duration of hydrographs primarily influences the frequency of such 
occurrences. When evaluated over a long time period, the positioning of the alternate bars 
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following a hydrologic event can be expected to be more random. In the case of bars downstream 
of a forcing condition (Fig. 8.16), the bar-building and bar-disrupting events do not occur 
regularly; whether bar-building or bar-disruption occurs depends on the magnitude and duration 
of the hydrograph. The positioning of the alternate bars following a hydrologic event can be 
expected to be less random, achieving a more limited range of possible outcomes. At such sites, 
downstream of a forcing condition, bar disruption is achieved by year-to-year variability of the 
formative discharge. 
 The conceptualization of Fig. 8.16 illustrates a rigid forcing, such that upstream-
generated free bars that propagate along the right bank and approach the section with the fixed 
constriction do not influence the bar dynamics downstream of the constriction. As previously 
indicated, the bend upstream of Backwater 2 is not such a rigid forcing; infrequently bars 
migrating from upstream influence the flow pattern. Even if rigid forcing conditions did not exist 
in the middle Green River, the conceptualization still holds value as a canonical case to which 
actual sites can be compared. However, within the middle Green River there are several 
segments that appear to act as rigid forcings, where the channel width has narrowed to a width 
approaching 100 meters wide. These constrictions were observed to become deeply scoured 
during high flow, such that free bars do not pass through without losing coherence. Repetto et al. 
(2002) describe a process of bars being “swallowed up” in narrows and not reforming for some 
distance downstream following a flow expansion. This description is appropriate for the severe 
constrictions on the middle Green River. 
A final consideration in the reach-scale interpretations is that bars that become vegetated 
and converted to floodplain (i.e., local channel narrowing) are expected to become a local 
forcing condition that influences bar dynamics downstream. Such a forcing imposes 
predictability downstream that potentially leads to additional bar stabilization, which can be 
considered a self-propagating phenomenon. However, the time scale at which such self-
propagation operates appears to be quite large (with respect to engineering time scales) on the 
middle Green River. 
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8.4  Local Scale Data Interpretations 
Past analyses of backwater habitat have largely focused on year-to-year changes at an 
individual bar/backwater assemblage. Interpretations of the detailed processes at the local scale 
can be better understood within the context of the larger-scale processes described in the 
previous subsection. The interpretations are organized under the following headings: (1) Basic 
bar anatomy and formative processes; (2) Modes of deposition within the near-bank swale; (3) 
Important factors that lead to the net deposition (aggradation) or net erosion (degradation) within 
the near-bank swale; (4) Refined formative process deductions based on sedimentological data. 
8.4.1 Basic Bar Anatomy and Formative Processes 
The compound bars that are associated with backwater habitat are comprised of the 
elemental unit bars illustrated in Figure 8.17. The bar surfaces are inclined in the direction of 
migration up to the bar front; downstream of the bar front is a steep face, as illustrated in Figure 
8.18. (Note that once the bar becomes emergent, the steep face can be reworked to a milder 
slope.) 
 
Figure 8.17: Plan view of basic bar anatomy. 
The relative elevations of the bar crest are illustrated in Fig. 8.17; the relative elevation 
1.0 indicates the maximum bar crest elevation and the relative elevation 0.0 indicates the mean 
bed elevation immediately downstream of the diagonal bar front. Of particular note is that the 
diagonal bar crest elevation decreases in the downstream direction before increasing again near 
the opposite bank. Considering backwater habitat as a function of water stage, the rate at which 
the bar-tail crest elevation declines in the downstream direction dictates the length of backwater 
habitat lost due to bar submergence with increases in the base flow stage. 
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Figure 8.18: Conceptual cross-sections illustrating basic bar anatomy. 
The direction of inclination of topographic surfaces indicates whether the surfaces 
formed under predominantly downstream migration (the region labeled with the circled ‘A’ in 
Fig. 8.17) or predominantly bankward migration (the region labeled ‘B’ in Fig. 8.17). The region 
labeled ‘A’ comprises the bar-head and the region labeled ‘B’ comprises the bar-tail in the most 
basic configuration. The bar features that migrated obliquely bankward tend to increase in 
elevation toward the bank before an abrupt break in the slope is reached, as indicated in Cross 
Section 2 of Fig. 8.18. The features that migrated predominantly downstream are broadly convex 
in cross section, as illustrated in Cross Section 3 of Fig. 8.18, with the surface dipping downward 
mildly toward the bank. The cross-sections can become more complicated when the bar surfaces 
are reworked under a different flow stage than that responsible for the basic bar anatomy. For 
example, in Cross Section 3 of Fig. 8.18, bankward flow over a portion of the bar into the swale 
during the descending limb of the hydrograph may lead to the surface being reworked from the 
convex upward configuration to one that is inclined toward the bank more similar to Cross 
Section 2. This is discussed in greater detail later in the analysis. 
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Bar-tail anatomy and formative processes: 
The important aspects of the bar-tail anatomy are: (a) the deviation angle relative to the 
bank; and (b) the bar crest elevation and its rate of decrease in the downstream direction. The 
flow pattern and sediment transport rate dictate these aspects of bar-tail geometry, which are 
described in the following paragraphs. The upstream end of the bar-tail is formed in the lee of the 
highest elevation portion of the upstream bar. Flow expands into the low velocity sheltered area 
where the bar-tail forms, as illustrated in Figure 8.19. 
 
Figure 8.19: Plan view showing the general flow characteristics in the vicinity of a single unit bar during high flow 
when the bar is submerged. The discharge gradually increases in the downstream direction in the near-bank region 
bounded by the dashed line, as indicated by the values Q0, Q1, etc. 
Flow expands laterally into the low velocity area near the bank because of the energy 
gradient that is due to the low velocity head (U2/2g) and lower energy losses (also a function of 
U2) in this portion of the cross-section; where U indicates the depth-averaged downstream 
velocity component and g indicates the gravitational acceleration constant. During lower flow 
conditions, after the leading front of the bar becomes emergent, flow would also expand into the 
sheltered area in a similar fashion as shown in Fig. 8.19, but the velocity vectors would have a 
less pronounced downstream component, because the flow over the bar top would no longer 
provide downstream inertia. The diverging velocity vectors indicate flow deceleration, which 
leads to net sediment deposition and the initiation of bar-tail development. The important aspects 
of bar-tail anatomy (i.e., deviation angle between the bar-tail and bank; decrease in crest 
elevation in the downstream direction) can be explained from physical principles, supplemented 
with the data, in the following list: 
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(1) A steady-state solution of bar crest alignment and elevation can be based on an evaluation 
of discharge (Q) and sediment load (Qs) within the near-bank flow path between the bar-
tail and the bank. Both Q and Qs vary in the downstream direction due to fluxes of water 
and sediment over the bar-tail crest. The following are the unknowns of the problem:  
i. The bar-tail crest elevation (ηcr) varies in the downstream direction;  
ii. The width (B) of the near-bank flow path between the bar and the bank varies 
in the downstream direction;  
iii. The bottom elevation (ηbot) of the near-bank flow path varies in the 
downstream direction; 
iv. The elevation of the water surface (ξ) within the near-bank flow path varies in 
the downstream direction; 
v. Q varies in the downstream direction; 
vi. Qs varies in the downstream direction. 
 
(2) Fluxes of water and sediment over the bar crest are driven by the energy gradient into the 
near-bank flow path; the energy gradient is a function of ξሺxሻ, where x indicates the 
downstream coordinate, and the x in parentheses indicates that the water surface elevation 
varies in the downstream direction. Under a given energy gradient, fluxes of both water 
and sediment increase as ηcr decreases. In other words, greater flow depth over the bar 
crest will yield higher velocity and higher sediment transport rates. The water flux over 
the bar crest can be calculated using the momentum or energy conservation equation; the 
sediment flux can be calculated using sediment transport relations using the results of the 
hydrodynamic calculation. 
 
(3) Any attempt at analytical solution using the governing equations of mass and momentum 
conservation (with suitable constitutive relations and closures) would be subject to 
specifying a host of boundary conditions, which would be difficult to accomplish in a 
non-arbitrary manner. For purposes of general description, it is more useful to use this 
framework of understanding to directly interpret the field data (i.e., using the solution 
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provided by nature). 
  
(4) The solution provided by nature is qualitatively described as follows. The bar-tail 
advances bankward until the advancement is arrested; this occurs when the bar constricts 
the flow path near the bank sufficiently for the near-bank discharge Q0 (see Fig. 8.19) to 
generate sufficient velocity (U) to transport in the downstream direction all the sediment 
passing down the near-bank flow path from upstream plus the additional sediment 
transported over the bar crest. This mechanism of arresting bar front advancement was 
described by Smith (1971). 
 
(5) Moving in the downstream direction within the near-bank flow path, discharge increases, 
and sediment load increases, due to fluxes over the bar crest. In order to accommodate 
the additional discharge, some combination of cross-sectional area enlargement and water 
surface slope adjustment must be achieved. These changes dictate the variation in 
velocity (U) in the downstream direction. 
 
(6) The solution chosen by nature involves the following variations in the downstream 
direction within the near-bank flow path: increasing B, decreasing ηbot, and increasing U. 
 
(7) The sediment transport rate is very sensitive to changes in the velocity; a simple formula 
valid for sand-bedded streams is that of Engelund and Hansen (1967), in which the total 
sand load (bedload plus suspended load) can be expressed as: Qs	ൌ	K1BU5. In this 
formulation, Qs is the volumetric sand load; K1 is a constant that depends on the grain 
size and the roughness; and B is the local width. 
 
(8) The discharge is not as sensitive to the velocity. Simplifying the 1D momentum 
conservation equation and implementing a Chezy-type resistance formulation, the flow 
depth can be expressed as a function of the velocity. The discharge relationship can then 
be approximated as: Q	ൌ	K2BU1.5, where K2 takes into account the water surface slope 
and the roughness. 
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(9) If ηcrሺxሻ was constant in the downstream direction, Q and Qs would both increase 
approximately linearly in the downstream direction, as fluxes over the bar crest would be 
approximately independent of downstream distance. It is clear from the equations for Q 
and Qs above that the discharge and the sediment load could not increase linearly in the 
downstream direction unless U was held constant; however, the data indicates that U 
increases in the downstream direction. Because of the non-linear nature of the sediment 
transport relation, decreases in ηcrሺxሻ increase the sediment flux disproportionately to the 
water flux, as required to simultaneously satisfy the equations for Q and Qs under steady 
state conditions. 
To summarize the logic outlined in the list, the width and depth of the near-bank flow 
path between the bar-tail and the bank are required to increase in the downstream direction, 
primarily to accommodate the additional discharge owing to flow over the bar crest. The bar-tail 
crest elevation declines in the downstream direction to satisfy the increased demand for sediment 
owing to the increased transport capacity of the near-bank flow path. These general principles of 
sediment transport within the near-bank flow paths are also applied later in the analysis when 
considering the near-bank swale associated with the main bar body. 
Bar-head anatomy and formative processes: 
The main body of the bar that includes the bar-head will be the primary location of 
backwater habitat at moderate stage when the bar-tail is fully submerged. The convex-upward 
cross-sectional shape that creates a swale attached to the bank (Cross Section 3 of Fig. 8.18) is of 
primary importance to the bar anatomy with respect to backwater habitat. The physical basis for 
the convex-upward surface of the downstream-migrating bar feature is the velocity gradient in 
the close vicinity of the bank. A boundary layer is a region where the fluid velocity transitions 
from an object (either static or moving at a different velocity than the fluid) to the free-stream 
velocity unaffected by that object. Near the bank exists a lateral boundary layer, with a 
pronounced velocity gradient; it is conceptually illustrated in Figure 8.20. 
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Figure 8.20: Plan view illustration of the lateral boundary layer associated with the bank under conditions in which 
the bed and bank are immobile (i.e., mobile bars are not influencing the velocity pattern); the centerline of the river 
is well above the top of the image. 
The lateral boundary layer near the bank is evident in all the cross-sections of velocity 
data presented in Appendix A. The presence of the lateral boundary layer requires that the 
sediment transport rate be greater some distance riverward of the bank boundary as compared to 
at the bank boundary. Therefore, the leading front of the downstream migrating bar also becomes 
situated some distance riverward of the bank boundary. The bar front closer to the bank lags 
behind the leading edge, leaving a void between the leading front of the bar and the bank. This 
void space constitutes a region of lower flow resistance, and the flow then begins to diverge 
around the leading front, into the void area as illustrated in Figure 8.21. 
 
Figure 8.21: Divergent flow pattern over the leading bar front. 
The condition illustrated in Figure 8.21 constitutes a somewhat paradoxical situation in 
which the high near-bank flow resistance, which yields the velocity gradient of Fig. 8.20, 
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ultimately leads to a condition of a relatively lower near-bank flow resistance due to the void 
area that is created. Note that in the absence of the bank in Fig. 8.21, the flow divergence pattern 
would be more pronounced, as lesser flow resistance would exist on the right side of the bar. The 
bedload transport rate is proportional to the height of the bar face multiplied by the downstream 
rate of bar front migration; under steady state migration, the crest of the leading front maintains 
the highest elevation and the greatest bedload transport rate. This leads to the mildly convex-
upward surface of the bar when evaluated in cross-section, as illustrated in Fig. 8.18. The 
evolution and migration of a unit bar as described is most clearly demonstrated by the 
measurements at the bar associated with Backwater 2 (lower measurement segment) in Appendix 
A. 
A migrating bar will eventually come to rest due to a number of factors: (a) the bed 
pattern and velocity field become fully adjusted to a fixed upstream forcing condition at the 
natural wavelength; (b) the bar migration is arrested due to accretion onto an existing bar surface 
or bank protrusion; (c) the flow level drops and the sediment transport capacity is reduced or 
eliminated over a portion of the bar. The anatomy of the bar formed during the portion of the 
hydrograph when the bar was actively migrating has a significant effect on the velocity, sediment 
transport, and erosional/depositional patterns during the descending limb of the hydrograph; of 
particular concern is within the near-bank swale that forms backwater habitat. 
8.4.2 Modes of deposition within the near-bank swale 
Morphological change in an area with mobile bed is achieved when the sediment 
transport capacity of the flow is unequal to the sediment delivered to that area from upstream. 
This is expressed mathematically as the sediment mass conservation equation (or Exner 
equation): 
డఎ
డ௧ ൌ െ
ଵ
ሺଵିఒሻ
డ௤ೞ
డ௫ᇱ          (8.1) 
where η is the surface elevation; t is time; λ is the sediment porosity; qs is the volumetric 
sediment transport rate per unit width; and x’ is the spatial coordinate in the direction of sediment 
motion. For example, when water delivered with no sediment encounters a bed of mobile 
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sediment which it is capable of being transported, the bed will undergo net erosion; on the other 
hand, when water is delivered with a large amount of sediment into a low velocity area, such that 
the resulting flow is not capable of transporting that amount of sediment, net deposition will 
occur. When water is delivered with a sediment load that exactly equals the sediment transport 
capacity, no morphological adjustment occurs. 
The bar anatomy analysis above best describes the conditions when the bars are actively 
migrating. A bar can be considered to have reached its terminal downstream position once 
portions of the bar become emergent during descending flows. Once this condition is established, 
the bar will continue to undergo morphological change, but the processes will be heavily 
influenced by the configuration that exists when it comes to rest. Hydraulically, the near-bank 
swale constitutes a path of low resistance; i.e., the energy grade line will be somewhat lower in 
this region relative to adjacent areas, generating positive energy gradients that will drive flow 
into the swale. If all bar and swale surfaces were static, steady state would be achieved when the 
velocity increased in the swale sufficiently that the energy lost through that flow path would be 
approximately equal to the energy lost along alternate flow paths around the bar. However, the 
bar surfaces are not static. As flow is funneled into the low resistance flow path, sediment is also 
delivered, such that both the bar surface and the swale surface will concurrently adjust in the 
process of tending towards equal energy losses between alternate flow paths around the bar. If 
the swale was of fixed width, a steady state swale bottom elevation could be calculated, based on 
the equal energy loss solution criteria in conjunction with sediment mass balance; however, 
during evolution, the swale can vary in both width and depth, and the alternate flow paths being 
evaluated will continually change configuration as the surface changes. This morphological 
complexity has confounded the predictive capability to make such statements as: if the discharge 
is equal to X, then the swale cross-section will enlarge or decrease. 
Despite the current inability to make strong predictions regarding changes in swale 
geometry (and thus, backwater habitat characteristics), some general statements are possible 
based on the field measurements supplemented with physical reasoning. Deposition in the swale 
has been observed to take the following forms: (i) a bar surface migrates bankward, thus 
constricting the swale; (ii) lobate protrusions deposit in the swale associated with cross-bar flow 
paths; (iii) thin vertical stacks of sand are deposited within the swale bottom associated with 
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bedforms migrating down the swale under aggradational conditions; and (iv) thin vertical strata 
of fine-grained sediment (silt and clay) deposit when conditions in the swale become fully 
stagnant. The first three depositional modes are illustrated in Figure 8.22; lobate protrusions are 
more fully illustrated in photographs in Figure 8.23; and deposits of silt and clay are illustrated in 
a photograph in Figure 8.24. 
 
Figure 8.22: Illustration of three primary modes of deposition observed in the near-bank swale (lobate protrusion, 
shown in plan view; bankward bar migration, shown in Cross Section A; and deposition on swale channel bottom 
due to downstream migrating bedforms). 
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Figure 8.23: Views of lobate protrusions along margins of backwater swales; the image on the left shows small-
scale protrusions; the image on the right shows large scale protrusions further upstream on the same bar (Backwater 
14 in 2015). 
 
Figure 8.24: A photograph taken in 2015 looking downstream within the near-bank swale that formerly contained 
Backwater 7. This portion of the bar has largely stabilized with vegetation and the swale is being infilled with silt 
and clay (the cracked ground surface is due to the clay contracting upon drying). The bar surfaces that generate 
backwater habitat have shifted riverward of the stabilized bar crest shown on the left side of the photo. 
The processes responsible for the bankward migration mode of deposition illustrated in 
Fig. 8.22 (Cross-section A) are identical to that previously described for the bar-tail formative 
processes, with obliquely bankward-directed flow over the bar top encountering low-velocity 
conditions in the swale. The vertical stacking of thin deposits illustrated in Fig. 8.22 (Profile 
View) are simple channel deposits formed during down-swale migration of bedforms when the 
sediment fed into the swale exceeds the sediment transport capacity of the swale. Lobate 
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protrusions are a localized form of the bankward migration mode of deposition that occurs when 
flow is concentrated in a cross-bar flow path that delivers more sediment into the swale than 
adjacent areas. The Fig. 8.23 photos highlight important aspects of lobate protrusion formative 
processes. The photo on the left shows low amplitude dunes with crests aligned roughly 
perpendicular to the backwater swale; the dune crests are evident by the light colored sand. The 
configuration of the dunes suggests they formed during migration in a predominantly 
downstream direction (parallel to the swale alignment). In the troughs between the dune crests, 
ripples are evident that developed during low flow; the ripples indicate the flow was directed 
along the trough, approximately perpendicular to the swale alignment. At the terminus of each 
trough, a small lobate protrusion is evident. This photo reveals that fairly minor topographic 
variations in the bar surface can lead to variations in the flow and sediment transport pattern over 
the bar surface that leads to these wavy margins. In the photo on the right side of Fig. 8.23, the 
larger scale features are formed under the same general processes, but they developed in broader 
flow paths, likely under higher flow conditions with more intense sediment transport. The wavy 
margins illustrated in Fig. 8.23 are particularly distinctive on low elevation bar surfaces; such 
features have been previously described by Collinson (1970) from observations on the braided 
Tana River. 
The Fig. 8.24 photo illustrates deposition of fine-grained sediment from suspension into 
the swale. A sample of this sediment had median grain size (D50) equal to 8.8 µm, with 57% of 
the mass in the silt size range (4 to 62 µm) and 32% of the mass in the clay size range (< 4 µm). 
This swale remains connected to the main river channel at its downstream end, although the 
swale bottom has built high enough in elevation to be above normal base flow stage. 
8.4.3 Important factors that lead to the net deposition (aggradation) or net erosion 
(degradation) within the near-bank swale 
The erosion or deposition within a near-bank swale is largely dependent on the following 
factors: (a) the through-flow entering from the upstream end of the bar/swale; (b) the rate of gain 
of flow in the longitudinal direction down the swale; (c) the longitudinal width variation along 
the swale; and (d) the longitudinal length of the swale flow path relative to alternate flow paths 
around the bar. These variables are not independent of each other, nor are they independent of 
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the actual aggradation / degradation. In other words, aggradation / degradation cannot be related 
to these four variables in a simple cause-effect relationship because the ongoing aggradation / 
degradation modifies the variables themselves. However, when considering an instant in time, 
these factors determine whether flow accelerates or decelerates within the swale; in conjunction 
with the quantity of sediment transported into the swale, this leads to gradients in the sediment 
transport rate that lead to either net deposition or net erosion. 
The through-flow entering the swale from the upstream end of the bar is particularly 
important. In terms of producing geomorphic change, the absolute magnitude of the through-
flow is not as important as the magnitude relative to the condition under which the bar developed 
its basic anatomy (e.g., the previous year’s formative discharge for a fixed-position bar). When 
the through-flow is small, the swale is likely to experience net deposition. The primary cause for 
through-flow being limited is when the upstream end of the bar and swale builds to a high 
elevation, effectively closing the upstream end of the swale, and limiting flow within the swale 
to that which overtops the bar. The description of reach-scale processes in the previous 
subsection explains how this occurs when considering multiple-year time scales. When the 
upstream end of the bar approaches the bankfull elevation, the flow entering the swale from 
upstream will be minimal throughout the hydrologic event. Examples from the field data in 
Appendix A include the bar-tail swales associated with Backwater 7 (upper measurement 
segment) and Backwater 10 (middle measurement segment); these two sites contained high 
elevation bar-heads that had been built in elevation over a multi-year time period prior to the 
2014 field measurement campaign. At both sites, the data reveals that the swale constricted in 
width and the swale bottom built in elevation. On the other hand, at Backwater 14 (upper 
measurement segment), the migration of an upstream bar into the proximity of this site led to 
flow being forced into the upstream end of the near-bank swale; in conjunction with the swale 
gaining flow in the downstream direction due to obliquely bankward flow over the bar-top, this 
lead to net erosion through both widening and deepening of the swale. 
When evaluating the gain in swale flow in the longitudinal direction, the highest elevation 
part of the bar cross-section will largely control the magnitude of flow that overtops the bar and 
enters the swale laterally. This will be referred to as the controlling elevation. The controlling 
elevation is not constant in the longitudinal direction, and its position is not necessarily located 
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on the bar margin, as previously illustrated in Fig. 8.18. A bar surface whose controlling 
elevation increases in the downstream direction along the longitudinal axis of the bar will cause 
the swale to gain less flow in the downstream direction than a bar surface whose controlling 
elevation decreases in the downstream direction. A bar surface with inclined controlling 
elevation was measured at the Backwater 2 site (lower measurement segment); in addition, the 
associated swale also widened in the downstream direction. When flows descended during the 
descending limb of the hydrograph, velocity measurements revealed deceleration in the 
downstream direction within the swale, as would be expected for such a configuration. 
Consequently, the profile of the swale bottom increased in the downstream direction, as sediment 
transported through the upper end deposited in the downstream end. This is the opposite pattern 
to that described previously for the bar-tail formative processes; when the bar crest decreases in 
the downstream direction, the swale adjusts its geometry to increase velocity in the downstream 
direction. All the velocity measurements in bar-tail features (those features with the leading edge 
facing the bank and with crest elevations declining in the downstream direction) revealed 
acceleration in the downstream direction until the flow path approached half the channel width. 
However, despite the downstream acceleration, the lack of through-flow from upstream in some 
of these features still led to net deposition; e.g., the swales associated with the bar-tails of 
Backwater 7 and Backwater 10. 
The length of the swale flow path is important in determining the energy gradient within 
the swale, which largely dictates the amount of flow funneled into it. When the swale constitutes 
the shortest flow path from upstream of the bar into the pool downstream (bankward of the bar-
tail), this constitutes a chute channel that is susceptible to concentrating flow and enlarging, as 
described by Ashmore (1991). When the bar adjusts such that the swale constitutes a longer flow 
path relative to alternate flow paths, the energy gradient dictates that less flow will enter the 
swale. Direct measurements that indicate the effect of the length of the flow path were not 
obtained. However, examples of swale alignments can be observed from aerial photographs. Of 
most relevance with respect to depositional processes are bars that have become stabilized with 
vegetation and converted to floodplain, leaving behind scars on the floodplain associated with 
the swales. The common presence of arcuate scars suggests that shorter flow paths may have 
developed and contributed to the stabilization of the swale and the bar. Arcuate swale flow paths 
are commonly observed when bars accrete upstream or downstream of existing bars. However, 
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both straight and arcuate floodplain scars exist in the middle Green River, although the arcuate 
scars are more prevalent. The effect of flow path length warrants further research, as it also 
relates to the evolution of islands, which is a major contributor to the large-scale geomorphic 
adjustment of the river (Andrews and Nelson, 1989; Lyons et al., 1992; Allred and Schmidt, 
1999; Merritt and Cooper, 2000; Grams and Schmidt, 2002) and consequently to the backwater 
habitat. Examples of arcuate and straight floodplain scars are illustrated in Figures 8.25 and 8.26. 
 
Figure 8.25: 1997 aerial photograph (source: Google Earth) illustrating arcuate floodplain scars associated with 
former near-bank swales (or island side channels) near the Backwater 2 site. The arrows point to several of these 
features. 
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Figure 8.26: 1997 aerial photograph (source: Google Earth) illustrating floodplain scars with a more straight-
alignment from approximately 2 km downstream of the Backwater 2 site. The arrows highlight several of these 
features. 
8.4.4 Refined formative process deductions based on sedimentological data 
Sedimentology data evaluations included: evaluation of the stratigraphy from ground 
penetrating radar (GPR) data, sediment cores, and trenches; and evaluation of grain-size 
distributions of bar deposits in comparison to suspended load data collected by the USGS at the 
Jensen gage upstream and samples collected during the 2014 field campaign. Of particular 
interest in the sedimentology data is to help deduce the processes by which near-bank swales 
infill. These processes occur over multiple years and the sedimentology data helps extend the 
data further into the past than the direct measurements made in 2014. 
Basic bar stratigraphy: 
Two bars were evaluated in detail: the bar associated with Backwater 2 (lower 
measurement segment) and the bar associated with Backwater 7 (upper measurement segment). 
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The stratigraphy of these bars may not be representative of all bars in the system; however, the 
bars do contain common features that indicate some generality. 
The stratigraphy represents a history of numerous bar building events; sediment 
reworking and net erosional periods necessitate that not all bar surfaces are preserved. At the 
Backwater 2 site, the portion of the bar in which GPR and sediment core data were obtained had 
built in elevation by 1.0 to 2.5 meters (depending on position within the bar) during the 2014 
field measurement campaign; the elevation differences were evaluated from the measured 
topography and bathymetry. Therefore the upper 1 to 2.5 meters depth represent bar stratigraphy 
associated solely with deposits from the 2014 high flow event; deposits of unknown age exist 
deeper in the profile. At the Backwater 7 site, two emergent bar regions were evaluated, 
separated by a cross-bar flow path. The downstream polygon had built in elevation by 1.0 to 2.8 
meters (depending on position within the bar) during the 2014 field measurement campaign. 
Therefore the stratigraphy evaluated to those depths represents deposits associated solely with 
the 2014 event, and deposits of unknown age exist deeper within the profile. The upstream 
polygon associated with the main body of the bar attached to the island has a somewhat more 
complex history. The emergent portion of the bar volume had been built between 2009 and 2013; 
depending on the position on the bar, this represents the upper 0.5 to 3.0 meters depth. Below 
that depth, the deposits are of unknown age. The dates are based on the following information: 
 Landsat imagery indicates the bar site was fully submerged on July 31, 2008 (discharge 
approximately equal to 2500 cfs). The depth of the sediment surface below the water 
level at that time is unknown. 
 The bar was emergent in all the Landsat images obtained during the base flow periods 
throughout 2009 to 2013. 
 The topography and bathymetry data obtained during 2014 indicate that the riverward 
margin of the bar eroded, and the remaining portion of the bar did not change appreciably 
in elevation. 
 
Unit bars that migrate downstream and deposit as coherent units are expected to be 
dominated by steep, parallel avalanche faces with substantial vertical relief. Notable in the GPR 
profiles is the general sparseness of steep avalanche faces of sufficient vertical relief to be 
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resolved by the GPR. The stratigraphy is dominated by thin stacked cross-bed sets of variable 
thickness; i.e., the strata are approximately horizontal and are vertically stacked on top of each 
other. The steep avalanche faces that characterize downstream migration of bedforms are interior 
to the sets, and are not resolved due to the resolution of the GPR data; however, downstream 
advancing avalanche faces within the sets can be seen in photographs provided in Chapter 4.  
The lack of thick, steep avalanche faces indicate that unit bars either are not vertically 
extensive during migration or that substantial reworking of the surfaces are typical after the bars 
come to rest, preventing preservation of thicker features. Bathymetry data obtained prior to the 
sedimentological investigation revealed actively migrating unit bars with slip faces generally less 
than 1-meter in height. Once the bars came to rest, additional elevation was built as smaller 
bedforms migrated over the bar surface under net aggradational conditions. Of particular note 
regarding the interpretations of bar building in association with backwater habitats is that high-
relief bar features are generally not built from large individual unit bars, but rather progressively 
build up in elevation once unit bars reach their terminal position. 
Unit bars are predicted to be broadly convex-upward in cross section, as illustrated 
previously in Fig. 8.18, Cross-Section 3. When evaluating GPR profiles aligned perpendicular to 
the banks, the broad convex-upward shapes are generally preserved deep into the profiles, 
yielding surfaces that dip gradually toward the bank over distances of 10’s of meters. Deposition 
of bars migrating in a more bankward direction, such as the bar-tail features, would be expected 
to yield shallow sets inclined upward toward the bank or thick, steep, parallel avalanche faces 
advancing toward the bank, neither of which is prominent in the transverse GPR profiles except 
for very near the surface. 
When the GPR profiles are aligned parallel to the direction of bedform advancement, the 
stacks of cross-bed sets generally appear as parallel, approximately horizontal strata in the GPR 
profiles. When the GPR profiles are aligned approximately perpendicular to the direction of 
bedform advancement, the horizontal strata are replaced by trough cross-bedding when they 
were formed in a field of 2D/3D dunes; this yields a more chaotic appearance with individual 
strata not being longitudinally extensive. Rubin and Carter (2006) provide excellent illustrations 
of this phenomenon. 
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Coherent strata that are truncated represent an erosional surface; the eroded volume is 
filled with deposits not associated with the original bar. Shallow cross-bar swales infilled with 
depositional strata that differ from the surrounding areas are common in the GPR profiles. 
Filling of near-bank swale: 
Only the GPR data from the Backwater 7 site can be used for interpretations regarding 
filling the near-bank swale. At this site, the longitudinal GPR Line 0 and the transverse GPR 
Lines 6-12 provide a fairly clear record of swale infilling. The GPR data indicates a unit bar 
advanced bankward into the upstream end of the swale, and then continued advancing a short 
distance longitudinally down the swale, evidenced by the steep parallel avalanche faces. Further 
down-channel within the swale, the swale is bounded by a fairly steep edge on the riverward 
side, but these steep faces do not advance all the way into the swale toward the bank as occurred 
at the upstream end; rather, the swale is filled by thin, vertically-stacked deposits, indicating 
typical down-swale migrating bedforms deposited under aggradational conditions. This sequence 
suggests that the swale was closed at its upstream end, which limited the through-flow passing 
down the swale; following closure of its upstream end, flow entering the swale would have been 
dominated by flow overtopping the bar. As indicated in the brief history of the bar determined 
from the Landsat imagery, this depositional process within the upper approximately 3.0 meters 
must have occurred in the short time-period between 2009 and 2013. 
Sandbar Sediment Composition: 
Sediment cores were obtained on both bars in which GPR profiles were obtained. The 
variable D50 indicates the median grain size of a sediment sample; i.e., the grain size of which 
50% of the sample (by mass) is finer, based on the cumulative distribution determined through 
the grain size analysis. Of particular interest from the core data is that the D50 of the sand layers 
is most commonly in the range of 250 to 350 µm; this is considerably coarser than the dominant 
size of suspended sand measurements from the current study, which is generally in the range of 
125 to 250 µm, with only small percentages of the cumulative distribution larger than 250 µm 
(see Appendix A.5.5). The smaller caliber of suspended sand also corresponds with the record of 
suspended sediment samples collected at the upstream Jensen gage station by the USGS (see 
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Appendix B). The median value of D50 from the cumulative distribution of all samples collected 
by the USGS at discharge above 5000 cfs (141.7 m3/s) during both the pre-Flaming Gorge Dam 
period and the post-Flaming Gorge Dam period is approximately 155 μm. In most sand layers 
within the core samples, the D10 grain size (the grain size of which 10% of the sample is finer) 
exceeded that value. Also of note from the core data is the modest coarsening upward that is 
observed in many of the sand layers, particularly those near the ground surface. This suggests 
reworking of the upper portion of a sediment layer (when it was the surface layer, before being 
buried by newer sediment layers) during low sediment transport capacity conditions in which the 
finer-grained components were preferentially removed. The presence of buried layers of fine-
grained material (the silt and clay layers) indicates a past period when the core location was a 
slack-water environment. The presence of such layers is expected in backwater swales that have 
been infilled. 
8.5  Conclusions 
The current analysis provides additional data and interpretations related to the processes 
responsible for forming and maintaining backwater-habitats. The analysis builds on the previous 
study performed by Rakowski and Schmidt (1999). Particular attention in the current analysis 
was given to the phenomenon of sandbar interactions with other sandbars. The processes that 
shape individual sandbar / backwater-habitat assemblages over the course of the spring high flow 
event cannot be properly understood without knowledge of other bars in the system and how 
they can either augment or disrupt such backwater-habitat sites. A simple conceptual model was 
presented in §8.3 of three canonical cases of bar-bar interactions in this system that differ based 
on the degree of channel geometry forcing. Many of the previously studied backwater-habitat 
sites evaluated by the Argonne National Laboratory, and summarized in Grippo et al. (2015), are 
located in sites that are persistent over multiple-year periods, which indicate some degree of 
forcing. The role of the spring flood hydrograph properties is most significant to bar-bar 
interactions in the case of a strong forcing upstream of the backwater habitat site as illustrated in 
Fig. 8.16. The type of bar interactions revealed in that figure follow observations at the 
Backwater 2 site from the 2014 field investigation, along with observations made from Landsat 
imagery and previous topographic surveys of this site. Ultimately, the bar-bar interactions cause 
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the sandbars associated with backwater-habitat sites to go through a natural cycle of birth, 
growth, death, and rebirth. This lack of long-term stability that is common for most sites appears 
to be beneficial to the long-term preservation of individual sites as backwater-habitat; the lack of 
stability reduces the tendency of these bars to become colonized with perennial vegetation and 
eventually fully convert to floodplain. 
More detailed process evaluations at the local-scale of individual bars was provided in 
§8.4. The hydraulic conditions that shape both the bar-head and bar-tail regions were described, 
along with the common modes of deposition within the near-bank swale that is the primary site 
of backwater-habitat. The anatomy of the bar is such that deep backwater-habitats are most likely 
to be achieved in the bar-tail region. This is particularly pronounced when the bar-tail undergoes 
a process of downstream extension during the spring flood. However, bar-tail features are more 
likely to be submerged at fairly low stage conditions during the base flow season, causing an 
overtopping flow that eliminates the slack-water embayment conditions. The net erosion or net 
deposition in the near-bank swale that occupies the main bar body has proven difficult to predict 
based on correlations with flood discharge variables alone (Grippo et al., 2015). A key variable 
in the maintenance of the near-bank swale is the through-flow that enters from the upstream end 
of the bar; this is briefly described below in the context of the processes observed. A common 
bar geometry observed during past topographic surveys is one in which the bar surface is 
inclined bankward, with the highest elevation near the margin of the backwater swale. This is 
exclusively the configuration for bar-tail features and is commonly observed on the main bar 
body. The sedimentology data indicates this is primarily a near-surface occurrence that is not 
prevalent during the early stages of bar development. The near-surface configuration indicates a 
bankward-directed bar-overtopping flow that delivers both sediment and discharge into the 
swale, as observed during the field investigation. When minimal through-flow is passing down 
the swale from upstream (e.g., if the bar-head builds up and attaches to the bank), the swale is 
more likely to become net depositional, particularly on the descending limb of the hydrograph. 
During such conditions, lobate protrusions associated with mild cross-bar swales become 
established and thin deposits associated with bedforms migrating down the near-bank swale can 
cause net deposition in the swale. This is particularly pronounced when the near-bank swale 
widens in the downstream direction and when the bar surface is inclined in the downstream 
direction.  
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The knowledge gained through this analysis has not yet advanced to the point of being 
able to make a priori predictions of the specific bar response to a particular spring flood 
hydrograph. Furthermore, such predictions cannot be made to describe the general response of 
backwater-habitats at the scale of the entire Ouray reach. However, the insight gained regarding 
the formative processes has advanced to the point where more physically-sound hypotheses can 
be developed and tested. Although numerical modeling of such a complex system seemed 
somewhat unrealistic at the beginning of the efforts, the conceptual model developed for bar-bar 
interactions hopefully provides some basic framework for assessing the realism of such modeling 
that may be possible in the future.                       
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CHAPTER 9  
 
THE ROLE OF SANDBAR DYNAMICS IN BANK ACCRETION 
Abstract for Chapter 9: 
Although the focus of this chapter is on bank accretion, independent of whether bank 
accretion is outpacing bank erosion, analysis of a 29.3-km segment of the middle Green River 
revealed that bank accretion and bank erosion were approximately equal in the period between 
1997 and 2015. An 18-km subset of the 29.3-km evaluation segment that was common with an 
18-km reach analyzed by Lyons et al. (1992) was found to have a mean width in both 1997 and 
2015 that fell within the 1978 and 1986 bounds reported by Lyons et al. (1992). The width 
predicted for the middle Green River by Andrews (1986) has not yet been realized; some of the 
assumptions used in that analysis are discussed. 
Considering bank accretion independently of width adjustment, a hypothesis was 
evaluated regarding the relationship between local river width and locations of bank accretion, 
with the goal of ultimately being able to implement such a relationship into a simplified one-
dimensional (1D) river morphodynamics model. The logic of the hypothesis is as follows: (a) 
segments of the river with high width will contain a high percentage of emergent bar when 
evaluated over long time scales; (b) portions of the river with a high percentage of emergent bar 
will be the most likely sites of bank accretion; and (c) bank accretion will therefore be focused in 
areas of higher than average width. The analysis of Landsat imagery revealed that this hypothesis 
is unsupported by the data. Rather than the properties of the river at channel-width scale or bar-
unit scale, the only identified suitable predictor for locations of bank accretion sites was at a 
local scale (the 30-m by 30-m pixel.) The large bank accretion sites along the river margins 
(excluding island side channels) all occurred within pixels having a high temporal probability of 
emergent bar presence during the base flow season (Ppix,t). High Ppix,t sites are interpreted as 
depositional areas associated with strong river geometry forcing conditions. Using channel-width 
scale or bar-unit scale variables to predict such conditions outside of a two-dimensional (2D) 
modeling framework does not currently appear tractable. Using a larger scale than the local pixel 
size to characterize the bar pattern associated with the local areas of high Ppix,t associated with 
bank accretion also led to limited success. The spatial variance of temporal probability (SVTP) 
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and the spatial mean of the temporal entropy (SMTE) were evaluated; neither variable was found 
to have a strong enough relationship with bank accretion sites to be used for predictive purposes. 
Limitations associated with the variable Ppix,t are discussed, along with the possibility of 
developing other bar-unit scale variables to indicate bar pattern. 
9.1  Introduction 
The bar dynamics relevant to backwater-habitat formation and maintenance described in 
§8 also directly relate to the issue of bank accretion, an issue which has broader relevance to the 
field of river geomorphology. Backwater-habitat sites are associated with sandbars that tend to 
be strongly influenced by geometric forcing conditions, which lead to backwater-habitat-
associated bars commonly being positioned in similar positions over multiple-year periods. The 
positional stability of a sandbar is posited as a necessary condition for vegetation to establish, 
which is required for the conversion of a bar into vegetated floodplain. The primary significance 
of bank accretion phenomena in the context of river morphodynamics studies involves channel 
width modification as a geometric adjustment to a modified flow regime and/or sediment input 
regime. With bank accretion and bank erosion being natural processes in an alluvial river, 
channel narrowing or widening simply indicates a difference in the rates between the two 
phenomena. However, much more research has been performed on the issue of bank erosion than 
on bank accretion, which limits predictive abilities regarding channel width modifications. 
The bank accretion sites considered in this analysis are located in the middle Green 
River. Andrews (1986) provided estimates that the mean width of the middle Green River 
(between the USGS Jensen gage station and the junction of the Duchesne River) had decreased 
from approximately 213 meters to approximately 186 meters in the period between 1964 and 
1978. Andrews (1986) also predicted that the river had not completed its geometric adjustment, 
and that the width would eventually equilibrate at approximately160 meters. He estimated that 
the channel narrowing would be completed in approximately 30 years (presumably, relative to 
the date of dam closure) if the rate of channel narrowing remained constant based on the rate 
calculated between 1964 and 1978. Lyons et al. (1992) provided evidence that the middle Green 
River had not continued narrowing at the same rate following the 1978 photographs analyzed by 
Andrews (1986); on the contrary, the channel had widened between 1978 and 1986 within each 
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measurement segment evaluated. The widening was thought to be due primarily to the extremely 
high spring floods that were experienced in 1983 and 1984. 
In this chapter, the locations of bank accretion sites and the associated statistics of 
emergent bar presence are explored through aerial photograph analysis and Landsat imagery 
analysis, respectively. The current analysis is not intended as a study of channel narrowing; 
rather the focus is on bank accretion, independent of the issue of whether bank accretion is 
outpacing bank erosion. However, mean width measurements are performed for a 29.3-km 
segment of the river for comparison with the estimates of Andrews (1986) and Lyons et al. 
(1992).   
9.2  Methods for Aerial Photography and USGS Quadrangle Analysis 
Two sets of imagery available from Google Earth were evaluated, which consisted of 
aerial photographs captured in 1997 and 2015. This imagery is georeferenced and orthorectified 
by Google, and therefore the process of aerial photography analysis is greatly simplified. The 
evaluation reach is bounded by the Ouray bridge at State Route 88 (just upstream of the 
Duchesne River junction) at its downstream end and extends upstream for a distance of 29.3 km, 
which incorporates the entire Ouray National Wildlife Refuge and an additional 1.3 km upstream 
to an inflection in the river alignment. Using Google Earth tools, path polyline features were 
created along each bank-line visually, based on the interface between vegetated and un-vegetated 
bank surface; in un-vegetated regions, a discernible topographic was used to define the bank-
line. In areas with recently established vegetation, the criterion used to determine whether a 
surface was vegetated was 50% aerial coverage. The banks were also established around all 
vegetated islands.  
For the 1997 imagery, 6334 points river margin bank points and 2492 island margin 
points were digitized; for the 2015 data, 15003 river margin bank points and 4205 island margin 
points were digitized. The greater number of points for the 2015 data reflects the superior 
resolution of the 2015 image, which allows boundaries to be established with greater detail and 
accuracy. The 1997 image date was July 3, 1997; the mean discharge at the upstream USGS 
Jensen gage station on July 2, 1997 was 9650 cfs (273.5 m3/s), and therefore most river margin 
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bar surfaces were submerged, which simplified the interpretation. (The 1-day lag time between 
the image date and the discharge date accounts for the approximate flow travel time between the 
Jensen gage station and the evaluation site.) The 2015 image date was June 21, 2015; the mean 
discharge at the upstream USGS Jensen gage station on June 20, 2015 was 7500 cfs (212.5 m3/s); 
at this discharge, most bar surfaces are also submerged. The path polylines were saved as .kml 
files that contain the geographic coordinates (latitude-longitude, WGS 1984 datum) associated 
with each digitized point. The coordinates were converted to the UTM Zone 12N projected 
coordinate system using the software CorpsCon v6.0 that is available from the US Army Corps 
of Engineers. All points were then imported to Autocad Civil 3D 2012 for the area and width 
calculations. 
For the period preceding the 1997 imagery available on Google Earth, 1:24000 scale 
USGS quadrangle maps (Pelican Lake, Brennan Basin, Ouray, and Ouray SE) were analyzed that 
were based on aerial photography captured in 1963. Both topographic contours and hatching 
(stippling for sand, solid and dotted green hatching for vegetation) illustrated on the maps were 
used to define the river and island banks. The USGS maps were imported to Autocad and 
georeferenced by converting the NAD 27 geographic coordinates (latitude-longitude) of the map 
corners to UTM Zone 12N coordinates using CorpsCon v6.0. The intent of digitizing the 1963 
river boundaries from the USGS maps was not to obtain a highly accurate river boundary; rather, 
the intent was to indicate the general areas where bank accretion and erosion had occurred 
between the pre-dam river and the modern river. The 1964 width estimates of Lyons et al. 
(1992), which were based on both 1963 and 1964 aerial photographs, are considered to be more 
accurate than the estimates made in the current analysis using the USGS maps since Lyons et al. 
(1992) used actual aerial photographs to establish the bank positions. 
9.3  Results for Aerial Photography and USGS Quadrangle Analysis 
The following figures show overlays of the river boundaries determined by the above 
methods. The first figure in the sequence shows an overlay of the 1963 river boundary and the 
2015 river boundary to illustrate changes over the longest timeframe; the second and third 
figures illustrate the sequential changes from 1963-1997 and 1997-2015, respectively.  
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Figure 9.1: Overlay of 1963 and 2015 river boundaries. 
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Figure 9.2: Overlay of 1963 and 1997 river boundaries. 
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Figure 9.3: Overlay of 1997 and 2015 river boundaries. 
The channel areas were calculated in Autocad Civil 3D 2012; channel areas exclude the 
vegetated islands. The channel centerline was modified for each river boundary in the time series 
to account for any substantial changes in the alignment due to erosion or deposition. The mean 
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width was calculated as the channel area divided by the channel centerline length. The calculated 
values are reported in Table 9.1 below. 
Table 9.1: Calculations based on digitized aerial photographs and USGS quadrangle maps. 
 1963 1997 2015	
Channel centerline length (m) 29075.2 29174.0 29185.5 
Active channel area, excluding 
islands (m2)  
6412006 5770792 5770848 
Mean channel width (m) 220.5 197.8 197.7 
Digitized image quality Poor Fair Very good 
 
The analysis reveals that the channel approximately balanced the area gained due to 
erosion and the area lost to accretion within the evaluation area during the 1997 to 2015 time 
period. This does not suggest that the mean channel width remained static during this time period 
or that a general trend of either widening or narrowing was absent during this time period. 
Determination of a general temporal trend requires more data points in the intervening years. 
For the most direct comparison with the results reported in Lyons et al. (1992), a 
common evaluation area is sought. The evaluation area of the current study fully encompasses 
the 18-km sub-reach described by Lyons et al. (1992) as being located 238 to 256 km 
downstream of the Flaming Gorge Dam. Note that Lyons et al. (1992) report that the 
decommissioned USGS gage station at Ouray (USGS gage 09307000) was located 269 km 
downstream of the Flaming Gorge Dam. This provides a more local point of reference to ensure 
the spatial areas considered are consistent; i.e., the reach reported by Lyons et al. (1992) as 238 
to 256 km downstream of the Flaming Gorge Dam is the reach 13 to 31 km upstream of the 
decommissioned Ouray gage. The remainder of the current evaluation area does not fully 
encompass any of the other sub-reaches in the Lyons et al. (1992) analysis. Based on the 
stationing used in the current analysis, the common area lies between station 5.0-km and station 
23.0-km (with station 0.0 being the upstream face of the Ouray bridge). The centerline stationing 
used in the current analysis and the common area are illustrated in the following figure. 
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Figure 9.4: Green River centerline stationing in evaluation area. 
Additional calculations were made that included only the 18-km long common reach 
using the same procedures described previously. Within the common reach, the current analysis 
yields mean widths of 222.7 m, 197.8 m, and 193.4 m for 1963, 1997, and 2015, respectively. 
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The 1964 mean width reported by Lyons et al. (1992) was 215 m; as noted previously, that value 
is considered more accurate than the one from the current analysis that is based on digitization of 
USGS quadrangle maps. These values suggest the error in the 1963 river boundaries shown in 
Figs. 9.1 and 9.2 are approximately 3.6%; errors associated with digitization of aerial 
photography from 1997 and 2015 are estimated to be less than 1%. In addition to the 215 m 
reported for 1964, Lyons et al. (1992) reported a mean width of 189 m in the common reach for 
both 1974 and 1978; they reported a mean width of 198 m for 1986. The current analysis value 
of 197.8 m in 1997 closely matches that obtained by Lyons et al. (1992) for 1986. No conclusion 
is drawn regarding whether the common reach has changed width between the 1986 values 
reported by Lyons et al. (1992) and the 1997 and 2015 values reported above. To rigorously 
draw such conclusions, the same investigator would need to evaluate the 1986 photographs used 
by Lyons et al. (1992) using identical methods of evaluation. 
 The following analysis of bank accretion focuses on the 1997 and 2015 data sets, due to 
the higher quality imagery and the temporal overlap with the Landsat imagery evaluated in the 
following section. A figure that illustrates the bank accretion areas between 1997 and 2015 is 
provided below. 
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Figure 9.5: Polygons accreted between 1997 and 2015. 
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The accretion areas illustrated in Fig. 9.5 total 327,934 m2, which comprises 
approximately 5.7% of the total 1997 active channel area reported in Table 9.1; the area added to 
the active channel due to erosion is approximately equal to the accretion area. Accretion onto 
river margins totaled 225,623 m2 (approximately 69% of the total accretion area); accretion onto 
the islands totaled 102,315 m2 (approximately 31% of the total accretion area). Note that thin 
strips less than approximately 2 meters wide may be due to the inherent error in the aerial 
photograph evaluation process; excluding such areas in the calculations will warrant 
consideration upon further refinement of the analysis. 
Much of the accretion associated with the islands is on the upstream margin and in the 
narrow side channels. The bar dynamics of these regions require special consideration not well 
represented by the conceptualizations introduced to guide the current analysis. This process may 
ultimately lead to the complete accretion of an island to the bank, a process which has been 
described as being highly important in the overall geomorphic adjustment of the river system 
(Andrews and Nelson, 1989; Lyons et al., 1992; Allred and Schmidt, 1999; Merritt and Cooper, 
2000; Grams and Schmidt, 2002). Such analysis is beyond the scope of this study, and therefore, 
the analysis focuses on the polygons accreted onto the river margins beyond the narrow side 
channels associated with islands. 
As is evident from Fig. 9.5, the river margin bank accretion area is dominated by 
relatively few large accretion polygons. Considering only those accretion polygons with a 
maximum width exceeding 20 meters yielded ten polygons. These polygons are given 
identification numbers, and are illustrated in the following figure. 
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Figure 9.6: River margin accretion polygons with maximum width greater than 20 meters. 
The ten polygons shown in Fig. 9.6 have a total area of 150,149 m2, which comprises 
66.7% of the total river margin accretion area. Detailed properties are reported for individual 
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polygons at the end of this section. Of primary interest to the current analysis is to understand the 
river geometry and bar dynamics under which these large accretion areas become established; 
the aim is to ultimately gain enough knowledge to predict the location and temporal rate at which 
new accretion areas become established. The first factor evaluated that likely contributes 
significantly to bank accretion is the local river width. The 1997 river boundaries are used as the 
baseline condition prior to the accretion. The local river widths were determined by extending 
lines perpendicular to the centerline at 30-m increments along the centerline. If the perpendicular 
line crossed an island, the length that crossed the island was subtracted. This technique 
effectively represents a 30-m longitudinal segment of the river with a single position, which 
potentially introduces some error relative to making an actual area calculation for each 30-m 
swath. However, integrating the local widths with the 30-m longitudinal length that each 
represents and dividing by the total centerline length yields a mean width value with 0.50% error 
relative to the value determined from the total area calculation reported in Table 9.1; this was 
determined to be an acceptable magnitude of error for illustrating local widths. The local widths 
were boxcar-averaged at each 30-m node by averaging the local width with the three widths 
upstream and the three widths downstream, yielding a value that represents 210 meters of the 
river (or approximately one mean channel width). The widths determined in this manner were 
plotted with respect to the longitudinal river stationing as illustrated in the figure below. A table 
that reports the area and river width associated with each large accretion polygon follows the 
figure. 
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Figure 9.7: Longitudinal profile of local river width in 1997; the positions of the ten large accretion sites are shaded. 
Table 9.2: Properties of the ten large accretion sites. 
Polygon ID Polygon Area (m2) Mean local river width (m)	
1 25628 215.3 
2 16571 200.8 
3 5153 186.0 
4 19983 201.2 
5 8964 193.2 
6 8076 155.0 
7 23702 211.0 
8 26038 286.4 
9 9840 228.4 
10 6193 163.5 
The mean local river width in Table 9.2 was determined by extending lines perpendicular 
to the centerline at the upstream and downstream extents of each polygon to the intersection of 
the 1997 river boundaries; an area calculation was then performed for the resulting region 
(excluding islands), and the mean width was obtained by dividing the area by the associated 
centerline length. One reasonable hypothesis would be that the bank accretion sites tend to be 
concentrated in the portions of the river with the greatest widths. As is evident from Fig. 9.7, the 
accretion areas are typically (but not in all cases) centered about local wide areas, indicated as a 
local convexity in the profile. However, only Polygons 8 and 9 occur in segments of the river 
having widths greater than 230 m (77th percentile on the cumulative distribution of widths). 
When evaluating the cumulative distribution of river widths based on the 30-m increments, the 
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ten large accretion polygons are characterized by widths that are spread fairly evenly over the 
distribution, as illustrated below. 
 
Figure 9.8: Cumulative distribution of local 1997 river widths; the location where the accretion polygons are 
positioned on the distribution are shown on the left with their identification number. 
 Although the data set is fairly small, with only ten points, Fig. 9.8 suggests that the river 
width alone is not a strong predictor for the location at which river margin bank accretion is 
likely to occur. Furthermore, when integrating the width curve by the length within the shaded 
regions in Fig 9.7, and dividing by the total length of the shaded regions, a mean 1997 width of 
203.7 meters results for the bank accretion sites; that value is only 3.0% greater than the mean 
width of the entire 29.3-km evaluation reach. Although width is shown not to be a strong 
predictor of the large bank accretion sites, the river width does play a significant role in the bar 
dynamics, and this issue is explored in greater detail in the following section. 
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9.4  Landsat Satellite Imagery Analysis Methods 
Landsat imagery was obtained for the years 1984-2015. The majority of the Landsat data 
was from Landsat 5, which provided imagery for the years 1984-2011; Landsat 7 was used for 
2012 and Landsat 8 was used for 2013-2015. All images used were un-composited scenes, which 
could be associated with a single date. All data is at 30-m pixel resolution. One image per year 
was obtained during the base-flow season (June-October); the image selected was obtained such 
that discharge was as close to 2500 cfs (70.8 m3/s) as possible to allow an approximately 
equivalent condition for evaluating the emergent portion of the bars. Although a lower discharge 
condition would be preferable for evaluating the maximum extent of bars, the years with 
relatively high base flow conditions limited the minimum discharge that could be evaluated. The 
shortwave infrared band (1.55 – 1.75 μm wavelength) was utilized for distinguishing between 
water and not-water; the red band (0.63 – 0.69 μm wavelength) was utilized to evaluate the not-
water pixels to distinguish between sand and vegetation. For Landsat 5 imagery (8-bit raw data), 
the dynamic range of brightness was set with the raw data value 0 mapped to 0 and the raw data 
value 180 mapped to 255 on the generated grayscale image; the gamma correction factor was set 
to 1.5. For Landsat 7 and 8 images (12-bit raw data), the dynamic range of brightness was set 
with raw data value 5000 mapped to 0 and raw data value 24000 mapped to 255 on the generated 
grayscale image; the gamma correction factor was set to 1.5. Information regarding the images 
evaluated are provided in the following table; the variable QJen,t indicates the mean daily 
discharge reported at the USGS Jensen gage station on the image date, and the variable QJen,t‐1 
indicates the mean daily discharge reported at the USGS Jensen gage station on the day 
preceding the image date. 
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Table 9.3: Landsat image dates used in analysis and the associated discharge values. 
Image Date QJen,t (cfs) QJen,t-1 (cfs) 
1984-09-15 2840 2800 
1985-08-17 2470 2420 
1986-08-27 2390 2300 
1987-07-13 2320 2470 
1988-07-15 2280 1970 
1989-08-12 2290 2300 
1990-10-02 2070 2490 
1991-07-17 2080 2480 
1992-06-24 2070 2160 
1993-07-22 2330 2530 
1994-06-23 2170 2150 
1995-08-04 2630 2770 
1996-07-21 2300 2280 
1997-08-02 2700 2760 
1998-09-06 2650 2660 
1999-09-16 2260 2280 
2000-09-27 2120 2020 
2001-07-03 1590 1750 
2002-06-13 2660 2910 
2003-07-09 1930 2100 
2004-07-11 1860 1950 
2005-11-19 2150 2230 
2006-10-30 2040 2040 
2007-06-27 2430 2540 
2008-07-31 2410 2470 
2009-08-19 2480 2490 
2010-07-28 2340 2440 
2011-11-04 2420 2580 
2012-06-16 2270 2340 
2013-06-27 2420 2560 
2014-09-25 2550 2590 
2015-07-26 2520 2600 
The first step of the analysis involves identifying the bounds of the river domain. This 
was achieved through evaluating the shortwave-infrared band images from 1984, 2000, and 2015 
during high flow, but with the river still within its banks. A threshold intensity value of 110 was 
used to discern water from not-water, which identified all pixels within the river. If a pixel was 
identified as part of the river within any of the three years, that pixel was included in the domain. 
Once established, the domain was not changed throughout the remainder of the analysis. An 
example short reach of the domain is illustrated in Figure 9.9. 
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Figure 9.9: A short segment of the domain definition. 
All of the pixels comprising the domain are then evaluated in each image. This involves 
threshold-filtering each image in the two steps described previously (water/not-water; and 
sand/vegetation for those pixels classified as not-water). Note that each image is an 8-bit 
grayscale image where each pixel is represented by an intensity value between 0 and 255. The 
thresholds were applied uniformly for all the images. The threshold used for the shortwave-
infrared band was 95; i.e., any pixel value within the domain with a value less than or equal to 95 
was considered water. Sand in the red band appears light-colored and vegetation is relatively 
dark. The threshold used for the red band was 135; i.e., any pixel value within the domain 
classified as not-water with value less than or equal to 135 was considered to be vegetation. This 
process yields a trinary image where each pixel is classified as: water, sand, or vegetation. An 
example of a processed trinary image in a short reach is illustrated below. 
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Figure 9.10: A trinary image based on two-step threshold filtering. 
In Figure 9.10, the black pixels represent emergent sand bar, the gray pixels represent 
open water, and the white pixels represent vegetation. For each pixel within the domain, the 
temporal probability of base flow bar presence at Q ≈ 2500 cfs (70.8 m3/s) is calculated over the 
32-year evaluation window. This probability is referred to as Ppix,t where the subscript ‘pix’ 
indicates a local value that is valid for a single pixel, as opposed to a larger spatial set consisting 
of numerous pixels; and the subscript ‘t’ indicates a temporal probability: 
௣ܲ௜௫,௧ ൌ ே್ೌೝሺே್ೌೝାேೢೌ೟ሻ          (9.1) 
In Eq. (9.1), Nbar indicates the number of observations in which the pixel was classified 
as an emergent bar; and Nwat indicates the number of observations in which the pixel was 
classified as open water. Any observation in which the pixel was classified as vegetated was 
excluded from the calculation; thus, pixels that ultimately became incorporated into the 
floodplain (bank accretion) have a lower number of observations on which the probability 
calculation of Ppix,t was based.  
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9.5  Landsat Satellite Imagery Analysis Results 
A map of Ppix,t values is established by assigning colors to the pixels based on the Ppix,t 
values (high Ppix,t is darker; low Ppix,t is lighter), which is illustrated in the figure below. 
 
Figure 9.11: Map of Ppix,t with bank accretion polygons. 
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As expected, Figure 9.11 reveals that the accretion areas occur in areas of high Ppix,t 
values; i.e., the areas where emergent bars were present during most base flow seasons between 
1984 and 2015. However, the figure also reveals that not all the high Ppix,t areas were associated 
with bank accretion. The spatial mean of the temporal bar probability within each accretion 
polygon is calculated as: 
 ௣ܲ௢௟௬,௧ ൌ ∑ ஺೔௉೛೔ೣ,೟
೙೔సభ
∑ ஺೔೙೔సభ
          (9.2) 
where i represents individual pixels; n represents the entire set of pixels that either intersect or 
are located entirely within the accretion polygon; and Ai is the sub-area of the pixel located 
within the accretion polygon. A pixel-dimension is the length of a pixel side, which in the current 
case equals 30-m. Note that many of the pixels are located only partially within the accretion 
polygon and so Ai is commonly less than 1 pixel-dimension2. Although the area is reduced 
accordingly, in such instances, the Ppix,t values represent not only the accretion area, but also the 
portion of the pixel beyond the accretion polygon. This is a limitation of the 30-m pixel 
dimensions in a river with mean width of only approximately 200-m. However, as an indicator of 
emergent bar presence in the nearby vicinity of the accretion polygons, the use of Ppix,t in Eq. 
(9.2) still provides meaningful information. The calculated values of Ppoly,t for each of the ten 
large river margin accretion polygons are provided in the table below. 
Table 9.4: Calculated Ppoly,t values for the ten large accretion sites. 
Polygon ID Ppoly,t
1 0.676 
2 0.777 
3 0.868 
4 0.771 
5 0.512 
6 0.744 
7 0.861 
8 0.719 
9 0.916 
10 0.834 
The values listed in Table 9.4 can be compared to the cumulative distribution of Ppix,t 
values throughout the entire domain as illustrated in the figure below. 
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Figure 9.12: Cumulative distribution of Ppix,t values throughout the domain; the ten large accretion polygons are 
evaluated by showing their position on the distribution based on Ppoly,t. 
Figure 9.12 reveals that the bank accretion polygons are clustered at the upper end of the 
cumulative distribution. The comparison is not exact, as ideally the Ppoly,t values would be 
compared to multiple-pixel groupings having equivalent areas; however, generating cumulative 
distributions for each individual multiple-pixel area causes loss of generality, and the comparison 
provided in Fig. 9.12 is suitable to describe the accretion polygons as being within areas with a 
high temporal probability of base flow bar occurrence. The spatial mean of the temporal bar 
probability within the entire domain is calculated as: 
ௗܲ௢௠,௧ ൌ ∑ ஺೔௉೛೔ೣ,೟
೙೔సభ
∑ ஺೔೙೔సభ
          (9.3) 
where, in this case, n represents all the pixels in the entire river domain and Ai represents the area 
of the pixel contained within the domain, which is uniformly 1 pixel-dimension2. Using Eq. 
(9.3), Pdom,t is calculated to be 0.338. For each of the bank accretion polygons, Ppoly,t exceeds 
Pdom,t.       
The evaluation of Ppix,t provides an indicator of the areas most likely to experience bank 
accretion. The variable Ppix,t must be understood as a local value. In order to advance knowledge 
toward predictive capabilities, several unanswered questions must be further explored. The first 
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question pertains to the physical explanation for local areas to experience high Ppix,t; i.e., why 
some areas experience high Ppix,t and others do not. The second question pertains to why some 
high Ppix,t areas accrete to the bank and others do not, within the same timeframe. The physical 
explanation regarding the second question certainly involves the processes involved in 
vegetation establishment and its relationship to the sequence of hydrologic events; however, 
detailed assessment of those processes is beyond the scope of the current analysis and beyond the 
expertise of the author. The following analysis focuses on the bar dynamics; the primary 
importance of bar dynamics is the potential for fixed-position bars to be disrupted in the early 
stages of vegetation establishment. Using the satellite imagery, the bar dynamics can only be 
analyzed in two dimensions. The vertical dimension is not evaluated, which limits the 
capabilities of the analysis. The vertical dimension is highly important because the elevation of 
the bars effect the depth of submergence, which directly effects the boundary shear stress and 
sediment transport over the bar surface. Despite this limitation, the two-dimensional analysis is a 
necessary first step. 
In considering the bar dynamics, the relevant spatial scale is larger than the local scale 
associated with a pixel. In the context of the interpretations provided in §8, bar units subject to 
strong forcing conditions are expected to yield a bar deposition pattern with fairly limited 
possible outcomes associated with a single high spring flow event; bar units not subject to strong 
forcing conditions are expected to have a wide range of possible outcomes associated with a high 
spring flow event. A qualitative visual investigation of the bank accretion areas with respect to 
the Ppix,t values suggests that the spatial pattern of Ppix,t over a spatial scale of multiple channel 
widths (bar-unit) is important. Several variables associated with the larger spatial scale are 
evaluated with respect to the bank accretion areas. The spatial scale used is a 990-m longitudinal 
extent of channel, or approximately five times the mean channel width; note that 990-m was 
chosen instead of 1000-m to utilize the 30-m centerline increments. A full bar unit that 
incorporates a complete wavelength of the bars is generally larger than 990-m, but expanding the 
evaluation length beyond that tends to homogenize the calculated variables using the current 
analysis procedures.  The evaluated variables are as follows: (a) the spatial mean of the temporal 
probability (SMTP); (b) the spatial variance of the temporal probability (SVTP); and (c) the 
spatial mean of the temporal entropy (SMTE). 
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 The computational setup for calculating each of the three variables is identical. The 
centerline of the reach was established and partitioned into equivalent 30-m longitudinal 
increments as described previously. Perpendiculars were extended from the centerline to the 
intersection with the boundaries of the domain, as illustrated in the figure below. 
 
Figure 9.13: Partitioning of the domain into evaluation segments. 
Based on this setup, a calculation node j is present every 30 meters along the centerline. 
When establishing a spatial scale associated with a 990-m longitudinal extent of the channel, the 
portion of the channel that applies to node j includes the 30-m increment illustrated in Fig. 9.13, 
along with the 16 increments upstream and the 16 increments downstream. (Different 
longitudinal extents besides 990-m can be established in the same fashion by including greater or 
fewer increments.) A single perpendicular line bounds the upstream extent of the evaluation 
region and a single perpendicular line bounds its downstream end, which in the current 
computational setup encompasses a 990-m length of the channel as measured along the 
centerline. 
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Spatial mean of temporal probability (SMTP): 
The spatial mean of temporal probability within the bounds described above is calculated 
as: 
ߤ௨௡௜௧,௧௉ ൌ ∑ ஺೔௉೛೔ೣ,೟
೙೔సభ
∑ ஺೔೙೔సభ
          (9.4) 
where n incorporates all the pixels that are either entirely or partially included within the 990-m 
bounds described above. The subscript ‘unit’ indicates that the spatial scale is on the length-order 
of a bar unit; the subscript ‘tP’ indicates a value calculated from temporal probability values. For 
pixels that are only partially included within the boundary, the partial area is calculated, such that 
those pixels have Ai less than 1 pixel-dimension2. At each longitudinal node j, μunit,tP is 
calculated; the bounding areas associated with node j and node j	൅	1 have substantial overlap. A 
figure showing μunit,tP in the longitudinal direction is illustrated below. 
 
Figure 9.14: Longitudinal profile of μunit,tP values. 1997 river widths are shown for reference; segments of the river 
containing bank accretion polygons are shaded. 
 In Fig. 9.14, the 1997 river widths evaluated from aerial photography are shown instead 
of the domain widths evaluated from Landsat imagery, due to the greater accuracy of the aerial 
photography-obtained values. Figure 9.14 reveals that a strong correlation exists between the 
river width and μunit,tP; i.e., the wider the reach, the higher the percentage of the active channel is 
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comprised of emergent bar during the base flow season, when averaged over a long time period. 
For the following figure, the 1997 river widths are boxcar-averaged over a 990-m longitudinal 
river segment to most directly compare with μunit,tP which is a spatial mean over a 990-m 
longitudinal segment.  
 
Figure 9.15: Correlation between μunit,tP values and 1997 river widths for each 30-m node. 
The best-fit curve shown on Fig. 9.15 was obtained using a power law fit between μunit,tP 
and (Width – 125) meters; the associated r2 value is 0.676. 
As no relationship was identified between the river width and the large bank accretion 
sites, it follows that no clear relationship likely exists between μunit,tP and the location of bank 
accretion. The values of μunit,tP that are valid for the river reaches containing the bank accretion 
polygons are obtained by integrating the μunit,tP curve over the length within a shaded region in 
Fig. 9.14 and dividing by the entire centerline length of the shaded region. Integrating the μunit,tP 
values over the entire curve in the same manner yields a value of 0.333. The values associated 
with the bank accretion sites are illustrated in the table below and those values relative to the 
cumulative distribution of μunit,tP values are shown in the figure that follows. 
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Table 9.5: Calculated μunit,tP values for the ten large accretion sites. 
Polygon ID μunit,tP
1 0.412 
2 0.340 
3 0.322 
4 0.313 
5 0.356 
6 0.332 
7 0.342 
8 0.377 
9 0.371 
10 0.376 
 
 
Figure 9.16: Cumulative distribution of μunit,tP values with positions of bank accretion polygons identified. 
Fig. 9.16 reveals that the bank accretion sites are not clustered tightly in one portion of 
the cumulative distribution; however 9 of the 10 bank accretion sites fall within the 35th and 69th 
percentile of the μunit,tP values. 
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Spatial variance of temporal probability (SVTP): 
The spatial variance of temporal probability within the evaluation region described above 
is calculated as: 
ߪଶ௨௡௜௧,௧௉ ൌ ∑ ஺೔൫௉೛೔ೣ,೟ିఓೠ೙೔೟,೟ು൯
మ೙೔సభ
∑ ஺೔೙೔సభ
        (9.5) 
where n incorporates all the pixels that are either entirely or partially included within the 
evaluation region. The calculation first requires that μunit,tP be calculated as per Eq. (9.4). The 
calculation of partial areas for the variance calculation is as described following Eq. (9.4). A 
figure showing σ	2unit,tP in the longitudinal direction is illustrated below. 
   
Figure 9.17: Longitudinal profile of spatial variance. Segments of the river containing bank accretion polygons are 
shaded. 
Figure 9.17 reveals a much weaker relation between σ	2unit,tP and the river width than that 
which exists for μunit,tP. The values of σ	2unit,tP for the river segments containing the bank 
accretion polygons are obtained by integration within each shaded region as described 
previously. Integrating the σ	2unit,tP values over the entire curve yields a reach-averaged value of 
0.0740. The values associated with the bank accretion sites are illustrated in the table below; the 
values relative to the cumulative distribution of σ	2unit,tP values are shown in the figure that 
follows the table. 
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Table 9.6: Calculated σ	2unit,tP values for the ten large accretion sites. 
Polygon ID σ	2unit,tP
1 0.0584 
2 0.0758 
3 0.0819 
4 0.0738 
5 0.0441 
6 0.0774 
7 0.0994 
8 0.0454 
9 0.1035 
10 0.1112 
 
 
Figure 9.18: Cumulative distribution of σ	2unit,tP	with positions of bank accretion polygons identified. 
Figure 9.18 reveals that the bank accretion polygons are spread broadly over the 
cumulative distribution, such that the spatial variance does not appear to provide a strong 
predictor of the bank accretion sites. 
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Spatial mean of temporal entropy (SMTE): 
Entropy is used in this analysis in the context of information theory. The entropy of a 
random variable X is a function of the number of possible outcomes of X and the probability of 
each outcome, based on the following equation: 
ܪሺܺሻ ൌ െ∑݌ሺݔሻ logଶ ݌ሺݔሻ         (9.6) 
where H is the entropy; pሺxሻ is the probability of outcome x;  and the summation is over all the 
possible outcomes (or the number of bins in the probability distribution). By convention, the 
log2(0) is taken to be equal to 0 in entropy calculations. In the case of the temporal evaluation of 
each pixel, the simplest random variable X is bar presence in a single year, which contains two 
outcomes: (a) emergent bar is present with probability pሺxሻ	ൌ	Ppix,t, and (b) emergent bar is not 
present with probability pሺxሻ	= 1-	Ppix,t; the random variable in this case is a binary variable. The 
entropy of the simple binary variable is written as: 
ܪ௣௜௫,௧ ൌ െ൫ ௣ܲ௜௫,௧ logଶ ௣ܲ௜௫,௧ ൅ ൫1 െ ௣ܲ௜௫,௧൯ logଶ൫1 െ ௣ܲ௜௫,௧൯൯    (9.7) 
where the subscript ‘pix’ given to Hpix,t indicates a calculation associated with a single pixel.  
Note that the random variable could be defined in more elaborate ways, with a greater number of 
outcomes, by considering multiple-year sequences or multiple-pixel groupings. However, based 
on Eq. (9.7), Hpix,t is a simple function of Ppix,t, a plot of which is provided in the following 
figure:    
 
Figure 9.19: Plot of the entropy function. 
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Entropy effectively measures the uncertainty in a random variable (Cover and Thomas, 
2006). If a pixel contained emergent bar in all years, or if it contained emergent bar in none of 
the years, its entropy would be identical; i.e., no uncertainty would be associated with that pixel. 
The maximum entropy associated with a binary variable is equal to 1, which occurs when Ppix,t 
equals 0.5. The rationale for using entropy as a potential reach-scale metric of the bar dynamics 
is that if a segment of the river had the identical configuration of bars and open water each year, 
the entropy averaged over all the pixels in the segment would be 0. Segments of the river that 
experience a wide range of configurations would be dominated by Ppix,t values in the central 
region of the Fig 9.19 curve. Thus, the spatial average of Hpix,t over a river segment would 
potentially be more useful as an indicator of the regularity of the bar configuration than μunit,tP 
(the spatial average of Ppix,t over the river segment). The spatial mean of the temporal entropy is 
calculated as: 
ߤ௨௡௜௧,௧ு ൌ ∑ ஺೔ு೛೔ೣ,೟
೙೔సభ
∑ ஺೔೙೔సభ
         (9.8) 
where n incorporates all the pixels that are either entirely or partially included within the 
evaluation region, which is the same as used to calculate the variables μunit,tP and σ	2unit,tP. A 
figure showing μunit,tH in the longitudinal direction is illustrated below. 
 
Figure 9.20: Longitudinal profile of spatial mean of temporal entropy. Segments of the river containing bank 
accretion polygons are shaded. 
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Figure 9.20 reveals that the longitudinal profile of μunit,tH is similar in shape to that of 
μunit,tP , which was shown previously on Fig. 9.14.; furthermore, μunit,tH also is positively 
correlated to the river width. The values of μunit,tH for the river segments containing the bank 
accretion polygons are obtained by integration within each shaded region as described 
previously. Integrating the μunit,tH values over the entire curve yields a reach-averaged value of 
0.619. The values associated with the bank accretion sites are illustrated in the table below; the 
values relative to the cumulative distribution of μunit,tH values are shown in the figure that follows 
the table. 
Table 9.7: Calculated μunit,tH values for the ten large accretion sites. 
Polygon ID μunit,tH
1 0.775 
2 0.646 
3 0.584 
4 0.614 
5 0.787 
6 0.623 
7 0.558 
8 0.803 
9 0.574 
10 0.545 
 
 
Figure 9.21: Cumulative distribution of µunit,tH	with positions of bank accretion polygons identified. 
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The bank accretion polygons are clustered more tightly on the µunit,tH cumulative 
distribution relative to the σ	2unit,tP cumulative distribution; however, the substantial spread over 
the distribution indicates the µunit,tH is not a strong predictor of the bank accretion sites. The 
ordering of the bank accretion sites from high to low on the cumulative distribution is nearly the 
opposite to the ordering on the σ	2unit,tP distribution. This result is to be expected; a high spatial 
variance suggests Ppix,t values within the reach are concentrated toward the end values (0 and 1), 
while such distribution of Ppix,t values also tend to yield low entropy values. 
9.6  Discussion and Conclusions 
Chapter 9 focused on gaining knowledge regarding bank accretion in a weakly braided 
river. The first issue addressed in this discussion is the broader issue of general width 
modification in the middle Green River; that is followed by a more narrow focus on bank 
accretion, independent of overall width modification.  
The current analysis reveals that within a 29.3-km evaluation reach that encompasses the 
Ouray National Wildlife Refuge (ONWR), the mean channel width has changed minimally since 
the analysis of Lyons et al. (1992). When evaluating an 18-km segment that was common 
between the analysis of Lyons et al. (1992) and the current analysis, Lyons et al. (1992) reported 
the mean river width to be 189 meters in 1978 and 198 meters in 1986. The current analysis 
reveals the mean width of the common segment to have been 197.8 m in 1997 and 193.4 meters 
in 2015. Caution is warranted in making any direct comparison of the widths between the current 
analysis and that of Lyons et al. (1992), since the evaluation techniques were not identical. 
However, at the very least, a strong conclusion can be made that the 160-meter mean width 
predicted by Andrews (1986) to be achieved 30-years after dam closure has not yet been 
realized. The question remains as to whether the evaluation segment has reached a dynamic 
equilibrium width, whereby temporal mean width variations in the range between 189 meters and 
198 meters would be maintained into the future if the statistical properties of the spring floods 
and sediment loads remain the same. (Note that temporal variations over small time periods are 
to be expected, even in conditions of dynamic equilibrium.) Given the current state of knowledge 
regarding channel narrowing processes, a definitive conclusion cannot be made that the 189 to 
198-m range constitutes the new dynamic equilibrium condition. Only future monitoring will 
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reveal whether the channel has completed the narrowing process, or whether the channel will 
continue narrowing toward the 160-m width predicted by Andrews (1986). 
The time scales associated with river geometric adjustments to a modified discharge 
and/or sediment load regime can be on the order of centuries (de Vries, 1975). The relative rates 
at which various modes of geometric adjustment (longitudinal slope, channel width, bed grain 
composition, etc.) occur is still largely unknown, particularly when the adjustments occur 
simultaneously. However, based on the observations in the approximately 50-year period since 
closure of Flaming Gorge Dam, skepticism regarding Andrews (1986) prediction for equilibrium 
channel width in the middle Green River is justified. The assumptions used in that prediction are 
explored below, and the most suspect of them are highlighted for future research consideration. 
Andrews (1986) provided an analysis of the effective discharge (the nodal value of the 
total sand mass transported versus discharge curve) that indicated a decrease from 20500 cfs 
(580.9 m3/s) to 11500 cfs (325.9 m3/s) at the Jensen gage station following closure of the 
Flaming Gorge Dam. Andrews (1986) made the assumption that, as the channel geometry 
adjusted, the equilibrium condition would be one in which the bankfull discharge (the discharge 
which causes flow stage to equal the top of bank elevation) would be approximately equal to the 
modified effective discharge of 11500 cfs. Using a hydraulic geometry relationship that 
expresses the dynamic-equilibrium channel width as a function of the bankfull discharge, 
Andrews (1986) calculated the coefficient and exponent of the equation based on the pre-
Flaming Gorge Dam variables. Then, assuming the coefficient and exponents would remain the 
same, the new dynamic-equilibrium channel width was calculated using the hydraulic geometry 
relationship with the modified bankfull discharge value. 
The first aspect of the Andrews (1986) analysis that can be questioned is whether the 
channel will eventually adjust its geometry such that bankfull discharge will occur at 11500 cfs. 
Field observations made in 2014 (see Appendix A) revealed that at discharge values of 
approximately 18000 cfs, flow had not generally overtopped the banks, even in portions of the 
bank that had accreted since 1997. According to the rating curve at the new USGS Ouray gage 
station (09272400), an increase in discharge from 11500 cfs to 18000 cfs is associated with an 
increase in stage of approximately 0.81 meters. Although the field study did not focus on 
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establishment of the bankfull stage and discharge, this magnitude of submergence of the 
floodplain would have been immediately evident without detailed investigation. The associated 
questions that are raised are: (a) is the modified effective discharge considerably larger than 
11500 cfs; and (b) will the channel actually adjust its geometry such that the effective discharge 
and the bankfull discharge are equivalent? Regarding question (a), the aspect of the Andrews 
(1986) analysis that warrants reconsideration is the sediment load versus discharge curve used to 
establish the effective discharge. Some evidence was provided in §7 that the sediment load curve 
may not be unchanged at the Jensen gage station between the pre-Flaming Gorge Dam and the 
post-Flaming Gorge Dam periods, as used by Andrews (1986) in establishing the effective 
discharge. However, a rigorous statistical analysis was not conducted in §7 to confirm or deny 
such an assertion. Regarding question (b), the issue of how the channel establishes its bankfull 
elevation does not lend itself to a straight-forward method of being addressed; however, Naito 
and Parker (2016) have recently made advances regarding this question using a physics-based 
framework.  
The other aspect of the Andrews (1986) analysis that can be questioned is the assumption 
that the coefficient of the hydraulic geometry relationship will remain the same following a 
perturbation of the discharge and sediment load regimes. Given the many different modes of 
potential channel adjustment, an unchanging hydraulic geometry relationship is doubtful; 
however, a straight-forward method of developing a suitable alternative is not apparent. Schmidt 
and Wilcock (2008) analyzed a fairly large data set to identify relationships between the relative 
reduction in median peak flood magnitude and channel width reduction; they found no consistent 
relationship. Andrews (1986) made the assumptions for the prediction of modified width using 
the best available methods; unfortunately, better methods still do not exist, and additional 
research is required for future predictions in similar situations. The point is also reiterated that 
the width prediction of Andrews (1986) has not yet been proven incorrect, only the associated 
time scale to develop such an equilibrium width; many more decades may be required before a 
new dynamic equilibrium width is achieved. 
 Narrowing the focus to the bank accretion phenomenon, this analysis focused on bank 
accretion onto river margins beyond the narrow side channels associated with large islands. The 
dominant role of vegetation establishment in the process of bank accretion is well-established 
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(e.g., Graf, 1978; Allred and Schmidt, 1999). Any physically-based approach to bank accretion 
processes in river morphodynamics modeling will need to account for the interaction between 
vegetation, hydrodynamics, and sediment transport during vegetation establishment. Recent 
advances in numerical modeling of braided river systems have begun to explicitly account for 
vegetation establishment (e.g., Nicholas et al., 2013; Schuurman et al., 2016), although the 
parameterizations used therein are highly simplified. Such two-dimensional (2D) modeling is 
computationally expensive when applied to the scale of large natural rivers, and the discharge 
modeled is typically simplified; making realistic predictions of bank accretion over a variety of 
natural hydrographs and a full range of potential initial conditions using such an approach has 
yet to be demonstrated. The current analysis has sought a more general understanding of where 
bank accretion occurs to ultimately aid in increasing predictive ability. If a strong relationship 
between bank accretion and river width exists, bank accretion would potentially be possible to 
parameterize in a one-dimensional (1D) river morphodynamics framework that would potentially 
have the capability to model width modification to an adjusted flow regime and/or sediment 
input regime. 
Observations that large-scale disruption of bars through erosion associated with bar 
positioning and flow re-direction, resulting in elimination of potential bank accretion sites in 
which vegetation colonization had initiated, led to focusing on the bar dynamics that allows 
vegetation establishment to occur. A reasonable hypothesis that was evaluated for the prediction 
of bank accretion locations is as follows: (a) segments of the river with high width will contain a 
high percentage of emergent bar when evaluated over long time scales; (b) portions of the river 
with a high percentage of emergent bar will be the most likely sites of bank accretion; and (c) 
bank accretion will therefore be focused in areas of higher than average width. During 
adjustment to a modified flow regime and/or sediment input regime, such a bank accretion 
scenario (at a rate that exceeds bank erosion) would be expected to decrease the mean river width 
and decrease the variance of river width. However, the analysis shows that such a hypothesis is 
unsupported by the data. The failure of the hypothesis is explored in more detail below. 
Statement (a) in the outlined hypothesis, that segments of the river with high width will 
contain a high percentage of emergent bar when evaluated over long time scales, is supported by 
the data. A 32-year record of Landsat imagery between 1984 and 2015 (one image per year 
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during the base flow season in which the discharge was as near as possible to Q = 2500 cfs) was 
used to ascertain relations between river geometry and bar statistics. A positive correlation 
between river width and emergent bar presence was shown using the variable μunit,tP (the spatial 
mean of temporal probability, or SMTP). In other words, the higher the width of a river segment, 
the greater is the percentage of emergent bar during the base flow season. 
Statement (b), that portions of the river with a high percentage of emergent bar will be 
the most likely sites of bank accretion, was found not to be supported by the data. Within the 
29.3-km long evaluation reach, river margin bank accretion between 1997 and 2015 was 
dominated by ten large accretion areas, defined as polygons with maximum accretion widths 
exceeding 20 meters. The analysis focuses on these large bank accretion sites. Nine of the ten 
large bank accretion sites fall within the 35th and 69th percentile of the SMTP cumulative 
distribution. In other words, bank accretion was generally observed to occur in river segments 
with a moderate percentage of emergent bar; i.e., generally not occurring in river segments with 
much higher than average and much lower than average percentages of emergent bar. 
Statement (c) was that bank accretion will be focused in areas of higher than average 
width. Given the strong positive correlation between river width and percent emergent bar, along 
with the finding that bank accretion occurred predominantly in areas of only moderate 
percentage emergent bar, it follows that statement (c) was also not supported by the data. The 
bank accretion sites were well-distributed over the cumulative distribution of 1997 river widths; 
integrating the 1997 river widths over the segments where the bank accretion sites were located 
yielded a mean river width within the accretion segments of 203.7 meters (prior to accretion), 
which is only 3.0% greater than the average river width within the 29.3-km evaluation reach. 
Based on the above analysis, the use of river width as a predictor of bank accretion 
locations appears to be doubtful. Rather than the properties of the river at channel-width scale or 
bar-unit scale, the only identified suitable predictor for locations of bank accretion sites was at a 
local scale. For the current analysis, the smallest local scale is the 30-m by 30-m pixel size of the 
Landsat imagery. All the bank accretion sites were found to occur in pixels with high temporal 
probability of emergent bar presence, evaluated with the variable Ppix,t. When evaluated relative 
to the entire cumulative distribution of Ppix,t within the river domain, 9 of the 10 large bank 
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accretion sites occurred at or above the 84th percentile of Ppix,t values. With the local variable 
Ppix,t found to be a good indicator of bank accretion sites, this supports the use of a parameter 
associated with a minimum time period of bar presence, as used by Nicholas et al. (2013), as a 
criteria for converting a numerical cell from un-vegetated to vegetated. However, not all pixels 
with high Ppix,t were associated with bank accretion; thus, other factors than high Ppix,t must be 
involved in the process of vegetation establishment. 
Locations of high Ppix,t are interpreted as areas associated with strong river geometry 
forcing conditions, causing bars to be positioned in approximately the same location following 
the spring flood, regardless of the specific properties of the spring flood. For example, Polygon 1 
is located in a region of flow expansion (which leads to deposition) associated with an upstream 
constriction, and the curvature tends to cause the deposition to be concentrated on the inner bank. 
Polygons 2 and 5 are located at positions just upstream of sharp curvature forced by the river 
alignment encountering the bedrock valley wall; deposition in these areas follows the physical 
principles of concave-bank (outer-bank) bench development described by Hickin (1979) and 
Page and Nanson (1982). Polygons 6 and 10 are fairly traditional point bars associated with the 
channel curvature forcing. Polygon 7 is downstream of a bend and island side-channel 
confluence, which tends to concentrate flow along the right bank leading to deposition in the 
deceleration zone downstream. Using channel-width scale or bar-unit scale variables to predict 
such conditions outside of a 2D modeling framework does not currently appear tractable. Using a 
larger scale than the local pixel size to characterize the bar pattern associated with the local areas 
of high Ppix,t associated with bank accretion also led to limited success. The spatial variance of 
temporal probability (SVTP) was evaluated with the variable σ2unit,tP; and the spatial mean of the 
temporal entropy (SMTE) was evaluated with the variable μunit,tH. The logic behind using these 
variables was that areas with a strong pattern of pixels with low Ppix,t and high Ppix,t would 
indicate river segments where emergent bar and open water had approximately the same 
configuration each year, and these river segments would be where bars would most likely accrete 
to the banks. Such a configuration would yield high variance and low entropy. However, the 
bank accretion polygons were distributed fairly uniformly over the cumulative distribution of 
SVTP; the polygons were clustered somewhat more tightly on the cumulative distribution of 
SMTE, but not strongly enough to use this variable as a strong predictor of bank accretion 
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location. Many possibilities exist to take advantage of statistical entropy to characterize pattern 
within the bar-unit scale. Multiple-pixel groupings could be used to yield non-binary random 
variables; and within individual pixels, bar presence over multiple-year periods could be used. 
The analysis herein was necessary as a first step toward potentially more sophisticated analyses 
in the future. 
The observation that the bank accretion sites were concentrated in high Ppix,t locations, 
but not all high Ppix,t locations were involved in bank accretion, indicates some limitations of the 
variable Ppix,t. One potential limitation is that a long time period for making the temporal 
probability calculation is not as important as short time periods having particular flow 
conditions. For example, an area with high Ppix,t may have lacked an emergent bar during a short 
time window when flow conditions were suitable to establish vegetation. Thus, the long time 
period may provide extraneous information. Allred and Schmidt (1999) identify a bank accretion 
site in which the vegetation originally established during a 3-year period having lower than 
average peak flow magnitudes. The time period required for vegetation to become established, 
and the associated hydrodynamics and sediment transport over the bar surface that allow the 
vegetation to become established are issues that will need to be addressed to provide better 
statistical metrics with a stronger physical basis. Another potential limitation of Ppix,t is that it 
does not involve the elevation of the bar surface. A bar that is present in the same location every 
year, but which is submerged deep enough to cause perennial vegetation mortality, will not 
accrete to the bank. A related issue is that a bar that is present in the same location every year, 
but is reworked substantially, may not be suitable for vegetation establishment; for example, a 
bar surface that is eroded substantially during the rising limb of the hydrograph, but which 
receives fresh deposition during the peak and descending limbs of the hydrograph may be 
associated with high Ppix,t, but is still unsuitable for perennial vegetation establishment. 
 The variable Ppix,t is also inherently limited by being a local variable that does not 
account for bar-unit scale bar dynamics; this is the reason other bar-unit scale metrics were 
evaluated. Of particular interest is the lack of bank accretion sites in river segments with high 
SMTP. These river segments tend to be considerably wider than average, and therefore they are 
more likely to consist of Mode 2 than Mode 1 bar configuration. The development and 
propagation of bars through these wide areas have more degrees of freedom than in river 
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segments with narrower widths near the mean; although some pixels in the wide segments may 
contain emergent bar most years, the bar dynamics that lead to such a condition are more 
variable. This issue parallels the one discussed in the previous paragraph regarding the reworking 
of bars; some pixels with high Ppix,t may be comprised of entirely new bars from one year to the 
next. Although there are clear limitations to using Ppix,t, enormous potential exists for developing 
improved statistical metrics for application of Landsat imagery to such studies of bar dynamics 
in large braided (and weakly-braided) rivers. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
2014 GREEN RIVER FIELD STUDY 
A.1 Study Area 
 The field study area includes an approximately 11-km reach within the Ouray National 
Wildlife Refuge (ONWR) between station 11.5-km and station 22.5-km on Figure A.1. Note that 
station 0.0-km is at the upstream face of the Ouray bridge on State Route 88 (N40.08540°, 
W109.67601°). Station 0.0-km is located the following distances from relevant hydrographic 
features: (a) approximately 0.25-km upstream of the Duchesne River junction with the Green 
River; (b) approximately 157-km downstream from the junction of the Yampa River with the 
Green River; and (c) approximately 267-km downstream of the Flaming Gorge Dam. 
 
Figure A.1: The channel centerline (stationed in km) in the vicinity of the detailed field study area, which is located 
between station 11.5-km and station 22.5-km. 
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Within the ONWR, three segments of the river containing previously surveyed 
backwater-habitat sites (Grippo et al., 2015) were chosen for detailed measurement. These three 
segments are referred to as the Upper Segment, Middle Segment, and Lower Segment, and they 
are illustrated in Figure A.2. 
 
Figure A.2: A view of the three detailed measurement segments (gray-shaded). Backwater-habitat sites are shown 
for reference. 
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A.2 Methods 
 Field measurements were performed during a series of trips during the 2014 spring 
snowmelt high flow event and a single trip later during the base-flow season. Methods are 
described below. 
Spring high flow event measurement methods: 
 The field measurements during the high flow event were performed by GMA Hydrology, 
Inc. under a contract with the Argonne National Laboratory. A report prepared by GMA 
Hydrology, Inc. (Pryor, 2014) contains the full details regarding the methods of measurement, 
and equipment specifications are provided therein. Only a brief summary is provided below: 
 All spatial positioning was obtained using Trimble GNSS (global navigation satellite 
system) instruments with RTK (real-time kinematic) correction using geodetic control 
provided by a base station set up on the Leota monument. 
 
 Bathymetric measurements were performed by boat using an 8-beam sweep system with 
each sonar head spaced 1 meter apart. The signals from the 8 beams were integrated with 
the GNSS positioning data using onboard Ross Laboratories hardware and Hypack 
hydrographic survey software. Two of the sonar heads were mounted flush to the bottom 
of the vessel, and the remaining six sonar heads were mounted on aluminum arms that 
extended laterally from both sides of the boat. For some of the coarse bathymetry 
measurements, only the two beams mounted flush to the bottom of the boat were used 
without deploying the lateral arms. Bathymetric data obtained from the ADCP (acoustic 
Doppler current profiler) cross-section measurements were also used to supplement some 
of the coarse bathymetric measurements. 
 
 In areas too shallow to measure by boat, topography was obtained using hand-held 
Trimble GNSS rovers mounted to a survey pole using the same RTK correction and 
geodetic control as described above. 
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 ADCP data was obtained using a Sontek M9 with River Surveyor Live software to 
integrate the ADCP data with GNSS data. ADCP data was obtained using two boat 
passes for each cross-section (the first pass being from left bank to right bank and the 
second pass being from right bank to left bank). As the ADCP data was intended to 
provide a spatially dense velocity field rather than to provide a discharge measurement, 
two passes was deemed sufficient for the intended purpose rather than sacrificing spatial 
resolution for additional accuracy at any single cross-section. 
 
 Suspended sediment samples were collected using a US D-74 sampler with 3/16-inch 
nozzle lowered from the boat using a crane and reel. 
Once the data was processed by GMA Hydrology, Inc., additional processing was 
performed by the author to complete the analysis. All spatial data was projected onto the NAD 
1983 UTM Zone 12N coordinate system using ESRI ArcMap 10.0 software to allow direct 
comparison with survey data obtained from previous Argonne National Laboratory surveys. In 
areas where dense bathymetry coverage was provided by the 8-beam sweep system with 
overlapping swaths, GMA Hydrology Inc. provided a DEM (digital elevation model) at 1-meter 
grid spacing, and no further processing was deemed necessary. In areas where coarser DEMs 
were provided, the original point data were utilized to create TIN (triangular irregular network) 
surfaces using AutoCAD Civil 3D 2012. Where the data were available, the cross-sectional 
bathymetry provided by the ADCP data was used in conjunction with the longitudinal coarse 
bathymetry measurements to create the most accurate TIN surface with the data available. GMA 
Hydrology Inc. provided all original GPS point data with both the bathymetric elevation and the 
water surface elevation. Longitudinal water surface slopes were calculated using data along 
individual longitudinal survey swaths within a single pass to ensure that discharge conditions 
were uniform for the calculation. The survey data was projected onto the river centerline to 
eliminate any irregularities in the survey path and a linear interpolation of the data point 
elevations versus longitudinal position was performed. When several passes were used for the 
slope calculation in the same portion of the river, the average value of the slopes was calculated. 
ADCP data were exported to MATLAB format using Sontek RiverSurveyor Live version 
3.8. Those files were then processed using the Velocity Mapping Toolbox (VMT) version 4.08, 
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which was developed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). The VMT projects the data from 
multiple passes onto a single cross-section and performs a variety of processing function 
including smoothing data and calculating vertically averaged velocity magnitudes and directions. 
Suspended sediment samples from the first trip, during the rising limb of the high flow event, 
were evaluated for total suspended sediment concentration (SSC) without a separation of the fine 
fraction from the sand fraction. The SSC samples were processed using the facilities at the USGS 
Illinois Water Science Center laboratory. The samples were evaluated in accordance with ASTM 
method D3977-97, Test Method B (Filtration). Grain size distributions of small aliquots of the 
samples were obtained before filtration and analyzed using a LISST-ST laser diffraction particle 
size analyzer at the Ven Te Chow Hydrosystems Laboratory. Suspended sediment samples from 
the second and third trips (peak and descending limb) were analyzed by separating the sand 
fraction from the fine fraction using a wet-sieve procedure with a 63 µm sieve per ASTM 
D3977-97 after the total mass of the sample with water was weighed and recorded. The sand 
fraction was weighed using a Sartorius R200D scale at the USGS Illinois Water Science Center. 
More detailed grain size distribution of the sand fraction was performed using a dry-sieve 
procedure per ASTM D6913-04 using small 3-inch diameter sieves; when the total mass of sand 
was less than 80 mg, adjacent samples were composited until that mass was exceeded. The fine-
grained portions of the samples were analyzed separately. Prior to SSC analysis, a subset of the 
fine-grained samples were chemically and mechanically dispersed per ASTM D422-63 and 
evaluated for grain-size distribution using a Malvern Mastersizer 3000E. The entire solution was 
retained during the system flushing. SSC analysis of the fine-grained fractions was performed 
per ASTM D3977-97, Test Method B (filtration). 
Baseflow-season sedimentology measurement methods: 
 Analysis of the structure of the sediment deposits comprising the sandbar / backwater 
assemblages was performed onsite from September 30 – October 7, 2014. This work was 
performed with the assistance of Eric Prokocki of the Geology department at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, a member of the research group of Professor Jim Best. Sediment 
cores were obtained using aluminum tubing having 3-inch (7.6-cm) inside diameter, 0.05-inch 
(1.3-mm) wall thickness, and 15-ft (4.6-m) lengths. The tubing was driven into the ground using 
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a vibracore apparatus, in which the vibratory action of a pneumatic vibrating head affixed to the 
tubing causes the tube to penetrate into the ground. The core is then extracted using a crane and 
winch assembly. The water content and composition of the sediments affects the amount of 
sediment recovered within the core, with some core samples yielding barely one vertical meter of 
sediment and other core samples yielding nearly full recovery. Following core collection, the 
core tubes were cut in half longitudinally, the cores were photographed and logged, and samples 
were collected for grain size analysis. The grain size analysis was performed at the Ven Te Chow 
Hydrosystems Laboratory of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign using a 
combination of sieve analysis (method ASTM D6913-04) and laser-diffraction particle size 
analysis using a Malvern Mastersizer 3000E. 
 Stratigraphy of sandbars was analyzed using ground penetrating radar (GPR). The 
equipment used was a Sensors & Software Pulse Ekko Pro with 100 MHz antenna set (1-meter 
separation) and Smart Cart. GPR parameters included the following: 0.25-meters horizontal 
sampling interval (i.e., one vertical profile per 0.25 meters horizontally); 16 stacks per trace (i.e., 
16 vertical profiles measured and averaged for each 0.25-m horizontal sampling interval); a 220-
ns time window for each vertical profile; 0.2-ns sample interval, yielding 1100 samples per 
vertical. The GPR lines were marked with flagging during data collection, and the paths were 
then surveyed using a Topcon DS103RC robotic total station with horizontal and vertical control 
provided by a series of benchmarks left in place on the sandbars during the annual topographic 
backwater survey performed concurrently by Argonne National Laboratory. GPR data was 
processed using the software GPR Slice (Geophysical Archaeometry Laboratory Inc.) with signal 
gain, background filtering, and bandpass filtering performed using variable settings. 
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A.3 Flow Conditions During the 2014 Measurements 
 Measurements during the spring high flow event were planned for: (a) the rising limb of 
the hydrograph; (b) the peak of the hydrograph; and (c) the descending limb of the hydrograph. 
The 2014 hydrograph and timing of the measurements are illustrated in Figure A.3. 
 
Figure A.3: 2014 hydrograph as recorded at the Ouray gage station with field measurement dates. 
 The rising limb trip was performed on April 28 – May 1, 2014, with discharge that varied 
from a minimum of 7300 cfs to a maximum of 9160 cfs. The peak trip was performed on June 9 
– June 12, 2014, with discharge that varied from a minimum of 15,200 cfs to a maximum of 
17,900 cfs. The descending limb trip was performed on June 23 – June 26, 2014, with discharge 
that varied from a minimum of 5700 cfs to a maximum of 7430 cfs. 
 The base-flow trip (September 30 – October 7, 2014) in which core sampling and GPR 
measurements took place experienced discharge that varied between 3180 cfs and 4480 cfs.  
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A.4 Antecedent conditions 
 The antecedent bathymetric conditions that existed prior to the 2014 high flow event are 
relevant in establishing the river conditions to which hydraulics and geomorphologic adjustments 
responded. The 2013 annual backwater topographic survey performed by Argonne National 
Laboratory from September 10 – September 12, 2013 is used to provide antecedent condition 
information, which included some in-channel sonar bathymetry throughout the study site. The 
2013 data is presented in the Results section for each of the three measurement sites to allow a 
direct comparison with the evolving 2014 bathymetry. Additional useful information regarding 
antecedent conditions is also available by evaluating bar positioning during the 2013 base-flow 
period. Figure A.4 below shows Band 6 (shortwave infrared wavelength) of Landsat 8 imagery 
taken on August 14, 2013 at a discharge of approximately 1,250 cfs. The three measurement 
segments illustrated previously on Figure A.2 are also outlined. 
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Figure A.4: Landsat imagery of study site from August 14, 2013 at discharge of approximately 1250 cfs. 
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A.5 Results 
 In the following subsections, results are presented for each detailed measurement 
segment individually. The data includes a chronological sequence of the measured bathymetry, 
followed by a chronological sequence of the measured ADCP velocity fields, followed by 
sedimentological data, where available. In each image that describes the bathymetry at an 
individual measurement segment, the color scheme to distinguish elevations is identical; 
however, between measurement segments, the color scheme shifts to account for the general 
reduction in bed elevation in the downstream direction. 
A.5.1 Upper Segment results 
Upper Segment bathymetry: 
Figure A.5 provides the available information regarding the antecedent conditions based 
on the available 2013 data. Figures A.6 through A.8 illustrate the measured bathymetry during 
the three high flow measurements. Note the modified orientation of these figures, with due north 
oriented 30 degrees from vertical. The largest extent of detailed bathymetry was obtained during 
the rising limb trip (Fig. A.6), which focused on establishing the most accurate bathymetry 
possible. Regions of higher resolution bathymetry are evident in the “streaky” appearance that 
indicates that individual bed-forms were resolved in the survey; regions of lower-resolution 
bathymetry are evident by a smoother topographic surface.  
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Figure A.5: Upper segment antecedent conditions based on 2013 data. 
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Figure A.6: Upper segment rising limb bathymetry. 
 Notable in Figure A.6 is the well-defined sequence of alternate bars, of which the 
sandbars associated with Backwater 7 and Backwater 14 are the most prominent. In association 
with the alternate bars is a well-defined sinuous flow path, with the deepest regions generally 
directly opposite the bars and with the thalweg being shallower in the cross-overs (where the 
sinuous path traverses from left bank to right bank or vice-versa). The sinuous main flow path 
remained in its deduced location from the antecedent conditions illustrated in Figure A.5.  The 
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“streakiness” evident in the coloration of Fig. 6 represents bedforms, which are predominantly 
dunes. 
 
Figure A.7: Upper segment peak trip bathymetry. 
 Considerable change is evident between Figure A.6 and Figure A.7. The scour hole at the 
constriction at the upstream end of the domain deepened and expanded downstream, while the 
associated bar on the left bank increased in elevation and also extended downstream. The 
antecedent bar located at STA 21+00 (right bank) was reduced in elevation and expanded 
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downstream, closing off the cross-over flow path that existed at approximately STA 18+00, and 
yielding a single central bar. From STA 20+00 to 18+00 a saddle-shaped cross section resulted 
with a slight central depression bounded by two diagonal bar fronts that converge near STA 
18+00. Zones of flow concentration are well-developed on both sides of the central bar starting 
at STA 19+00. The central bar maintains coherence from approximately STA 20+00 all the way 
downstream to STA 11+00. Beginning at STA 18+00 and extending downstream, the left-bank 
concentrated flow path has eliminated the bank-attached portion of the sandbar that previously 
formed Backwater 14. Between STA 14+00 and 10+00 considerable material deposited along the 
left bank. The central bar eliminated the cross-over flow path that existed at approximately STA 
13+00, thus forcing flow against the sandbar associated with Backwater 7, and resulting in 
considerable erosion of material along the riverward margin of that bar. The tail of the bar, 
beginning at approximately STA 9+00, migrated bankward and built approximately 1 meter in 
height. The narrow tail of the bar associated with Backwater 7 extended downstream to 
appproximately STA 7+00.  
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Figure A.8: Upper segment descending limb bathymetry. 
 Changes were less drastic between Figure A.7 and Figure A.8, but still significant, 
particularly with respect to implications on backwater feature evolution. The scour area at the 
upper end of the domain slightly deepened and expanded in the downstream direction. The two 
diagonal bar-fronts that previously converged at STA 18+00 still exist, but the right bar-front 
reduced in elevation and the entire center of mass of the central region bar shifted closer to the 
left bank. It appears that a preferential flow path exists to the right of the bar, however, velocity 
data provided later in the report reveal a strong component of flow passing obliquely over the bar 
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top and into the deeper area left of the bar, developing approximately equal discharge on both 
sides of the bar downstream of approximately STA 16+00. The deeper region left of the bar 
yields a condition of lower energy losses and thus, a positive energy gradient for flow to pass 
over the bar top from the central portion of the channel. This positive energy gradient into a near-
bank flow path is a key physical factor in backwater feature evolution when the bar top is 
shallowly submerged. The steep angle of the bar-front in this region indicates that the bar 
migrated toward the left bank until deposition was arrested as the flow path became narrow 
enough to maintain sufficient velocity with the available flow to transport the incoming 
sediment. The widening of the bank-attached flow path in the downstream direction indicates the 
influence of increasing flow captured by the flow path. Additional scour is evident along the left 
bank down to approximately STA 14+00. This region along the left bank would have become 
deep backwater habitat if the flow stage fell below approximately 1422.5 meters. 
 Some deposition occurred along the right bank flow path between STA 16+00 and 
14+00. The central bar was truncated at approximately STA 12+00, as a flow path developed 
through the left bank depositional area (downstream of the scoured region), creating a coherent 
flow path from the deep left bank region and joining with the flow path from the right of the bar. 
The combined flow path location was solidified near the margin of the sandbar associated with 
Backwater 7. The longitudinal bar-tail associated with Backwater 7 continued to migrate 
bankward, nearly closing the bank-attached flow path, and extending the bank-parallel portion of 
the bar alignment downstream to nearly STA 6+00. The diagonal portion of that bar was 
considerably shortened, extending from only STA 6+00 to STA 4+00; previously, the diagonal 
alignment of the bar extended from nearly STA 9+00 down to STA 4+00. 
 Some discussion regarding overall changes between the beginning and the end of the 
hydrograph is warranted. Comparing the topographic / bathymetric surface between Fig. A.6 and 
Fig. A.8 reveals that substantial geomorphic work was accomplished as expressed by volumetric 
changes. The calculation reveals volumetric loss (excavation) of 131,100 m3, volumetric gain 
(deposition) of 127,200 m3, which yields a modest net volume loss from the upper segment 
totaling 3,900 m3 between the rising limb and descending limb trips. The total surface area of the 
overlapping region where volume calculation was performed is 350,600 m2. This indicates an 
average net surface change equal to -0.011 m, which is a small value that is exceeded by the 
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reported bathymetric measurement error reported in Pryor (2014). The relatively small net 
volume change indicates that surfaces were generally reorganized without resulting in definitive 
net sediment storage or loss. If the 3,900 m3 of net volume loss was not neglected due to being 
within the limits of measurement error, this volume equates to approximately 6.20x106 kg of 
sediment, assuming a porosity of 0.40 and sediment specific gravity of 2.65. According to the 
estimate of Grams and Schmidt (2005), the annual sand load at the Jensen gage station is 
approximately 8.76x108 kg; therefore, the volume loss from the reach would constitute less than 
1% of the total annual sand flux, assuming that approximately the same mass of sand fluxes 
through the study reach as at Jensen when averaged over a sufficiently long time period. 
 An illustration of the TIN volume surface (the surface whose values represent the local 
elevation differences between two surfaces) is provided on Figure A.9. In general, it can be well 
described as a mirror image of Fig. A.6, in which all the high-elevation surfaces were lowered 
(negative elevation change) and all the low-elevation surfaces were raised (positive elevation 
change). The backwater areas near STA 15+00 (Backwater 14) and STA 10+00 (Backwater 2) 
underwent substantial sandbar erosion, although the building of sandbar and deepening of the 
near-bank flow path created potential additional backwater habitat near STA 18+00.  
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Figure A.9: Upper segment elevation differences between the rising limb and descending limb trips. 
 Some additional overall changes are noteworthy. On Fig. A.6, where bathymetry was 
only beginning to adjust relative to the antecedent conditions, a short wavelength sinuous flow 
path determined by alternate bar placement at small distances apart was evident. A full 
wavelength of the flow path (from right-bank to left bank back to the right bank) had a length of 
approximately 1000 meters. This coherent alternate bar pattern with single main flow path was 
disrupted by the development of a central bar at the relatively rapid expansion that exists at the 
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upper end of the domain. The central bar with two main flow paths resulted in a longitudinal 
alignment of the bar rather than the characteristic diagonal alignment that results under a single 
dominant flow path. Thus, a coherent primary sinuous flow path is less clear at the end of the 
hydrograph than the antecedent condition. The central bar does begin to take on a diagonal 
alignment by the time of the descending limb trip. Assuming that the flow stage dropped low 
enough during the base flow season to cause emergence of the bar that extends from STA 20+00 
to 12+00, the flow path would be concentrated along the right bank throughout the upper portion 
of the segment and would not cross over to the left bank until approximately STA 9+00. From 
there, the flow does not cross back to the right bank until near the exit of the domain. This 
constitutes a much longer wavelength than the antecedent condition. 
Upper Segment velocity data: 
Figures A.10, A.12, and A.16 illustrate depth-averaged velocity magnitude and direction 
measured during the three trips. The magnitude is illustrated both in the length and coloration of 
the vectors. Note that the velocity scale changes from image to image to best illustrate the 
dynamic range of the velocity during each trip. All cross-section figures are looking in the 
downstream direction. 
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Figure A.10: Upper segment rising limb depth-averaged velocity field. 
 Note on Fig. A.10 at the cross-section near STA 20+00 that a region near the middle of 
the section did not yield usable ADCP data due to the shallowness of the flow. Also note that the 
sinuous main flow path illustrated on the antecedent conditions Fig. A.5 is overlain for reference. 
It is evident that the flow pattern did not deviate substantially from the antecedent conditions at 
the time of rising limb trip. The velocity in the backwater channel as measured near STA 9+00 is 
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very slow, less than 0.2 m/s, even though the crest of the bar tail is submerged by approximately 
1-meter. A detailed view of the velocity field at the cross-section near STA 9+00 is shown in 
Figure A.11. 
 
Figure A.11: Cross-section of velocity field near STA 9+00 (looking downstream), upper segment. 
 The average water surface slope within the upper segment during the rising limb trip, 
calculated along individual longitudinal swaths using the continuous GPS measurements, 
equaled 2.670x10-4 m/m. In general, the slope was somewhat steeper in the upper 400 meters of 
the domain and then relaxed to a relatively uniform slope throughout the remainder of the 
domain. 
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Figure A.12: Upper segment peak trip depth-averaged velocity field. 
 The velocity color scale is shifted to higher values in Figure A.12 relative to Figure A.10. 
The changes described in the discussion of the bathymetric change between the rising limb and 
the peak trips are reflected in the changes in the velocity field. The high velocity flow entering 
the domain from the upper end is concentrated closer to the right bank and is not deflected by the 
antecedent condition bar that was formerly situated closer to the right bank near STA 20+00. The 
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flow is quite well-distributed across the cross-section at STA 19+00, and does not become 
concentrated into the two well-defined coherent paths separated by the central bar until 
approximately STA 17+00. A portion of the flow in the right-bank flow path is passed through 
the side channel south of the island. At the cross-section near STA 17+00, the discharge 
calculation based on the velocity field on June 10, 2014 yielded 538 m3/s (18,990 cfs) and on 
June 11, 2014 yielded 519 m3/s (18,310 cfs). The side channel discharge calculation from the 
ADCP measurements yielded 86.9 m3/s (3070 cfs) on June 11, 2014, which indicates that, near 
bankfull discharge conditions, the side channel was capturing approximately 17% of the total 
discharge. In the main channel downstream of the side channel entrance, the two primary flow 
threads begin to develop a coherent single flow path near STA 10+00, where this flow path is 
concentrated along the margin of the bar that contained Backwater 7. Near STA 9+00, in what 
remained of the backwater feature, velocity is directed obliquely bank-ward over the bar top into 
the backwater channel. Conveyance down the backwater channel is well-developed by the next 
cross-section downstream at approximately STA 8+50. More detailed illustrations of that region 
are provided in Figures A.13, A.14 and A.15. At STA 7+00, the single high-velocity flow path is 
beginning to diverge, as a greater amount of flow crosses the crest of the diagonal bar and 
occupies the deep area along the right-bank that comprises the downstream extension of the 
backwater channel due to the positive energy gradient into the deep area. Further downstream, at 
the exit from the island side channel, a strong velocity gradient is evident where the two flows 
join together. 
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Figure A.13: Closeup velocity field near STA 9+00 (upper segment). 
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Figure A.14: Cross-section of velocity field just upstream of STA 9+00 (upper segment). 
 
 
Figure A.15: Cross-section of velocity field just downstream of STA 9+00 (upper segment). 
 The average water surface slope within the upper segment was 2.181x10-4 m/m during 
the peak flow trip. The slope was fairly uniform throughout the reach, with the exception of 
approximately 300 meters starting at the junction of the main channel with the upstream end of 
the island side channel, in which the water surface slope was reduced. 
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Figure A.16: Upper segment descending limb depth-averaged velocity field. 
 During the descending limb, flow velocity enters the domain concentrated along the right 
bank. The flow pattern shows a strongly diverging pattern near STA 20+00. Near STA 18+00 
there is strong oblique flow over the bar top and into the deep area that constitutes the flow path 
to the left of the central bar. This cross-section is illustrated in Fig. A.17. Total discharge 
increases within the left-bank flow path in the downstream direction as this region gains more 
flow from overtopping the bar crest. By STA 14+00, the discharge on the left side of the bar is 
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approximately equal to the discharge on the right side of the bar. Continuing downstream, as in 
the peak flow trip, the main flow path is positioned along the margin of the sandbar associated 
with Backwater 7 and does not cross over to the left bank until near STA 9+00. A longitudinal 
pass down the backwater side-channel (not shown because the linear interpolation of the boat 
pass position crosses through the island), revealed that the right bank channel continues to 
increase in discharge in the downstream direction as described above regarding the left-bank 
region beginning near STA 18+00. Fig. A.18 shows the velocity field near STA 8+50 for 
comparison with observations made during the peak flow trip (Fig. A.15). The oblique 
component of flow toward the right bank is present, but weak. 
 
Figure A.17: Cross-section of velocity field near STA 18+00 (upper segment). 
 
Figure A.18: Cross-section of velocity field near STA 8+50 (upper segment). 
 The average water surface slope within the upper segment was 2.698x10-4 m/m during 
the descending limb trip, which is nearly identical to the calculated value from the rising limb 
trip. However, the water surface was considerably more irregular during the descending limb 
trip, with the deeper areas typically with slope less than the average and the broad shallow areas 
with slope higher than the average; this pattern is similar to that observed in pool-riffle 
sequences at low flow conditions. 
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Upper Segment sedimentology data: 
 The sandbar associated with Backwater 7 was evaluated by collecting core samples and 
ground penetrating radar (GPR) subsurface profiles. The main body of the sandbar existed prior 
to the 2014 spring high flow event; based on the topographic and bathymetric data provided 
earlier in the report, the bar margins were eroded during the course of the flow event, but little 
net erosion or deposition occurred on the bar surface that remained. Satellite imagery revealed 
that the bar was well-established during the period between 1999-2003; it was not present during 
the 2004-2008 base flow seasons, as the main river flow path shifted into the position where the 
bar was previously located; and the bar then became well-established throughout the period 
2009-2013. Thus, the near surface deposits evaluated were primarily associated with deposition 
during 2009-2013, although some of the deeper deposits were likely much older. The narrow 
longitudinal bar tails that were evaluated at the downstream end of the deposit were surfaces that 
had been built up during the 2014 high flow event; although the deeper portions of the deposit 
were also potentially much older. A plan view of the data collection areas are shown on Fig. 
A.19. 
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Figure A.19: Locations of GPR transects and core samples, upper segment. 
Of particular interest at this sandbar is that a portion of the bar is attached to the bank, the 
bank-adjacent swale has largely infilled, and vegetation is beginning to encroach from the island 
onto the sandbar. This is the dominant process by which portions of the active channel are being 
converted into floodplain. Thus, understanding the bar stratigraphy allows for the deduction of 
the processes by which these bars build and ultimately attach to the bank. Figures A.20 and A.21 
provide views of the near-surface stratigraphy at eroded faces of the bar margin. 
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Figure A.20: Photograph of a cut bank illustrating near surface stratigraphy. 
 
Figure A.21: Another view of near-surface stratigraphy with more prominent trough cross-bedding. 
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 Sections of GPR profiles that capture clean linear stacks of strata indicate the GPR 
transect was aligned generally parallel to the dominant flow direction during high flow bar-
building. Alternatively, this type of bedding sequence was constructed by active 2D bedforms, 
during conditions with shallow water depth. Other GPR profiles possess a more irregular 
appearance, suggesting trough cross-bedding associated with the migration of 2D/3D bedforms 
directed with a component perpendicular to the alignment of the GPR transect. 
 The following GPR profiles illustrate features that help reveal the dominant processes of 
bar-building and ultimate accretion to the bank. Due to the abundance of profiles, not all the 
profiles are included. Note that all longitudinal profiles are illustrated such that the upstream end 
is on the right and the downstream end is on the left, whereas all transverse profiles are displayed 
with the active channel on the left, and the vegetated bank on the right. Interpretation of the GPR 
profiles is incomplete, with the interpretations being prepared in a separate technical report; brief 
discussion of the interpretations is provided in §8. In the figures below, the green lines represent 
intersections with other GPR profiles; the yellow-shaded areas on several of the figures is 
interpreted as the infilled portion of the near-bank swale, some of which likely constituted 
backwater-habitat in the recent past. Commonly, only the left edge of the swale was captured, as 
encroaching vegetation precluded the ability to extend the GPR profiles further across the swale. 
   
Figure A.22: GPR profile, Line 0 (longitudinal), Upper Segment. 
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Figure A.23: GPR profile, Line 1 (longitudinal), Upper Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.24: GPR profile, Line 6 (transverse), Upper Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.25: GPR Profile, Line 8 (transverse), Upper Segment. 
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Figure A.26: GPR Profile, Line 11 (transverse), Upper Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.27: GPR Profile, Line 12 (transverse), Upper Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.28: GPR Profile, Line 14 (longitudinal), Upper Segment. 
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Figure A.29: GPR Profile, Line 21 (longitudinal), Upper Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.30: GPR Profile, Line 24 (Longitudinal), Upper Segment. 
The locations of the sediment cores are shown in Fig. A.19. In the illustrations that 
describe the core samples that follow, the following abbreviations are used, where the grain size 
classification is based on the sedimentological phi scale: 
 cl : clay (<3.9 µm) 
 slt : silt (3.9 to 62.5 µm) 
 vf : very fine sand (62.5 to 125 µm) 
 f : fine sand (125 to 250 µm) 
 med : medium sand (250 to 500 µm) 
 co : coarse sand (500 to 1000 µm) 
 vc : very coarse sand (1 mm to 2 mm) 
 gr : gravel (> 2 mm) 
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The variable D50 indicates the median grain size of the sample; i.e., the grain size of 
which 50% of the sample (by mass) is finer, based on the cumulative distribution determined 
through the grain size analysis. For each core figure that follows, the illustration on the left is 
based on the visual evaluation that was made when the core was cut open and evaluated using a 
sand grain size chart with hand lens. The illustration in the middle indicates the grain size from 
laboratory evaluation of samples using sieves and Malvern Mastersizer; the vertical positions of 
the dots indicate the midpoint of the layer sampled. The table on the right provides the identical 
data as the middle illustration, but in tabular format.  
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Figure A.31: Data for Core BW07-1. 
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Figure A.32: Data for Core BW07-2. 
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Figure A.33: Data for Core BW07-3. 
Of particular interest in the core diagrams is that the D50 of the sand layers is most 
commonly in the range of 250 to 350 µm; this is considerably larger than the dominant size of 
suspended sand measurements from the current study, which is generally in the range of 125 to 
250 µm, with only small percentages of the cumulative distribution larger than 250 µm (see 
§A.5.5). The smaller caliber of suspended sand also corresponds with the record of suspended 
sediment samples collected at the upstream Jensen gage station by the USGS (see Appendix B). 
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Also of note from the core data is the modest coarsening upward that is observed in many of the 
sand layers, particularly those near the ground surface. This suggests reworking of the upper 
portion of a sediment layer (when it was the surface layer, before being buried by newer 
sediment layers) during low sediment transport capacity conditions in which the finer-grained 
components were preferentially removed. The presence of buried layers of fine-grained material 
(the silt and clay layers) indicates a past period when the core location was a slack-water 
environment. That such layers were identified in Core BW07-3 (within the near-bank swale) was 
expected; however, that such layers were also identified in Core BW07-1 was somewhat 
unexpected, being a considerable distance riverward of the existing bank line. In both cases, the 
fine-grained material must have been present for a sufficiently long duration to achieve some 
consolidation before active sand transport was initiated that led to deposition of the sand layers 
above. 
A.5.2 Middle Segment results 
Middle Segment bathymetry: 
 Less data, both in spatial extent and resolution, were obtained in the middle segment 
relative to both the upper segment and the lower segment. Figure A.34 illustrates the available 
information regarding antecedent conditions in the middle segment based on 2013 data. Note that 
the color scheme is shifted to lower elevations than that used for the upper segment to account 
for the lower downstream bed elevations. The left bank stationing used for spatial reference is 
associated with this measurement segment, and is not continuous with the other measurement 
segments. 
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Figure A.34: Middle segment antecedent conditions based on 2013 data. 
Figures A.35 through A.37 illustrate the results of the bathymetric measurements. 
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Figure A.35: Middle segment rising limb bathymetry. 
 Although the coverage of the bathymetric survey was not complete, the essential 
components of the unit were captured. The sinuous flow path crosses from bank to bank with a 
full wavelength of approximately 1200 meters. A well-defined diagonal bar extends from STA 
20+00 down to STA 14+00, with a steep bar front approximately 1 meter in height. The most 
prominent bar is the one associated with Backwater 10, which extends along the right bank 
between STA 14+00 and STA 7+00; the bar constricts the flow path at this moderate flow rate to 
approximately 120 meters wide between STA 12+00 and STA 10+00. That bar comprises the 
upper end of a diagonal bar that extends from the right bank toward the left bank near STA 4+00, 
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but the bar does not extend all the way to the opposite bank, as a deep flow path (not measured) 
remained on the left bank. 
 
Figure A.36: Middle segment peak trip bathymetry. 
 Notable differences are evident between the rising limb and peak trip bathymetry figures. 
Starting at the upstream end of the available data, the bar that was present on the left bank at 
approximately STA 14+00 moved downstream to near STA 12+00. Substantial scouring of bed 
material occurred on the left side of the island and extending downstream, with approximately 
2.5-meter maximum scour depths. The bar on the opposite bank, which is associated with 
Backwater 10, built up in elevation, moved bankward, and became aligned more parallel to the 
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right bank. The portion of the bar downstream from the scour region also moved downstream. 
The bar previously present on the right bank near STA 2+00 was no longer present. 
 
Figure A.37: Middle segment descending limb bathymetry. 
 Modest differences are evident between the peak flow trip and the falling limb trip. The 
upper end of the diagonal bar near STA 17+00 attached to the right bank and the downstream 
end of the diagonal bar on the left bank near STA 11+00 moved downstream an additional 
approximately 100 meters. This diagonal bar extends from right bank to left bank between 
approximately STA 17+00 and STA 11+00. The upper end of the scoured area along the left 
bank between STA 11+00 and 9+00 filled modestly and the downstream end of the scoured area 
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near STA 5+00 deepened modestly. The bar along the right bank between STA 6+00 and 3+00 
continued to migrate toward the bank and build in elevation. Several shallow swales aligned 
across the bar and oblique to the right bank were established on the bar platform near STA 8+00 
and 6+00. A lobe-shaped protrusion of the bar into the bank-attached flow path (backwater) 
begins near STA 5+00; a mild depression over the bar top in this region suggests that the 
protrusion was associated with higher flow over the bar top in this region. The diagonal 
downstream extension of this bar terminates in a central bar; the upstream end of the central bar 
near STA 3+00 eroded, and a well-defined saddle-shaped cross section developed. This pattern is 
very similar to that which developed in the Upper Segment at the rapid expansion in the 
upstream end of that domain (see Fig. A.7). 
 Elevation changes between the rising limb and descending limb measurements are 
illustrated in Fig. A.38. The pattern suggests a general downstream translation of scours and fills. 
The margin of the bar in the right half of the channel between STA 12+00 and STA 9+00 
experienced extensive scour that certainly extends upslope toward the right bank into the region 
that does not contain measurements. Because the reach was not covered in its entirety from bank 
to bank, assertions regarding the net volume change in the reach cannot be considered a rigorous 
demonstration of such. However, the calculations indicate a volumetric loss (excavation) of 
51,275 m3 and a volumetric gain (deposition) of 93,993 m3. This yields a net volume change of 
42,718 m3 fill over the calculation area of 174,323 m2, which equates to 0.245 m average fill 
depth. Once again, this should not be considered representative of the volume change in the 
reach due to the lack of spatially comprehensive measurements. 
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Figure A.38: Middle segment elevation changes between the rising limb and falling limb trips. 
Middle Segment velocity data: 
 As previously indicated regarding the bathymetry measurements, less velocity data was 
also obtained in the middle segment relative to the other two segments. The velocity data 
gathered was concentrated closer to the portion of the bar containing Backwater 10. Note that the 
velocity color scale changes from image to image to best illustrate the dynamic range of 
observed velocities during individual trips. All cross-section figures are looking in the 
downstream direction.  
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Figure A.39: Middle segment rising limb depth-averaged velocity field. 
 The deduced flow path from the antecedent conditions is included on Fig. A.39, and at 
least in the region where velocity measurements were obtained, the flow pattern during the rising 
limb did not deviate substantially from it. Detailed cross-sectional velocity fields are illustrated 
in Figs. A.40 and A.41 for the two downstream-most cross sections. 
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Figure A.40: Cross-section of velocity field near STA 7+50 (middle segment). Note that a zero-net-secondary-flow 
rotation was performed due to the skewed alignment of this cross-section. 
 
Figure A.41: Cross-section of velocity field near STA 6+00 (middle segment). 
 Of particular importance in both of these cross sections is the transverse flow over the bar 
features during the rising stage, as the flow tends toward the deeper, slower moving regions on 
the right side of the bar due to positive energy gradient. 
 The average water surface slope within the middle segment (over the entire 2.1 km length 
in which bathymetry was measured) during the rising limb trip equaled 2.198x10-4 m/m. The 
longitudinal slope was fairly uniform throughout the reach. 
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Figure A.42: Middle segment peak flow trip depth-averaged velocity field. 
 As illustrated on Fig. A.42, near STA 17+00, the flow is concentrated near the left bank 
in the deep part of the cross section. The bar that has attached to the left bank near STA 12+00 
has forced the high velocity core to the center of the cross section near STA 11+50. Near STA 
9+00, just above the small island, the flow has a diverging pattern; downstream of the island near 
STA 7+00 the flow has a converging pattern as the flow paths on both sides of the channel 
rejoin. Fairly low velocities are present along the margin of the large bar on the right bank 
between STA 14+00 and STA 7+00. Flow is directed obliquely toward the right bank between 
STA 7+00 and STA 4+00 as the flow passes over the bar and occupies the deep area along the 
right bank. The longitudinal transect along the bank between STA 7+50 and 1+50 illustrates the 
gradual increase in velocity in the near-bank flow path as more flow occupies that region. A 
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strongly divergent flow pattern is present at STA 4+50 as flow is directed around the central bar 
that has been positioned downstream of STA 4+50. Near STA 1+50, approximately equal 
magnitude of discharge is present on both sides of the central bar. Detailed cross-sections are 
provided on Figs. A.43 through A.47. 
 
Figure A.43: Cross-section of velocity field near STA 7+50 (middle segment). 
 
Figure A.44: Cross-section of velocity field near STA 6+50 (middle segment). 
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Figure A.45: Cross-section of velocity field near STA 5+50 (middle segment). 
 
Figure A.46: Cross-section of velocity field near STA 4+50 (middle segment). 
 
Figure A.47: Cross-section of velocity field near STA 1+50 (middle segment). 
 The cross-sections in Figures A.43 through A.47 illustrate well the gradual downstream 
elevation reduction of the top of the bar near the right bank, the widening of the bank-attached 
channel as it gains more flow in the downstream direction, and the increase in velocity in the 
bank-attached channel in the downstream direction. These are important factors in the formation 
and modification of the backwater habitats.  
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 The average water surface slope within the middle segment during the peak flow trip 
equaled 2.393x10-4 m/m, which is modestly steeper than the calculated slope during the rising 
limb trip. The slope was fairly uniform throughout the reach, although it displayed a slight 
convexity in the profile, with the slope being slightly less than average in the upper half of the 
segment and slightly above average in the lower half of the segment. 
 
Figure A.48: Middle segment descending limb depth-averaged velocity field. 
 The velocity field during the descending limb trip illustrates that the flow is more 
strongly concentrated into the deeper portions of the cross-sections and that the flow does not 
begin to have a right-bankward component near the bar and backwater until STA 5+50; at the 
latter station, the bankward component is very weak.  
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Figure A.49: Cross-section of velocity field near STA 9+50 (middle segment). 
 
Figure A.50: Cross-section of velocity field near STA 7+50 (middle segment). 
 
Figure A.51: Cross-section of velocity field near STA 5+50 (middle segment). 
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 The non-existent to weak cross-stream component of flow is illustrated in Figures A.49 
through A.51. As active geometric modification of the backwater channel requires flow and 
sediment to be transported over the bar top, this suggests that this portion of the backwater 
feature had effectively stopped being reshaped by the time of the descending limb measurement; 
only further downstream within the bank-attached channel would significant geometric 
modification have been possible. 
 During the descending limb trip, the average water surface slope within the middle 
segment equaled 2.052x10-4 m/m, which is modestly lower than calculated for both of the 
previous trips. The slope was fairly uniform in the upper half of the segment, but it undulated 
substantially in the downstream half of the segment. 
Middle Segment sedimentology data: 
No sedimentology data was collected in the middle segment. 
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A.5.3 Lower Segment results 
Lower Segment bathymetry: 
 Figure A.52 illustrates the available information regarding antecedent condition 
bathymetry. Figures A.53 through A.55 illustrate the bathymetry during the three measurement 
trips. 
 
Figure A.52: Lower segment antecedent conditions based on 2013 data. 
 The sandbar associated with Backwater 2 was located further downstream in 2013 than 
previous years. The most common configuration is that a primary flow path exists on the right 
bank around the bend at the upper end of the segment; and sediment excavated from that flow 
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path augments a bar located near the right bank in the wide area between STA 10+00 and STA 
6+00. This typical pattern was apparently disrupted in 2013. 
 
Figure A.53: Lower segment rising limb bathymetry. 
 The scoured region near the right bank between STA 17+00 and 14+00 deepened and 
lengthened relative to the 2013 antecedent conditions. Material excavated from that region 
contributed to the development of the bar immediately downstream, located between STA 13+00 
and STA 10+00, which contains a well-defined steep lobate bar-front at its downstream end. 
While a portion of the sediment in the bar certainly originated from the scour immediately 
upstream, it appears that a substantial portion of the sediment comprising the bar originated from 
the coalescence of several smaller antecedent bars near the right bank between STA 13+00 and 
10+00. The development of the bar concentrated flow into the flow path along the left bank 
between STA 13+00 and 10+00. The left-bank flow path had not yet fully developed into a 
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contiguous deep channel as several depositional features, presumably propagating downstream 
as the channel developed, were still present between STA 10+50 and 8+50. A well-defined 
central channel scour was present between STA 5+50 and STA 3+00. This suggests the 
convergence of two flow paths from upstream (one path left of the bar and one path right of the 
bar located between STA 10+00 and STA 7+00). The bar containing Backwater 2 from 2013 had 
eroded its riverward edge relative to the antecedent condition. The tail of the bar adjacent to the 
backwater had migrated slightly bankward. That bar extended downstream roughly parallel to 
the right bank as a central bar with a main flow path on both sides that converge toward the 
lower end of the domain near STA 0+00. 
 
Figure A.54: Lower segment peak trip bathymetry. 
 The scoured region along the right bank extended downstream by approximately 100 
meters to STA 13+00. The upstream side of the bar formerly situated between STA 13+00 and 
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STA 10+00 eroded and material deposited on its right margin near the right bank between STA 
12+00 and 10+00. The bar presumably continued to propagate downstream after the rising limb 
investigation and amalgamated with the bar positioned between STA 10+00 and 7+00. Between 
STA 10+00 and 7+00, the top of the bar built up greater than 1 meter in elevation; and 
substantial material deposited between the bar crest and the right bank. A contiguous flow path 
developed along the left bank between STA 12+00 and STA 5+00. Material excavated from the 
left bank flow path deposited into a bar along the left bank near STA 4+00. A poorly developed 
diagonal bar extends from the large bar in the right half of the channel near STA 7+00 toward the 
bar on the left bank near STA 4+00. The bar that previously contained Backwater 2 was 
eliminated; the central bar that extended downstream of it was lowered in elevation by 
approximately 0.5 meters. In general, a more coherent sinuous flow main flow path had 
developed between the rising limb and the peak flow investigations, extending from the right 
bank near STA 16+00 to the left bank near STA 10+00 and back to the right bank near STA 
6+00.  
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Figure A.55: Lower segment descending limb bathymetry. 
 Between the peak trip and the descending limb trip, changes were more modest. The 
upper scour region between STA 17+00 and 13+00 did not change size or position, but did 
deepen slightly. The cross-over between the deep right bank flow path and the left bank flow 
path downstream eroded slightly; the cross-over flow path also eroded the margin of the high 
elevation part of the bar, giving the remaining bar top a more diagonal configuration. The 
sediment deposit in the cross-over advanced toward the left bank between STA 12+00 and STA 
10+00. To the right of the bar top near STA 7+50, changes were minimal, but a small lobe of 
sediment deposited near STA 6+00 in the flow path along the right bank. The left bank flow path 
between STA 10+00 and STA 5+00 enlarged in the downstream direction and deepened slightly. 
The bar on the left bank near STA 3+00 downstream from the left bank scour region built in 
height. The portion of the diagonal bar that forms the cross-over between STA 6+00 and 4+00 
eroded slightly. The right bank flow path downstream of STA 5+00 deepened considerably. Of 
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particular note is that the diagonal bar alignments from the descending limb bathymetry are 
remarkably similar to that shown from the June 2012 aerial photograph provided in §8.  
 
Figure A.56: Lower segment elevation differences between rising limb and descending limb. 
 Comparing the surface elevations between Figure A.53 and Figure A.55, as illustrated in 
Fig. A.56, reveals a volumetric loss (excavation) of 88,920 m3 and a volumetric gain (deposition) 
of 102,540 m3, which yields a net volume gain totaling 13,620 m3. The total surface area of the 
overlapping region illustrated in Fig. A.56 is 271,300 m2, and thus an average net surface change 
equal to 0.050 m results. This is a fairly small value that is exceeded by the reported bathymetric 
measurement error in Pryor (2014). 
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 Relative to the original surface, based on the rising limb bathymetry, a more coherent 
alternate bar pattern with sinuous flow path that crosses from bank to bank existed at the time of 
the descending limb measurement. The upper scour area on the right bank near STA 17+00 to 
STA 13+00 deepened and substantial deposition on the bar occurred downstream between STA 
10+00 to STA 7+00. A similar phenomenon occurred in the next unit on the left bank; the main 
flow path scoured along the left bank and substantial bar deposition occurred downstream, 
resulting in an alternate bar attached to the left bank and a diagonal bar in the cross-over between 
STA 7+00 and STA 4+00. The repeated sequence continued downstream as new deposition is 
evident at the lower end of the domain near the right bank at the downstream end of the flow 
path that is attached to the right bank. 
Lower Segment velocity data: 
 As described for the previous measurement segments, the depth-averaged velocity figures 
indicate both magnitude and direction of the velocity; all cross-section figures are looking in the 
downstream direction. 
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Figure A.57: Lower segment rising limb depth-averaged velocity field. 
 Figure A.57 illustrates that the velocity was fairly evenly distributed across the cross-
section near STA 13+00, which is located on the upstream face of the bar that slopes upwards in 
the downstream direction; the velocity direction had a cross-stream component toward the left 
bank as the flow was adjusting to take advantage of the preferable flow path along the left bank. 
Downstream near STA 6+00, the discharge was nearly equally split on both sides of the bar 
located in the center of the channel between STA 10+00 and STA 7+00. The velocity directions 
within the two flow paths strongly converged toward the center of the channel. At the 
downstream section near STA 4+50 the flow had concentrated into the deep scoured region in 
the center of the channel. The flow had a divergent pattern over the top of the bar that contained 
Backwater 2, located near the right bank, with fairly low velocity water being directed into the 
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backwater channel (located along the right bank just downstream) on the right margin of the bar 
and into the main channel on the left margin of the bar. This cross-section is illustrated in Figure 
A.58.  
 
Figure A.58: Cross-section of velocity field at STA 4+50 (lower segment, rising limb). 
 The average water surface slope within the lower segment (including the entire 2.0 km 
length containing bathymetry) was 2.311x10-4 m/m during the rising limb investigation. The 
longitudinal water surface profile was mildly convex in the upper half of the reach and was 
mildly concave in the lower half. 
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Figure A.59: Lower segment peak flow trip depth-averaged velocity field. 
 During the peak flow trip, discharge was concentrated along the right bank at the upper 
end of the domain as the flow exited the bend. At STA 13+00, the flow was more strongly 
concentrated toward the right bank than at the same longitudinal position during the rising limb 
investigation, as the scoured region along the right bank had extended downstream to this 
location. At STA 11+50, the flow was strongly divergent as it advanced onto the upstream face 
of the bar, with flow being forced both to the right and left sides of the bar. Moving downstream, 
the flow gradually adjusts to the bathymetry. At the next cross-section downstream, STA 10+00, 
the flow was more heavily concentrated left of the bar and still had a divergent pattern. Even 
near the right bank, the velocity had a strong bankward component, which partially explains the 
bankward advance of this portion of the bar. This cross-section is shown in Figure A.60. By STA 
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9+00, the flow had almost completely adjusted to the bathymetry with the majority of the 
discharge occupying the deep region to the left of the bar. STA 8+00 had a similar pattern as 
STA 9+00, and it is notable that the low velocity flow over the bar top is oriented nearly directly 
downstream. Those two cross-sections are illustrated in Figures A.61 and A.62. At STA 7+00 
and 6+00, the flow was strongly converging from the left and right sides of the bar into the low 
velocity central region. For the remaining sections in the reach, the velocity had a mild cross-
stream component toward the right bank, as the bar near STA 4+00 was insufficiently developed 
to have a strong effect on the flow field. 
 
Figure A.60: Cross-section of velocity field at STA 10+00 (lower segment, peak flow). 
 
 
Figure A.61: Cross-section of velocity field at STA 9+00 (lower segment, peak flow). 
 
Figure A.62: Cross-section of velocity field at STA 8+00 (lower segment, peak flow). 
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 The average water surface slope within the lower segment was 2.548x10-4 m/m during 
the peak flow investigation, which was modestly greater than the rising limb investigation. The 
longitudinal water surface profile was fairly uniform throughout the reach. 
 
Figure A.63: Lower segment descending limb depth-averaged velocity field. 
 The flow pattern at STA 17+50 during the descending limb investigation was very 
similar to that which existed at the same position during the peak flow. At STA 13+00, the 
velocity field had much more closely adjusted to the bathymetry, as the flow already had a strong 
cross-stream component toward the left bank; whereas during the peak flow, the flow was 
directed much more strongly downstream at this location even though the bar was positioned 
further upstream. Also of note at STA 13+00 is the cross-stream component of velocity over the 
bar top near the left bank in a region that historically contained Backwater 8. A minor swale was 
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present along the left bank, which had the potential to become shallow backwater habitat if the 
flow stage had dropped slightly. The velocity field at this cross-section is illustrated in Figure 
A.64. At STA 10+00 the flow was concentrated in the left bank flow path, whereas during the 
peak flow investigation, the flow was still concentrated in the center of the channel. A strong 
cross-stream component existed in the center of the channel as flow was overtopping the low bar 
tail that extended as a diagonal bar downstream of the bar illustrated on the cross-section on Fig. 
A.64; this bar had a steep front that dropped abruptly into the low flow channel along the left 
bank. At STA 8+00, the flow was almost entirely contained within the main flow path along the 
left bank. At STA 6+50, the flow had a strong cross-stream component out of the main flow path 
to the right, over-topping the diagonal bar tail that extended between the large bar at STA 7+00 
and the left bank bar at STA 4+00. The flow that was being transported downstream on the right 
side of the large bar was overtopping a smaller bar tail which was also aligned diagonally; a 
depressional region occupied the area between the two bar tails. Within this depression, an 
upstream component of velocity (negative downstream velocity) developed due to recirculation. 
This flow pattern was tending to cause the two bar tails to migrate toward each other, thus 
constricting the depression. The detailed flow field at STA 6+50 is illustrated on Figure A.65. 
Further downstream at STA 5+50, the flow continued to overtop the diagonal bar with a strong 
cross-stream component to the right, as illustrated in Figure A.66. At STA 4+00, the flow 
strongly diverged as it encountered the upstream end of the bar that had developed on the left 
bank.   
 
Figure A.64: Cross-section of velocity field at STA 13+00 (lower segment, descending limb). 
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Figure A.65: Cross-section of velocity field at STA 6+50 (lower segment, descending limb). 
 
Figure A.66: Cross-section of velocity field at STA 5+50 (lower segment, descending limb). 
 Also of primary importance in Figure A.63 is a sequence of longitudinal ADCP transects 
along the right bank to the right of the main bar near STA 8+00. Like most other bars in the 
study area, the large bar had a generally diagonal alignment relative to the bank. In the flow 
patterns described for both the upper and middle segments, the discharge and velocity increased 
in the downstream direction in the bank-attached flow path associated with the bars discussed in 
detail. At this site the opposite occurs; because the bar crest had already emerged above the 
water surface at the time of the descending limb investigation, the bank-attached flow path did 
not gain discharge in the downstream direction, while the flow path widens in the downstream 
direction. The flow must decelerate under these circumstances, leading to a condition suitable for 
net deposition within the bank-attached flow path under moderate flow conditions when flow 
passes over the lower-elevation upstream end of the bar. 
 The average water surface slope within the lower segment was 2.634x10-4 m/m during 
the peak flow investigation, which was modestly higher than each of the previous investigations. 
The longitudinal water surface profile strongly undulated within the reach. 
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Lower Segment sedimentology data: 
 The sandbar associated with Backwater 2 was evaluated by collecting core samples and 
ground penetrating radar (GPR) subsurface profiles. The location of the emergent bar is a 
common depositional site that contains an emergent bar most years, although it is subject to 
frequent reworking. During the 2013 topographic survey, the GPR-investigated area was not 
emergent; the rising limb bathymetry survey revealed surface elevations almost exclusively less 
than 1420.2 meters in the positions of the GPR transects. Comparing the GPR transect positions 
with the volume differences in Fig. A.56 reveals that transects predominately passed through 
areas that had gained greater than 1-meter elevation over the course of the 2014 high flow event. 
Thus, the upper 1-2 meters of the bar surface were primarily associated with deposition during 
the 2014 high flow event. The deeper portions of the deposit are potentially much older. A plan 
view of the data collection areas are shown on Figure A.67. Several photographs of near-surface 
stratigraphy at the cut-face along the southwest margin of the bar near the terminus positions of 
GPR Lines 6 and 7 are provided after the plan view. The GPR profiles are illustrated following 
the photographs. Interpretation of the GPR profiles is incomplete, with the interpretations being 
prepared in a separate technical report; brief discussion of the interpretations is provided in §8. In 
the figures below, the green lines represent intersections with other GPR profiles. 
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Figure A.67: Locations of GPR transects and core samples, lower segment. 
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Figure A.68: Near surface stratigraphy showing thick depositional strata associated with downstream propagation 
of the unit bar. 
 
Figure A.69: Another view of near-surface stratigraphy showing primarily thin sets with trough cross-bedding. 
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Figure A.70: GPR profile, Line 1 (longitudinal), Lower Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.71: GPR profile, Line 2 (longitudinal), Lower Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.72: GPR profile, Line 3 (longitudinal), Lower Segment. 
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Figure A.73: GPR profile, Line 4 (longitudinal), Lower Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.74: GPR profile, Line 5 (transverse), Lower Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.75: GPR profile, Line 6 (transverse), Lower Segment. 
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Figure A.76: GPR profile, Line 7 (transverse), Lower Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.77: GPR profile, Line 8 (transverse), Lower Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.78: GPR profile, Line 9 (transverse), Lower Segment. 
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Figure A.79: GPR profile, Line 10 (transverse), Lower Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.80: GPR profile, Line 11 (transverse), Lower Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.81: GPR profile, Line 12 (transverse), Lower Segment. 
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Figure A.82: GPR profile, Line 13 (longitudinal), Lower Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.83: GPR profile, Line 14 (longitudinal), Lower Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.84: GPR profile, Line 15 (longitudinal), Lower Segment. 
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Figure A.85: GPR profile, Line 16 (longitudinal), Lower Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.86: GPR profile, Line 17 (transverse), Lower Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.87: GPR profile, Line 18 (transverse), Lower Segment. 
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Figure A.88: GPR profile, Line 19 (transverse), Lower Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.89: GPR profile, Line 20 (transverse), Lower Segment. 
 
 
Figure A.90: GPR profile, Line 21 (transverse), Lower Segment. 
The locations of the sediment cores are shown in Fig. A.67. In the illustrations that 
describe the core samples that follow, the abbreviations and format are identical to that described 
for the Upper Segment, which precede Figure A.31. 
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Figure A.91: Data for Core BW02-4. 
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Figure A.92: Data for Core BW02-5. 
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Figure A.93: Data for Core BW02-6. 
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Figure A.94: Data for Core BW02-7. 
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A.5.4 Multiple-segment results 
 Water surface slope data was reported previously in each of the measurement segments, 
based on data collected during the bathymetric measurements. The water surface slope data 
varied from 2.05x10-4 to 2.70x10-4 m/m. That data is valid locally, however, it may not represent 
the reach as a whole. In this subsection, data is provided for the water surface slope measured 
along longitudinal lines in which data was collected during transit across longer portions of the 
study reach. As was done for the individual sites, the data collected along the longitudinal lines 
were projected onto a single channel centerline to allow a direct comparison regardless of the 
specific path of the boat. The data recorded was the sonar transducer elevation; a calibration was 
not performed to relate the transducer elevation to the water surface elevation under the 
relatively high speed conditions in which the data was collected. However, relative elevations 
define the slope and so the offset between the transducer elevation and the water surface 
elevation is of no importance provided that the offset is constant. As illustrated in the figure 
below, the water surface slope measurements across the entire site fell close to 2.30x10-4 m/m for 
each of the measurement trips. Specifically, for the rising limb trip, the mean slope was 
2.326x10-4 m/m; for the peak flow trip, the mean slope was 2.304x10-4 m/m (a length-weighted 
average as the measurements were collected on separate days) during the peak flow; and the 
mean slope was 2.283x10-4 m/m during the descending limb. Each of the lines represents a single 
pass based on the measurement that covered the greatest portion of the reach during each of the 
trips. The data are illustrated in Figure A.95. 
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Figure A.95: Longitudinal elevations across sites with linear interpolations defining the slopes. 
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A.5.5 Suspended-sediment sampling results 
Rising limb trip samples: 
Due to time constraints during the rising limb investigation, limited suspended sediment 
samples were collected. The samples were collected to provide general comparison with samples 
obtained during the following investigations later during the spring high flow event. The samples 
were obtained in a narrow section of the lower segment, and they did not span the full channel 
width. The locations of the samples are shown on Figure A.96; the suspended sediment 
concentrations are shown in Table A.1; and the grain size distributions are illustrated in Figure 
A.97. 
 
Figure A.96: Location of suspended sediment samples during the rising limb trip. 
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Table A.1: Rising limb suspended sediment concentrations. 
Sample ID Total susp. sed. conc. (mg/L) 
1 359 
2 398 
3 396 
 
 
Figure A.97: Grain-size distributions of rising limb suspended sediment samples. 
The median grain size of the rising limb samples were all between 6 and 9 µm. The grain 
size distribution measurements were obtained using small aliquots of the samples analyzed with 
a LISST-ST, configured to measure in the range of 1.25 to 250 µm. The samples are clearly 
dominated by fine-grained sediments (silt and clay), although the LISST-ST tends to 
underestimate the percentage of sand in samples with a mixture of sand, silt, and clay. Samples 
obtained later in the season were analyzed by wet-sieving and analyzing the sand fraction and the 
fine fraction separately. (The LISST-ST laser diffraction particle-size analyzer at the Ven Te 
Chow Hydrosystems Laboratory was retired and replaced with a Malvern Mastersizer 3000E 
between the analysis of the rising limb suspended sediment samples and the samples obtained 
later in the season.) 
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Peak trip samples: 
During the peak trip, samples were obtained from the upstream end of the upstream 
measurement segment, and the samples spanned the full channel width. The locations of the 
samples are shown on Figure A.98; the sand concentrations and total suspended sediment 
concentrations are shown in Table A.2; and the grain size distributions for the fine-grained 
fraction of the samples are illustrated in Figure A.99. 
 
Figure A.98: Location of suspended sediment samples during the peak trip. 
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Table A.2: Peak trip suspended sediment concentrations. 
Sample ID Sand conc. 
(mg/L) 
Sand D50 
(µm) 
% sand 
(>63 µm) 
Total susp. sed. 
conc. (mg/L) 
1 293 134 56.9 515 
2 452 151 67.1 674 
3 439 142 66.5 660 
4 280 130 54.3 516 
5 309 121 55.3 559 
6 191 132 45.0 424 
7 123 139 36.4 338 
8 118 158 36.9 320 
9 82.1 223* 29.3 280 
10 40.2 223* 17.2 234 
* Due to small mass of sand, the sand from these two samples were combined for dry sieve analysis 
The grain-size data for the sand fraction reported in Table A.2 were obtained by a dry 
sieve analysis on the portion retained from the wet-sieve separation of the sand fraction from the 
fine fraction. The grain-size distribution of the fine-grained portion of the sample was analyzed 
using a Malvern Mastersizer 3000E laser diffraction instrument. Not all the fine-grained samples 
were analyzed; after four samples were analyzed, it was clear that the grain-size distributions of 
the fine fraction varied minimally across the section. The D50 of the fines varied from 13.7 to 
15.8 µm. 
 
Figure A.99: Grain-size distributions of fine-grained fraction of suspended sediment samples from peak trip. 
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Descending limb samples: 
During the descending limb trip, samples were obtained from approximately the same 
location as obtained during the peak trip, at the upstream end of the upstream measurement 
segment. The samples spanned the full width of the section that was deep enough to navigate by 
boat. The locations of the samples are shown on Figure A.100; the sand concentrations and total 
suspended sediment concentrations are shown in Table A.3; and the grain size distributions for 
the fine-grained fraction of the samples are illustrated in Figure A.101. 
 
Figure A.100: Location of suspended sediment samples during the descending limb trip. 
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Table A.3: Peak trip suspended sediment concentrations. 
Sample ID Sand conc. 
(mg/L) 
Sand D50 
(µm) 
% sand 
(>63 µm) 
Total susp. sed. 
conc. (mg/L) 
1 55.9 130* 53.8 104 
2 35.3 130* 42.4 83.3 
3 60.3 156 55.8 108 
4 54.1 146# 53.0 102 
5 32.1 146# 37.3 86.0 
6 12.6 114$ 19.2 65.6 
7 8.6 114$ 14.2 60.6 
8 12.8 114$ 20.0 63.9 
9 9.1 114$ 15.4 59.2 
10 7.1 114$ 12.2 58.0 
11 3.1 114$ 4.9 62.9 
* Due to small mass of sand, the sand from these two samples were combined for dry sieve analysis 
# Due to small mass of sand, the sand from these two samples were combined for dry sieve analysis 
$ Due to small mass of sand, the sand from these six samples were combined for dry sieve analysis 
The grain-size distribution of the fine-grained portion of the sample that passed the 63-
µm sieve during the wet-sieve separation was analyzed using a Malvern Mastersizer 3000E laser 
diffraction instrument. Five samples were analyzed, and it was clear that the grain-size 
distributions of the fine fraction varied minimally across the section. The D50 varied from 11.3 to 
12.0 µm. The grain-size distributions of the fines are shown in the figure below. 
 
Figure A.101: Grain-size distributions of fine-grained fraction of suspended sediment samples from descending 
limb trip. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
SAND GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS OF HISTORICAL USGS SUSPENDED 
SEDIMENT SAMPLES  
Data regarding the sand loads in the Green River have been used in numerous past 
research studies (e.g., Andrews, 1986; Grams and Schmidt, 2005). Also of importance to 
quantitative analysis of sediment transport in morphological studies of the Green River is the 
sediment caliber. Data on sediment caliber that has been collected by the USGS at the Jensen 
gage station was compiled from several sources for inclusion within this appendix. For data 
collected during the period from 1951 through October 1963, the data was obtained directly from 
the USGS Water Supply Paper publications (annual reports entitled “Quality of the Surface 
Waters of the United States”; e.g., USGS (1955)). For data collected during the period from 
October 1963 through 2007, the data was obtained from the USGS National Water Information 
System web interface (nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov). In both data sets, the data is reported as the 
percent finer than specified grain sizes (62 µm, 125 µm, 250 µm, etc.) from the cumulative 
distribution of suspended sediment size data for each sample analyzed. The raw data is provided 
in the tables in this appendix. The value D50,sand (the median grain size of just the portion of the 
sample that exceeds 62 µm) is calculated from the data. The calculation proceeds by first 
calculating pi,sand for each reported grain size in an analyzed sample: 
݌௜,௦௔௡ௗ ൌ ሺ௣೔ି௣లమሻሺଵ଴଴ି௣లమሻ ൈ 100         (B.1) 
where pi,sand is the percent finer for each reported grain size considering only the portion of the 
grain size distribution that exceeds 62-µm; pi is the percent finer for the reported grain size based 
on the entire cumulative distribution (i.e., including the portion finer than 62-µm); p62 is the 
percent finer for the 62-µm grain size based on the entire cumulative distribution. The 
calculation replicates the process of plotting such data points on a semi-log plot (i.e., the x-axis 
logarithmic scale is the grain diameter and the y-axis linear scale is pi,sand). The two points on the 
distribution that bound pi,sand = 50 are identified, and a linear interpolation in the semi-log space 
is performed between those two points to identify the diameter value associated with pi,sand = 50; 
this value is reported as D50,sand.  The data is presented for the pre-Flaming Gorge Dam period 
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and the post-Flaming Gorge Dam period separately. All the data shown was collected from the 
Jensen gage station. 
Table B.1: Pre-Flaming Gorge Dam suspended sediment samples on which grain-size distribution was analyzed. 
Date 
Discharge 
(cfs) C (ppm) 
<62 
µm 
<125 
µm 
<250 
µm 
<500 
µm 
<1000 
µm 
D50,sand 
(µm) 
24-Apr-51 7880 2560 40 49 63 98 287.2 
5-May-51 6350 943 33 44 59 91 294.1 
25-May-51 17700 2160 57 74 88 97 156.2 
15-Jun-51 11200 1070 27 50 86 97 162.1 
15-Jul-51 7990 949 20 44 94 99 156.0 
27-Aug-51 3000 333 94 
15-Oct-51 2050 940 98 
25-Nov-51 1250 112 70 77 93 100 176.8 
15-Dec-51 1120 68 72 81 88 95 205.1 
25-Dec-51 1220 52 84 90 99 100 145.8 
5-Jan-52 780 66 94 98 100 104.9 
15-Jan-52 1300 41 64 87 100 107.3 
25-Jan-52 1350 98 61 83 96 100 115.4 
5-Feb-52 1380 99 54 72 92 100 148.7 
15-Feb-52 1260 166 52 66 88 97 171.3 
25-Feb-52 1200 63 76 88 97 99 125.0 
5-Mar-52 1300 170 41 51 80 97 199.2 
25-Mar-52 1680 175 54 72 93 100 147.4 
5-May-52 29000 2870 66 83 94 99 125.0 
25-May-52 16900 2030 39 63 83 93 156.6 
5-Jun-52 26400 2110 77 91 98 100 110.3 
25-Jul-52 3080 616 97 100 88.0 
12-Sep-52 1520 116 94 97 98 100 125.0 
25-Sep-52 1310 49 72 91 97 103.9 
15-Oct-52 1060 18 80 95 98 100 98.9 
16-Nov-52 1160 54 95 98 99 100 111.2 
16-Dec-52 1060 25 42 78 89 97 100 109.1 
25-Dec-52 880 40 92 95 96 99 100 250.0 
25-Jan-53 1200 108 87 96 99 100 102.9 
25-Feb-53 1160 54 93 95 97 99 100 210.2 
28-Feb-53 1220 52 89 95 99 100 117.9 
13-Mar-53 2660 3270 96 98 100 125.0 
28-Mar-53 2400 543 96 99 100 98.9 
3-Apr-53 3290 1520 92 96 99 100 125.0 
10-Apr-53 2960 321 85 91 98 100 145.0 
25-Apr-53 4610 2350 82 94 99 100 104.9 
28-May-53 11000 2360 54 67 84 98 100 187.9 
8-Jun-53 12900 1250 42 57 74 92 99 221.2 
29-Jun-53 10900 739 44 74 93 99 100 119.3 
9-Jul-53 5360 232 66 85 98 100 116.1 
14-Jul-53 5120 237 64 91 99 100 98.9 
28-Jul-53 2420 68 86 95 99 100 107.0 
11-Aug-53 2760 423 97 99 100 104.9 
26-Aug-53 1620 65 95 98 99 100 111.2 
7-Sep-53 1130 26 96 98 100 125.0 
2-Dec-53 1540 151 96 98 100 125.0 
5-Mar-54 1180 179 97 99 100 104.9 
13-Apr-54 3600 1480 93 96 100 136.3 
30-Apr-54 7080 1400 57 69 95 100 161.0 
13-May-54 7210 1040 45 57 84 99 100 186.1 
21-May-54 11200 1760 49 62 82 96 100 192.8 
27-May-54 15200 1620 49 69 89 98 100 151.2 
1-Jul-54 10800 1420 47 71 96 99 100 134.0 
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Table B.1 (cont.) 
Date 
Discharge 
(cfs) C (ppm) 
<62 
µm <125 µm <250 µm <500 µm <1000 µm 
D50,sand 
(µm) 
16-Jul-54 3930 149 47 73 90 98 100 127.6 
28-Jul-54 3040 166 78 90 97 99 100 117.9 
13-Aug-54 1720 78 92 96 99 100 125.0 
30-Aug-54 1250 20 95 97 99 100 148.7 
24-Sep-54 1100 794 98 100 88.0 
15-Oct-54 1640 1060 97 99 100 104.9 
2-Nov-54 1270 96 94 97 100 125.0 
17-Dec-54 520 199 97 99 100 104.9 
15-Apr-55 3840 3140 89 94 99 100 134.0 
29-Apr-55 7680 3080 68 77 92 100 172.7 
13-May-55 8890 1360 53 70 89 98 100 158.5 
1-Jun-55 7650 702 53 69 90 98 100 160.1 
14-Jun-55 10200 981 46 64 91 98 100 157.5 
1-Jul-55 6600 378 45 62 88 98 100 165.4 
30-Aug-55 1280 1040 99 100 88.0 
30-Dec-55 1970 2310 99 100 88.0 
26-Mar-56 10200 12600 88 92 97 100 164.9 
2-Apr-56 5120 2320 72 78 86 98 100 250.0 
16-Apr-56 7030 3270 72 82 94 99 100 157.5 
1-May-56 11700 1650 75 90 99 100 111.2 
18-May-56 8700 787 55 74 92 97 100 143.0 
25-May-56 20500 3820 76 88 97 100 125.0 
1-Jun-56 26400 2580 76 88 95 98 100 125.0 
8-Jun-56 25100 1170 50 73 90 97 100 135.6 
27-Jun-56 7570 488 55 78 94 99 100 123.1 
12-Jul-56 3810 199 77 91 98 100 110.3 
18-Mar-57 2220 1170 99 99 100 176.8 
4-Jun-57 20600 1460 56 76 94 100 135.0 
12-Jun-57 36400 1390 56 75 92 98 100 141.3 
12-Jun-57 36000 1280 61 79 95 100 133.4 
31-Jul-57 6720 419 64 79 96 100 141.3 
20-Mar-58 1820 269 95 98 100 111.2 
1-May-58 5960 634 44 52 73 98 100 241.9 
26-May-58 26800 1920 74 91 100 106.0 
22-Aug-58 1060 383 96 99 100 98.9 
1-May-59 4650 947 77 87 100 135.4 
27-May-59 6380 428 47 64 88 100 164.5 
12-Jun-59 13400 666 99 
2-Jul-59 11600 2690 99 
21-Mar-60 3810 7210 91 96.5 100 116.5 
31-Mar-60 10100 7410 86 89 96 100 185.7 
7-Apr-60 7290 2140 76 86 95 100 145.8 
15-Apr-60 9930 1870 70 80 94 100 160.1 
29-Apr-60 5720 730 43 52 75.5 85 100 219.5 
15-May-60 12200 2490 58 70 93 99 100 163.9 
26-May-60 8980 640 58 77 95 100 135.0 
31-May-60 8620 858 31 49 83 99 100 175.0 
14-Jun-60 11300 1300 64 75 89 99 100 176.8 
30-Jun-60 3910 187 64 76 92 100 162.1 
14-Jul-60 2160 260 96 98 99 100 125.0 
24-Aug-60 1090 493 98 99 100 125.0 
11-Oct-60 1070 799 99 100 88.0 
28-Oct-60 1130 85 97 98 100 148.7 
11-Nov-60 1390 120 91 95 99 100 136.3 
30-Nov-60 1260 73 94 98 100 104.9 
23-Mar-61 2380 2670 98 98 99 100 250.0 
31-Mar-61 2380 1200 96 97 98 99.5 100 250.0 
5-Apr-61 2900 3270 97 99 99 100 104.9 
14-Apr-61 2300 495 94 97 98 100 125.0 
28-Apr-61 2460 291 87 92 98 99 100 148.7 
15-May-61 7210 2210 67 79.5 97 99.5 100 144.2 
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Table B.1 (cont.) 
Date 
Discharge 
(cfs) C (ppm) 
<62 
µm <125 µm <250 µm <500 µm <1000 µm 
D50,sand 
(µm) 
31-May-61 10700 2100 43 54 81 100 195.9 
14-Jun-61 9200 822 30 38 58 85 100 299.2 
20-Jun-61 6380 229 67 80 94 100 148.7 
30-Jun-61 3130 146 62 68 75.5 86 100 353.6 
14-Jul-61 1490 42 86 88 92 99 100 276.0 
31-Jul-61 938 159 98 98 99 100 250.0 
14-Aug-61 1210 869 99 100 88.0 
9-Sep-61 1380 1770 96 100 88.0 
11-Sep-61 1490 3480 99 100 88.0 
15-Sep-61 1230 977 99 100 88.0 
22-Sep-61 2290 3290 94 98 100 104.9 
26-Sep-61 2580 5590 99 100 88.0 
29-Sep-61 2270 1030 97 99 100 104.9 
2-Oct-61 3230 1780 95 98 100 111.2 
3-Oct-61 2890 908 96 98 99 100 125.0 
10-Oct-61 2550 419 67 88 99 100 107.6 
11-Oct-61 2690 2700 96 98 100 125.0 
16-Oct-61 2710 3360 99 100 88.0 
30-Oct-61 2030 169 93 97 99 100 114.5 
15-Nov-61 1980 293 94 98 99.5 100 104.9 
29-Nov-61 1880 237 95 97 99 100 148.7 
20-Mar-62 2670 1640 96 99 100 98.9 
30-Mar-62 16400 18200 92 96 99 100 125.0 
9-Apr-62 11300 6280 88 95 99 100 113.1 
20-Apr-62 18700 4340 81 92 98 100 113.6 
30-Apr-62 21200 2190 70 89 97 99 100 107.8 
11-May-62 24100 2100 66 89 98 100 104.1 
21-May-62 13100 1320 56 82 96 100 112.2 
30-May-62 12100 973 44 75 97 100 116.8 
11-Jun-62 12100 923 38 69 92 100 125.0 
20-Jun-62 14000 1340 60 80 93 100 125.0 
29-Jun-62 15000 1190 53 75 94 100 132.0 
9-Jul-62 8650 674 50 75 94 100 125.0 
20-Jul-62 5820 368 55 77 97 100 127.2 
31-Jul-62 3420 173 83 93 100 112.5 
For modeling purposes, a representative grain-size distribution of sand entering the 
middle Green River is sought. When considering the flow duration curve and the sand load 
versus discharge curve, most of the geomorphic work occurs at large Q values (e.g., Andrews, 
1986). Table B.1 reveals that conditions at the Jensen gage station are such that the river has the 
capacity to transport sand even at the lowest discharges sampled; however, the relative sand 
mass flux is small for the low end of the flow duration curve, when considered over a multiple-
year time period. The implication is that the abundance of samples obtained at low discharge 
may bias inferences made regarding characteristic grain size distributions when considering the 
entire set of samples in Table B.1. Therefore a subset of samples is considered, which was based 
on data collected when the discharge (Q) was greater than or equal to 5000 cfs (141.7 m3/s). This 
includes 63 samples from Table B.1, which maintains a fairly large set of data, while excluding 
values that represent periods of modest geomorphic work. The simple arithmetic mean of the 
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D50,sand values is 155.6 µm for the subset of data with Q  ≥ 5000 cfs; note that calculation of the 
mean is not weighted in any way based on discharge. The cumulative distribution of D50,sand 
values over the 63 samples in which Q ≥ 5000 cfs is illustrated below along with the distribution 
over the full 145 sample set. 
 
Figure B.1: Cumulative distributions of D50,sand values from Jensen samples during the pre-Flaming Gorge Dam 
period. 
Data for the post-Flaming Gorge Dam period are provided in the following table and 
figure. 
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Table B.2: Post-Flaming Gorge Dam suspended sediment samples on which grain-size distribution was analyzed. 
Date 
Discharge 
(cfs) C (ppm) <62 µm <125 µm <250 µm <500 µm 
<1000 
µm 
D50,sand 
(µm) 
7-Mar-63 699 69 94 99 100 94.4 
25-Mar-63 1080 444 95 99 100 96.1 
27-Mar-63 2090 6170 97 99 100 104.9 
4-May-63 2510 935 95 99 100 96.1 
10-May-63 7240 2520 70 90 99 100 104.9 
1-Jun-63 5270 594 35 51 84 100 176.8 
20-Jun-63 3060 1850 97 98 100 148.7 
10-Aug-63 428 685 96 99 100 98.9 
23-Aug-63 442 2310 65 98 100 89.9 
26-Aug-63 821 13900 94 99 100 94.4 
28-Aug-63 657 5090 89 98 100 95.2 
9-Sep-63 1130 2840 84 97 100 95.5 
11-Sep-63 780 8020 99 100 88.0 
23-Sep-63 424 799 70 98 100 90.3 
9-Apr-64 2270 2520 90 97 100 102.3 
19-Apr-64 3420 5290 87 97 100 97.8 
17-May-64 9030 5800 77 87 96 100 140.3 
15-Jul-64 4230 1130 88 94 100 125.0 
24-Sep-64 2710 293 87 96 100 102.9 
8-Dec-65 3230 429 57 73 100 144.0 
31-Mar-66 4800 2460 95 100 88.0 
6-Apr-66 5370 1360 70 81 97 100 148.7 
26-Apr-66 3510 448 75 83 95 100 162.1 
13-May-66 9510 2180 72 85 96 100 133.1 
10-Aug-66 1920 199 96 100 88.0 
17-Oct-66 2790 3830 98 99 100 125.0 
22-Nov-66 1350 56 94 97 100 125.0 
8-Mar-67 1930 195 88 93 100 138.0 
18-Apr-67 3140 439 66 77 99 100 151.0 
25-May-67 12400 2520 70 84 96 100 132.4 
14-Jun-67 10400 733 64 87 97 99 100 107.3 
18-Jul-67 4840 1120 36 79 97 100 104.5 
16-Aug-67 2820 119 72 89 100 110.5 
14-Nov-67 2680 87 59 73 99 100 148.7 
4-Apr-68 3120 964 87 95 100 109.6 
9-May-68 9420 1800 64 79 93 99 100 145.0 
5-Jun-68 17800 828 83 99 100 90.0 
28-Jun-68 8030 423 55 83 99 100 108.9 
19-Jul-68 4840 197 42 81 99 100 104.4 
15-Aug-68 5280 3430 92 96 99 100 125.0 
12-Sep-68 3580 162 35 69 98 100 121.2 
22-Jan-69 4840 743 28 58 98 100 138.7 
14-Mar-69 4500 211 34 50 88 100 170.4 
16-Apr-69 7370 1180 64 78 92 99 100 152.4 
5-May-69 11500 1930 55 79 94 99 100 119.6 
13-Jun-69 5280 283 69 89 99 100 106.8 
21-Aug-69 2460 150 86 96 100 101.3 
14-Oct-69 3470 199 46 66 100 144.2 
14-Nov-69 2440 122 67 78 97 100 152.8 
12-Mar-70 2260 150 73 82 99 100 150.2 
17-Apr-70 3300 641 74 88 99 100 118.9 
13-May-70 11400 1660 60 76 93 100 147.1 
15-Jun-70 12300 1500 75 88 98 100 121.7 
15-Jul-70 3990 258 85 95 99 100 104.9 
9-Oct-70 1570 675 88 96 100 104.9 
30-Mar-71 5630 4320 88 94 100 125.0 
11-May-71 10700 1220 60 75 91 99 100 155.2 
3-Jun-71 14600 20 74 86 95 100 135.0 
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Table B.2 (cont.) 
Date 
Discharge 
(cfs) C (ppm) <62 µm <125 µm <250 µm <500 µm 
<1000 
µm 
D50,sand 
(µm) 
1-Jul-71 8460 406 54 78 96 100 121.4 
4-Oct-71 1930 104 95 99 100 96.1 
13-Mar-72 3450 1320 84 85 93 100 229.3 
18-Apr-72 4080 711 52 63 90 100 174.5 
23-May-72 12700 1380 53 71 89 98 100 154.5 
12-Jun-72 15200 1160 58 76 93 100 141.3 
5-Nov-72 3720 293 65 78 100 144.0 
9-Apr-73 3430 1400 93 97 100 114.5 
3-May-73 10400 3900 75 86 98 100 136.3 
11-May-73 13200 1420 93 100 88.0 
23-May-73 23100 1030 84 98 100 92.6 
15-Jun-73 14100 832 44 72 95 100 125.0 
6-Aug-73 3260 540 94 97 100 125.0 
5-Dec-73 3930 218 32 56 98 100 147.4 
10-Jan-74 4780 522 14 29 95 100 167.7 
18-Mar-74 3320 1780 90 94 99 100 143.6 
18-Apr-74 3000 594 82 87 100 154.7 
13-May-74 23900 689 86 97 10 96.9 
16-May-74 14600 948 72 90 98 100 107.0 
11-Jun-74 11800 1600 84 94 100 108.6 
18-Mar-75 2130 207 91 93 99 100 166.9 
9-Apr-75 2900 2260 96 97 100 157.5 
13-May-75 5340 878 58 72 92 100 159.3 
21-May-75 18500 2170 64 74 93 100 167.4 
30-Jun-75 11900 333 48 76 97 100 118.9 
19-Dec-75 4210 188 22 46 100 151.5 
18-Feb-76 2170 424 96 97 99 100 176.8 
15-Apr-76 4990 1460 71 80 96 100 158.6 
14-May-76 11500 1070 61 71 87 99 100 188.6 
9-Jun-76 10900 332 52 72 92 99 100 143.6 
30-Mar-78 3850 916 78 87 99 100 140.3 
28-Apr-78 5910 718 56 71 96 100 151.8 
15-Jun-78 15500 697 62 80 95 100 130.9 
20-Mar-79 3460 722 86 94 100 114.5 
25-Apr-79 6720 1100 58 65 85 100 203.1 
4-Jun-79 10000 562 64 82 96 99 100 125.0 
30-Apr-96 9580 545 48 62 85 100 179.5 
7-May-96 12000 812 56 65 89 100 100 182.0 
10-May-96 14900 794 55 66 87 99 100 182.7 
16-May-96 18500 657 61 76 91 100 153.9 
26-May-96 22000 693 61 68 90 99 100 185.3 
23-May-96 16000 466 48 66 85 100 167.4 
11-Jun-96 12800 233 54 65 92 100 170.1 
27-Jun-96 9380 234 49 67 89 100 158.3 
1-Jul-96 6610 170 52 70 94 100 148.7 
31-Mar-99 5520 409 51 57 82 100 100 208.8 
20-May-99 10800 331 56 70 85 99 100 180.9 
25-May-99 18300 930 65 81 91 99 100 138.7 
28-May-99 19700 700 56 70 82 99 100 198.4 
2-Jun-99 20400 531 55 73 88 98 100 153.9 
24-Jun-99 13800 284 42 69 90 99 100 133.5 
6-Apr-00 3360 81 85 91 100 140.3 
20-Apr-00 6270 925 62 72 94 100 166.0 
3-May-00 8910 654 56 66 80 100 226.4 
2-Jun-00 16000 531 45 62 78 95 100 197.0 
5-Jul-00 2160 55 58 64 81 100 230.4 
13-Jun-01 4650 92 59 69 80 93 93 242.2 
2-Apr-02 2470 532 96 97 99 100 100 176.8 
23-Apr-02 3080 443 41 41 43 56 89 678.0 
14-May-02 2700 77 97 98 100 100 100 148.7 
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Table B.2 (cont.) 
Date 
Discharge 
(cfs) C (ppm) <62 µm <125 µm <250 µm <500 µm 
<1000 
µm 
D50,sand 
(µm) 
22-May-02 6960 811 38 50 62 69 96 500.0 
4-Jun-02 4940 199 73 82 94 100 100 162.1 
11-May-05 7980 786 63.5 70.5 83 97.5 237.0 
18-May-05 12100 1058 59 72.5 88 100 173.0 
24-May-05 19200 981 59 70 84 99 200.1 
21-Apr-06 8260 359 90 91 96 99 100 217.6 
8-May-06 8970 221 81 83 87 93 100 374.6 
16-May-06 9790 437 56 68 91 100 169.0 
24-May-06 18850 412 84 86 92 95 97 250.0 
4-May-07 8200 697 0 30 68 100 180.0 
16-May-07 12400 782 48 63 84 95 179.7 
21-May-07 11300 570 30 49 57 85 304.8 
For the following analysis, the two points with D50,sand = 678 µm and D50,sand = 500 µm 
are excluded as outliers. (Exceedingly coarse samples can be generated when the sampler 
inadvertently contacts the streambed.) As was done for the pre-Flaming Gorge Dam data, the 
data from Table 5.2 are also stratified to create a subset for Q ≥ 5000 cfs. Excluding the outlier, 
the subset consists of 66 data points. The mean D50,sand of the subset is 158.4 µm, which is very 
similar to the value obtained for the pre-dam data set. The cumulative distribution of D50,sand 
values over the 66 samples in which Q ≥ 5000 cfs is illustrated below, along with the distribution 
over the full 128 sample set. 
 
Figure B.2: Cumulative distributions of D50,sand values from Jensen samples during the post-Flaming Gorge Dam 
period. 
